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ABSTRACT 
 

Brackets and Bodies: Punctuated Physicality in Modernist and Contemporary Fiction 
Emily Katherine Rials, Ph.D. 

Cornell University 2017 
 

Brackets and Bodies argues that twentieth- and twenty-first-century novels rework 
conventions of realist representation not only in the vocabulary and linguistic constructions of 
their narratives, but also through the material appearance of those narratives on printed pages—
through innovative techniques of spacing and punctuation. Most criticism of twentieth-century 
bibliographic experimentation turns to the formatting of poetry for its prime examples, but I 
focus here on novels, combining book history with narrative theory, feminist criticism, and 
disability studies to show how the organization of printed prose facilitates—or denies—
narratorial and readerly access to specific characters’ perspectives. This manipulation of 
conventional punctuation and spacing practices is a technique by which novels rework traditional 
representations of embodiment, interiority, and artistic creation.  

The project’s introduction revisits the critical consensus that has developed around the 
material significance of Emily Dickinson’s dashes, drawing on scholarly responses to her poetic 
innovations to underscore the need for similarly rigorous analyses of how punctuation shapes 
and informs the narrative arcs of modernist and contemporary fiction. Over the course of its five 
main chapters, Brackets and Bodies studies novels by writers including Dorothy Richardson, 
James Joyce, Gertrude Stein, and Virginia Woolf, in the modernist period, and Anne Carson, 
Zadie Smith, Kate Atkinson, and Ali Smith in the twenty-first century. Calling out to and also 
departing from patterns and structures historically available to writers in print, these novels 
deploy both material and linguistic components of their narratives to explore fiction’s ability to 
produce new forms through which to accommodate diverse and dynamic bodies. Chapter by 
chapter, Brackets and Bodies demonstrates how historically and narratively specific analysis of 
each work’s spacing and punctuation techniques revises traditional critical readings of individual 
novels and also points to the broader stakes of attending to both material and linguistic 
components of literary art. In the postscript, I extend these lines of inquiry into the very 
contemporary moment, considering how politicians’ use of Twitter and social media demand a 
similarly specific and contextualizing reading practice. 
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Brackets and Bodies: An Introduction 

 
I dwell in Possibility— 
A fairer House than Prose— 
More numerous of Windows— 
Superior—for Doors— 

 
Of Chambers as the Cedars— 
Impregnable of eye— 
And for an everlasting Roof 
The Gambrels of the Sky— 

 
Of Visitors—the fairest— 
For Occupation—This— 
The spreading wide my narrow Hands 
To gather Paradise— 

 
-E.D. 4661 
 

There can be no doubt that Emily Dickinson’s dashes matter. The material conditions of 

her poetry permeate critical accounts of her work as well as her popular reputation: alongside the 

mythology of Dickinson’s biographical body in its white dress, largely contained in its green-

shuttered house, there is the mythology of the poet who would not publish, the woman who 

instead stuffed a chest with handsewn booklets filled with strange-looking poems. In Dickinson 

scholarship, both the poet’s body and the poet’s punctuation provide a backdrop for analyzing 

her poetry’s themes and aesthetics and politics.  

While Dickinson’s work might seem at first glance, then, an odd place to begin a 

dissertation about punctuation and printed space in modernist and contemporary fiction—

Dickinson’s work being neither modernist, nor contemporary, nor fiction—I am starting with 

Dickinson’s work precisely because it is none of these things. Instead, it exemplifies a literary 

corpus whose materiality is broadly understood to inform its thematic explorations of 

embodiment, spirituality, nature, genre. Narrative theory has undertheorized the impact of 
                                                
1 This numbering reflects the organization of R.W. Franklin’s Reading Edition of the poems. 
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punctuation and spacing on novelistic rhetoric, and textual criticism has tended to understudy 

how twentieth-century material practices affect readers’ engagements with specific novels’ texts. 

Articulating the ways in which Dickinson’s dashes matter, not only to the content of her poetry 

but also to criticism of that work, thus allows me to cast some light on the implications of 

punctuation in another corpus of texts: twentieth- and twenty-first-century novels. For while 

there may be no doubt that Dickinson’s dashes affect critical readings and popular reception of 

her poetry, the narrative effects of Dorothy Richardson’s ellipses, Virginia Woolf’s parentheses, 

Ali Smith’s colons, and Anne Carson’s backslashes are not so accounted for in critical discourse.  

The complexity of Dickinson’s dashes and their contributions to her poetry’s concerns 

with embodiment, voicing, and readerly engagement offer but one resplendent example of how 

the visual forms of literary works intersect with those works’ linguistic contents. My primary 

argument in the chapters below is that this same intersection is at work in fiction, and that 

expanding the scope of narrative theory to account for it reveals complexities in novelistic 

experiments with representation and rhetoric that are otherwise ignored. My analysis traces the 

representational implications of innovative punctuation and spacing in novels by writers 

including Dorothy Richardson, James Joyce, Gertrude Stein, and Virginia Woolf, in the 

modernist period, and Anne Carson, Zadie Smith, Kate Atkinson, and Ali Smith in the twenty-

first century. These specific novelists’ interests in consciousness and the narration thereof affect 

their techniques of punctuation and spacing in their novels, and their fictions’ printed spaces, too, 

are integral components of their arguments about how the novel should be—about whose voices 

and bodies the novel as a form can be adapted to hold. Critically reading novelistic punctuation 

not only clarifies how specific novels attempt to represent human consciousness—especially as 

that consciousness is shaped by social constructions of gender and disability—but such attention 
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also contributes, more generally, to a rhetorical narratology that considers both linguistic and 

bibliographical2 components of composition and reading.  

 
 

I dwell in Possibility— 
 
The material forms of Emily Dickinson’s poems—many of which were incorporated into 

letters as well as, or instead of, sewn into handmade fascicles—defy conventions of mainstream 

printing both in their limited circulation and in their formal appearance on the page.3 Dickinson 

seems not to have, herself, pursued mass publication of her poetry4; instead, the fascicles and 

correspondence where her poems appear evoke an alternative model of circulation and 

production both visually, in the various ways poems are lineated and spaced, and figuratively. 

The earliest editors of her work endeavored to give the poems “the sort of finish which the 

sensibilities of the time were thought to demand” (Johnson xliii) by amending their line lengths, 

diction, and meter, and the poems’ defiance of typographical standards still flummoxes 

contemporary editors.5 Even now, Jen Bervin notes, “Dickinson’s manipulation of textual space 

is elastic in the manuscripts: her sprawling headlong letterforms, ambiguous capitalization, 

gestural punctuation, scale shifts in variant words, extremely short lines, and expansive spatial 

                                                
2 In extending the scope of textual critical work to the modernist moment, George Bornstein has introduced the 
important distinction between a literary work’s “linguistic code,” comprised of its words, and the work’s 
“bibliographic” code, “the semantic features of its material instantiations” (6).   
3 For an overview of the development of Dickinson’s poetic career, including her exploration of various material 
formats, see R.W. Franklin’s Introduction to the Reading Edition of her Poems (3-4).  
4 Bervin states simply, “Dickinson rejected print publication of her poems,” drawing on a letter to Thomas 
Higginson in which Dickinson explains, “I smile when you suggest that I delay ‘to publish’ – that being foreign to 
my thought as Firmament to Fin” (10). See Martin Greenup’s essay “The Glimmering Frontier: Emily Dickinson 
and Publication” for a rethinking of this narrative of Dickinson’s disinterest in publication.  
5 As R.W. Franklin observes, for example, poem 124, “Safe in their Alabaster Chambers,” includes in manuscript 
“four sizes of the letter s; standardizing them into either upper or lower case type will be an editorial construction 
upon what the poet wrote” (117). Similarly, Franklin writes, Dickinson’s punctuation frustrates easy transcription: 
“commonly she depended upon a mark of various lengths resembling a dash that tilts up or down as frequently as it 
is level. Because of her handwriting, it is often difficult to tell a comma from a dash and a dash from a lengthened 
period. Such punctuation cannot be reproduced exactly in type” (117). 
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placement of words on the page trouble even a visually minded transcription” (11-12).6 While 

multiple diacritical and punctuational marks in Dickinson’s poems foreground the importance of 

materiality for her artistic work,7 however, Dickinson’s dashes in particular have fueled 

substantial editorial and critical conversation.  

In response to Edith Wylder’s reading of the dashes as adapted from common nineteenth-

century elocutionary symbols, 8 textual critics like Theodora Ward and R.W. Franklin 

emphasized the inconsistency of Dickinson’s chirographic markings (the fact that multiple fair 

copies of the same poem were often punctuated differently) as well as the fact that Dickinson’s 

unusual capitalization and punctuation was not exclusively used in her poetic manuscripts (it also 

appears in her non-poetical handwriting). Ward and Franklin in fact argue that these factors 

prove the marks to be “merely habits of handwriting without special significance” (Franklin 

120). Because Dickinson prepared very few copies of very few poems for print, an editor cannot 

generally assume that one fair copy constitutes Dickinson’s “final” intention for that poem’s 

form—ascribing particular lyric meaning to particular marks, then, grants undue authority to 

manuscripts that clearly eschew any claim to finality.  

Nevertheless, as M.B. Parkes observes, “[p]unctuation can modify the emphases, and 

hence the ‘meaning’, embodied in a text, and has been used to communicate particular 

interpretations to readers” (4); even amidst the ambiguities of the manuscripts, a panoply of 

                                                
6 Thomas Johnson’s practice in preparing the first variorum Poems of Emily Dickinson was to hew to “literal 
rendering” of Dickinson’s manuscript texts, though he notes with respect to the dashes that within lines they often 
serve “no grammatical function whatsoever,” so that “properly such ‘punctuation’ can be omitted in later editions 
[…] as surely she would have expected had her poems been published in her lifetime” (lxiii). More recently, 
collections like The Gorgeous Nothings have gathered facsimile reproductions of Dickinson’s manuscripts that 
“foreground[] Dickinson’s experiments with visual form and variants on the page” (Bervin 10). 
7 These include crosses which seem to function like footnote-markings (noting for a reader alternative word choices 
that would fit the meter in certain lines). 
8 Stamm, Edith Perry. “Emily Dickinson: Poetry and Punctuation.” The Saturday Review 46 (1963), 26.  
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critical readings of Dickinson’s dashes has arisen.9 Sandra Gilbert and Susan Gubar characterize 

the dashes of both poems and letters as “seem[ing] to indicate rending pauses, silence like 

wounds in the midst of speech” (626), for example, while Sharon Cameron sees the dashes as 

enabling unresolvable vocal multiplicity in the language of Dickinson’s lines, facilitating the 

development of “a voice at odds with itself” (26).  Paul Crumbley draws on these readings of 

vocal disjuncture but reemphasizes the specifically graphic nature of the dashes—they are, he 

writes, “central to a graphocentric poetics within which they perform as highly nuanced visual 

signals intimately linked to Dickinson’s experiments with poetic voice” (1).  

In poem 466, with the text of which this introduction began, Dickinson distinguishes the 

speaker’s habitation in “Possibility” against the “House” of “Prose”—specifically, the house of 

Possibility is “fairer” than Prose, with a structure “More numerous” in windows and “Superior” 

in doors. A. James Wohlpart observes of this poem that “rather than working to reconcile the 

binary oppositions of her culture”—which he identifies as the polarizations of “male and female, 

culture and nature, spiritual and physical, this life and afterlife, sin and salvation”—Dickinson 

instead “offered a poetic that undermines the ground of these oppositions in order to subvert the 

cultural norms that imprisoned her” (55). Indeed, the poem resists these binaries both 

linguistically—in the verbal content of lines that imagine (physical) houses of (abstract) 

Possibility, (edificial) chambers opening up to the (natural) sky, (human) hands gathering 

(divine) Paradise—and materially, in their organization on the manuscript page. Like Wohlpart’s 

reading of these binaries engaged and unresolved in 466, Crumbley argues about the diversity of 

meanings in Dickinson’s work that, through their vocal multiplicity and perspectival 

indeterminacy, “the poems iterate the belief that identity is the temporary product of specific 

discourses within a given historical context and that the self is limited neither by such discourse 
                                                
9 For a more detailed summary of Dickinson scholarship’s evolving approaches to dashes, see Wylder 209-213.  
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nor by the unity upon which discourse depends” (3). Reading the dashes’ grammatical and 

emphatic functions, too, underscores the centrality of punctuation for these poems’ presentations 

of voice—whether that voice is understood to be spoken aloud or scripted.  

For Franklin, one proof of the inconsequence of Dickinson’s dashes “is shown by the 

poet’s using them not only for poems but for letters too” (Editing 121), suggesting that her use of 

dashes in prose precludes their having “special significance” in her poetry. Other nineteenth-

century women had similarly dashy handwriting, Franklin observes, and Dickinson habitually 

inserted similar punctuation into her household note-keeping and passages she copied from 

printed text (121). In a letter to Emily Fowler, however, Dickinson herself alludes to the visual 

and syntactic capacity of her dashes to hold meaning—a meaning that might transcend generic 

boundaries as well as interpersonal ones. Dickinson writes: 

— 
I wanted to write, and just tell you that me, and my spirit were fighting this 

morning. It isn’t known generally, and you must’nt tell anybody. […]  
When I see you I shall tell you more, for I know you are busy this morning. That 

is’nt an empty blank where I began - it is so full of affection that you cant see any - that’s 
all. (MssCol 1038)10 
 

The dash with which the letter opens represents, in Dickinson’s explanation, an affection and an 

internal state that her written words fail to encompass. Analyzing the letter’s text, Ena Jung 

argues that “Dickinson’s designation for her dash as ‘blank’ points to the dash as a form of 

marking that calls attention to the emptiness. Her use of the dash here thus summons the 

historical beginnings of the ‘ellipsis’ as a blank space on the page for corruptions in the 

manuscript to be filled by later scribes with access to better copies” (2). Dickinson’s own 

                                                
10 Editorial transcriptions of this letter, including that in Johnson and Ward’s edition of Dickinson’s letters, emend 
the underlined text to italics. The letter seems to have been composed in the early 1850s [Letters 90]; it is addressed 
at the top of the verso, but the recto half of the page begins not with a salutation but with a brief horizontal line in 
the place where the salutation would conventionally be written. The letter is unusual among the other letters 
Dickinson wrote to Fowler in that, aside from the dash, it maintains a sizable blank space at the top of each page.  
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apparent emphasis is not on the blankness of the page, however, as underscored by the dash, but 

on its fullness. Jung notes Dickinson’s attention to the conventional understanding that marks 

like dashes, ellipses, and asterisks denote a “blank” to be filled in by someone else, later—but 

Dickinson revises that convention in the same sentence by asserting that the blank of her dash is 

already full, if by contents “you cant see,” items perhaps “Impregnable of eye.” She begins the 

letter with a confession about inner turmoil that is not generally known except to her present 

reader, then suggests that the dash, too, represents something that evades linguistic 

communication. Even the confidence into which Fowler is adopted fails to render the referent of 

the dash legible. Dickinson nevertheless insists on the capacity of the “empty” space, of an 

unreadable message, to represent her psychological situation to the letter’s reader.  

The binary-grappling poem 466 was organized into its manuscript fascicle in 1862, after 

Dickinson made the decision to, as McGann describes, “construct her poetry within writing 

conventions permitted and encouraged in the textuality of personal correspondence” (43).11 

While Dickinson’s letter to Fowler precedes by more than a decade this transition, the figuring of 

the opening dash as a resource by which an ineffable amplitude of affection can be represented 

reflects her ongoing interest in the multiple ways a page can communicate the condition of an 

expressing self. In many instances, McGann argues, “the medium of the text”—the poem’s 

scripting in the form of a letter—“is not simply taken as a given, something to be worked within; 

the medium is part of the imagination’s subject” (48). Poem 466 provides a potent example of 

how this material attention unfurls in Dickinson’s poetics. A crucial part of what differentiates 
                                                
11 At the same time, poem 466 precedes Dickinson’s apparent shift to scribbling fragments of poems on envelopes, a 
practice Marta Werner describes as “intensif[ying] in the wake of fascicle production and at the juncture when she 
was testing, differently, and for a final time, the relationship between message and medium” (Gorgeous Nothings 
208). Dickinson’s letters began presenting “poems” lineated based on the space of the page instead of the demands 
of the poems’ metrical constitution. The consequences for the poems, McGann argues, are that “the loose ‘prose’ 
arrangement of the words on the page […] allows the language to transcend the metronome” (46); because the prose 
passages of Dickinson’s letters, too, often “run along evident metrical feet,” this arrangement ultimately blurs 
generic boundaries in its emphasis on “the metrical subtext of the prose” and “the prosy surface of the verse” (45-6). 
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the houses of Possibility and Prose, after all, is the openness that her dashes introduce and insist 

upon. Dashes register syntactic ambiguity and “spreading wide” in the language of the poem and 

on the surface of the “medium of the text,” demonstrating how both components of the work 

underlie an interpretation of its meaning.  

At the same time, the distinction the dashes punctuate has, at its root, materiality and 

consciousness: the distinction between “Possibility” and “Prose,” according to the poem’s 

language, depends on space, on the ability of material objects to cross certain thresholds, to 

populate or evacuate the form’s “Chambers,” or rooms (or stanzas). Dash-attentive readings 

recognize that Dickinson rejects the dichotomy of poetry and prose, the conventional structures 

available to her, on the basis of the physical mobility their structures allow.12 Access to 

architectural features and structures raises implicit questions about the kinds of bodies populating 

the milieu of Dickinson’s speaker: access to certain rooms at certain times might be socially or 

physically curtailed, in the nineteenth century and beyond, by gender, race, class, and ability. 

Physical mobility, here, thus involves both the space of the inscribed page and also the heft of 

the body that speaks or reads or writes. The structure of the house of “Possibility” is, the speaker 

elaborates, “impregnable of eye,” and its openness allows her to “spread[] wide my narrow hands 

/ To gather Paradise—.” A structure allowing for the inhabitance of this speaking poetic voice is 

a structure that allows that voice’s physical form sufficient room to stretch and spread.13 Even 

the poem’s close uses a dash to foreclose linear conclusion, to evade syntactical closure and 

teleology. In the poem, as in her letters, and in the manuscript documents that blur the generic 

                                                
12 In fact, though the poem is generally read to reflect an argument about poetry, that form is itself unnamed in the 
linguistic content of the work.  
13 Dickinson’s imagery here engages with a concept that, as I will describe below, Virginia Woolf refigures when, in 
A Room of One’s Own, she imagines a book reformatted to “fit” the body of a woman writer. 
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distinctions between these forms, Dickinson’s use of dashes hinges on an idea of fullness, of 

substance, evoked even in an apparent “blank” on the surface of the page.  

The Oxford English Dictionary distinguishes prose from poetry by defining the former as 

“Language in the form in which it is typically written (or spoken), usually characterized as 

having no deliberate metrical structure (in contrast with verse or poetry)” (OED). Prose is 

positioned as the less structured form, lacking the sonic scaffolding that might distinguish its 

language from appearing, formally, as “it is typically written (or spoken).”14 For Dickinson’s 

speaker, however, the doors of possibility are superior but not necessarily more or fewer than 

those in the house of prose: possibility is structural, in the end, just as prose is, even if the 

contours of the structures, and the kinds of linguistic and physical and spiritual movements they 

facilitate, are starkly distinct.15 As Wohlpart observes, poem 466 does not ultimately choose one 

structure over another; instead the poem emphasizes the different resources the forms offer a 

writer/speaker. The speaker dwells in one rather than the other. These are the structures a body 

may or may not inhabit, the poem suggests, the structures a body may or may not access (those 

impregnable chambers), may or may not reach out of. The dashes, with their visual and syntactic 

interruptions of the poem’s verbal content, effect visually both the reaching out and the 

impregnable structure the poem describes—and they do so from within the poetic lines 

themselves. “By interrupting the stream of words,” Jung writes, the dashes emphasize their own 

visual presence: they “ensure that they are pondered, foreclosing the possibility that they will be 

                                                
14 This definition aligns with Dickinson’s own emphasis on meter: Debra Fried notes that even if the other striking 
visual anomaly of Dickinson’s fascicles, the lists of variant word possibilities at the margins of her poems, “declares 
the imminence of change,” the variants “also proclaim that metre is the one thing that is not subject to change. The 
preponderance of the candidates for any particular word are eligible for the same rhythmic slot in the poem” (64). At 
the same time, the lexicographical parenthesis itself points to prose’s connection to sonic patterns and rhythms; 
prose, like “verse or poetry,” is punctuated by marks that evolved as written renderings of oral distinctions. 
15 The kinds of formal experimentation embodied and informed by Dickinson’s dashes thus nuance ongoing debates 
waged by Virginia Jackson, Yopie Prins, and Jonathan Culler, among others, regarding the features of “lyricality” as 
Dickinson and other poets develop and define it. The implications of punctuation and page-space for differentiating 
literary forms—including the lyric as well as the novelistic—become clear in discussions like these.  
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ignored” (19). At the same time, the arrangement of the dashes requires that a reader reconsider 

the arrangement of the words, too: the dashes invite readers to pause and think about just what 

kind of artistic structure the poem comprises.   

The primary objection to ascribing linguistic or lyric significance to Dickinson’s dashes, 

as Franklin and Ward articulate it, derives from the poems’ various material circumstances. The 

dashes’ myriad visual forms in the manuscripts, however, and the variety of contexts (both poetic 

and otherwise) in which Dickinson deployed them, attest to her experimentation with how 

written form can reflect on the page the intensity and variety of a speaker’s interior condition—

especially considering that she did not produce fair copies specifically for typeset publication. 

Dickinson’s letter to Fowler rather complicates the assumption that her use of dashes in multiple 

discursive contexts might mean that the mark did not hold a specific communicative function for 

her. Similarly, readings like Crumbley’s, Jung’s, and Wohlpart’s demonstrate the power of these 

marks to disrupt conventional frameworks of poetic signification and analysis, within poem 

466’s figuration of generic architecture and elsewhere.  

The challenge for textual criticism is that the manuscripts of Dickinson’s work defy easy 

identification of “final” authorial intention, and thus complicate the identification of copy texts 

for translation into print editions. What about when the punctuation or spacing under 

examination is, in fact, a characteristic of a text whose author was directly involved with its 

composition or publication in type? How might attention to the punctuation and layout of printed 

pages—let alone pages of prose—uncover questions about access, embodiment, and generic 

structures that converse with the concerns we recognize in Dickinson’s idiosyncratically-

punctuated lines? Gérard Genette observes in Paratexts that “[n]o reader can be completely 

indifferent to a poem’s arrangement on the page—to the fact, for example, that it is presented in 
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isolation on the otherwise blank page […] or that it must share the blank page with one or two 

other poems or, indeed, with notes at the bottom of the page” (34). Most narratological analysis 

of novelistic text, however, excludes grappling with how the arrangement on the page of lines of 

prose affects that prose’s techniques of representing characters, places, and events. The same 

questions that matter in Dickinson scholarship—the same concerns that shape the forms on 

Dickinson’s pages—animate the later prose works I study, too, but have been underread. My 

dissertation seeks to address this oversight by analyzing how punctuation and spacing structure 

our reading of characters’ representation in novels. 

Some of the novels I consider below cite Dickinson’s poems directly; many do not. 

Nevertheless, all of the twentieth- and twenty-first-century authors whose works I analyze in 

depth use punctuation and spacing to question, as Dickinson does, the literary implications of 

material form—especially concerning representation of embodiment. The combination of textual 

criticism and close reading that produces varied and rich readings of Dickinson’s poetic 

punctuation can also be meaningfully applied to novelistic language—and bringing narratology 

and book history together in consideration of these modernist and contemporary texts reveals 

how these novelists are using both bibliographical and linguistic experiments to revise realist 

theories of representation, generic definitions of “novel” and “codex” and “sentence.” The house 

of prose, being not without windows or doors, emerges from a tradition that has also been 

historically concerned with the representational resources of printed space: for whom does prose 

provide a dwelling place? How might dashes and line-breaks reflect the thresholds of the 

chambers of possibility, and to what lyrical or narratorial ends? 
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Impregnable of eye— 
(Books and Bodies in Theory and Practice) 

 
Of course, methodological and metaphorical connections between books and bodies 

stretch back far beyond Dickinson’s dashes, predating print itself. Ancient and medieval texts 

were often copied and circulated on pages made of scraped and treated animal skins16; leather 

bookbindings, popular throughout the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, still persist in pockets 

of the contemporary book market. The metaphorical resonance of this book-body relationship 

persists, too, in the language we use to describe books’ components, terminology that still evokes 

the physiology of the medium: codex books have spines, pages can contain headers or footnotes, 

and variations within individual fonts of type (italic, roman, or bold) are known as faces.  

At the same time, literary work deals in the representation of lived experience. As 

Dickinson’s letter to Emily Fowler reemphasizes, a single dash, an apparent emptiness, retains 

the potential to represent a full range of feelings and experiences. Again and again, literary texts 

foreground the assertion that the bodies of books are not only the bodies whose pieces contribute 

to the book’s material composition: the book also itself constitutes a body, according to the 

technical language we use to describe its design, and then there are the linguistically-described 

bodies of characters and narrators. All of these bodies are in physical relation, too, with the body 

of the book’s reader. When confronted with the matter of a page, a reader’s body, outside the 

                                                
16 “Papyrus was the favoured material throughout antiquity, even though hides were used as writing surfaces in Asia 
Minor from the beginning of the 1st millennium BC and in Greece probably from the 6th century at least,” explains 
Andrew N. Sherwood (536); Sherwood elaborates that, over time, material preferences shifted in favor of 
parchment, which, “even though more expensive, became the prized writing material largely as a result of its 
durability and wide availability, which was not governed by geographical restrictions and climate” to the extent that 
papyrus was (536). The physical attributes of parchment that Sherwood suggests give it a long-term edge over 
papyrus also affect the experience of reading a text inscribed on it: Dolores Warwick Frese and Katherine O’Brien 
O’Keeffe emphasize in The Book and the Body that “the medieval use of the book was corporeal and its experience 
sensuous, quite apart from issues of aesthetics.” For example, “[h]air and flesh sides of folios had distinct feels” 
(xiii).  
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novel’s diegetic world, interacts with the physical form that represents the characters’ diegetic 

bodies, the form that claims to make their experiences legible.  

Punctuation occupies a complicated position amidst these various bodies of the printed 

literary text. Marks of punctuation are both connected to the breath and also purely textual 

(rather than vocal): systems of punctuation developed in the Western written record, M.B. Parkes 

explains, as literary culture was evolving away from oratorical delivery and toward silent 

reading. In ancient and medieval centuries “dominated by the ideal of the orator,” Parkes 

explains, punctuation marked pauses, which served “not simply to provide opportunities to take 

breath but to phrase the delivery of a speech, or the reading of a text”; these pauses were thus 

“part of the process of reading not copying,” so “wherever punctuation was employed it was 

inserted by readers or, toward the end of this period, by scribes as they read their exemplars” 

(19). After the end of the seventh century, however, as the “written medium developed as a 

separate manifestation of language with a status equivalent to, but independent of that of any 

spoken counterpart,” punctuation came to function increasingly as “a signal to the eye of the 

silent reader, and thus to facilitate the communication of the message of the text” (1, 69).  

As a result of this development, Anne Toner observes, “[p]unctuation serves both 

syntactic and elocutionary roles. It articulates the connections between parts of a sentence, 

grouping together words and phrases, and in doing so helps a reader correctly deliver its 

meaning” (2-3). Toner’s assertion, however, underscores the complexity of parsing whose 

emphasis or tone punctuation marks are delivering to the reader. The history Parkes describes 

has informed textual critics’ conventions of considering punctuation marks to be “accidentals,” 

potentially distinct from the verbal content of a text and so subject to a different kind of editorial 
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scrutiny17; this conception of punctuation as mediating messages also leads Theodor Adorno, for 

example, to compare punctuation marks to “traffic signals,” suggesting that “instead of diligently 

serving the interplay between language and the reader, they serve, hieroglyphically, an interplay 

that takes place in the interior of language, along its own pathways” (300).  

For Walter Ong, too, the complicated mediation signalled by punctuation epitomizes the 

isolation of written texts from human bodies as producers of language. “It is impossible,” Ong 

explains, “to speak a word orally without any intonation. In a text punctuation can signal tone 

minimally,” but, he suggests, “[t]hese marks are even further from the oral world than letters of 

the alphabet are: though part of a text, they are unpronounceable, nonphonemic. The effect in 

print in maximizing the sense of isolation and closure is evident. What is inside the text and the 

mind is a complete unit, self-contained in its silent inner logic.” (100, 147).18 For Ong, as for 

many poststructuralist critics, punctuation’s foundation in writing divides it from components of 

language that appear in both spoken and written forms, and consequently punctuation’s 

meanings defy articulation. Whether because punctuation’s origins in the practice of readers or 

copyists marking written texts carry over into the assumption that punctuation and layout remain 

subject to editorial intervention—to the whims of house style or a transcriber’s preferences about 

commas—or because punctuation’s distinction from the pauses and hiatuses of spoken language 

would seem to place it outside the realm of verbal signification, sweeping accounts of the 

                                                
17 D.C. Greetham reports, “many editors simply begin modernizing the punctuation and word-division at the initial 
stages of transcription, assuming that medieval (and classical) punctuation has no inherent value or interest to the 
modern reader” (224).   
18 Even as Derridean deconstruction attempts to move away from logocentric theories philosophizing writing as a 
derivation of speech, Derrida situates punctuation in the category of “spacing” that “constitutes the origin of 
signification” but appears not, itself, to signify: spacing is instead “always the unperceived, the nonpresent, and the 
nonconscious” (68). Attention to spacing makes a certain deconstructive approach to language possible, but what 
Derrida describes is not a reading of how the marks that have this historical and material context inflect specific 
constructions of verbal language.  
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relationship of punctuation to written language struggles to make sense of punctuation marks, or 

to consider that they might perform specific sense-making at all.  

Origin, however, does not determine function. Punctuation definitely affects literary 

meaning—as Dickinson’s poetry emphasizes, as James Joyce’s unpunctuated sentences insist, as 

Anne Carson signals when she opens If Not, Winter with the assertion that her brackets “are an 

aesthetic gesture toward the papyrological event” of reading Sappho’s poetry (xi). And in these 

examples, what punctuation is especially evoking or referencing is the materiality, even the 

physicality, even potentially the embodiedness, of the work’s linguistic content. Some of these 

writers manipulate punctuation precisely because, historically, the marks have occasioned or 

reflected a certain readerly engagement with the physical page.  

Material book history reminds us that punctuation, like verbal language, is a context-

based system of meaning-making that doesn’t produce the same effects in every written work, let 

alone in all works across a given period or genre or single author’s lifetime. Parkes also asserts 

that “[t]he fundamental principle for interpreting punctuation is that the value and function of 

each symbol must be assessed in relation to the other symbols in the same immediate context, 

rather than in relation to a supposed absolute value and function for that symbol when considered 

in isolation” (2). Defining punctuation’s “silence” as categorically distinct from the phonemic 

quality of alphabetic language, suggesting that the textual “silence” of punctuation or printed 

space is fundamentally not communicating another kind of message, limits our critical ability to 

explain how written texts operate when we read them—how, in particular, narration works.  

Indeed, punctuation’s relationship to tonality makes it an integral, though understudied, 

component of narration’s rhetorical dynamics. In working through the pauses, tones, and 

arguments of a novel’s narrating or speaking voices, narratology has nevertheless generally 
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declined to analyze the print history (and printed idiosyncrasies) that limn the doors of the house 

of prose. In outlining the two distinct phenomena described by the term “interior monologue,” 

for example, Dorrit Cohn notes that while “the technique and the genre share some psychological 

implications and stylistic features, their narrative presentations are entirely different: the first is 

mediated (quoted explicitly or implicitly) by a narrating voice that refers to the monologist by 

third-person pronoun in the surrounding text; the second, unmediated, and apparently self-

generated, constitutes an autonomous first-person form, which it would be best to regard as a 

variant—or better, a limit-case—of first-person narration” (15). In Cohn’s description, 

quotation—sometimes marked explicitly, presumably (at least sometimes) through quotation 

marks—and the narrative mediation that quotation implies are crucial to distinguishing the 

“interior monologue” that appears to express a character’s thought or experience within a third-

person or heterodiegetic narrative ecology from the “interior monologue” that is a sustained first-

person or homodiegetic expression of consciousness. Nevertheless, Cohn omits consideration of 

punctuation or bibliographical coding from her descriptions of how novelists represent 

characters’ and narrators’ consciousnesses.  

Building on the longstanding narratological interest in the systems and structures of 

plotting and character representation, James Phelan has developed a rhetorical approach that 

“shifts emphasis from author as controller to the recursive relationships among authorial agency, 

textual phenomena, and reader response, to the way in which our attention to each of these 

elements both influences and can be influenced by the other two” (Narrative as Rhetoric 19). 

The dynamism of this approach, its interest in charting relationships that can be textually, 

socially, and materially inflected, resembles Susan Lanser’s combination of feminist criticism 

with narrative theory based on the assertion that “narrative structures and women’s writing are 
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determined not by essential properties or isolated aesthetic imperatives but by complex and 

changing conventions that are themselves produced in and by the relations of power that 

implicate writer, reader, and text” (5). Indeed, although what Phelan’s formulation recognizes as 

“textual phenomena” largely excludes the bibliographic characteristics of printed novels, and the 

influence of those material phenomena on recursive relationships among authorial figures and 

readerly ones, recent feminist narratological work by Katherine Saunders Nash has begun to 

incorporate novels’ material situations into analysis of their narratives’ linguistic constructions.  

Nash’s “project author” is theorized as the “creative figure responsible for a series of 

revisions, from manuscript through printed book,” the implied author’s “counterpart in 

manuscript revision, while keeping that figure theoretically separate from the flesh-and-blood 

writer”; this interstitial figure allows Nash to aim for “a study of the rhetoric of the tactical 

differences between manuscript and published text, rather than an attempt to excavate authorial 

intentions that were never explicitly recorded” (97-98).19 While Nash’s analysis continues to 

exclude components of narratives’ visual form (like punctuation) from its consideration of how a 

project author’s revisions affect a text materially,20 this potential focus on the specific 

narratological effects of material manipulations offers greater specificity to this realm of 

narratology and emphasizes the political and aesthetic implications of the variations textual 

critics chart from copy-text to copy-text.  

                                                
19 The consideration of multiple iterations of what becomes a “single” published literary work is what differentiates, 
for Nash, the idea of a project author from Phelan’s reclamation of the extratextual “implied author.” The “implied 
author” is itself a contested term with many competing definitions—he or she is generally understood as a 
“streamlined version of the real author,” comprehended by a reader in the process of engaging with a text, who “is 
responsible for the choices that create the narrative text as ‘these words in this order’ and that imbue the text with his 
or her values” (Living to Tell About It 216). 
20 For example, in The Years, Nash argues, Virginia Woolf’s project author makes use of “silence” and 
“compression,” while also “provid[ing] aesthetic continuity throughout the novel by repeatedly punctuating 
intradiegetic focalization of personal interactions with strikingly extradiegetic perspectives on the weather and 
changing seasons” (101). This reading stops short, however, of considering how the literal material of the words on 
Woolf’s pages is shaped and revised in the service of these techniques—how, perhaps, the novel’s punctuation itself 
might contribute to the rhetorical punctuation of focalized perspectives. 
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Even as critics have tended not to address punctuation in their studies of either the 

material history of novels or the rhetorical analysis of novels’ narrative structures, novelists 

themselves have been experimenting with the bodily implications of printed pages since the form 

first evolved. Around the time the genre’s conventions were concretizing in England in the 

eighteenth century, for example, novelists like Laurence Sterne and Samuel Richardson used 

idiosyncratic typography and print to reflect and raise questions about characters’ psychologies 

and personal experiences. In Tristram Shandy, Sterne’s punctuation is often presented as key to 

understanding his prose experimentation—and understanding the relationship between his 

stylistic innovations and the development of the novel’s human characters. Blank pages and 

black pages ask Sterne’s reader to engage directly with the printed book, drawing in his or her 

own vision of Widow Wadman or confronting physically the loss of Yorick. At the same time, 

John Lennard argues that “the sense of Tristram’s personality, character, and mental habits 

which his text produces is mediated largely through the broken-dash’d and parenthetical 

appearance of the mise-en-page” (140), suggesting that Sterne’s punctuation also serves a 

mimetic function. Tristram’s character is mediated by the printed page, so the staccato quality of 

the print on the page—its interruption with dashes, asterisks, diagrams, black pages and blank 

pages and marbling—affects the reader’s sense, in turn, of the idiosyncrasies of Tristram’s 

consciousness. Eleven years earlier, in Clarissa, Richardson was similarly invested in using 

typography to represent psychology: for example, lines of print set at oblique angles (as well as 

vertical lines of type, as well as standard horizontal lines) appeared to reflect the disoriented 

thoughts and expressions of his heroine following her sexual assault at the hands of Lovelace.21 

                                                
21 Stephanie Fysh traces the print history of so-called “Mad Paper X,” which is “presented in the novel [as] 
Lovelace’s copy of Dorcas’s transcription of Clarissa’s purported original” (85). In the presentation of this single 
page, Fysh writes, “Richardson the novelist meets Richardson the printer” (80). Terry Castle has argued that the mad 
papers’ “mutilation of sense and syntax” are linked “to a loss of selfhood” Clarissa experiences after Lovelace rapes 
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Given these outspoken examples, it is perhaps no surprise that when textual criticism 

enters into narratology, when literary critics do closely read novelistic punctuation, it is almost 

always in the service of analyzing early novels, novels produced before the conventions of the 

genre had been firmly established. Roger B. Moss argues that the punctuation and typographical 

play of Tristram Shandy in fact have profound implications not just for the reader’s 

understanding of an individual character or situation, but for the reader’s ability to suspend 

disbelief in reading the book’s narration. “[T]o see what connects the odd uses of conventional 

devices of punctuation to the occasional appearances of self-evidently odd typography,” he 

writes, “separates the reader from the comfortable assumption of a human voice and perhaps 

allows him to be no more than the impersonal unmasker of signs. It is to suggest a less congenial 

book behind the banter, or rather to find our access to that banter blocked by the book” (180). 

Just as Dickinson’s poetic argumentation about the distinct structures of “Possibility” and 

“Prose” hinged on modes of allowing or disrupting access—windows, doors, openness of 

chambers—so Moss here suggests that a novel can complicate the ease of readers’ accessibility 

to a “comfortable assumption of a human voice” by emphasizing its own materiality.  

The terms of Moss’ analysis, which suggest that typography and spacing could introduce 

the page as a problematic site of mediation between reader and “reality” of diegetic world, help 

contextualize some of the formal models that realist novelists developed in response to such 

concerns. In contrast to the experiments of these early practices, for much of the nineteenth 

century, at the same time that printers were developing increasingly standardized systems of 
                                                                                                                                                       
her (120); Fysh traces the representation of this “mutilation” and “loss” through the history of the page’s 
typography. Editions produced by Richardson’s press, she notes, included not only lines printed at oblique angles 
but the very “distortion of letters and lines” (88); after Richardson’s death, subsequent editions reoriented the page 
relative to the rest of the novel’s text, replacing its “madness” with “a balanced calm—closer to the usual effect of 
type” than the handwriting the novel purports to be reproducing (90). Nevertheless, Fysh argues that “Although the 
nature and degree of the reader’s awareness of the fact of printing may vary from edition to edition, depending on 
such matters as justification, spacing, and the straight and twisted lines, her awareness of the fact of the book will 
always be present in this moment” (93).  
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punctuation and layout for prose pages,22 realist fiction theorized itself as providing a transparent 

account of its characters’ lived world. Stendhal’s epigraph to chapter 13 of The Red and the 

Black (1830), for example, asserts that “A novel is a mirror you turn this way and that as you go 

down a path” (80).23 The epigraph implies both that the novel’s narration is presenting, with a 

neutral perspective, the “reality” of a given situation and also that its material form is a 

transparent structure: the glass of the mirror is not, in Stendhal’s model, noticeably warped, nor 

is the picture the glass reflects consequently out of proportion. Stendhal’s narrator later repeats 

the definition and defends the medium of the novel-mirror, in the midst of a lengthy parenthesis, 

noting that  

You see, sir, a novel is a mirror going along a main road. Sometimes it reflects into your 
eyes the azure of the sky, sometimes the mud of the quagmires on the road. And the man 
carrying the mirror in the basket on his back gets accused by you of being immoral! His 
mirror shows the mire, and you accuse the mirror! You’d do better to accuse the road 
where the quagmire is, and better still the inspector of roads who allows the water to 
stagnate and the quagmire to form. (371)24  

 
A disgruntled audience might lay blame on the body of the novel’s transporter, but in Stendhal’s 

argumentation neither the authorial figure nor the novel as constructed thing is responsible for 

any immorality or muck the mirror reflects. The mirror is not to blame for the quality of the 

reality it reflects. Leah Price’s study of reading and the status of printed books in mid-Victorian 

England emphasizes the material connotations of the mirror comparison, noting that “secular 

novelists like Dickens, Eliot, Brontë, and Trollope assumed that absorption in the text required 

forgetting its medium. The ideal text was, as we say today, platform-independent; the ideal 
                                                
22 For more about the standardization of print and punctuation practices, including the effects of that standardization 
on novels’ punctuation in particular, see Parkes, 92-94 and 113; Toner, 121-24; and Lennard, 144-47.  
23 Slater’s translation emphasizes the agency of a specific “you” carrying the mirror: Stendhal’s French simply 
asserts the definition “Un roman: c’est un miroir qu’on promène le long d’un chemin.” 
24 Stendhal’s French again: “Eh, monsieur, un roman est un miroir qui se promène sur une grande route. Tantôt il 
reflète à vos yeux l’azur des cieux, tantôt la fange des bourbiers de la route. Et l’homme qui porte le miroir dans sa 
hotte sera par vous accusé d’être immoral! Son miroir montre la fange, et vous accusez le miroir! Accusez bien 
plutôt le grand chemin où le bourbier, et plus encore l’inspecteur des routes qui laisse l’eau croupir et le bourbier se 
former.” 
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reader, binding-blind and edition-deaf” (7). Even as intense conceptual arguments about realism 

have been waged regarding the perspectival angles and specific geographical and social roads 

represented, the battleground of realist fiction has also involved the printed page—the 

expectation that, like the glass of the mirror, the reflection produced through a realist novel was 

predicated on readers’ inattention to the novel’s bibliographic medium.25 The question has 

always been about how form defines and frames consciousnesses—those of characters, narrators, 

and readers—and this question has always thus had implications for how a novel represents the 

relative embodiments of its narrators, characters, and readers.  

As Stendhal’s mirror-carrying analogy makes clear, realist narrative techniques often ask 

readers to read the skin of the novel as well as the skins of those characters within the novel, but 

to proceed as if those skins don’t exist. Textual criticism often deemphasizes variations in 

spacing or layout in novelistic forms, discounting the mediating physicality of the page, and, as 

Daniel Punday emphasizes in his explanation of “disembodied” narrative, omniscient narration 

proceeds from one character’s perspective to another as if the narrator is not bound by the same 

kind of historically and geographically specific skin that defines the boundaries of characters or 

readers: characters’ skins, to omniscient narrators, are fundamentally permeable. “Disembodied 

narration solves—or appears to solve—a whole host of problems for position and circulation,” 

Punday writes; “It makes it possible for us to imagine a position not caught up within these 

dynamics and thus capable of claiming authority to represent the whole” (162). When a narrator 

is not apparently embodied as the novel’s characters are, that narrator’s access to characters’ 

perspectives facilitates and reaffirms the readers’ distinction from the characters’ world and 

choices, as well. Consequently, dismantling the structures of this style of narration—a style itself 
                                                
25 This summary skips over the complex interventions staged on the pages of many works of nineteenth-century 
realism, as well. But one reason people respond so strongly to Villette, for instance, is its departure from 
conventional plotlines and narratorial positions—a departure reflected in Lucy Snowe’s punctuation, too.  
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responding to typographical experiment and which the modernists unlatched through similarly 

material methods—means rethinking not only the status of the printed book, its margins and 

typefaces, but also the status of the boundaries narration poses between characters, narrators, and 

readers. 

While the influence of the “printing revolution” of the fin-de-siècle and modernist 

periods on poets’ output has been well studied, less discussed is how that revolution affected 

novelists of those periods. Critics like George Bornstein and Jerome McGann have been crucial 

in bringing textual criticism into the study of the multiple versions and editions of twentieth-

century work, but their analyses focus almost entirely on poems.26 Many novelists, however, 

were explicitly theorizing how novels could make use of the resources of poetry, and they did so 

by reinvigorating the possibility that a printed prose page could be read not as a transparent 

medium through which to access the story, but as a medium with the potential to emphasize and 

obscure. When writers like James Joyce, Virginia Woolf, Dorothy Richardson, and Gertrude 

Stein began to break with their realist forebears, they did so not only in terms of their approach 

to perspectival narration but also in terms of the obscurities and ambiguities made possible and 

inevitable by the material form of the printed book—particularly by the appearance or absence of 

punctuation marks.  

These writers, operating in the context of what McGann has called the “Renaissance of 

Printing” (Black Riders xi), were surrounded by and often directly involved with a flourishing of 

small presses and independent publishing houses. After obscenity charges halted the production 

of The Little Review, which magazine had been publishing individual episodes of James Joyce’s 

                                                
26 For example, Black Riders, McGann’s study of modernism’s “visual language,” draws on the editorial history of 
Emily Dickinson’s manuscripts and the Pre-Raphaelite and Aesthetic printing/poetic endeavors of writers like 
William Morris to contextualize his assertion that “[w]hat the circulating library and the three-decker format did for 
nineteenth-century fiction, the Renaissance of Printing accomplished for twentieth-century writing, especially 
poetry” (23). 
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Ulysses, it took more than a year, and substantial galley revisions and resettings, before Sylvia 

Beach published the novel in its entirety from her bookshop in Paris; between 1930 and 1933, 

Gertrude Stein and her partner Alice B. Toklas were the copublishers of the Plain Edition, an 

undertaking focused on bringing Stein’s work into print and which allowed Stein to design and 

revise the paratextual elements of her work as well as the linguistic content (Stone); in 1917, 

Virginia Woolf and Leonard Woolf founded the Hogarth Press, which published all of Woolf’s 

novels after (and including) Jacob’s Room. “What Emily Dickinson was doing in her private 

writing between 1860 and her death,” McGann argues, “would itself become a type of the formal 

options opened up by the publishing institutions that were soon to emerge in and through the 

Modernist movement” (43); where Emily Dickinson eschewed widespread circulation of her 

collections of poems, these writers were intimately involved with revising their work for public 

distribution, and indeed they often reworked the novels’ contents significantly in the process.27  

Human consciousness and psychology as well as generic form occupied the British and 

American cultural imaginary differently after Freud and WWI, affecting the angles from which 

these writers approached these questions as surely as their prose inclinations did.28 

Reconsidering the relationship between a narrating consciousness and various generic 

constructions and conventions clearly mattered to these writers, as it did to Dickinson, amidst 

their immersion in different cultural and artistic contexts. The relative control exercised by the 
                                                
27 As Hannah Sullivan observes, “[t]he aims of modernist revision might have been largely aesthetic—a feeling 
toward new forms and styles—but the practice was significantly enabled by technological improvements in the 
publishing process” (5), a recognition that points toward the significance of bibliographical or technology-mediated 
components, like typography and layout, in making sense of modernist revisions toward publication. Still, Sullivan, 
like Nash in her articulation of the import of the “project author,” focuses on the techniques and implications of 
revision without considering how an individual version of the text uses its very materiality to effect its narrative 
innovations: she tracks how James Joyce’s priorities in revising Ulysses evolved from the “enriched stream-of-
consciousness” dominating revision in the early episodes of Ulysses to the “mounting confusion about who is 
speaking in the first place” later (162-3). 
28 Virginia Woolf asserted in “Mr. Bennett and Mrs. Brown” that “in or about December 1910, human character 
changed. […] All human relations have shifted—those between masters and servants, husbands and wives, parents 
and children. And when human relations change there is at the same time a change in religion, conduct, politics, and 
literature” (Captain’s Death Bed 91-2).  
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authors I study over the printed forms of their works further underscores the importance of 

analyzing how their novels’ material instantiations converse with the narratives’ linguistic and 

generic experimentation. When Woolf suggests that a book is “of sentences built, if an image 

helps, into arcades or domes” (AROO 76) or Dorothy Richardson suggests that “[f]eminine prose 

[…] should properly be unpunctuated, moving from point to point without formal obstructions” 

(“Foreword” 431), when Zadie Smith suggests that the avant-garde novel can “forc[e] us to 

recognize space as a nonneutral thing” (Changing My Mind 96) or Anne Carson compares 

prowling the “endless” room of translation to prowling a brother (Nox), these writers are calling 

on and reworking relationships between form and consciousness that writers of both poetry and 

prose have used printed structures to explore for centuries.  

As I talk about how modernist and contemporary novels rework realist conventions on 

their pages and in their approaches to representing consciousness, I turn to both feminist 

criticism and disability studies to contextualize some of the social and political implications of 

these changing metaphors for embodiment and bodily representation. Specific questions about 

gender and disability are more or less prominent in different texts, but in all of these novels, the 

physicality of the book form, as emphasized through punctuation and space, reflects on the 

characters’ and narrators’ experiences of physicality—and on the representation of these 

experiences as legible or seemingly “empty” gaps on the page presented to readers. For these 

writers, a book’s contents consist of both the words (and spaces) ink leaves on the page, 

language constructed into an edifice of communication, and also the pages, glue, paper and 

(often) thread stitching signatures to spine. For these writers, both components of the book’s 

contents contribute to how the book tells a story. 
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For Occupation—This—  

(Chapter Summaries) 
 
Brackets and Bodies contains five chapters that unfold across two sections: in the first 

section, Chapter One considers projects of unpunctuation developed by Dorothy Richardson, 

Gertrude Stein, and James Joyce, while Chapters Two and Three analyze alternative techniques 

of punctuation that evolve across the novels of Virginia Woolf; in the second section, Chapter 

Four examines the multivalent experiments of Anne Carson, and Chapter Five looks at less 

materially-radical but similarly punctuationally disruptive works by Kate Atkinson, Zadie Smith, 

and Ali Smith.  

As this list begins to intimate, the modernist novels I study take up the mantle of visual 

experimentation in two different ways. One is the route of “unpunctuated prose,” which 

highlights the artifice of novelistic representation by defamiliarizing the linear progression of 

sentences. In Chapter One, “Positions of Unpunctuated Prose,” I analyze the methods of 

unpunctuation in Dorothy Richardson’s Pilgrimage, Gertrude Stein’s The Making of Americans, 

and James Joyce’s Ulysses. Despite its focus on the liberation of readers’ (and writers’) bodies, 

this technique also tends to preclude, or mark as illegible, narration of characters’ embodied 

experience. While dismantling the realist convention of treating the page as a transparent 

mediating surface, unpunctuation in these cases also ultimately disrupts the narrator’s 

representational authority in ways that reimpose a bodily distinction between the embodiment of 

readers and the physical (especially the female physical) bodies of the novels’ characters.  

In Pointed Roofs, for example, the elliptical narration of Miriam’s stream of 

consciousness simultaneously suggests an intimacy with the character’s psyche and positions the 

reader at a distance from Miriam’s lived, embodied experience of the diegetic world. In The 
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Making of Americans, Stein gradually strips away not only the niceties of conventional novelistic 

narration (such as linear plot and character development) but also most of the punctuation that 

accompanies standard English syntactical constructions, revealing a parallel between the “skin” 

that separates her characters from one another and the syntactical constructions that allow the 

novel’s narrator to negotiate describing specific and general productions of human being. 

Finally, I place the unpunctuation of Molly Bloom’s monologue in Ulysses in conversation with 

the representation of Gerty MacDowell’s experience in the “Nausicaa” episode in order to 

complicate conventional readings of the femininity and fleshiness of Molly’s narration in 

“Penelope.” These “unpunctuated” novels and chapters use (absent) punctuation and space in 

ways that (to borrow Brian McHale’s phrase) “disrupt the reality of the projected world”: they 

challenge the status of the body, as experienced, as gendered, by these characters within the 

maelstrom of literary and historical and material conventions but also as experienced in narration 

by a reader. The body always eludes, always exceeds even the unpunctuated spaces left for it. 

Virginia Woolf takes an alternative approach to visual innovation: instead of minimizing 

punctuation marks, Woolf’s novels incorporate additional marks, especially parentheses and 

ellipses, drawing on both their syntactical and their elocutionary functions to emphasize visually 

the hierarchical structures by which readers and narrators organize information. Woolf’s fiction, 

like that of her contemporaries, operates under the assumption that there is an “unseizable” 

component of characters’ interiorities to which a heterodiegetic narrator cannot have unfettered 

access—that characters’ bodies defy the kind of omniscience that “disembodied” realist narrators 

claim. And in Woolf’s critical writing, as in that of her contemporaries, this issue of limited 

narrative representation is overtly tied to gender, and often also to disability. In Chapter Two, 

“That Within Which Passeth Show,” and Chapter Three, “Scraps and Orts and Bodies,” I analyze 
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the bracketing punctuation and blocks of space at work in four of Woolf’s novels. These visual 

narrative techniques reveal readers’ complicity in—by underscoring the structures of—the social 

hierarchies and syntax that marginalize certain characters. What distinguishes Woolf’s fictional 

practice from that of her contemporaries is the gradual development, over the course of her 

career, of narrative forms that challenge the notion of characters’ fixed essential interiorities.  

Chapter Two argues that in Jacob’s Room and To the Lighthouse, characters struggle 

against and within structures and institutions—including conventions of classical and novelistic 

narration—that threaten to warp their art or, in Jacob Flanders’ case, lead to his death in WWI. I 

argue that Woolf’s practices of spacing and bracketing in these novels represent the limits of 

those structures within her narration, using “empty” blankness and varieties of parenthesis to 

register visually that which remains ineffable, but still framing characters’ bodies as essentially 

other than (and failing to fit within) the discursive rooms and houses that confine them. Chapter 

Three, on the other hand, looks at the narrative effects of quotation marks and parentheses in The 

Waves and Between the Acts, two later novels whose visual and linguistic forms still question the 

capacity of the novel to represent characters’ experiences of social marginalization or 

exploitation, but which also increasingly suggest that these characters do not have fixed interior 

identities (to which, like houses, a narrator can have access or not). Instead, these novels begin to 

treat their characters’ identities as performed, as socially—and thus narratively—constructed.   

The distinct punctuational methods developed by the modernists under consideration in 

the first half of the dissertation nevertheless orbit around a shared concept of the relationship 

between gender and language—a concept that can be summarized by Woolf’s overt claims in A 

Room of One’s Own that “[t]he book has somehow to be adapted to the body” (77). In these 

novels, human physicality has an essential and inherent genderedness that affects how that body 
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can be represented in, or can write through, literary language. For Dorothy Richardson, 

“[f]eminine prose […] should properly be unpunctuated, moving from point to point without 

formal obstructions,” while James Joyce described “monologue (female)” as the governing 

“technic” of the almost-unpunctuated “Penelope” episode in Ulysses—in each case, the writer 

theorizes that the formal elements of a novel’s prose must be adapted in order to express certain 

essential characteristics of the gendered body. This approach informed directly, even as it seems 

to constitute the converse of, both Kristevan semiotics and Cixous’ ideas about an “écriture 

féminine” that would “wreck partitions, classes, and rhetorics, regulations and codes” by writing 

a language of and through the specifically female body (“Laugh of the Medusa” 886). A certain 

structure of sentence, these writers assert, will “fit” certain components of the female body, and a 

novelist can adopt or decline to adopt that structure. From within this paradigm, these writers use 

punctuation and space to open up different kinds of spaces for the body.  

For later writers, operating within different paradigms regarding the social construction 

of race, gender, and disability, the body relates to language very differently. Their uses of 

punctuation and space thus tend to reflect and assert less essential understandings of how body 

and book interact, resonating visually with Elizabeth Grosz’s argument that “the body, or rather, 

bodies, cannot be adequately understood as ahistorical, precultural, or natural objects in any 

simple way; they are not only inscribed, marked, engraved, by social pressures external to them 

but are the products, the direct effects, of the very social constitution of nature itself” (Volatile 

Bodies x). The body does not precede culture or discourse, here, but exists through and alongside 

it. This formulation echoes the structure of Judith Butler’s foundational assertion about the social 

construction and performance of gender. “Gender,” Butler asserts, “is the repeated stylization of 
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the body, a set of repeated acts within a highly rigid regulatory frame that congeal over time to 

produce the appearance of substance, of a natural sort of being” (33).  

This description of how a body acquires or maintains its gender identity through repeated 

attribution, from without, of that body’s qualities and actions to a particular “rigid regulatory 

frame”—a story about what constitutes masculine, what constitutes feminine—itself resonates 

with the reading process Rosemarie Garland Thomson describes as governing the ascription of 

disability. “[D]isability is a reading of bodily particularities in the context of social power 

relations,” she writes; it is “the attribution of corporeal deviance—not so much a property of 

bodies as a product of cultural rules about what bodies should be or do” (6). In these accounts, 

the human body is not inserted into or excluded from a specific sentence structure or genre 

convention—instead, the body is constituted, through a process of reading, according to its 

position and motion within certain structures and conventions. Instead of theorizing the body as 

essentially beyond narration—and thus a force that “shapes” or “knocks” novelistic forms into 

new configurations from without—the contemporary novelists I discuss in the dissertation’s 

second half instead approach the human body as constituted through narrative. Texts like Nox, 

NW, and How To Be Both use the dimensions of the page to explore and dismantle the specific 

implications of reading gender, race, disability, and sexuality onto bodies through conventional 

cultural narratives.  

In Chapter Four, “Prowling the Rooms of Translation,” I analyze the spatial and 

linguistic experiments of three of Anne Carson’s fictional works: Autobiography of Red and Red 

Doc>, which are a pair of hybrid novels featuring (to some extent or other) the protagonists of 

Stesichoros’ epic Geryoneis, and Nox, an accordion-folded “elegy” that uses photographs and 

memoir alongside a translation of Catullus 101 to attend to the fictiveness of even apparently 
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historical narrative processes. Carson’s narratives represent the body as always (and inescapably) 

also text, which is a departure from the modernist experiments described above (which framed 

themselves as attempting to render bodies in text). In citing Woolf, Stein, and others, and in 

similarly relying on the printed page to raise questions about diegetic dynamics, Carson yet 

departs from what these earlier writers understood as the relationship between bodies and texts 

with regards to gender and disability. When Geryon situates himself “inside” particular words or 

phrases; when Ida finds her body physically vulnerable as a result of memory- and drama-

narratives that she has not produced; when Michael’s sister tears his letters and photographs to 

pieces in a gesture parallel to Lazarus’ sister, in Giotto’s representation, “loading” the space 

behind him “with muteness” through the raising of her hands—these characters experience 

language as physical, constitutive structures of their experiences and definitions of self. Woolf’s 

idea that the book must be adapted to the body is upended in Carson’s texts, where literary form 

seems to define and construct gender, to define and construct body. 

Finally, Chapter Five, “Inter-mural Modifiers,” considers novels by three women whose 

techniques constitute three different considerations of the power of printed narrative to represent 

embodied consciousness: Kate Atkinson’s Behind the Scenes at the Museum, Zadie Smith’s NW, 

and Ali Smith’s How to be Both. These novels integrate space and deploy punctuation in ways 

that both hark back overtly to modernist experimentation and also diverge insistently from it: 

analyzing their punctuational practices allows us to see how each text models (and queries) the 

relationship between literary language and printed book, between printed novel and narrated 

character. In Behind the Scenes at the Museum, for example, including “footnote” chapters as 

part of Ruby’s first-person narration registers the novel’s concern not only with bringing the 

marginal into the “main” body of the text—complicating the traditional hierarchy of reading that 
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is established when footnotes are placed at the edges of a page—but also with ways the book 

form can reflect, in its inclusions and omissions, narratorial interiority. In thematically similar 

but visually drastically different ways, Zadie Smith uses the spacing and font size of NW to 

reflect and complicate her female characters’ struggles with self-creation, with stereotypical 

narratives about race, class, and gender. Finally, Ali Smith’s How to be Both uses its formatting 

to foreground the implication in cultural and art-historical narratives of the bodies of Francescho, 

a renaissance Italian fresco artist, and George, a twenty-first-century British teenager. These 

characters and their narrative forms repeatedly trouble the apparent barriers of time, surface, and 

artistic medium, while the book itself, with its two possible configurations, draws emphatic 

attention to the contingency of the printed surfaces the reader encounters. Through both 

protagonists’ explorations of surface and depth, paint and language and body, How to be Both 

produces a model of embodiment that is inherently and inextricably and insistently textual.  

Considering these contemporary works’ visual components alongside their linguistic 

experiments reveals how their authors pursue what Zadie Smith calls the available “paths for the 

novel” by “forc[ing] us to recognize space as a nonneutral thing.” Reading them together with 

the modernist experimentations explored in earlier chapters demonstrates how these novels 

challenge the surfaces of their printed pages to provide space to marginalized experiences of 

embodiment and mobility, gendered otherness and disability—to represent characters as both 

living entities, experiencing their diegetic worlds in the present tense, and also as figures whose 

experiences are implicated in temporal narrative progressions.  

 
The spreading wide my narrow Hands 

 
The trajectory of these five chapters is both parallel and chiastic. In both sections, the 

chapters progress from considering fictions that ostentatiously disrupt conventional reading 
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practices (the unpunctuated paragraphs of Ulysses; the spineless accordion of Nox) to readings of 

novels that keep the book form more generally intact but nevertheless effect complex 

interventions through their printed punctuation (the brackets of To the Lighthouse; the colons of 

How to be Both). I argue, ultimately, that Richardson, Stein, Joyce, and Carson are not actually 

revising the novel form more drastically than are Woolf, Atkinson, Smith, and Smith. Examining 

the effects of the former novelists’ material interventions emphasizes how the bibliographic form 

of the printed text shapes the ramifications of linguistic experiments, however, and this, in turn, 

highlights how less-pyrotechnic punctuational practices, too, rework conventional expectations.  

The chiasmus of the dissertation pivots around the pairing of readings of Virginia Woolf 

and Anne Carson. For all the writers I study, questions of novelistic representation orbit around 

questions of genre; for Woolf and Carson in particular, the integration of drama, especially the 

resources of ancient drama, emerges as an especially generative tactic in works from The Waves 

to Red Doc>. I juxtapose the readings of these writers’ work not only to highlight the multi-

genre discussion both Woolf and Carson are developing but also to underscore how, in the 

conceptual and chronological hiatus separating Woolf’s work from Carson’s, the development of 

alternative theorizations of embodiment and interiority affect the kinds of interventions Carson 

develops in her own conversations with her artistic forebears. Indeed, the artifice required to 

integrate texts into a linear trajectory of critical argument is especially foregrounded in a project 

like this. In all the works I study, from Ulysses to The Waves to Red Doc> to How to be Both, 

the novels’ forms emphatically forestall any conclusion of the broad conversations they’re 

staging across histories and genres, between bodies and pages. These texts not only respond to 

each other but they also construct themselves and their characters within longstanding traditions 

of material revision and linguistic representation.  
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There are a lot of directions to take the insights this kind of reading allows, and there are 

many, many writers whose innovative techniques of punctuation I have not discussed here. 

William Faulkner, for instance, and Katherine Mansfield, and Henry Green; David Foster 

Wallace, and Jennifer Egan, and Mark Z. Danielewski. I understand this project as operating in a 

couple different directions: by constellating a group of readings from both modernist and 

contemporary texts, I demonstrate that punctuation and printed space are crucial components not 

only of these works’ narrative innovations but also of more “conventional”-appearing texts; by 

drawing on feminist and disability studies in my analysis, I consider how these novels use 

punctuation to raise questions about form and consciousness, with implications beyond the 

sphere of academic literary critical readings.  

Wohlpart’s reading of Dickinson’s poetics and fascicle construction concludes with a 

reading of poem 445, which begins with the lines “They shut me up in Prose— / As when a little 

Girl / They put me in the Closet—/ Because they liked me ‘still’” (Dickinson 445; Wohlpart 73). 

Wohlpart suggests that Dickinson’s speaker posits “a dialectical relation […] between constraint 

and liberation, between prose and poetry, and that, ultimately, it is the confinement of prose that 

provides Dickinson the opportunity to create the transcendence of poetry” (74). Similar generic 

concerns recur in the novels this dissertation considers: Joyce’s Ulysses transforms Homer’s epic 

verses into a sprawling semi-prose volume; Woolf conceived of The Waves as a “play-poem”; 

Carson’s Autobiography of Red casts itself as “novel in verse” as well as “romance”; the narrator 

of Atkinson’s Behind the Scenes at the Museum announces her intention to write a poem that will 

make space for all the stories she has told in the form of the novel. These works’ linguistic and 

bibliographic experimentations revise the implications and resources to be found in the 

confinement of prose, the structures of realism and novel and codex—in the house with fewer 
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windows. When printed space is rendered demonstrably “nonneutral,” as when these novels 

reveal punctuation and margins as tools for hierarchizing bodies and perspectives, the narrative’s 

shift affects not only the diegetic, physical spaces the characters can inhabit but also the spaces 

through which a reader can engage with the novel’s form. 

 The relationship between books and bodies is multifaceted, and each facet serves as a 

resource for writers. This dissertation looks at what stories we can tell about the stories writers 

tell by revising conventional approaches to pages and the characters they hold. 
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Chapter One 
Positions of “Unpunctuated” Prose: Dorothy Richardson, Gertrude Stein, and James Joyce 
 
The tendency at present is against the lavish use of punctuation. This does not mean, however, that one 
may do as he pleases. In minor details of punctuation there is room for individual preference, but in 
essential principles all trustworthy writers agree. 

-The Century Handbook of Writing, 1918 
 

In the early decades of the twentieth century, many literary artists developed practices of 

manipulating the surface of the printed page alongside their linguistic innovations. This was a 

period when artists’ books flourished,29 and when the prevalence of small presses made it 

possible to produce and distribute formally experimental works. Indeed, Jerome McGann has 

argued that the proliferation of small independent presses across Europe and America during 

those decades “encouraged writers to explore the expressive possibilities of language’s necessary 

material conditions. These conditions were both broadly institutional (the publishing scene) and 

immediately physical (book design)” (20). McGann goes so far as to suggest that “[t]he free 

forms of modernism […] depend upon the writerly exploitation of the spatial field of the printed 

page and codex form” (20-21).  

The most famous—and critically studied—of these modernist experiments are 

categorized as poetry. Stéphane Mallarmé’s “Un coup de dés jamais n’abolira le hasard,” whose 

words vary widely in typographical size as they meander back and forth across each two-page 

spread, appeared in book form in 1914 (see Figure 1.1), seventeen years after its initial 

publication in the magazine Cosmopolis; Guillaume Apollinaire’s Calligrammes were published 

in 1918, their lines coalescing into the shapes of sunbursts and rainfall and clocks (see Figure 

1.2). In the United States, Bob Brown’s 1931 Words collection included two sets of poems, one 

                                                
29 See Johanna Drucker’s study The Century of Artists’ Books for more about the recent history of this multivalent 
material art form.  
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set in 16-point Caslon font, the other printed from plates engraved with letters less than 3-points 

in size (Words) (see Figure 1.3).   

 
Figure 1.1: Excerpt from Stéphane Mallarmé’s “Un coup de dés jamais n’abolira le hazard.” 

 
When George Bornstein argues that attention to the “bibliographic code” of first editions 

of modernist publications produces meanings and readings that complicate dominant readings of 

the texts’ “linguistic codes,” his focus is more on the historical and social material contexts 

revealed by this kind of reading than on the ways writers manipulate the relationship between 

these codes to produce specific effects in their literary works. Nevertheless, this attention to the 

material contexts of modernist poetry runs alongside a steady critical interest in how these early 

twentieth-century poets deploy the spaces of printed pages within their lyrical experiments.30 

                                                
30 For example, Johanna Drucker argues of Mallarmé’s poem that the “presentation of the work makes spatial 
relations meaningful and uses spatial relations to produce meaning. Thus the spatial features such as movement 
across a gutter, clusters or word groups across an opening, or the fragmentation of the title phrase” (7). Mallarmé’s 
use of space “as silence” on the page, Drucker argues, “charges its volumes with a dynamic and kinetic function. 
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Often overlooked in this history of evocative printing practice and punctuation, however, are the 

innovations of prose writers of the period. At the turn of the twentieth century, the novel’s 

conventional methods of implying book-body relationships were drastically revised with the 

development of the discipline of psychology. As Suzanne Raitt clarifies, May Sinclair’s 

reference to the narration of Dorothy Richardson’s Pilgrimage as following a “stream of 

consciousness” drew on the term’s valence in “a range of scientific and popular contexts” from 

“nineteenth-century biology and psychology” (219). 31 At the same time that science and 

mainstream culture were grappling anew with “the nature of perception” as well as “the limits of 

individuality” (Raitt 219), and political and social movements were vying for expanded civil 

rights and enfranchisement, artists and writers were prodding the social institution of the novel to 

integrate previously excluded bodies, voices, and stories onto the page—to reconsider the limits 

of the form. Bornstein, McGann, Drucker, and other scholars have done important work 

considering how the printing and formatting of modernist poets’ work contributes to and reflects 

the investments of their prosody and versification; however, literary scholarship has understudied 

how the “expressive possibilities” of the printed page (literally) shaped modernist novels’ 

revisions of realist forms deemed insufficient for representing contemporary life.  

 

                                                                                                                                                       
The page is not an inert blank, but is that ethereal medium sustaining the energetic charge of the words in their field 
of relation” (7). Mallarmé’s page, like Emily Dickinson’s letter, is understood to deploy specific blanks and 
typographical design in service of communicating specific ideas about the practice of linguistic representation. 
31 Sinclair is generally understood to have drawn specifically on William James’ psychology in her review, which 
was the first use of the term in a literary critical context. As Raitt notes, however, the broad range of writers already 
making use of the term, and the context of the term’s description in The Principles of Psychology, suggest that if that 
was Sinclair’s source, “she had in her mind a text in which it is no the texture of the perceiving mind that is at issue, 
but its sense of its own unity” (218-19).  
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Figure 1.2: Excerpt from Guillaume Apollinaire’s “Lettre-Océan.” 

 
The Century Handbook of Writing, from which this chapter’s epigraph originates, is a 

style manual published in New York and London by the D. Appleton-Century Company in 1918. 

The Handbook acknowledges the general tendency “against the lavish use of punctuation” but 

also, in raising the possibility that punctuation practices can index whether a writer is 

“trustworthy,” underscores the narrative ramifications of the syntactical and visual 

“unpunctuating” discussed here. If experimenting with conventions of punctuation—including 

“essential principles”—affects a narrator’s capacity to represent certain information in a 

recognizably reliable or “trustworthy” fashion, how might we describe the political ramifications 

of conventional punctuational practice?  
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Figure 1.3: First poem in Bob Brown's Words; micro-text appears in the bottom right corner. 

 
This chapter considers three modernist novels whose forms of printed prose revise 

conventional literary representation of bodies—the bodies of characters, readers, and narrators. 

In Dorothy Richardson’s Pointed Roofs, Gertrude Stein’s The Making of Americans, and James 

Joyce’s Ulysses, techniques of punctuation—and specifically techniques of removing 

punctuation—are central to developing the fictions’ representational projects. Richardson and 

Stein each articulated a concern that contemporary conventional punctuation risked de-vitalizing 

the reading process, with deleterious effects for both characters and readers; while Richardson 

attempted to address this concern through the addition of ellipses to her narration of Miriam 

Henderson’s stream of consciousness in Pointed Roofs (1915), Stein’s approach in The Making 

of Americans (1925) was gradually to strip the novel’s narration of all punctuation except the 

comma and period. Like Stein, Joyce also experiments with the effects of absenting punctuation: 
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in Ulysses (1922), Joyce positions Molly Bloom’s nearly punctuation-less32 monologue at the 

conclusion of a novel characterized throughout by the adoption of various experimental prose 

styles. These novelists upend conventions of punctuation in order to intervene materially in the 

artistic techniques of literary realism, expanding the range of bodies and bodily experiences the 

novelistic paragraph represents. Their specific experiments, however, repeatedly instantiate new 

(and old) binaries among narrators and characters, or among characters and extradiegetic readers. 

Their interventions in conventional models of prose printing actually uphold realist models of 

distancing or excluding non-normative characters’ embodied experiences. 

In these three novels, “unpunctuated” prose comes to mean something very specific, with 

distinct effects on the narratives’ ability to be readable, to render individual consciousness, or to 

articulate self/other relationships in non-reductive ways. Indeed, Richardson, Stein, and Joyce 

have all garnered significant critical attention for their idiosyncratic punctuation—we need only 

look at the uproar when editions of Ulysses dare to offer their own diacritical emendations to 

Joyce’s prose to see how integral Joyce’s punctuation is considered to be to his style, for 

example.33 In all three cases, the presence or absence of specific punctuation affects—and 

effects—the linguistic representation of characters’ experiences of embodiment. In Pointed 

Roofs, for instance, the elliptical narration of Miriam’s stream of consciousness simultaneously 

signals the narrator’s intimate understanding of the character’s psyche and positions the reader at 
                                                
32 John Lennard has posited an eight-part “axis of analysis” which asserts that elements like interword spaces, 
pagination and foliation, letter-forms, and conventionally-recognized “marks” all contribute to a text’s 
“punctuation” (5-6). Of Ulysses, Lennard writes,  “the last forty pages […] exhibit very cogently the abandonment 
of marks (but not spaces) of punctuation” (8).  
33 See, for example, Sarah Lyall’s article about Danis Rose’s 1997 edition (“A New Edition Purges What May Have 
Been Joyce's Errors and Enrages Critics”): Lyall notes that the world of Joyce literary scholarship is “a world whose 
inhabitants are consumed with things like the issue of whether Joyce ever used a semicolon after 1919,” which 
contextualizes the scrutiny facing Rose’s “between 8,000 and 10,000 changes in the book’s 250,000 words.” While 
both Stein and Richardson’s works have attracted significant critical attention, including attention to their 
punctuation, the same kind of scrutiny and glorification of punctuational innovation is not afforded to their practices: 
there are multiple editions of Pointed Roofs and The Making of Americans, but little published controversy about the 
selection of copy-texts for those editions. Joyce is unique among the writers I study in this project, in that his 
punctuation and formal choices in Ulysses have been the subject of extensive critical consideration. 
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a distance from Miriam’s lived, embodied experience of the diegetic world; this in turn 

complicates Richardson’s apparent interest in the “feminine” aspects of unpunctuated prose. In 

The Making of Americans, Stein gradually strips away not only the niceties of conventional 

novelistic narration (such as linear plot and character development) but also most of the 

punctuation that conventionally accompanies standard English syntactical constructions, 

equating perspectivally the “skin” that separates her characters from one another and the 

syntactical constructions that allow the novel’s narrator to describe specific and general 

productions of human being. Finally, I argue that the unpunctuation of Molly Bloom’s 

monologue in Ulysses, when read in conversation with the “Nausicaa” episode’s treatment of 

Gerty’s relationship to language, limits the extent to which the forms of Joyce’s “feminine” 

sentences can be read as representing psychological structures that originate in Molly’s female 

body. An intersecting critical discourse considering disability and gender underscores how Molly 

and Gerty’s voices are differentiated even in the midst of Joyce’s novel-length stylistic 

experiment, and what effect that syntactical differentiation has on their relative agency in the 

novel’s narrative economy.   

Bornstein has persuasively argued that “studying any one material page should remind us 

of the other material pages that might have been presented instead” (31). This approach 

considers the multiple physical iterations of modernist texts in order to demonstrate the critical 

implications of attending only to a work’s “linguistic code” at the cost of attention to its 

“bibliographic code.” This chapter, however, primarily considers single incarnations of the texts 

in question to examine how the materiality of these novels’ pages functions within each narrative 

to emphasize the contingency and signifying potential of those pages, of the narrative-which-

might-have-appeared-differently. This analysis draws on quotations from the 1919 Knopf edition 
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of Pointed Roofs; the 1995 Dalkey Archive reprint of The Making of Americans; and the Vintage 

Books 1986 edition of Hans Gabler’s text of Ulysses. That said, these are novels whose multiple 

“first” editions and complicated material histories do recontextualize M.B. Parkes’ assertion that 

“[t]he fundamental principle for interpreting punctuation is that the value and function of each 

symbol must be assessed in relation to the other symbols in the same immediate context, rather 

than in relation to a supposed absolute value and function for that symbol when considered in 

isolation” (2). Even when we are only considering one edition of each novel at a time, the textual 

histories and printed forms of these works emphatically complicate the boundaries among 

narrator, author, and organizer (what Joycean critics often personify as the “arranger,” or what 

narrative theorists describe as the “implied author”). For these texts, the contextualization Parkes 

describes is required both in the larger modernist framework and in the plurality of printed 

editions that punctuate specific passages differently. The below analysis thus combines 

examination of how specific techniques of punctuation and spacing in these editions shape the 

novels’ thematic questions with comparison to the variants in other editions.  

These three novelists themselves offer readers specific details about the political 

motivations and intentions of these punctuational and formal practices. Looking at how these 

techniques work on the page, however, to distance readers from the bodies and bodily 

experiences of the novels’ characters both complicates the revitalizing and liberating potential 

Richardson and Stein assign to unpunctuated prose and challenges Joyce’s distinction of Molly 

Bloom’s monologue from the rest of Ulysses based on its “feminine” governing “techic.” 

Dismantling apparently restrictive and devitalizing conventions of syntax and layout leads, in 

these texts, to the reimposition of a distinction between narratorial discourse and the physical 

(especially the female physical) body; in using unpunctuation to “feminize” their prose, these 
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novels reify the binary separating masculine realism from feminine representation, especially 

through their emphasis of the distinction between readers and characters. The novels’ 

punctuation thus reveals, on the sentence level, the extent to which these works in fact uphold 

realist assumptions about the relationship between language and embodiment.  

 
 

Perforated Perspective and Physicality in Pointed Roofs  
 

Twelve novel-length installments of Dorothy Richardson’s magnum opus Pilgrimage 

appeared during her lifetime: the first installment, Pointed Roofs, was published in England by 

Duckworth in 1915, and by Alfred A. Knopf in the United States in 1916; “chapters” continued 

to appear in this fashion until the mid-1930s, when Richardson signed a contract with Dent for 

the production of a collected edition, which appeared in 1938 (Thomson 1).34 Pilgrimage 

chronicles the life story of Miriam Henderson, following her from a teaching position at a 

German boarding school back to England, from her finding employment as a dental assistant to 

her conversion to Quakerism and her beginning to produce her own writing; the first installment, 

which is my point of focus here, details Miriam’s experience as a teacher of English in Germany.  

Richardson opposed the application of the term “novel” to her extended prose fiction. 

One reason for this objection appears to become clear in her argument, in a 1948 essay, that 

“[h]owever we elect to regard ‘the novel’, whether with the eyes of the high-priest we consider it 

as predestined to remain within a framework for ever established or, with the prophet, see its free 

development implied from the beginning, the novel will remain a tour of the mind of the author, 

the decisive factor his attitude towards phenomena” (434). Richardson’s concern is the novel’s 

                                                
34 George H. Thomson and Dorothy F. Thomson’s exhaustive comparison of Richardson’s texts in The Editions of 
Dorothy Richardson’s Pilgrimage: A Comparison of Texts examine how the 1938 “Collected Edition” of the novel 
differ the individual Duckworth volumes and, more specifically, how the Knopf editions of the first several 
“chapters” contrast with the British editions. I am indebted to their thorough collations. An additional unfinished 
“chapter” of Pilgrimage, March Moonlight, was published in 1967, ten years after Richardson’s death. 
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ultimate dependence on the “personality of the author” whose approach to the development of 

plot and the focus on a specific constellation of characters will, she argues, “reveal[,] whether 

directly or by implication, his tastes, his prejudices, and his philosophy” (434). Nevertheless, 

looking back on the origins of Pilgrimage in 1938, Richardson describes how she, feeling 

compelled “to write a novel,” faced two practical options: “following one of her regiments”—

specifically the realisms characterized by Balzac or Bennett—or, on the other hand, revising that 

tradition, specifically by “attempting to produce a feminine equivalent of the current masculine 

realism” (430). Richardson claims her work departs from problematic conventions both in its 

narratological effects and in its formal organization.  

In keeping with Richardson’s apparent dismissal of contemporary novels for the primacy 

of the narrating or authorial voice, Pilgrimage deemphasizes the personality of its narrator, 

focusing instead on the development of Miriam’s perspective and her immediate experiences of 

the world as she, and it, change. Instead of a tour of the author’s mind, Richardson frames 

Pilgrimage as introducing “a stranger in the form of contemplated reality having for the first 

time […] its own say”; instead of sentences standard in their organization and appearance on the 

page, Richardson acknowledges “a small unconscious departure from current usage” which 

nevertheless became intentional. Richardson says of herself, “[W]hen her work is danced upon 

for being unpunctuated and therefore unreadable, she is moved to cry aloud. For here is truth” 

(431). Disrupting current male-dominated trends in realism led Richardson not only to a 

“feminine equivalent” involving a different narratorial positioning but also to a style whose lack 

of punctuation threatens illegibility. The disruption to the reading experience wrought by her 

punctuational practices—specifically, her crafting of “unpunctuated” prose—is crucial to the 
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narrative interventions Pilgrimage seeks to make in the realist tradition. It is the relationship 

between these two components of Richardson’s innovation that I explore in this section. 

Indeed, Pilgrimage’s contemporary critics focused almost equal attention on the 

installations’ meandering plot lines and the idiosyncratic characteristics of Richardson’s 

narrative style: May Sinclair’s supposed introduction of the term “stream of consciousness” into 

literary criticism occurred in her review of the first three installments of Pilgrimage. At the same 

time, Richardson’s work came under fire for its unconventional punctuation. Richardson herself 

remarks repeatedly on how her punctuation affected the process of publishing her work in the 

first place: in several letters, for example, she looks back on “Duckworths efforts to standardise 

my punctuation & my counter-efforts to recondition it” (Windows on Modernism 303). While 

critics like Susan Gervitz have recently produced detailed analyses of how Richardson’s “use of 

idiosyncratic punctuation, or her lack of punctuation, is an attempt to produce a disturbance in 

the reader’s habits that echoes the disturbance of habit that Miriam desires” (21), many of these 

critical readings of Richardson’s punctuation still rest on the conclusion that the punctuation 

brings the novels’ reader closer to Miriam’s interiority—that the style of the sentences echoes 

Miriam’s habits of thought—without exploring how specifically the punctuation serves to 

mediate the reader’s access to Miriam’s experience. These readings fail to address, that is, how 

the layout of the printed page in fact alters the quality of the “echo” the narrative produces of 

Miriam’s thoughts.  

This section examines the pages of Pilgrimage’s first installment, Pointed Roofs, to 

articulate the implications of Richardson’s apparent project of “unpunctuation” for a reader’s 

ability to comprehend Miriam’s perspective. While punctuation comprises a crucial component 

of Richardson’s narrative intervention into realist novelistic forms from the very beginning of 
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Pilgrimage’s unfolding, Richardson’s method excludes Miriam’s bodily experience from 

narrative consideration; the punctuation Richardson does include on the page emphasizes the 

narrator’s inability to represent in language the complexity of Miriam’s bodily perceptions. 

“Unpunctuated” prose appears as a formal alternative to masculine realism that, Richardson 

implies, interposes an overly-present authorial voice between reader and diegetic world, 

devitalizing the text. The unpunctuated feminine realism she aims for, however, reinscribes a 

problematic bodily binary: situating Miriam’s physicality outside the scope of the novel’s 

linguistic representation reiterates a distinction between Miriam’s embodiment and the 

embodiment not only of the novel’s readers but also of the novel’s other characters. A feminine 

equivalent of masculine realism, in this case, also relies on eliding a major component of 

Miriam’s lived experience: her awareness of her body.  

Richardson wrote to H.G. Wells in 1921 that “the more I write, the less I punctuate,” 

specifying that “What I really like… is the absence of anything but full stops” (quoted in 

Thomson, The Editions of Dorothy Richardson’s Pilgrimage, 4), but by 1924, Thomson reports, 

“some person or reviewer planted in the author’s mind the notion that lack of conventional 

punctuation, and more especially a paucity of commas, was contributing to her ‘obstructive 

reputation for unreadable prose’” (5). In that year, Richardson published in The Adelphi what 

Thomson describes as “an eloquent concession speech to traditional punctuation,” an essay 

called “About Punctuation.” The essay appears to acknowledge the importance of the comma to 

contemporary prose dynamics; Richardson sets up this recognition, however, by looking back to 

“charm concealed in ancient manuscripts” whose text “moves along unbroken, save by an 

occasional full-stop” (415). The “charm” she identifies is a rhythmic one: even a contemporary 

reader who persists in the difficult task of reading such minimally punctuated pages, she asserts, 
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“begins to be aware of the charm that has been sacrificed by the systematic separation of phrases. 

He finds himself listening. Reading through the ear as well as through the eye […] in the slow, 

attentive reading demanded by unpunctuated texts, the faculty of hearing has its chance, is 

enhanced until the text speaks itself” (415). Comparatively, Richardson argues that “the 

machinery of punctuation and type, while lifting burdens from reader and writer alike and 

perfectly serving the purposes of current exchange, have also, on the whole, devitalized the act of 

reading; have tended to make it less organic, more mechanical” (415).  

Even in the sentences that Thomson reads as concessive, Richardson’s commentary on 

her punctuation asserts that her organization of language on the page forges a powerful link 

between the bodies and voices of readers and characters. While Virginia Woolf in “Modern 

Fiction” suggests that it is the form of the Edwardian novel that no longer contains “life or spirit, 

truth or reality, the essential thing” (630), in “About Punctuation” Richardson makes a more 

general critique: it is the mechanized process of publishing that renders “devitalize[s]” 

contemporary relationships between readers and written texts. Richardson consequently positions 

herself between “purists and rebels” where punctuation is concerned, suggesting that “[n]o 

waving of the tablets of the law has been able to arrest organic adaptation,” and that “[t]he test of 

irregularities is their effectiveness” (417). In defying conventional punctuational practice, then, 

Richardson suggests that she is affirming the organic qualities of reading—its bodiness.  

And although Richardson focuses her self-defense here on idiosyncratic uses of the 

comma, her remarks foreshadow her later defense of Pilgrimage’s broader experimentation in 

the novelistic context Woolf’s essay evokes. In 1938, as the work’s “Collected Editions” were 

released, Richardson’s “Foreword” to the novel charted a connection between the exclusivity of 

realist narrative structures and the abandonment of conventional punctuation practices; she 
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suggests that Pilgrimage took form through a desire to “produce a feminine equivalent of the 

current masculine realism.” We saw above how this desire corresponds to Richardson’s unease 

regarding the prominence of novelistic “authors” in the scope of their narration; this desire also, 

she explains, led to narration whose style converses with that of Dickens and Joyce, writers who, 

she observes, have “delightfully shown themselves to be aware” that “[f]eminine prose […] 

should properly be unpunctuated, moving from point to point without formal obstructions” 

(“Foreword” 431). Revitalizing the act of reading is connected, in Richardson’s practice, to 

feminizing the prose, to developing an alternative to “masculine” realism.  

While Richardson suggests in the “Foreword” that she departs from conventional realist 

practices in leaving her work largely “unpunctuated,” critics like Allison Pease and John 

Mepham have recognized that it is in fact the ellipsis that characterizes—both typographically 

and figuratively—Richardson’s representational project.35 Indeed, an unpublished letter by 

Alfred A. Knopf finds the publisher complaining that another writer’s style is “suffering from an 

extreme of Richardsonitis” when the writer has with “unflagging pertinacity kicked out every 

punctuation she came across and stuck in its place a trio or quartette of periods” (quoted in 

Thomson, The Editions, 5). The ellipses marking pauses or interruptions of Miriam’s thoughts—

what Richardson calls the “small unconscious departure from current usage” of punctuation in 

Pointed Roofs—arose, Richardson argues, from “sprinkling in what appeared to be necessary” 

(“Foreword” 431). The presence of the ellipses, that is, distinguish Richardson’s sentences from 

both the “current masculine realism” against which she wrote and male writers’ “feminine 

prose.” At the same time, the specific appearances of Richardson’s ellipses link the punctuation 

with her particular female subject: Miriam Henderson. What is necessary for representing 
                                                
35 Pease suggests that Richardson’s ellipses are “critical to showing the liminality of perception” (84), while 
Mepham describes Richardson’s stream-of-consciousness narration as characterized “by visual style, with ellipses, 
gaps and italics” (450). 
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Miriam’s consciousness from an outside narrator’s perspective turns out to be a sentence sutured 

with points of suspension.36 That Miriam appears, in the world of Pointed Roofs, to process her 

experience differently than other characters raises some questions about the political stakes of 

Richardson’s method. Are we supposed to understand Miriam’s psyche as particularly ill-suited 

to realist techniques? Are these ellipses characteristic of “feminine prose,” or are they 

necessitated by Miriam’s individual experience?37 

From the opening pages of the novel, Richardson deploys ellipses within free-indirect 

discourse to present and characterize Miriam’s thoughts. As Miriam prepares for her departure to 

Germany, she hears the “Thursday afternoon piano-organ,” whose song launches her into a 

memory of her days in school: 

It made her think of rounders in the hot school garden, singing-classes in the large green 
room, all the class shouting ‘Gather roses while ye may,’ hot afternoons in the shady 
north room, the sound of turning pages, the hum of the garden beyond the sun-blinds, 
meetings in the sixth form study…. Lilla, with her black hair and the specks of bright 
amber in the brown of her eyes, talking about free-will. (4-5) 
 

Miriam’s memories come back to her in a list of concrete events and sensations, from classes to 

sounds; the mention of Lilla, following the ellipsis, grounds the memory in a specific human, 

though it remains unclear whether Lilla’s talking about free-will is a component of the “meetings 

in the sixth form study” or a separate element of memory altogether. The ellipsis suggests a 

process of thought, even as it omits a linguistic explanation of the cognitive connection between 

                                                
36 Thomson observes that over the course of Pilgrimage, Richardson’s stylistic experiments shift: “Richardson was 
content at first to cultivate sentence fragments, a sprinkling of suspension points and, in her more formal sentences, 
a lightness of punctuation,” he claims, before noting that her “most daring experiment since her launching of stream 
of consciousness narrative in Pointed Roofs” occurred with the omission of quotation marks around dialogue in the 
Little Review installments of Interim. In these magazine installments, “Richardson utilized the dash to mark 
speeches and sometimes ran a series of verbal exchanges together within a single paragraph. […] Then just over two 
thirds of the way through the narrative in Chapter VIII (Little Review 6, December 1919, 20-28), she reverted 
without warning to traditional quotation marks. The same sudden shift occurs in the English First Edition published 
in December 1919” (4). Charting the evolution of the experiment in print, Thomson notes that Richardson’s revision 
of Interim for the Collected Edition involved “inserting standard quotation marks and paragraphing throughout” (4). 
37 See Chapter 5’s discussion of “hysterical realism,” especially in the work of Zadie Smith.  
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the meetings and Lilla’s conversation. The ellipsis posits a relationship between the two clauses 

without specifying what kind of relationship it is: Lilla’s discussion of free-will might be part of 

one of the meetings in the sixth form study, it might be a detail of one of the other hot afternoons 

at school, or it might constitute an altogether separate memory. 

As the text continues, Miriam travels to Germany to teach English; the novel follows her 

from her family’s home in England to the school, then relates her experiences and adventures 

during her time there. When Miriam is travelling on the train with her father, Richardson’s 

narrator increasingly presents her thoughts as phrases connected with ellipses. “Late at night, 

seated wide-awake opposite her sleeping companion, rushing towards the German city, she 

began to think” (25-26), the narrator reports; in the subsequent section of narration, Richardson’s 

sentences apparently relate Miriam’s thoughts as they occur to her. 

It was a fool’s errand…. To undertake to go to the German school and teach… to be 
going there… with nothing to give. The moment would come when there would be a 
class sitting round a table waiting for her to speak. She imagined one of the rooms at the 
old school, full of scornful girls…. How was English taught? How did you begin? 
English grammar… in German? Her heart beat in her throat. She had never thought of 
that… the rules of English grammar? Parsing and analysis… Anglo-Saxon prefixes and 
suffixes… gerundial infinitive…. It was too late to look anything up. Perhaps there would 
be a class to-morrow…. The German lessons at school had been dreadfully good…. 
Fraulein’s grave face… her perfect knowledge of every rule… her clear explanations in 
English… her examples…. All these things were there, in English grammar…. And she 
had undertaken to teach them and could not even speak German. (26; see Figure 1.4)  
 

Richardson merges free-indirect discourse, questions like “How was English taught?” and 

sentences like “It was too late to look anything up,” with threads of thought connected by 

ellipses. Lists of nouns follow Miriam’s progression of thought without clarifying how or why 

Miriam’s mind moves from “[p]arsing and analysis” to “Anglo-Saxon prefixes and suffixes” to 

the more classical-sounding “gerundial infinitive.” The number of dots in each ellipsis mark 

offers a clue to the grammatical relationship between individual elements: in keeping with 
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convention, ellipses comprised of three dots connect elements of the same sentence, while four-

dot ellipses indicate that the mark also effects the conclusion of one sentence-unit altogether.38 

 
Figure 1.4: Miriam’s elliptical thought processes, in the 1919 Knopf edition of Pointed Roofs. 

 
For example, the four-dot ellipsis after “full of scornful girls” suggests that “How was English 

taught?” is a question opening a line of thought that is grammatically and conceptually distinct 

from the previous specific imagining of a room at school. Nevertheless, the exact conceptual 

relationship of elements in these lists is left unclear, even as the descriptions of Miriam’s 

thoughts juxtapose memories of “German lessons at school” with anticipation of “a class sitting 

round a table waiting for her to speak,” confusing chronology as well as sense. For example, do 

                                                
38 F. Howard Collins notes, in his 1905 Author & Printer, that “three periods (not asterisks) separated by em quads 
(en in narrow measures) are sufficient to mark omissions in all cases. When the preceding sentence has been brought 
to a close, four should be used; the first to be close up” (qtd. in Toner, 124).  
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“Parsing and analysis” comprise some of “these things” which Miriam considers are all “there, in 

English grammar”? Given the four-dot ellipsis at the end of the comment that Miriam’s own 

German instruction at school had been “dreadfully good,” are we to assume the “Fraulein” 

whose “grave face” Miriam subsequently recalls is a specific instructor from those “German 

lessons at school,” and if so, what conceptually distinguishes the details about Fraulein’s 

instructional style from the statement about the lessons overall? 

One way to make sense of these elliptical constructions is to focus on their contribution 

to an evocative, atmospheric, rather than linear, logic—and to understand this nonlinearity as 

itself representing the dynamics of Miriam’s individual psychology. For example, Kristin 

Bluemel reads Richardson’s punctuation as a component of her attempt, in Pilgrimage, “to use 

language as a nonrepresentational medium in order to get around the destructive logic” that 

makes representational language inaccessible for women (57, italics in original); “[w]e can see 

ellipses as failed stops,” Bluemel writes, “periods that don’t signify ends but rehearse ends in 

order to justify beginning again from a different place” (140). Bluemel’s reading connects 

Richardson’s penchant for ellipses to Rachel Blau DuPlessis’ reading of Pilgrimage as a prime 

example of how twentieth-century women writers rework linear narrative conventions. In that 

analysis, DuPlessis writes that a nonlinear “alternative to hegemonic stories” offers up “an 

uncribbed and uncurbed consciousness, speaking from its own center, devoid of an explanatory 

framework from narrator or prior narrative conventions” (146). This reading certainly aligns with 

Richardson’s own sense that the alternative representation she develops might move beyond the 

realist tradition whose authorial voices offer “tours” only of their own points of interest, 

curtailing readerly wandering in the sprawling “reality” of the diegetic world. The ellipses that 

don’t signify but rather rehearse ends in Miriam’s life-story as she lives it are the same marks 
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that signal to a reader the lack of an explanation-providing narrator in the novel as presented 

visually. As Elisabeth Bronfen argues, “[t]he omission of clearly designated references to the 

events to which Miriam’s perceptions respond, the general absence of a narrator who might 

explain or interpret Miriam’s actions and intentions calls upon the reader to participate in 

producing the meaning of the text for herself” (204).  

What these incisive readings do not address, however, is that the mediating presence of 

Richardson’s narrator is manifestly present here, adding “formal obstructions” which ask the 

reader to reconsider how phrases on the page fit together sensically. To examine the formal 

structuring of the narration on the page is not to reject Bronfen’s observations or to suggest that 

Richardson’s prose is overtly developing a character-narrator of the sort that she seems to reject 

in contemporary fiction. Describing the qualities of the narrative’s descriptions rather allows us 

to distinguish the text’s operations with respect to the reader—how the sentences themselves call 

out (to borrow Richardson’s “voice” imagery) to the reader from the page—from decisions made 

by an implied authorial figure. The novel does not become unnarrated just because there is no 

development, in the narration, of a specific narratorial persona, an “I” to which we can ascribe 

certain tastes or prejudices. Even Richardson’s impersonal narration is not presenting an 

“uncribbed” consciousness—the use of ellipses to indicate specific kinds of transitions between 

Miriam’s thoughts and perceptions underscore as much. We are to understand that Miriam’s 

thoughts appear on the page in the order they occur to her, but the ellipses obscure the thoughts’ 

interrelations while also drawing attention to those omitted connections. Bluemel suggests that 

the ellipses “indicate gaps in Miriam’s conscious thought, and depending on the circumstances, 

they may signal the passing of time, the straying of time, or the pressure of unconscious thought” 

(5); the reader, particularly in passages like the one quoted above, is left to discern whether 
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Richardson’s narrator is marking a shift in Miriam’s thinking or a shift in her physical 

situation.39 The typographical mark of the ellipses—dots arranged across a white space—then 

emphasizes not only the fragmentation in Miriam’s thoughts but also the narration’s refusal to 

suture those fragments linguistically or visually for the reader.  

The unmooring effect of these ellipses is in fact in line with Richardson’s specifically 

early-twentieth-century concern, in “About Punctuation,” that the appearance of the mass-

produced printed page can stultify the dynamic narrative engagements of reader, narrator, and 

character in a work of fiction.40 The intercession of ellipses to mark the apparently ragged 

boundaries of Miriam’s thoughts requires the reader to engage with those thoughts in order to 

make sense of them—but this dynamism asks the reader to deal with these thoughts at a slight 

distance, as discrete syntactical units on the page. Gervitz suggests that the purpose of 

Richardson’s narratorial “making strange” is “to present writing as an action and a process, 

rather than in its usual guise of an invisible and omnisciently produced object” and “to compel 

the reader to perceive her or his reading as a process in which certain choices are available—

choices that are minimized if reading is considered to be an invisible mechanical act always the 

same for everyone” (26-7). Another way to understand this compulsion of dynamism, though, is 

                                                
39 Bluemel links the effects of the punctuation with a shift, in Pilgrimage’s later installations, in the perspective 
included in narratorial discourse: “In Pointed Roofs Miriam is most often referred to in the third person; in March 
Moonlight, the last book-chapter of Pilgrimage, we move back and forth between third-person narration in Miriam’s 
voice and first-person utterances of her thoughts” (5-6). 
40 Richardson’s comments about the concern that books’ forms affect readers’ experience discursively complement 
the foundation of Morris’s Kelmscott Press, Yeats’ Dun Emer Press, and others, the development of what McGann 
calls the “explosion of fine-press printing in the late nineteenth century [which] came as a movement of resistance 
against this new current of commercial book production” (7). According to Anne Toner’s analysis of the history of 
the ellipsis, however, the evolution of typographical mark is specifically tied to the history of the novel. As Toner 
observes, “From a sign of interruption, ellipsis marks evolve into tokens of passion, interiority and complexity. 
Crucial to this development is their absorption into novels where they present difficulties in speech, but also 
obscurities in characters’ thoughts, as well as irresolution in narrative explication” (13). Toner explains this 
coevolution by considering what the mark of the ellipsis contributes to the novel’s generic attempts to capture, in 
language and on the page, humans’ interior experiences: “The novel in particular has aspired through its history to 
reach closer to realizations of human interiority, including its incoherencies and blanks. The intrinsic difficulty of 
conveying a non-verbalized internal state is expressed typographically by the ellipsis and the common human 
struggle to communicate is communicated in an instant” (13). 
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by reading Richardson’s method as emphasizing the distance between the reader and the 

protagonist of the novels’ explorations: as Diane Gillespie argues, “Richardson posited a reader 

equal to the task of collaborating with her to discover the quality of life as it is being lived by her 

character” (395). While the syntax and the appearance of the printed page are made strange, here, 

so too is Miriam’s process of thinking, which is characterized, typed, as unusual.  

Whether Miriam herself could fill in the elliptical gaps or not, the narrator presents her 

stream of consciousness to the reader as an oft-interrupted current. The elliptical quality of 

Miriam’s lived life, as Richardson’s narrator presents it, reiterates the important role syntax and 

punctuation play in establishing or disrupting the representational authority of a novel’s prose. 

The ellipses underscore that something of Miriam’s embodied experience, her process of 

thinking and breathing in the world, is resisting being made text on these pages; that element of 

Miriam’s experience is what the narrator persistently signifies as non-linguistic, outside the 

purview of a linguistic representation. What Bronfen describes as a project that “clearly makes 

room for plural meanings which, in one respect, allow the text to become a site of intersubjective 

communication between the reader and the author” (204) also, powerfully, adjusts the reader’s 

discursive position relative to the character, within and upon the printed space of the page. As the 

reader collaborates with the non-Miriam narrator, that reader remains at a distance from that life 

Miriam lives. Miriam’s thought-connections are left invisible and illegible, or legible only via 

readers’ intuition, which both underscores a reader’s expectations about how accessible 

characters’ psychologies will be—how the mediation of the novel will fit that psychology into 

legible structures of syntax and form—and also makes Miriam herself exceptional, unusual.  

Indeed, the “form of contemplated reality” made physically manifest by Richardson’s 

omissions comes under fire from contemporary reviewers, many of whom wanted rather more 
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left on the page. Katherine Mansfield’s review of The Tunnel observes that, like the previous 

volumes (including Pointed Roofs), it “is composed of bits, fragments, flashing glimpses, half 

scenes and whole scenes, all of them quite distinct and separate, and all of them of equal 

importance. There is no plot, no beginning, no middle or end”; this dynamism produces a 

“tempestuous” environment in which memory “could not live” (309). Mansfield’s review of 

Interim, the work’s fifth installment, deals overtly with “the effect of this kind of writing upon 

the reader,” arguing that at the level of plot and character development, Richardson’s narration 

marks her as one of the writers who, “instead of attempting to relate their ‘experiences’ to life or 

to see them against any kind of background, […] are, as we see them, content to remain in the 

air, hovering over, as if the thrilling moment were enough and more than enough […] so that 

when they do dart away all is as untouched, as unbroken as before” (310).  

The narrative techniques that ostensibly bring the reader closer to Miriam’s experience, 

that seek to represent the complexity of that experience without shoehorning it into linear 

systems of meaning-making, nevertheless isolate and differentiate Miriam’s experience from 

other characters’ and from the novel’s reader. Where Mansfield’s reviews focus on the effect of 

Richardson’s form on her novel’s plot (or lack thereof) and descriptions of “experiences,” 

Virginia Woolf’s review of The Tunnel emphasizes the consequences of Richardson’s 

experimental method on her development of Miriam’s character. “Having sacrificed not merely 

‘hims and hers’, but so many seductive graces of wit and style for the prospect of some new 

revelation or greater intensity,” Woolf writes, “we still find ourselves distressingly near the 

surface. […] sensations, impressions, ideas and emotions glance off [Miriam], unrelated and 

unquestioned, without shedding quite as much light as we had hoped into the hidden depths” 

(“Tunnel” 11). Woolf acknowledges that Richardson’s method arises from “a genuine conviction 
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of the discrepancy between what she has to say and the form provided by tradition for her to say 

it in” (10)—a later review suggests that Richardson creates in Pilgrimage “the psychological 

sentence of the feminine gender,” a sentence “of a more elastic fibre than the old” (“Dorothy 

Richardson” 191)—but she faults the relative shallowness of Richardson’s technique, concluding 

that the reader finds herself “never, or only for a tantalising second, in the reality which underlies 

these appearances” (12). Richardson has found a form that matches the structure of a 

psychological experience of femininity, in Woolf’s understanding. Even as Woolf lauds the 

discovery of such a sentence, though, she points to its significant limitations. The ellipses, to 

recall Bluemel’s reading, typographically foreclose conclusion and thus suggest connections 

between phrases and thoughts without articulating those connections semantically; Woolf’s 

criticism of Richardson’s development of Miriam’s character is similarly that the qualities of the 

riverbed underlying Miriam’s stream of consciousness are left unseen because of how 

Richardson represents the dynamism of the character’s (printed, psychological) surface.  

Richardson clearly understood her method to operate with different effect—drawing the 

reader into the text by leaving that reader afloat, as it were, on the surface: she argues that one 

outcome of the text’s “speak[ing] itself” through the “slow, attentive reading demanded by 

unpunctuated texts” is that “[q]uite modest matter, read thus, can arouse and fuse the faculties of 

mind and heart” in the reader (415). Not only does this suggest that the ellipses of Pointed Roofs, 

the punctuation of the “unpunctuated” novel, invite the reader to connect more intimately with 

the text by masking the “depths” of Miriam’s interiority, emphasizing the bibliographic and 

bodily physicality that separates elements of Miriam’s experience from the reader’s eyes—but 

Richardson’s description of a reader’s process also introduces an aural element to the written 

sentence. While, in Richardson’s critical writing, the reader of an unpunctuated text hears the 
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text “speaking itself,” the “unpunctuated novel” seems to deploy its idiosyncratic punctuation for 

the purpose of reflecting Miriam’s own individual experience. “With this heightened awareness 

of the relation between the arrangements of words and consciousness,” Gervitz argues, “the 

‘patient reader’ can listen closely and hear the rhythm and tempo of Miriam’s thoughts as well as 

the blank pauses which, as temporal commas, serve to punctuate her thoughts” (146). Indeed, not 

only does this reading suggest anew that we come closer, in this form, to what Miriam’s own 

voice would sound like in telling her story, but it also reminds the reader that throughout Pointed 

Roofs, we are provided with multiple examples of Miriam’s deep engagement with musical 

performance and poetry read aloud, works that move her, physically and emotionally, because of 

their rhythm, in spite of their verbal content (see Figure 1.5).  

 

 
Figure 1.5: Miriam’s engagement with the rhythms of Ulrica’s “rich and full and liquid” reading voice. 

 
The possibility that the rampant ellipses in descriptions of Miriam’s thinking are related 

to her idiosyncratic affinity for rhythm and music brings us back to the question of how 
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punctuation facilitates the articulation of Miriam’s stream of consciousness. Erwin R. Steinberg 

argues that “what the stream-of-consciousness writer writes is not a presentation but can at best 

be only a simulation of what occurs in the mind” (20); the visual presentation of Richardson’s 

prose on the page, however, does simulate syntactically the psychological experience the narrator 

intimates is characteristic of Miriam. As Miriam listens to Fraulein read, for example, the 

narrator observes that “[i]t was a poem in blank verse with long undulating lines. Miriam paid no 

heed to the sense. She heard nothing but the even swing, the slight rising and falling of the clear 

low tones” (142). Ellipses in Pointed Roofs are not only characterizing (while obscuring) 

Miriam’s thoughts but also, in their status as syntactic pauses, performing typographically a 

particular non-verbal linguistic rhythm. Miriam’s engagement with and performance of these 

very rhythms suggest that the practice of omission is not only relevant to Richardson’s narration 

of her interiority, but also to that very interiority itself.  

At the same time, both Richardson’s description and Gervitz’s collapse the distinction 

between reading Richardson’s text on the printed pages of the novel and “hearing” it, and 

hearing in it the rhythm and tempo of Miriam’s thoughts—and it’s important that it’s the text that 

speaks, not Miriam herself, and that while the thoughts are supposedly revealed, Miriam’s own 

articulations of them are not. Despite the physicality evoked and emphasized through the use of 

ellipses in connection with music and with Miriam’s structures of deeply-interior thought, the 

idiosyncrasies of her physical experience are relatively submerged and underdeveloped in the 

linguistic content of the narration itself. In the passage describing her experience on the train, 

except for the sentence observing that “Her heart beat in her throat”—one of the few phrases in 

the scene that doesn’t trail off with ellipses—the motions of Miriam’s body are almost entirely 

occluded by the motions of her mind. Jean Radford argues, “Physical description is not 
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assembled into neat descriptive paragraphs” in Pointed Roofs, “but dispersed throughout the text, 

yet neither Miriam nor the other characters is disembodied” (125). Instead, Radford observes, 

throughout Pilgrimage, Miriam’s “consciousness of her own body is mainly referred to in scenes 

involving mirrors […] or when she imagines how her naked body would be seen by another” 

(125). I want to suggest that the dispersal Radford notes across paragraphs of text—which is 

echoed when Richardson uses different punctuation to set off Miriam’s bodily responses and her 

stream-of-consciousness reactions—reflects stylistically the fact that Miriam’s awareness of her 

body is predominantly incited by interaction with a reflective surface (like a mirror) or an 

imagined other body. The page, too, becomes a surface against which Miriam’s awareness of her 

physical self is refracted. What Richardson presents as a visual, printed distinction between the 

sensations of Miriam’s body and the (relative) fluidity of her thoughts, then, echoes the 

dissonance between Miriam’s experience of her embodiment and her consciousness of that 

embodiment when it is reflected back to her by a mirror or by a hypothesized interaction with 

another diegetic body. The body remains an object that the printed structure of the text cannot, or 

will not, make available for reading—by Miriam or by anyone else.  

The novel’s attempt to present a “feminine prose” that registers the idiosyncrasy of 

Miriam’s mind in fact de-emphasizes her mind’s imbrication in a physiological form gendered 

female. “There is something terribly unsettling about a novel of feminine consciousness that so 

consistently omits reference to a specifically female body,” Bluemel suggests, before proceeding 

to argue that “critics who recognize and value the feminist politics suggested by Richardson’s 

unconventional aesthetic code should be able to see how Pilgrimage’s refusal to admit a familiar 

female sexuality into its pages is absolutely consistent with that aesthetic code and an implied 

feminist politics” (51). As Pilgrimage proceeds and Miriam’s sexual life is a more prominent 
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component of the novels’ plot, Bluemel observes that “[a]lthough Miriam is perpetually falling 

in love, has sex, and may have a miscarriage, the female body that is partner to the recording 

female consciousness is of minor importance if it is measured against conventional models” (51). 

Even in Pointed Roofs, while Radford identifies a description in which Miriam “remembers the 

onset of menstruation” (125) as a moment of contrast to Miriam’s frequently distanced physical 

consciousness, the description still occludes any specific mention of Miriam’s body: 

She remembered with triumph a group of days of pain two years ago. She had 
forgotten…. Bewilderment and pain… her mother’s constant presence… everything, the 
light everywhere, the leaves standing out along the tops of hedgerows as she drove with 
her mother, telling her of pain and she alone in the midst of it… for always… pride, long 
moments of deep pride…. Eve and Sarah congratulating her, Eve stupid and laughing… 
the new bearing of the servants… Lily Belton’s horrible talks fading away to nothing. 
(205, see Figure 1.6) 
 

Miriam recalls not the physical experience of the pain, but her psychological responses as she 

sought and discovered narratives to contextualize that pain, bewilderment becoming pride. At the 

same time, other people are present throughout this description, from Miriam’s mother’s 

“constant presence” to the responses of Eve and Sarah and the servants, to Miriam’s replacing 

Lily Belton’s “horrible talks” with her own embodied understanding. The ellipses again register 

stylistically the reader’s position within Miriam’s consciousness as she remembers these details, 

these experiences and the stories she uses to understand them—but “pain” is the only word here 

that might actually connect these sentences to Miriam’s physical body. Neither the remembering 

body nor the remembered (in-pain) body is visible here, to the reader or, if we understand these 

sentences as reflecting the form and substance of Miriam’s thoughts, to Miriam herself.  

Despite the narrative’s insistence on the importance of the qualities and contours of the 

printed surface to shape readers’ understanding of Miriam’s interiority—despite Richardson’s 

own argument that “unpunctuated” and “unreadable” prose would empower her to create a sort 
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of “feminine equivalent to the current masculine realism”—the influence of the physical 

structures which house Miriam’s tempoed thoughts, and which would signal to her diegetic 

companions her psychological state (as Fraulein’s expressions, for example, signal her own), is 

excluded from Richardson’s account of Miriam’s experience. In the process of separating the 

reader from representations of Miriam’s body and thus avoiding assigning her “a familiar female 

sexuality,” Pointed Roofs also visually separates Miriam’s own consciousness from her physical 

form. In Bluemel’s telling, Pointed Roofs eschews representation of Miriam’s sexuality—indeed, 

of Miriam’s experience of having a female body—because the politics of the novel’s narrative 

reject conventional representations of female embodiment and sexuality. What this means, 

however, is that in constructing a “trustworthy” but unpunctuated narration of Miriam’s 

experience, Richardson positions the sensations within Miriam’s body as largely beyond the 

purview of even her innovative prose. 

 
Figure 1.6: The elliptical elision of Miriam’s physical pain. 
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Throughout Pointed Roofs and its sequel texts, Richardson’s narration emphasizes the 

ways in which access to certain artistic and linguistic conventions is mediated by a character’s 

gender. “In Pilgrimage, Miriam is the only one who can occupy an intermediary position 

between the masculine and the feminine world; in command of both modes of self-expression,” 

Bronfen argues; “Miriam synthesises the polarity between the sexes by assuming a third position, 

in between. This allows her to achieve a simultaneous presence in numerous different worlds, a 

pattern which emerges also in her discussion of what an adequate representation of reality would 

be” (133-4). At the same time as Miriam’s liminal, mercurial position allows her, in the 

trajectory of her life, to evade the conventional “melodramas of beginning, middle, and end” 

allotted for women’s stories, according to Blau DuPlessis (151), Richardson’s technique of 

rendering on the page Miriam’s simultaneous presence in numerous worlds yet positions her 

interiority not only as distinct from other, more polarized characters but also from the reader, 

who ostensibly follows her thought processes as they unfurl. 

The narratological and political implications of this method become clearest in the 

novel’s treatment of characters who are not the protagonist. Richardson’s primary interest is 

Miriam’s perspective: the narration is only ever focalized through her. Even when a secondary 

character’s emotions are briefly described, that character’s interiority is not punctuated as 

Miriam’s: on a school outing, for example, we learn that “Fraulein had talked history to those 

nearest around her and sat back at last with her gauze veil in place, tall and still in her arbour, 

sighing happily now and again and making her little sounds of affectionate raillery as the girls 

finished their coffee” (170). Miriam’s mind is the only dynamic one on offer, here. In Sinclair’s 

appreciative criticism of the novels, she suggests that other people in the diegetic world “are 

presented to us in the same vivid but fragmentary way in which they appeared to Miriam, the 
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fragmentary way in which people appear to most of us. Miss Richardson has only imposed on 

herself the conditions that life imposes on us all” (443). These conditions, however, are 

differently imposed upon Fraulein, Pastor Lahmann, and the students at the school than they are 

upon Miriam.  

While the narrator simply omits any authoritative reference to the secondary characters’ 

interiorities—limiting the heterodiegetic representation of Fraulein’s emotions to the “sighing 

happily” and “making her little sounds of affectionate raillery” which could be understood to 

match what Miriam observed—the ellipses, the visual presentation of the limits placed on what 

the narrator can articulate of Miriam’s own interiority, isolate Miriam within the diegetic world 

of the novel. Indeed, the ellipses mark Miriam’s inability to penetrate the interiority of other 

characters, as well: struggling to understand Mademoiselle’s response to Miriam’s “cry at the 

sight of Pastor Lahmann” in the street, Miriam “blushed to the soles of her feet…. How could 

Mademoiselle misunderstand her insane remark? What did she mean? What did she really think 

of her? Just kind old Lahmann—walking along there in the outside world…. She did not want to 

stop him…. He was a sort of kinsman for Mademoiselle…. That was what she had meant” (248, 

see Figure 1.7). Not only has Miriam misread the romantic connotations of the Pastor’s 

interactions with her throughout the novel to this point—which connotations motivate Fraulein to 

suggest that Miriam leave the school altogether—but here she struggles to grasp the kind of 

knowledge that readers of Pointed Roofs have received all along regarding her own psychology. 

Most of us might understand people in fragments, like Miriam does, but the very technique that 

Richardson develops to bring her mind closer to the reader uses the surface of the printed page to 

differentiate the unknowable in Miriam’s psychology from the unknowable in anyone else’s—
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the ineffable in Miriam is registered as punctuated pauses, while the ineffable in everyone else is 

unnarrated altogether.  

 

 
Figure 1.7: Miriam’s disorientation when confronted with the Pastor’s social status. 

 
These elliptical representations of Miriam’s “stream of consciousness” simultaneously 

distinguish Miriam’s mind from her body but also isolate her psychology (and its modes of 

legibility) from other characters’: Miriam tries and fails to read the bodies of other characters in 

order to gain understanding of their interiorities, while readers of Pilgrimage are apparently 

given access to Miriam’s interiority by the narrator but are excluded from information about how 

this interior experience maps onto Miriam’s physical sensations and motions in the diegetic 

“outside world.” Even as Richardson frames her punctuational practice as a way to make the 

printed page vital and radically transparent, able to “voice” on its physical surface the 

psychological dynamics of Miriam’s thoughts, these techniques have the effect of rendering 
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Miriam’s body marginal—both for readers and also, it seems, for her own comprehension of 

herself in the world. We see the motion of her mind, as embodied on the page, but we often do 

not see how that motion informs or is shaped by the motion of her body.  

Richardson’s characterization thus proves encyclopedic in its superficiality, presenting us 

with a character whose mental experience appears distinct both from her instinctive physical 

processes (heartbeat, etc.) and, in later installations, from her “specifically female body.” Despite 

Richardson’s concerns about how the novel usually “conducts a tour” that is guided entirely by 

the preferences of an authorial figure, Pointed Roofs’ characterization of Miriam also leaves us 

with a myopic view of Miriam’s position within her own broader (embodied) world. The ellipses 

emphasize and simultaneously strand her perspective at a distance—printed and psychological—

from the other people around her and also from the reader. Richardson advocated 

“unpunctuated” prose in part because it might re-vitalize and organicize the experience of 

reading a printed novel. In the practice of Pointed Roofs’ punctuation, however, Richardson’s 

attention to “bodily” dynamism on the printed page, or a dynamism that engages readers’ 

physicality, obscures narration of Miriam’s embodied interiority: the ellipses both foreground the 

materiality of the page and also often signal a de-emphasizing of Miriam’s own organic 

physicality. In calling out to a reader’s sensory reading experience, Pointed Roofs nevertheless 

isolates Miriam’s sensory experiences both within the diegetic community and within her own 

corporeal form. This iteration of unpunctuated feminine prose occludes representation in 

language of the feminine protagonist’s awareness of her own body. Complicating the apparently 

binary divide of masculine and feminine realist prose—in the end, here, what distinguishes 

them?—Pointed Roofs nevertheless reasserts formally and narratively the distinction between 

emphatically embodied reader and marginally disembodied character’s consciousness. 
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The Imposition of Distance from Each One in The Making of Americans  

 
 

Like Richardson, Gertrude Stein expressed concerns about the practical effects of 

punctuation on readers’ experiences of the contemporary printed page. While Richardson’s 

concern was about the devitalization of the printed page, however, and the stifling of the text’s 

own voice, Stein focuses on the relationship of punctuation to breathing in order to critique how 

punctuated texts claim to govern readers’ very bodily processes. In “Poetry and Grammar,” the 

comma, in particular, incites Stein’s concern about the marks’ ability to interfere in readers’ 

interpretational processes: 

And what does a comma do, a comma does nothing but make easy a thing that if you like 
it enough is easy enough without the comma. A long complicated sentence should force 
itself upon you, make you know yourself knowing it and the comma, well at the most a 
comma is a poor period that lets you stop and take a breath but if you want to take a 
breath you ought to know yourself that you want to take a breath. […] The longer, the 
more complicated the sentence the greater the number of the same kinds of words I had 
following one after another, the more the very more I had of them the more I felt the 
passionate need of their taking care of themselves by themselves and not helping them, 
and thereby enfeebling them by putting in a comma. (221)   
 

Stein depicts herself making choices that necessitate readers’ “taking care of themselves by 

themselves” instead of “enfeebling them by putting in a comma” and thus dictating textually (at 

least theoretically) the rhythm the reader’s breathing patterns beyond the page. The life-force at 

stake in Stein’s move to unpunctuated is therefore the reader’s, not the text’s.  

Not only do Stein’s critical emphases regarding the autonomizing of reading differ from 

Richardson’s, but so, too, do Stein’s processes of materializing this revitalizing on the page. 

Pilgrimage challenges conventional punctuation by using one mark of unusual punctuation to 

characterize her protagonist’s thoughts; Stein’s practice really does remove almost all 

punctuation marks from her narrator’s sentences in The Making of Americans. Drafted in 1911 
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and not published in book form until 1925,41 even the “final” instantiation of The Making of 

Americans predates by about a decade Stein’s strongly-worded rejection of commas (as well as 

exclamation points, question marks, quotation marks, etc.). Nevertheless, even in this early 

novel, which Stein herself suggests predated her interest in narration (“A Transatlantic 

Interview” 505), her practice of unpunctuation is more literal, and works to a strikingly different 

narratological effect, than Richardson’s. Instead of moving away from a tour-guide narratorial 

voice, Stein’s prose embraces the rhetoric of narratological making; The Making of Americans 

purports to be “about” the history and “progress” of a family, the Herslands, through three 

generations of life in America, but that narrative is increasingly dominated by the narrator’s 

descriptions of an evolving process of telling, even as the narrator’s use of diverse punctuation 

marks dwindles. Its experiments with punctuation reflect Stein’s concerns about how characters’ 

physical embodiments affect the project of narrative representation. The individual character’s 

body remains, as in Pilgrimage, both crucial to and set against the power of the narrator’s 

language to represent experience. Stein’s unpunctuation, however, does not seek to integrate a 

specifically gendered quality into her prose.  

Instead, Stein links her rejection of commas in both her poetry and her prose to a politics 

of self-determination and autonomy, evoking specifically the embodied experience of her 

reading audience. As Lisa Siraganian specifies, “Stein opposes a poetry that would compel you 

to breathe in the particular way that she as a writer chooses to breathe. […] Just as the 

particularities of your body in the world (i.e., your gender, your race, your sexual orientation) are 

theoretically irrelevant to your value as a citizen and voter, the particularities of the reader’s 

breathing body are also irrelevant to the meaning of her words” (33). Siraganian’s analysis of 

                                                
41 For a detailed description of Stein’s struggles to publish the novel, see Donald Gallup’s essay “The Making of The 
Making of Americans.”  
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Stein’s practice is worth quoting at length, because it clarifies that for Stein, the issue is how a 

page’s surface can assert a material distinction between a reader’s body and a writer’s body.  

Having rejected commas, Stein finally only accepts the period, but not because this 
particular mark of punctuation helps the reader know when to breathe. She describes 
being ‘completely possessed by the necessity that writing should go on’ before eventually 
determining that ‘inevitably no matter how completely I had to have writing go on 
physically one had to again and again stop sometime and if one had to again and again 
stop some time then periods had to exist’ (GS2 318). In other words, the writer inevitably 
needs to take a break. The crucial point here is that Stein’s use of periods does not 
contradict her critique of diacritical marks, but proves her thorough commitment to the 
writer’s absorption in her own writing and the irrelevance of the reader’s body to the 
meaning of the text. (34)  
 

Crucial to Stein’s explanation and to Siraganian’s analysis is the corporeality of both the reader 

encountering the text and Stein composing it. Stein does not frame punctuation as an issue of 

realism or of representation, but rather as an issue of whose bodies are “relevant” to the meaning 

of the text. According to Siraganian’s reading of Stein, the reader’s body is not.  

Stein claimed in “The Gradual Making of the Making of Americans” that while 

producing the novel she had revised her conception of the relationship of paragraph to sentence: 

“in writing The Making of Americans I had proceeded to enlarge my paragraphs so as to include 

everything. What else could I do. In fact inevitably I made my sentences and my paragraphs do 

the same thing, made them be one and the same thing” (158-9). Indeed, as the novel progresses, 

the variety of punctuation marks in the narrative decreases. At the same time, despite both texts’ 

interests in (a) punctuation and (b) the representation of consciousness, the narratological stance 

of The Making of Americans is strikingly different from that of Pointed Roofs. Richardson’s 

project is tracing the development of one character’s experience, making Miriam’s individual life 

“vital” for readers, but Stein intended in The Making of Americans to “write the life,” in her 

words, “of every individual who could possibly live on the earth” (“A Transatlantic Interview” 
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503). How, then, does this theory of punctuation, and its distinct approach to the various bodies 

interacting as pages are read, affect Stein’s prose constructions in The Making of Americans?  

As the novel progresses, not only does the variety of punctuation marks at play in The 

Making of Americans decrease, but the scope of the narrator’s representational ability—the 

narrator’s confidence about defining who characters are at their “bottom nature”—also seems to 

constrict. McGann has suggested that Stein, in her contributions to modernist poetry, “did not 

utilize the physical presence of the book in any notable ways. But she developed linguistic (as 

opposed to bibliographical) procedures for bringing the reader’s attention back to the text’s 

literal surfaces and immediate moments” (21-22). In this novel’s punctuation, however, Stein 

develops a linguistic procedure with bibliographic implications for bringing readerly attention 

not just to the surface and substance of the printed book—she also directs attention to the surface 

and substance of her characters’ bodies, and to the linguistic and bibliographic limits of her 

narrator’s discursive ability to navigate those terrains. Reading the novel with attention to its 

punctuation not only puts Stein’s prose into clearer conversation with the innovations of her 

poetry and the innovations of her novel-writing contemporaries but also reveals how Stein, like 

Richardson, uses the form of her prose to theorize the capacity of language to represent 

individual characters’ embodied and engendered experiences. Stein’s critical writing 

differentiates the reader’s body from the writer’s body; in her description of the construction of 

The Making of Americans, those two bodily entities are further distinguished from bodies of the 

novel’s represented characters. Making syntactical space to distinguish the reader’s bodily 

actions from the writer’s necessitates dismantling standard techniques of realist representation, 

too; Stein’s narration gradually excises any description of individual characters’ embodied 

experiences or specific thoughts. 
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  The realism Stein’s own self-mythologizing claims for The Making of Americans invites 

readers to understand the book as a capacious, non-narrative text: “I made endless diagrams of 

every human being,” she reports, “watching people from windows and so on until I could put 

down every type of human being that could be on the earth. I wanted each one to have the same 

value” (503). To “put down” these types, however, is not the same thing as to narrate their lives, 

which is evidenced both by the way Stein situates herself as a cataloguer—watching people from 

above and diagramming them from without—and also by the chronology she offers of her own 

artistic development. It was only after World War I, she claims, that “I began to be slowly 

impressed by the idea of narration” (504), where narrative is distinct from “poetry or even 

exposition, because, you see, the narrative in itself is not what is in your mind but what is in 

somebody else’s” (505). However much authority we ascribe to her description of her process, 

the transition Stein evokes parallels the shifting presentation of text in The Making of Americans 

from conventionally punctuated paragraphs to pages where, Stein asserts, she has made “my 

sentences and my paragraphs do the same thing” and “be one and the same thing.” 

The formal progression of representation in The Making of Americans itself emphatically 

foregrounds a shifting sense of what kind of narration is possible, how language can represent 

“what is in somebody else’s [mind],” when the constructor of that representation is separated 

from that other person’s mind by that other person’s body, when the writer is “watching people 

from windows.” William Gass muses that, for The Making of Americans, “consciousness is like 

the music of the words, for in them, and in their pace, and in their arrangement, their rhetoric, 

their repetitions, the patterns they lay down, […] lies the wonderful, the saving rainbow of 

awareness, the presence of force and feeling; but what should anyone expect me to say, except to 

say ‘style’—style is consciousness, arising from relation, from the way this syllable connects 
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with that, or cell with cell until the brain bursts into seeing, with sentences whose shape is their 

understanding” (ix). If style is consciousness, and if punctuation directly affects style (as is 

underscored in Gass’s comma-laden lines) but also defines relationships between writing and 

reading bodies, the novel’s “sentences whose shape is their understanding” gradually reorient 

how its narrator relates to the physical forms of those consciousnesses reading, writing, or being 

represented. While Stein’s own explanation of her eschewing punctuation has to do with a 

consideration for readerly physical liberation, in The Making of Americans the gradual depletion 

of punctuation marks actually signals a decrease in bodily distinction among the sea of characters 

who become, ultimately, types. 

Indeed, since the novel’s publication in 1925, critics have struggled to figure out how to 

proceed through its heft. Edmund Wilson wondered in 1931 whether the book is readable at all—

“I confess that I have not read this book all through, and I do not know whether it is possible to 

do so” (qtd. by Kaufmann 807)—and Stein’s gradually-developed style has led some to advocate 

a critical reading practice of the novel that draws on distant-reading and digital methodologies, 

emphasizing the ability of digital tools to isolate and analyze its large-scale structure and trends 

of its language. Natalia Cecire has argued, for instance, that the digital analysis Tanya Clement 

pursues fits into a particular tradition of reading Stein that is in fact deeply rooted in issues of 

embodiment and technology. The “unreadability” of Stein’s novel, which prompts Clement’s 

analysis, has the potential to be more than a sexist excuse to ignore the work, Cecire argues. The 

cultivated unreadability Clement considers is in fact “founded on imagined scenes of reading and 

composition whose status as work is compromised or denied. And if it is not work, the reasoning 

goes, then it may not be a linguistic act at all; the mind absent, the body serves as a mere passive 

conduit for words” (Cecire 295). Despite Clement and Cecire’s interests in revising criticism of 
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Stein’s repetitive style in the novel, however, neither reading addresses the role punctuation 

plays in Clement’s production of a critical apparatus that can serve as a “metaphor for reading 

The Making of Americans,” “a map key” which “allows the reader to understand what is being 

represented and the scale by which these items are being represented in relationship to each other 

as they progress across the geography of the text” (365).42  

Looking at how Stein’s shifting punctuation in the novel affects the narrator’s depiction 

of characters offers a way to bridge these critical apparatuses: punctuation marks are easily 

countable and plottable components of literary language, but their presence or absence clearly 

matters to an individual reader’s experience of, and attempts to closely-read, the individual 

sentences of the literary text. The progression in how they are placed (or omitted) resonates with 

a shift in the narrator’s approach to the characters she describes. The novel’s opening pages 

present a fairly recognizable realist mode of telling the Herslands’ story; over the course of 

several hundred pages, the narrator transitions to a mode that contextualizes the family’s 

individual characters among catalogues of “ones” with whose personalities and character traits 

the narrator is familiar—the “every type of human being” Stein boasted about incorporating. 

While in Pointed Roofs the “unpunctuated” nature of Richardson’s prose isolated Miriam’s 

consciousness both within the novel’s diegetic world and in the narrative economy that presents 

her story to a reader, in The Making of Americans the paucity of punctuation allows Stein’s 

narrator, in her self-described writing process, to reflect syntactically the complicated dynamics 

and symmetries among the community of “ones” (characters) linguistically. Here, as in Pointed 

Roofs, however, the material implications of characters’ incorporation into the narrative also 

                                                
42 This is particularly interesting because when Clement produces a table to show the “difficulty” of isolating the 
units of Stein’s linguistic repetition—a difficulty which digital tools help mitigate—the difficulties she isolates are 
produced in fact by variations in punctuation and page space. For example, one instance of “one is coming to be 
almost an old one. Any one” separates the two sentences by a paragraph break, while the other instance leaves them 
juxtaposed in a single printed line (369).   
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affect those characters’ corporeality. Novelistic narrative again falters at the boundary separating 

the narrator’s heterodiegetic perspective from the character’s individual, interior, psychology: the 

increased linguistic generality and visual opacity of The Making of Americans reflect how the 

narrator’s language fails to transcend and integrate the “skins” of the “ones” she describes.  

Cecire describes the ways in which “Stein’s texts have been reconstituted” critically “as 

scenes of reading and composition described in the terms of feminine-gendered, compromised 

work or nonwork” (301). In this context, she continues, “[p]roxy bodies that are all body, their 

cognitive processes shut down or nonexistent in the first place, are continually conjured as 

shields against the text—interpretive lenses that are completely opaque, functioning by obviating 

the possibility of interpretation altogether” (301). Stein’s “unreadable” texts, that is, are 

understood as “bodily,” their resistance to interpretation linked critically to their fleshiness. 

Indeed, even Stein’s contemporary critics, like Katherine Anne Porter and Vernon Loggin, 

review her work with overtly physiological imagery. “I doubt if all the people who should read it 

will read it for a great while yet,” Porter writes, “for it is in such a limited edition, and reading it 

is anyhow a sort of permanent occupation. Yet to shorten it would be to mutilate its vitals, and it 

is a very necessary book” (“Everybody Is A Real One”); for Loggin, on the other hand, Stein’s 

“language is thought in the nude—not thought dressed up in the clothes of time-worn rhetoric” 

(327). It is the heft and formal construction of Stein’s text—including her avoidance of most 

punctuation marks—that necessitates, in this critical tradition, an explanation rooted in the body, 

whether Stein’s authorial body or the body of the critic or the body of the “baffled” reader.  

Looking at the contours of the textual body of print, however, reveals how Stein’s style 

fits the major narratorial concerns in The Making of Americans—how the gradual conflation of 

sentence and paragraph echoes a negotiation between representing individual psychology and 
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contextualizing (and de-specifying) the terms of that psychology within the community of 

psyches that shapes it. That Stein’s narrator negotiates these conditions most emphatically 

through characterization of female characters suggests a further resonance between her politics 

of unpunctuation and Richardson’s: in The Making of Americans, too, revitalizing the page for a 

reader necessitates emphasizing the book’s surface-level mediation of characters’ interiority, 

which in turn limits the narrator’s authority to represent that character’s individual experiences. 

Early in the novel, following its first major section break, the narrator addresses a 

projected reader in a sentence whose variety of punctuation, if not its length, is unusual for this 

narrative style: 

Bear it in your mind my reader, but truly I never feel it that there ever can be for me any 
such a creature, no it is this scribbled and dirty and lined paper that is really to be to me 
always my receiver,—but anyhow reader, bear it in your mind—will there be for me ever 
any such a creature,—what I have said always before to you, that this that I write down a 
little each day here on my scraps of paper for you is not just an ordinary kind of novel 
with a plot and conversations to amuse you, but a record of a decent family progress 
respectably lived by us and our fathers and our mothers, and our grand-fathers, and 
grand-mothers, and this is by me carefully a little each day to be written down here ; and 
so my reader arm yourself in every kind of a way to be patient, and to be eager, for you 
must always have it now before you to hear much more of these many kinds of decent 
ordinary people, of old, grown, grand-fathers and grand-mothers, of growing old fathers 
and growing old mothers, of ourselves who are always to be young grown men and 
women for us, and then there are still to be others and we must wait and see the younger 
fathers and young mothers bear them for us, these younger fathers and young mothers 
who always are ourselves inside us, who are to be always young grown men and women 
to us. And so listen while I tell you all about us, and wait while I hasten slowly forwards, 
and love, please, this history of this decent family’s progress. (33-34) 

 
This immense sentence reveals that Stein’s narrator intends to leaven the conventions of the 

“ordinary kind of novel with a plot and conversations to amuse you” with the form of “a record 

of a decent family progress respectably lived by us and our fathers and our mothers, and our 

grand-fathers, and grand-mothers.” Consequently, the narrator warns, the potential reader must 

be “patient” and “eager” and prepared “to hear much more of these many kinds of decent 
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ordinary people” while the narrator “hasten[s] slowly forwards” through “this decent family’s 

progress.” The accretion the narrator suggests is integral to the text’s composition is indeed 

reflected in the snowballing momentum of the novel’s sentences; at the same time, this warning 

in the novel’s early pages foreshadows the text’s general emphasis on “ordinary people” in the 

aggregate rather than, say, the ordinary individual lives that characterize conventional novels 

with their plots and conversations. As Kelley Wagers points out, Stein uses the sentence structure 

of The Making of Americans to “contest and reform the narrative of necessary historical 

‘progress’ that was being penned by prominent American writers of the time” (25); this approach 

also, of course, has meant that many readers have struggled to read the novel according to 

generic conventions of novelhood.43  

As the text progresses, the narrator focuses most of the sentences’ attention not on 

specific named characters—let alone the Hersland family members—but instead on a population 

of specific but indefinite “ones” who contextualize the family within a larger (national, 

intergenerational) community while also frustrating any attempt to identify or understand 

individuals with much clarity. Even when the narrator highlights Martha Hersland’s personal 

solidity, the description blurs both sensical and syntactical boundaries between Martha’s 

condition and that of a previously-described “one”: 

[…] like the one that I was describing that was all independent dependent being in 
solution and in so fluid a condition that this being is only made an individual one by the 
skin separating it from flowing over everything near it to lose itself in everything and not 
have individual existing, Martha Hersland then as I was saying was like this one only 
Martha was a little more solid and there was a little more solidity to her but as I was 
saying there was not much more really effective movement to her. (419, see Figure 1.8)  

                                                
43 Contemporary reviewers, indeed, struggled to find a strand of narrative in the book at all. Conrad Aiken’s 1934 
review, for example, asserts that aside from “a clear enough emergence, here and there, of scene and character 
(notably two dressmakers), the book can only be described as a fantastic sort of failure. […] [A]lthough what it 
seeks to communicate is interesting, the cumbersomeness of the method defeats its own end” (Critical Response 39). 
While reviewing the novel for its possible publication by the Hogarth Press, Virginia Woolf suggested, “I think her 
dodge is to repeat the same word 100 times over in different connections, until at last you feel the force of it” (L3: 
198). 
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Soon after, the narrator describes Martha as “being a substance solid enough so that Martha’s 

skin so to speak was part of the substance of her, she was a whole one then more than just by 

being held together by a skin as was the case in the other” (420). Martha is a whole “one” in a 

way that the other “one” fails to be, but even this wholeness only marginally distinguishes 

Martha from the sea of characters introduced in the text.  

 
Figure 1.8: The narrator’s description of Martha Hersland’s skin-ness, as printed by Contact Editions. 

 
By suggesting that Martha’s solid nature contributes to her distinction from the vast 

population of “ones” the narrator describes in the process of producing Martha’s history, the 

narrator calls attention to the discursive attributes that distinguish her history’s focal characters—
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the Herslands, Dehnings, et al.—from their peers. The name becomes a skin; direct discourse 

becomes a skin; a linear narrative trajectory itself becomes a skin. Even so, Martha’s skin-ness 

and solidity are problematic for her, in the end, as her family struggles to respond to her pain and 

she disappears almost entirely from the novel after her section concludes. She is referenced, at 

the beginning of Alfred Hersland’s section,44 to contextualize Alfred’s childhood, but the 

narrator reports that her history “has been now already mostly written, not completely altogether 

written but a good deal written” (512). Martha’s solidity—her having a unified self that 

incorporates both skin and that-which-is-beyond-the-skin—individualizes her, but that 

individualization also effectively marginalizes her, within her social context and within the 

narrative itself. Her solidity finally distances the reader from her lived experiences altogether.  

Articulating Martha’s skin—and the skin that separates other characters as well—the 

narrator becomes increasingly forthcoming about the limits to narratorial knowledge of the other 

subjects of the history. Martha is, after all, only “a little more solid” than other ones the narrator 

mentions, insofar as her skin is part of the substance of her, rather than a surface that keeps her 

from merging (physically or discursively) with other people. This reality of characters’ skins, 

and the difficulty it introduces into the narrator’s claims to represent characters’ interiorities, 

parallels the increasingly general language with which the narrator describes the “ones” living in 

the Herslands’ America. As the narrator continues, physical and linguistic skins reinforce an 

isolation of reader and narrator from all the types the narrator attempts to describe. Even the 

characters whose narratorial treatment seems at first to distinguish them as examples of or 

exceptions to the general statements about “ones” are subject to subsumption and generalization 

within the novel’s structures of syntax and representation. Indeed, the narrator eventually 
                                                
44 While the first Contact Press edition of the novel does break the novel into sections—visible when a new 
paragraph begins about halfway down an otherwise-blank page—the headings, which give sections the names of 
characters—were added subsequently. 
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concedes that “[e]very one was a whole one in me and now a little every one is in fragments 

inside me. There are a very great many not now in me, mostly every one now in me is in pieces 

inside me. Mostly not any one now is a whole one inside me” (519). The characters nominally at 

the center of the novel’s project become themselves increasingly indistinct as the text barrels on 

and the diversity of punctuation narrows—the novel’s focus, it is increasingly apparent, is on the 

style and endurance of the narrator’s makings, rather than on the individual Americans that 

narrator’s makings claim to represent. Having a skin does not facilitate representation in this 

novel; indeed, having a skin seems to foreclose it.  

The characterization of Julia Dehning, whose marriage to Alfred Hersland is a major 

event described twice in the course of the novel’s historical trajectory, demonstrates how the 

novel theorizes the essential non-text-ness of the body through its diegetic dynamics and 

treatment of gender. From the opening pages of The Making of Americans, the narrator 

encourages readers to withhold hasty judgment about Julia: “And so those who read much in 

story books surely now can tell what to expect of her, and yet, please reader, remember that this 

is perhaps not the whole of our story either, neither her father for her, nor the living down her 

mother who is in her, for I am not ready yet to take away the character from our Julia, for truly 

she may work out as the story books would have her or we may find all different kinds of things 

for her, and so reader, please remember, the future is not yet certain for her, and be you well 

warned reader, from the vain-glory of being sudden in your judgment of her” (15). Readerly 

judgment, the narrator suggests, would be akin to “tak[ing] away the character from our Julia” by 

making too much of the circumstances—“her father” and “the living down her mother who is in 

her”—that the narrator suggests are “perhaps not the whole of our story either.”  
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The narrator continues to provide Julia a voice of her own within a familial and social 

context that attempts to stifle her. The leadup to Julia Dehning’s marriage to Alfred Hersland is 

stylistically consistent with the narration in the novel’s opening sections: while the pages of 

narrative are mostly occupied with heterodiegetic description of the characters’ situations and 

psychologies, as well as paragraphs-long digressions about categories and kinds of “ones” or 

other minor characters, Julia is also portrayed as her own advocate in conversation with her 

father about the proposed marriage. “Time and again,” we learn, “Julia would be sure she had 

succeeded, for her father always listened to her ‘yes papa I know it, I know what you mean and 

it’s alright, only you know yourself everything nowadays is very different, you know that 

yourself papa, you know you always say it,’ and he liked to hear her say it, and he listened with 

amusement, and he approved when she knew how to do it, when she brought out with great 

fervor and with much repeating, great arguments against all his objections” (25). The novel’s 

first major section break, mentioned above, immediately follows Julia’s recognition that her 

relationship with her fiancé may not be all she had assumed:  

[…] she would remember suddenly what she had really thought he was, and she felt, she 
knew that all that former thought was truer better judgment than this sudden sight, and so 
she dulled her momentary clearing mind and hugged her old illusions to her breast. 
 “Alfy didn’t mean it like that,” she said over to herself, “he couldn’t mean it like 
that. He only meant that papa would help him along in his career and of course papa will. 
Oh I know he didn’t really mean it like that, he couldn’t mean it like that. Anyhow I will 
ask him what he really meant.” 
 And she asked him and he freely made her understand just what it was he meant. 
It sounded better then, a little better as he told it to her more at length, but it left her a 
foreboding sense that perhaps the world had meanings in it that could be hard for her to 
understand and judge.  
 But now she had to think that it was all, as it had a little sounded, good and best, 
She had to think it so else how could she marry him, and how could she not marry him. 
She had to marry him, and so she had to think it so, and she would think it so, and did.  

In a few days more the actual marrying was done and their lives together always 
doing things and learning things was at last begun. (33, see Figure 1.9) 
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In this recounted scene, Julia’s perspective is privileged over Alfred’s—the narrator dips into 

free indirect discourse most overtly in the penultimate paragraph, presenting Julia’s sense of the 

wedding’s inevitability: “how could she not marry him”—and Julia’s interior voice is the only 

one rendered in direct discourse. Even at a moment when the consequences of Julia’s idealism 

and naïveté are becoming clear to readers and to Julia herself, the narrator seems inclined not to 

“take away the character” from Julia.  

 

 
Figure 1.9: Julia’s process of self-persuasion regarding her fiancé’s intentions. 
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This stylistic inclination is striking in contrast not only with most of the other women in 

the novel, whose voices are rarely (if ever) reproduced as quotations on the page,45 but also with 

the narrator’s presentation of Julia later in the novel, in the section devoted entirely to her 

husband and herself. By then, despite the narrator’s admission that “I am desolate because I am 

not certainly hearing all repeating” (611), the narrator has nevertheless insisted, “I know Julia 

Dehning. Certainly I know Julia Dehning. Yes of course I know Julia Dehning. Have I not 

certainly come to know Julia Dehning. I certainly have come to know Julia Dehning, I know 

Julia Dehning, I have known Julia Dehning, I am thinking I will know Julia Dehning” (630). The 

method for representing the narrator’s process of knowing Julia’s character, however, has shifted 

drastically: the narrator specifies, “How do I know Julia Dehning? I know Julia Dehning as a 

kind of a one, as one of a kind in men and women” (630). The narrated history of the members of 

the Hersland (and Dehning) family becomes, as this section progresses, cued not to a narrative of 

specific individuals’ living and dying but to the recitation of the categories of psyches those 

individuals embody, and the relationships among those psyches.  

Nevertheless, the narrator reports, “I am going now again to commence my regular 

description of being in Julia Dehning, of Dehning family living, of Julia’s meeting and marrying 

and loving and not learning, and not enduring Alfred Hersland, and of her complete living” 

(637). This “regular description,” however, omits many of the narratorial maneuvers present in 

the earlier representation. If, as Janice Doane has argued, “Stein does not use language to render 

her story in a simply descriptive or expository way, but in order to create the rhythm of 

movement and struggle itself” (95), it is important to attend here not only to the narrator’s new 

position in the midst of the struggle to narrate this history, or Julia’s new position as an 
                                                
45 For example: Anna, Cora, and Bertha (101-107) and their mother, of whom the narrator reports “There was no 
past or present in her, there was existence in her, there was a character to her but there was nothing important inside 
her” (100); the Shilling sisters and their mother (78); Mrs. Dehning (618-9). 
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unhappily married woman in a patriarchal society, but also to the status this new narratorial 

perspective grants Julia and her voice. As Julia Dehning’s status shifts from being a “character,” 

from being “our Julia,” to existing as “a kind of a one,” so too the narrator deemphasizes her 

voice perspectivally and materially. The novel’s pages echo Julia’s subsumption into larger 

social stories outside her control, reiterating the ultimate primacy of the narrator’s voice relative 

to those of the novel’s characters.  

Indeed, in the nearly 250 pages of the “Alfred Hersland and Julia Dehning” sections of 

the novel, only one instance of direct speech is presented within quotation marks, and the 

speaker is identifiable as neither Alfred nor Julia but a “one [who] was a stupid one when 

between timidity and universal attacking this one had intuition” (572). The monotony of the 

paragraphs’ voice—the absence of the characters’ voices through direct discourse—becomes 

reflected in the narrator’s bemoaning, in these chapters, not the lack of a reader, as seemed to be 

the concern at the novel’s beginning, but the lack instead of a listener: “Not many find it 

interesting this way I am realising every one, not any I am just now hearing […]. Mostly no one 

will be wanting to listen. I am certain. I am important inside me and not any one really is 

listening to me” (595). The narrator is writing for a listening audience, if an absent one; Stein’s 

narrator, in transitioning away from a more conventional use of punctuation at the novel’s 

opening, shifts from talking about an imagined audience of “readers” to an audience of 

“listeners.” This fact suggests, as Stein’s lectures about punctuation similarly claim, a shifting 

relationship within the novel between the narrative text and the embodied reader (and writer). At 

stake is a bodily immediacy—the idea that the audience is in a physical position to “hear” the 

narrator’s words—but also a bodily distinctness. Stein’s rejection of punctuation marks, after all, 

emphasizes that even if a text scripts the author’s performance (where a narrator would pause or 
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divide phrases), the reader should not feel compelled to follow, physically, the same script for 

breathing or pausing. Just as Stein’s narrator is insisting on diegetic distance from the characters, 

the narrator also insists on a physically mediated distinction between the consciousness 

producing the language of the printed narration and the consciousness receiving that language. 

In the midst of these lengthy digressions that describe categories of people who resemble, 

in some form or other, some of the characters the history previously claimed as its focus, the 

narrator imparts minimal information about Alfred and Julia—and even more minimal is the 

information that the novel’s earlier section has not already introduced in more conventional 

novelistic style (see Figure 1.10). Not only was it “very difficult to tell in either of them how 

much of their kind of loving they had then in them for the other of the two of them,” the narrator 

reports, but “Mr. Dehning soon came to thinking that Alfred Hersland was not an honest man. 

Julia Hersland soon came to be certain that Alfred Hersland was not an honest one. Mr. Dehning 

was an honest enough man in living. That is certain” (641, 649). Consequently, “The Herslands 

Alfred and Julia Hersland did not go on being in married living. It was a natural thing as I was 

saying that they should not be succeeding in married living, the two of them” (671). 
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Figure 1.10: The narrator’s altered approach to describing Julia Dehning’s circumstances and experience. 

 
As the narrator reiterates the bare details of the Herslands’ marital situation, echoes of the 

earlier section’s characterization appear: “So then Julia was married to Alfred Hersland. She 

married him and was loving him and was certain then and not by thinking about this thing that 

she was one going to be going on being living. This was being in her then. This was always 

being in her all her living” (686). The misgivings Julia earlier rehearsed and dismissed in direct 

(if markedly interior) discourse are here registered in repetitive syntax, which distances the 

reader from the emotional valence of Julia’s circumstances. This depiction lacks individuated 

scenes; the “facts” of the marriage’s failure occur in terms of generality and habit, so that “Julia 
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soon came to be certain” of Hersland’s dishonesty but the specific catalyst of their separation 

evades clear declaration in Stein’s sentences. The increasing sparsity of punctuation marks 

reinforces the blurring distance enforced by the linguistic structures of the narrator’s discourse, 

by this point in the novel—the narrator’s language provides increasingly little direction to a 

reader interested in articulating specific relationships between clauses, or between pronouns and 

referents. Sometimes even the verbs are gone, as when the narrator reports: “Julia and Alfred and 

Dehning family living and loving and learning and quarrelling” (644) or “Julia and Alfred each 

one in daily living, aspiration, ambition, taste, feeling, moral being, quarrelling, family living” 

(646). The dynamism of Julia’s experience is stripped to gerunds and abstract nouns that 

describe her states of mind while leaving her character static on the page, confined to actions the 

reader has already encountered. Julia, like most of Stein’s characters, is understood to live her 

life as a series of endless repetitions, and repetition is Stein’s approach to representing such an 

existence; from such a distant narratorial position, capacious enough to incorporate Julia and 

Alfred’s story amidst the psyches and biographies of literally countless other individuals, Julia’s 

distinction as a character becomes simply the fact that she is referred to by a proper name while 

many of the countless others are not. Her name becomes an empty skin.  

Increasingly at issue in Stein’s narration is the tension between characters’ physical 

individuality and their apparent psychological typicality. Richardson’s narration—including its 

idiosyncratic punctuation—simultaneously invites the reader to feel close to the form and content 

of Miriam’s interior processing and yet also draws attention to that interiority’s otherness, to the 

distinction between Miriam and her peers as well as between diegetic Miriam and the 

extradiegetic reader. Stein’s narratorial and punctuational practice, however, obscures the 

specificity of her characters’ individual experiences. The gradual removal of punctuation and 
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linguistic precision from Stein’s descriptions of her history’s apparent focal characters distances 

the reader from those characters’ perspectives while also, necessarily, calling attention to the 

underlying habits of thought and grammar and representation that readers expect to find.  

While Julia Dehning’s voiced opposition to her father’s logic in the novel’s early sections 

does not protect her from an unhappy marriage, nor from the dialogue-less silence the novel’s 

form imposes on her experience later, her representation on the surface of the novel’s pages 

points to Stein’s narrator’s struggle to describe characters and histories without necessarily 

complying with traditional, linear, streamlined structures of narrative form. The example of 

Martha Hersland’s skin has irrevocably complicated Stein’s narratorial process: what does it 

mean for the narrator to claim to “know” authoritatively the characters whose psyches she 

classifies? As the narrator moves from describing Julia’s interiority as singular to depicting her 

position as one member of a vast community of Americans whom the history desires to 

represent, the novel’s punctuation eschews dividing direct discourse from indirect within 

individual sentences, distinguishing scenes from summaries within extended paragraphs. Even as 

the narration purports to articulate what psychological dynamics are at work beyond the 

boundary of Julia’s skin, what general habits and perspectives govern her individual experience, 

the specificity of her embodied experience, of her specifically fleshly movement through the 

specific events of her life, are not the narration’s concern—and the punctuation of the novel 

reflects the scope of the narration’s departure from linearity. The underlying syntax of human 

relationships in the novel’s diegetic world—where the narrator seems able to distinguish among 

“ones” whom the reader never has a chance to individuate—is echoed in the grammar of 

increasingly punctuationless pages.  
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For a novel invested in the narration of history, in the representation of the evolution of a 

family, it is precisely the relationship between surface and depth, between individuality and 

community, that becomes complicated—and it is on the surface of the printed page that Stein’s 

narrator enacts, between reader and character, the same kind of distinction that “Poetry and 

Grammar” asserts is necessary between reader and writer. The form of Stein’s “history of this 

decent family’s progress” has as much to say, in its individual sentences, about the underlying 

grammatical principles by which readers of English try to make sense of juxtaposed clauses and 

ambiguous pronoun references as it does about the evolution of the Dehnings’ and Herslands’ 

social worlds. It is on the level of those increasingly expansive individual sentences that these 

stakes reveal themselves in their dynamism, emphasizing the utility of surface-level material 

distinctions of skin and proper name to both categorize and marginalize individual characters.  

Stein’s later essay suggests that printed punctuation encourages a problematic correlation 

between the physical experience of the reader and that put forth by the compositor/author; in The 

Making of Americans, though, the narrator’s treatment of characters’ bodies as ineffable—or 

simply trivial—in their individuality reflects fictionally Stein’s concern with maintaining a 

separation between the dynamics of the individual physical body and the scripted community 

formed in, and through, printed language. Reasserting the distinction between bodies was Stein’s 

point from the beginning, her essay suggests; when this kind of distinction takes place through 

the unpunctuation of her novel’s prose, however, the very surfaces of characters’ bodies become 

the reason the narrator cannot distinguish among them. Lacking access to the specific, 

idiosyncratic psychological interiority of any character’s skin in The Making of Americans—a 

narrative condition the novel underscores through its layout on the page—ultimately minimizes 

plot and character development for the sake of cataloguing of a sea of ones.  
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Arrangements of Bodily Illegibility in Ulysses  
 

In many ways, it is easier to talk about the implications of punctuation in Ulysses than in 

almost any other piece of British or American modernist fiction. The novel takes as its basic 

occasion the passage of a day in 1904 Dublin, but its material shapes and its linguistic registers 

encompass the history of English and Irish language and literature from Chaucer to tabloid 

newspapers. In much of the novel, Joyce’s narrator follows Stephen Dedalus and Leopold Bloom 

as they maneuver through the city; the narratorial perspective shifts away from Stephen and 

Leopold in the novel’s final “episode,” however, and Ulysses concludes with a section narrated 

homodiegetically by Leopold’s wife, Molly Bloom. Readers confront that episode, “Penelope,” 

as the closing section of a massive novel that is deeply interested in staging collisions of high 

and low culture, of human bodily experience and literary language, of diverse personalities and 

discourses. Ulysses stages these collisions in part through stylistic experiment—the sequence of 

stylistic parodies that comprise “The Oxen of the Sun,” for example, or the surreal dramatic form 

of “Circe,” or the interrogative progression of “Ithaca.” These quests come to a close with 

“Penelope,” the episode which Joyce himself described as the novel’s “clou” (Letters 1:170), or 

central idea, and also something of its afterword: “Ithaca,” Joyce claimed, is “in reality the end 

as Penelope has no beginning, middle, or end” (Letters 1:172). 

As in Pointed Roofs and The Making of Americans, in Ulysses the “unpunctuation” of 

Joyce’s prose affects not only the representations of his characters’ gendered bodies but also the 

status of the physical body within the narrative economy overall. The language of “Penelope” 

appears complex and even distorted for reasons of gender and literary technology but also, and 

fundamentally, because the body here is outside language, approached but never adequately 
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represented by it. While the concluding “unpunctuated” presentation of Molly Bloom’s voice 

further complicates the novel’s complex consideration of autonomy, self-narration, and literary 

inheritance, the representation of Gerty MacDowell’s experience and implication in narratives of 

gender, sexuality, and disability in “Nausicaa” reiterates and clarifies the stakes of Joyce’s 

concerns with the relationship between body and print.  

Vicki Mahaffey observes that Molly “spins a web of thoughts that seem threateningly 

present and impossibly inconsistent until the reader uncovers the principle of interconnection—

spatial rather than temporal, material rather than conceptual—that guides her discourse” (11-12). 

In Mahaffey’s explanation, the nonlinearity of Molly’s narration is governed by its spacing, its 

materiality; at the same time, both the syntax and the thematic content of Molly’s narration are 

focused on the experience of her physical body. Pointed Roofs purports to present Miriam’s 

interiority by excising her experience of her socialized body, while in The Making of Americans, 

the boundary of (female) characters’ physical skins is such a potent reminder of psychological 

individuality that the narrator ultimately abandons the thread of a single family’s history for the 

sake of cataloguing America as a capacious collective. By contrast, Ulysses extracts punctuation 

to emphasize the very specifically feminine embodiment from which Molly’s perspective 

emanates.46 The visual and grammatical qualities of Molly’s represented voice, in conversation 

with those of Gerty MacDowell’s interiority, reveal the implications of this alternative logic for 

Ulysses’ theorization of gendered, disabled bodies. Generalizing about the political implications 

of the representations of these women risks glossing over the nuances Joyce’s narration sets up, 

                                                
46 In an infamous letter to Frank Budgen, Joyce’s description of the episode’s form underscores the relation of 
female physicality and narrative structure: “The first sentence [of “Penelope”] contains 2500 words. There are eight 
sentences in the episode. It begins and ends with the female word yes. It turns like the huge earth ball slowly surely 
and evenly round and round spinning, its four cardinal points being the female breasts, arse, womb and cunt 
expressed by the words because, bottom (in all senses bottom button, bottom of the class, bottom of the sea, bottom 
of his heart), woman, yes” (Letters 1:170). 
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in these individual episodes and in Ulysses as a whole, regarding the limited capacity of writing 

or reading to define the experience of a living human body. Ultimately, and again, the lived-in 

body proves, for both the organizer of Ulysses and many of its critical readers—though 

potentially not for Molly or Gerty themselves—irrevocably non-linguistic.  

Ulysses stands out among the novels considered here in part because Joyce scholarship 

has attended so carefully to the specific linguistic and grammatical innovations in Ulysses that 

critics have been considering for decades the narratological implications of absent punctuation in 

“Penelope.” At the same time, the emphases of these readings can make it harder to describe 

what the punctuation and printed text contribute to the narrative structures of the section. 

Because “Penelope” is not the first section of Ulysses to experiment with punctuation—italicized 

quotations pepper Stephen’s thoughts in “Scylla and Charybdis”; Joyce intended the final 

question in the interrogative “Ithaca” episode to be “answered” with a large dot (see Figure 

1.11)47—critical interpretations of the chapter offer myriad ways to understand why and to what 

effect Joyce chose this particular style for this particular speaker. Traditionally, for example, the 

appearance of Molly’s voice on the page has been linked inexorably, if indirectly, to her gender 

and supposed lack of linguistic sophistication. William York Tindall’s 1959 reading suggests 

that the “[a]pparent incoherence and lack of punctuation suggest Molly’s absence of mind. With 

neither art nor mind, she seems formal Stephen’s opposite,” though “there are signs of coherence 

in her monologue” (234-5). More recent readings have recast the “lack of control” that Molly’s 

section evokes through its lack of punctuation, positing not a lack of artistry but a distance from 

verbal mastery. Elizabeth Kate Switaj, for instance, argues that “Joyce uses the absence of 

                                                
47 Richard Ellmann explains that at first, the period was “assumed to be a flyspeck and dropped, when in fact it was 
the obscure yet indispensable answer to the precise and final question, ‘Where?’ Joyce gave specific instructions to 
the printer to enlarge the dot rather than to drop it” (“Finally, the Last Word on ‘Ulysses’”). In the 1922 Egoist 
edition, the dot appears as a square, smaller than an asterisk but clearly larger than conventional printed periods. 
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punctuation to suggest that Molly does not think of each standard syntactical unit as a separate 

entity. She seems to echo the standard structures, but she does not control where one structure 

ends and another begins. That is to say, she has learned the structures, yet does not understand 

the rules that determine their boundaries” (145).  

 

 
Figure 1.11: The large period that “closes” the “Ithaca” episode in the 1922 Egoist Press edition of Ulysses. 

 
For Mahaffey, Molly’s approach to language parallels her transgressive status in the 

novel’s diegetic social world: “Molly plays a collection of culturally suspect roles: she is the 

unfaithful wife, the assertive woman, the materialist, the reader who refuses to acknowledge the 

rules of grammar and logic that produce authorized ‘meanings,’ the producer and destroyer of 

illegitimate and largely unconscious networks of meaning” (12). This parallel resonates with the 
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ways feminist criticism has traditionally either condemned Molly’s punctuationless sentences as 

replicating syntactically many characters’ dismissive association of “the feminine with holes and 

leakage” or, positioning Joyce as a model of l’écriture féminine, reading Molly’s language as 

positing a liberatory “uncontrolled” counterbalance to patriarchal discourse and syntax (M. 

Ellmann 102).48 In Mahaffey’s reading, “Molly’s monologue, far from being an escape from 

style, makes possible a ‘recovery’ of the text’s styles through its complex relationship to textiles, 

reestablishing, in the process, our awareness of the affinity between materiality and dream” 

(141); even this, though, claims a vast recuperative power for the unpunctuation of Molly’s 

monologue without looking closely at how that stylistic choice situates Molly’s body relative to 

the texts and textiles that clothe it. Dorothy Richardson, we recall, nominates Joyce as a male 

writer demonstrating the “unpunctuated” nature of “feminine prose.” The apparent biographical 

fact that several of Nora Joyce’s letters lacked most punctuation adds to the temptation to 

understand Joyce’s stylistic experiment as equating Molly’s gender and emphatic fleshliness 

with her linguistic “flow.”49  

In prioritizing what the punctuation suggests about Molly’s psychology and personality 

as a narrating character, these readings deemphasize the evidence of careful crafting and revision 

that the episode’s textual history reveals. Reconsidering punctuation as one lately-added 

linguistic component of the many Joyce manipulates in this section helps us analyze Ulysses’ 

unpunctuation as deployed for specific narratological effect, a stylistic choice that tells us as 
                                                
48 Michael Stanier observes that in “Penelope,” “the reader can be seduced into thinking that Molly’s monologue is 
somehow unmediated; that tacked on to the real stuff of the topic is the ‘natural’ mind-speech of the excluded 
‘Other.’ […] The French feminists Helene Cixous and Luce Irigaray appear to have used this chapter to inform their 
notion of ecriture feminine [sic]” (“‘The Void Awaits Surely All Them That Weave the Wind’”). 
49 Elisabetta Cecconi’s stylistic analysis of the similarities between Nora Joyce’s letters and Molly Bloom’s 
monologue asserts that the “main striking similarity” between the two bodies of work “is the absence of 
punctuation” (1). This absence, in combination with the repetition of words like “well,” Cecconi continues, 
“prove[s] the extent to which features of the spoken mode are employed in the two types of written text. In this 
sense, the immediacy with which Nora translates her spoken discourse into written medium may well be regarded as 
a noteworthy source of inspiration for Joyce’s experimental rendering of a woman’s stream of thought” (2).  
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much about the overarching logic of the novel as about the character whose voice is thusly 

presented. As Maud Ellmann notes, “much of the punctuation was deleted only in the proofs, 

after most of [Molly’s] well-formed sentences had been constructed” (102). This deletion of 

punctuation departs from Joyce’s standard process of revising: Hannah Sullivan observes that, 

across Ulysses, “[v]ery few pages contain less than 10 percent of additions, and some, 

particularly in the ‘Cyclops’ and ‘Ithaca’ episodes are closer to 100 percent of postmanuscript 

addition” (152).50 Indeed, as Derek Attridge has pointed out, what appears to be unpunctuated, 

“flowing” language on the page is far from unprincipled in its grammar: “once the missing 

punctuation and other typographical absences have been made good, the language of this episode 

is relatively conventional,” suggesting that “the sense of an unstoppable onward movement 

ignoring all conventional limits is derived from the language, not as it supposedly takes shape in 

a human brain, but as it is presented (unknown to Molly) on the page” (“Molly’s Flow” 545, 

547, italics in original). Compared to Miriam Henderson’s thoughts, which are presented on the 

pages of Pilgrimage as “rhythmically” as they occur to her, the phrases of Molly Bloom’s 

thoughts are complicated not in their underlying grammatical constructions but in the 

presentation of those constructions in print.  

One’s readerly approach to Molly’s language, then, engages one’s assumptions not only 

about the structures and discourses available to gendered subjects but also about the signifying 

potential of the printed page. Both Richardson and Stein articulate an interest in using their 

narratives’ punctuation to modify the dynamics of the page, and Richardson openly connects 

manipulation of punctuation and print with questions of gendered discourse, from “feminine 

prose” to “masculine realism.” In Ulysses, because only the “episode” told from Molly’s 

                                                
50 Even in the “Penelope” episode, Sullivan observes, “Molly’s monologue gets longer principally through the 
addition of short single-breath phrases inserted between other ones” (152). 
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perspective so overtly eschews punctuation, the specifics of the episode’s engagement with 

conventions of print are often overlooked in the interest of tracing the section’s engagement with 

gender, language, and sexuality. “That most criticism of the chapter has ignored the significance 

of its status as writing,” Attridge argues, “bears witness to the power of the assumptions Joyce is 

both exploiting and testing: even more than speech, thought is the bedrock of our experience of 

identity and self-presence, and, in defiance of the text, Molly is quickly identified with nature, 

instinct, unselfconsciousness, and an idea of ‘materiality’ that has none of the resistant otherness 

of matter” (552). A lot of the critical oversight Attridge identifies may well derive from Joyce’s 

own comments about the episode: Joyce offered the idea of “flesh” as the organ of the chapter, 

and “monologue (female)” as its governing narrative “technic” (“Gilbert schema”; Everyman’s 

Library edition, Appendix),51 and Molly’s narrative does emphasize the experience and 

sensations of her body in ways that seem diegetically to support Joyce’s authorial claims.  

Joyce’s descriptions of the section—its status at the end but not the conclusion of the 

novel, its connection to the feminine and the physical—have often fed the critical machine of 

Joyce studies in ways that obscure some of the more nuanced implications of his punctuational 

techniques. Despite Joyce’s own positioning of the episode as somehow outside the novel’s main 

narrative arc, however, the stylistic techniques deployed in Molly Bloom’s “monologue 

(female)” chapter suggest that reading the section as unequivocally dismissive of Molly’s 

embodied perspective or experience would oversimplify Joyce’s project at the novel’s 

conclusion, as well as the section’s relationship to the perspectival experiments that precede it.  

Christine Froula has argued that “Ulysses’ dazzling clou challenges us not to scapegoat 

Molly Bloom, or, indeed, Joyce but to see through its transparent leaves to the cultural scripts it 

                                                
51 Ellmann quips, “Joyce’s comments on ‘Penelope’ have sent his critics on a wild goose chase for the flesh, 
obscuring the episode’s preoccupation with the word, precisely as an agency of disenfleshment” (98). 
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performs with an unprecedented critical difference” (196). In fact, it is in looking more closely at 

the way Joyce manipulates the non-transparency of the page—the materiality of its printed 

surface—that we can see how Molly’s largely-unpunctuated monologue functions in the context 

of the earlier sections of the novel. The rhetorical posturing and narrative displacements in 

“Nausicaa,” which link Gerty’s perspective similarly to orality and to readership but marginalize 

her interiority on the surface of the narrated sentence, further complicate the way “Penelope” 

seems to position the reader in relation to Molly’s body and voice. The suggestion that Molly’s 

experience of exuberant physicality defies conventions of printed, punctuated prose 

simultaneously implicates the reader in (literary, historical) systems that marginalize her 

perspective and also, by rendering Molly’s perspective more difficult to parse than other 

characters’, reifies the sense that her feminine embodiment itself obstructs her literary legibility.  

Because Molly’s punctuationless sentences comprise first-person narration—unlike the 

sentences of Miriam Henderson or any of Gertrude Stein’s characters (except the narrator)—

we’re inclined to assume that Molly herself is responsible for generating the form as well as the 

content of her sentences as they are presented on the page. When Switaj argues that “[t]he 

language of ‘Penelope’ also creates the impression that it has been written by someone who has 

not been taught to distinguish between written and oral English or by someone—Joyce or the 

arranger—attempting to represent the language of such an individual” (145), she draws on the 

sense that the idiosyncratic language registers as “Molly’s”—that the narrator of this section 

organizes language the way Molly would use language, and her unpunctuated thoughts are then 

more “accurate” to her own self-representation than standard syntax would allow. Thus, the 

reader of the unpunctuated monologue seems to gain a deeper understanding of the structure of 
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Molly’s interiority—the current of her stream-of-consciousness—than would otherwise be 

possible.52  

The assumption that the organization of the text leads us to minimize the role of the 

“arranger” in mediating between Molly’s voice and the printed page is also what leads people to 

say Molly lacks art or that her language is uncontrolled. But as Attridge notes, “[t]he result of 

Joyce’s removal of punctuation […] is not, as is often thought, a more accurate rendition of 

mental processes, but a game of constant guessing and reassessment that has little to do with 

Molly’s subjectivity” (“Joyce’s Noises”). Consequently, Molly’s language and the conditions of 

its printing necessitate a rethinking of easy distinctions between “omnicompetent narrator” and 

“monologist in thought.”53 Joyce’s language in Molly’s monologue challenges conventional 

habits of reading even as the form of the language also destabilizes conventions of printed 

novels’ text, calling into question through its unpunctuation the relationship between the form of 

a printed text and the embodied subject represented in and by that form. 

While criticism of Pilgrimage and The Making of Americans rarely distinguishes the 

multiple different editions of each work from the others, to foreground one editor’s presentation 

of Ulysses over another is, in this context, an enterprise loaded with meaning. Because Ulysses 

exists in so many distinct editions, several of which are compelling copy-texts, analyzing the 

narrative effects of the novel’s punctuation requires a negotiation of textual criticism from the 

outset—because different editions of the novel often present drastically variant texts. The below 

                                                
52 This is the same basic assumption that leads to the sense that the ellipses in the narration of Miriam’s thoughts 
reflect for the reader the structure of Miriam’s thoughts as she herself experiences them, rather than the structure of 
those thoughts according to the linguistic system imposed by a heterodiegetic narrator, organizer, or implied author.  
53 Meir Sternberg distinguishes “the diarist quiet at the desk and the monologist in thought” from an 
“omnicompetent narrator” because the former “are by nature unself-conscious, usually also liable to ignorance and 
the rest of human fallibility” (Companion to Narrative Theory 235). Sternberg reads Molly as such a monologist; he 
argues that “[h]aving nobody but themselves to consider, Molly Bloom and Bridget Jones plunge in medias res, then 
proceed toward further discontinuities, as befits the workings of psychic license twinned with epistemic limitation. 
Midward, backward, forward, sideward: the jumps reflect their mental state from moment to moment, while newly 
forcing us into uneasy progressive closure” (235).   
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analysis quotes from the text of Hans Gabler’s edition of the novel, which departs from the first 

Egoist Press edition’s presentation of the passage in several important ways; in footnotes, I 

acknowledge the variations among the Gabler edition of 1986, the Egoist edition of 1922, and 

the Everyman’s Library edition of 1997. The Gabler edition, following its initial release in 1984, 

caused quite a critical stir—not only for Gabler’s “use of computers to record and collate Joyce’s 

early drafts and his bewildering array of revisions” but also because Gabler took as his Ulysses 

copytext not any previously published instantiation of the novel (for example, the 1922 Egoist 

edition) but an “eclectic blend of materials from different stages of composition, what textual 

critics call a ‘genetic’ or ‘conflated’ text” (Rossman). One concern other Joycean scholars 

subsequently raised about Gabler’s editorial practice was the possibility that Gabler had altered 

“Joyce’s own spellings in English and many foreign languages” and “revised Joyce’s own 

punctuation and his formation of compound words” (Rossman). Careful comparison among 

editions demonstrates the serious implications of the facts that currently available editions (a) 

differ from the first edition in these particular ways, adjusting the appearance of an episode so 

often generalized as simply “unpunctuated,” and that they (b) present, as a result, such different 

versions of Molly-as-user-of-printed-language. 

In the midst of this network of varied textual authority, Molly’s own articulated interests 

in writing and reading—especially of letters—put particular pressure on the unpunctuated status 

of “her” words. Consider the Gabler edition’s presentation of this passage, which highlights 

several ways the monologue engages with print conventions:    

I hate people that have always their poor story to tell everybody has their own troubles 
that poor Nancy Blake died a month ago of acute neumonia well I didnt know her so well 
as all that she was Floeys friend more than mine poor Nancy its a bother having to 
answer he always tells me the wrong things and no stops to say like making a speech 
your sad bereavement symphathy I always make that mistake and newphew with 2 
double yous in I hope hell write me a longer letter the next time if its a thing he really 
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likes me O thanks be to the great God I got somebody to give me what I badly wanted to 
put some heart up into me youve no chances at all in this place like you used long ago I 
wish somebody would write me a loveletter his wasnt much and I told him he could write 
what he liked yours ever Hugh Boylan in old Madrid stuff silly women believe love is 
sighing I am dying still if he wrote it I suppose thered be some truth in it true or no it fills 
up your whole day and life always something to think about every moment and see it all 
round you like a new world I could write the answer in bed to let him imagine me short 
just a few words not those long crossed letters Atty Dillon used to write to the fellow that 
was something in the four courts that jilted her after out of the ladies letterwriter when I 
told her to say a few simple words he could twist how he liked not acting with precipat 
precip itancy with equal candour the greatest earthly happiness answer to a gentlemans 
proposal affirmatively my goodness theres nothing else its all very fine for them but as 
for being a woman as soon as youre old they might as well throw you out in the bottom 
of the ashpit. (18: 725-747, period in original, see Figure 1.12) 
 

In comparison to Gabler’s text, the Egoist Press edition does emphasize Molly’s “mistakes” with 

language in this passage, but they are considerably less visible. The Egoist Press edition, for 

example, does not omit the “p” in Nancy Blake’s “[p]neumonia.” The extra “h” in “symphathy” 

and the “w” in “newphew” are present in the Egoist Press edition—the words are still 

misspelled—but the letters are not stricken through typographically, and what Gabler renders as 

“precipat precip itancy” appears as “precipit precipitancy” (see Egoist Press edition, 709).54 

Another recent edition of the novel, the 1997 Everyman’s Library edition, used as its copytext 

was the 1960/61 Bodley Head/Modern Library version; this edition further minimizes Molly’s 

mistakes by printing “sympathy” for “symphathy” (1039). The Egoist Press edition actually 

presents, in this passage, at least, a typographical and orthographical middle-ground between the 

Molly whose printed text crosses out her extra letters and the Molly who only visibly misspells 

one of the words she identifies as where she “always makes [a] mistake.”  

 

                                                
54 Three other variations exist between Gabler’s text and the 1922 text: the Egoist Press edition omits the repeated 
“poor Nancy”; following “old Madrid,” the Egoist Press omits the “stuff” Gabler includes; the Egoist Press edition 
has “see it all around you like a new world” instead of “see it all round you.”  
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Figure 1.12: The 1922 Egoist Press typography of Molly’s consideration of the power of letters. 
 
Even with these radical, visible differences in the text, however, in each version of the 

passage quoted above, Molly emphasizes the suggestive power of letter-writing to create 

character, aspiring to “let him [Boylan] imagine me short just a few words” rather than “those 

long crossed letters Atty Dillon used to write.” The world-shaping power is not only in her 

responding (in writing), but also in her reading the letters addressed to her: “if he wrote it,” she 

speculates, “I suppose thered be some truth in it true or no it fills up your whole day and life 

always something to think about every moment and see it all round you like a new world.” The 

panoramic potential of the letter, which can recast the monotonous as innovative, appears in 

contrast to Molly’s dislike of “books with a Molly in them like that one he brought me about the 

one from Flanders a whore always shoplifting anything she could cloth and stuff and yards of it” 

(18: 657-9). As a reader, Molly rejects examples of what Irina Rasmussen Goloubeva 
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characterizes as “books that reduce women to consumerism and sex” (402) in favor of writing 

that speaks to or from the irreducible complexities of her own experience. 

At the same time, even in the most neutrally-printed version of the text, the visual aspect 

of Molly’s language here emphasizes the status of her monologue as itself recorded (and able to 

shape her character) in writing. Just as elsewhere in the episode Molly’s references to numbers 

and currency amounts are presented numerically, in a way that would be difficult (if not 

impossible) to distinguish orally—what is the difference between “one” and “1,” when each is 

spoken aloud?—in both Gabler’s edition and the 1922 Egoist edition, this passage both 

acknowledges Molly’s habitual spelling mistakes outright and leaves them uncorrected; the 

Gabler text goes so far as to leave one mistake both visible and unremarked upon, in her 

reporting of Nancy Blake’s sudden death from “acute neumonia.” The appearance of Molly’s 

punctuation-less discourse here also gestures to the conventional systems of linguistic hierarchy 

and distinction that linger in her language: here as elsewhere, as M. Ellmann notes, “spasms of 

upper-case letters remind us [of] the difference between high and low, upright and prone, while 

the sporadic appearance of the capital letter O, like an enormous hollowed-out full-stop, provides 

an alternative form of punctuation—a loose end rather than a final period” (103). 

The “alternative form of punctuation” suggested by the capital O, of course, also links 

Molly’s monologue with conventions of literary apostrophe. The printed cries to a potentially-

absent auditor demonstrate how Molly’s monologue relies on and emphasizes the 

representational potential of the printed (or manuscript) page; at the same time, her language 

calls out to Ulysses’ multifaceted engagement with the oral tradition of Homer’s Odyssey—and 

with the difficulties of taking contemporary mental or oral language and rendering it in print. In 

the above passage, Molly’s stuttered “precipat precip itancy” (or “precipit precipitancy”) offers 
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an alternative rendering of her difficulty with spelling or pronunciation: rather than writing the 

word as she “always” does and then crossing out the extra letter, she repeats it as disparate 

pieces. While the spellings of “symphathy” and “newphew with 2 double yous in,” whether the 

extra letters are crossed-out or not, suggest a mistake in writing out a word irrespective of its 

sound, the confusion regarding “precipitancy” appears in a form that uses space between letters 

to suggest a confusion apparently derived from pronunciation. The Gabler edition makes that 

confusion manifest in the shift from “precipat” to “precip itancy” (is that sound produced with an 

“a” or an “i”?); the Egoist Press and Everyman’s Library editions simply register hesitation, 

“precipit” to “precipitancy,” using the space and repetition to suggest multiple attempts (unlike 

“newphew,” which seems to arise from not hesitating sufficiently over the form of the word). 

One kind of linguistic confusion is subject to narratorial (and implied-authorial?) correction on 

the page; the other is left to speak, as it were, for itself.  

These distinct renderings of Molly’s engagement with the sounds and sights of language 

recall other moments in the episode when bodily and environmental sounds interrupt and become 

integrated into Molly’s language: “frseeeeeeeefronnnng train somewhere whistling,” she 

declares; “the strength those engines have in them like big giants and the water rolling all over 

and out of them all sides like the end of Loves old sweeeetsonnnng the poor men that have to be 

out all the night from their wives and families in those roasting engines stifling it was today” (18: 

596-600, see Figure 1.13).55 Noting that a similar onomatopoeia occurs in the novel’s first 

episode, when Stephen hears his name screeched by an inanimate object in motion, Bernard 

Benstock notes that “[w]hereas Stephen tampers with sound to accommodate his thinking, sound 

tampers with Molly’s thoughts, and she digests sounds as a form of cooperating externals, 

teaching her how to sing properly” (8). Benstock’s reading turns again to Molly’s bodily 
                                                
55 Egoist Press edition and Everyman’s Library edition read “sweet sonnnng” (706; 1033). 
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functions as a way to describe her engagement with the world, while also suggesting that the 

representation of the sound in Molly’s monologue denotes its tampering with her thoughts. In the 

context of Molly’s ruminations on written language in the form of gifted novels and sent and 

received letters, however, the unusual attempt at representing audible non-linguistic sound in 

written text reflects back on Molly’s own recognition that she often makes mistakes in producing 

written language in her letters. Whom does the reader assume is responsible for the combination 

of letters “frseeeeeeeefronnnng”?56 Is this Molly’s oddly-spelled attempt to capture in her 

linguistic system a nonlinguistic noise, or is this a more distant narratorial representation of the 

sound Molly hears and identifies as a whistle? 

 

                                                
56 Similar onomatopoeia in “Sirens” prompts Carrie J. Preston to note that “[r]eaders depend on their knowledge of 
how a set of letters conventionally sounds in a recognizable word not only to understand ‘Pprrpffrrppffff’ as the 
sound of passing wind but also to pronounce every word. […] If readers may recognize printed words as a mimesis 
of sound, they might similarly use the conventions of graphological and phonological language to recognize a 
similar relationship between the meaning of a word and what it feels like to pronounce that word” (239). In 
“Penelope,” the sound Molly hears—and which the text registers apparently as she hears it—is not actually a bodily 
sound, but a mechanized one, which then gets echoed in her own articulation of “sweeeetsonnnng.” The 
onomatopoeia here does not stand out from the surrounding narration because it is a bodily sound registered visually 
in language; instead, in “Penelope” the non-human sound is integrated not only into the visual space of the narrated 
page but into the sonic and visual space readers understand as representing Molly’s embodied voice.  
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Figure 1.13: The 1922 Egoist Press representation of Molly’s onomatopoetic observations.  

 
While these questions undoubtedly have implications for the operatic conclusion of 

Molly’s soliloquy, other passages from earlier in the novel have important bearings on Molly’s 

questions about technology, generic form, and gendered embodiment. For example, Gerty 

MacDowell, the other woman whose perspective receives extensive narrative space in Ulysses, 

thinks by means of a discourse whose connection to literary convention, like that of Molly’s 

discourse, complicates any easy notion of her agency or objectification in her interaction with 

Leopold Bloom. Over the course of the “Nausicaa” episode, Gerty and her friends encounter 

Leopold on the Sandymount Strand; when a fireworks display begins, and while her friends 

move along down the beach, Gerty stays behind to watch. She allows Leopold to see up her skirt, 
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and he masturbates; when the display concludes, Gerty leaves, too, and her departure reveals to 

Leopold and the reader that Gerty walks with a limp.  

Gerty’s interiority, unlike Molly’s, is narrated from without: her perspective is never 

narrated in the first person, but is instead filtered through what Heather Cook Callow describes 

as “romanticized ladies magazine rhetoric,” apparently echoing the language of the material 

Gerty reads. For example, we learn that “ofttimes the beauty of poetry, so sad in its transient 

loveliness, had misted her eyes with silent tears for she felt that the years were slipping by for 

her” (13: 647-9).57 It is language like this that Cook Callow claims “has led most critics to doubt 

and dismiss her testimony,” discourse that “has been coded so that the normative male or male-

oriented reader will smile and dismiss its content” (156, 157).58 To claim that in effecting such 

romanticized language the narrator is mocking both Gerty’s style of reading and the material she 

consumes, however, is complicated by the fact that the narration of both Gerty and Molly’s 

perspectives integrates their voices with other textual objects—with novels, with letters, with 

magazine ads. Mahaffey generalizes that, “viewed as a class, Joyce’s male characters seem, 

stereotypically, to be preoccupied with problems of language and with the nature of social and 

religious institutions, whereas his female characters seem absorbed in the more domestic 

interests of romance and fashion” (148-9); in the visual presentation of Gerty and Molly’s 

experiences, however, the problems of language underlying these domestic interests become 

themselves undeniable.  

Recent work by critics like April Pelt have demonstrated ways in which Joyce’s reference 

to specific items and products Gerty has consumed position her as “an agentive reader and 

                                                
57 Everyman’s Library edition has “that the years were slipping by” (547). 
58 While Cook Callow doesn’t seem to use the term “normative” in this sense, her argument here resonates with the 
concept of “normativity” as developed by disability studies theorists like Lennard J. Davis, who articulates in work 
like Enforcing Normalcy the social construction of normativity standards against which “deviance” and “disability” 
are subsequently measured (29).  
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interpreter of the advertisements to which she refers in her narrative, skillfully decoding and 

employing their illicit subtexts in order to take control of her reproductive health and sexuality” 

(42). Her reading—her ability to parse, for example, as her contemporaries could, the various 

implications behind referencing “female troubles” and “that tired feeling” in marketing for a 

medication like Widow Welch’s Female Pills, reputedly an abortofacient (Pelt 46)—thus 

suggests a parallel between the heterodiegetic narration of her perspective and her own diegetic 

agency. According to this reading, the narration that appears to perform superficial thinking 

while alluding to her canny analysis and action reflects her methods of manipulating 

stereotypical roles allotted to disabled women, in her sexual encounter with Bloom.  

Rethinking the connotations of Gerty’s consumption of advertising and romanticized 

narratives invites, then, a reconsideration of how Gerty’s voice and body are positioned in the 

narrative of “Nausicaa” and the relationship between Gerty’s narrated embodiment and Molly’s. 

Angela Lea Nemecek connects Gerty’s critical engagement with popular and commercial texts to 

Gerty’s self-positioning as a woman, particularly as a woman with a disability, in her interactions 

with Bloom. The narrative’s details “about the sexualization of Gerty’s legs and feet” as she 

poses and swings her legs, Nemecek argues, “suggest a kind of self-conscious masquerade, as 

she shows off, and makes central to the sexual act, the very feature which she knows might 

render her unacceptable in the eyes of her target audience” (180). Gerty manipulates the part of 

her body that ostensibly, based on the narratives put forward in the popular reading materials 

Gerty has consumed, disqualifies her from conventional definitions of sexual agency and 

femininity. We might understand the tone used to narrate her perspective, then, as 

simultaneously positioning (and dismissing) her, in stereotypically gendered and generic ways, 

and also empowering her, allowing Gerty to subvert those very conventional narrations of 
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normative femininity. Both Gerty and Molly, Nemecek notes, “remain relatively fixed in 

location” within the narrative of the novel—and while Molly’s “fixed position is obviously 

domestic,” Gerty appears in a situation that is both apparently public, on Sandymount Strand, 

and “an exaggeratedly domestic scene, among female caretakers of young children” (189). 

Gerty’s use of her body to complicate stereotype and conventional narrative, however, implies 

that relative physical immobility can nevertheless, to use Nemecek’s terms, “activate[] social 

critique within the novel” (189). As Dominika Bednarska similarly asserts, “Gerty’s character 

recognizes the ways in which female sexuality has been constructed, and she is determined to 

enter into that discourse, so as to contest the perception within the culture at large that she is 

naive and less desirable as a result of her limp” (78); reading Gerty’s agency and self-

representation through the lens of disability studies, then, reveals how she “negotiat[es] between 

idealized gender norms and her own lived embodiment of them” (81). In this reading, Gerty uses 

her body, and its relationship to narrative, to acquire diegetic social and sexual agency.  

One crucial narrative aspect distinguishes the diegetic agency granted to Gerty from the 

status of Molly’s voice in “Penelope”: Joyce’s narrator presents Gerty’s physical and 

psychological experience to the reader from a distance, from without. The narration of 

“Penelope” situates Molly’s “own” voice amidst written and spoken language in ways that 

ostensibly register in her own words her physical and intellectual reactions to the alimentary and 

literary items she consumes, but Gerty does not, on the pages of Ulysses, overtly enter into the 

discourse imposed on her by the narrative, even as she clearly does subvert the diegetic social 

scripts to which that narrative alludes.  

The episode’s narratorial perspective does occasionally shift away from the adverb-heavy 

and exclamation-pointed syntax to something apparently closer to Gerty’s “own” internal voice, 
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moving from the external suggestion that “And yet—and yet! That strained look upon her face! 

A gnawing sorrow is there all the time. Her very soul is in her eyes” (13: 188-90) to a more 

individuated expression about her disinterest in child-tending: “Because she wished to goodness 

they’d take the snottynosed twins and their babby home to the mischief out of that so that was 

why she just gave a gentle hint about its being late” (13: 529-31).59 The proliferation of details 

that occasionally rely on parentheses to distinguish one narratorial disclosure from another, 

however, reflect visually the sentences’ uneasy containment of Gerty’s own perspective. 

Nemecek’s reading of Gerty’s encounter with Leopold underscores how “Gerty’s performance of 

able-bodiedness reveals the social construction of normativity”—she “only appears to be a 

normate because of social presumptions about which bodies are desirable and which are not.”60 

Nevertheless, Nemecek notes, the narration of Gerty’s experience introduces ambiguity into 

attempts to distinguish Gerty’s sense of her embodied status from the sense of those around her 

(182). Gerty may well maneuver within conventional narratives in ways that bring her relative 

power, but Gerty’s voice is absent from the narration of her experience.  

This aspect of the section’s narrative perspective is crucial to making sense of how the 

novel intervenes in the social construction of Gerty’s disability—how the structures on the page 

resonate with structures of thought that would marginalize Gerty within the very romance plots 

she consumes. “The use of a third-person narrator,” Nemecek notes, “and the wording of her 

limp as ‘that one shortcoming,’ call into question whether Gerty herself views her disability as a 

                                                
59 Everyman’s Library and Egoist Press editions: “And yet and yet!” (527); for the latter quotation, Everyman’s 
Library has “baby” (542). 
60 Rosemarie Garland Thomson coins the term “normate” in Extraordinary Bodies: “This neologism,” she explains, 
“names the veiled subject position of the cultural self, the figure outlined by the array of deviant others whose 
marked bodies shore up the normate’s boundaries. The term normate usefully designates the social figure through 
which people can represent themselves as definitive human beings” (8). Here, Gerty appears to be part of the 
normate social body because, until she moves away down the beach, the structural (and social) otherness of her body 
is invisible to Leopold. This scene thus clearly illustrates the dynamic Garland Thomson asserts when she writes that 
“[t]he rhetorical effect of representing disability derives from social relations between people who assume the 
normate position and those who are assigned the disabled position” (10).  
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shortcoming, or whether the narrator merely parrots the judgments of society” (179, Nemecek’s 

emphasis). Repeatedly throughout the episode, the narrator’s descriptions of Gerty’s physical 

form bring multiple external perspectives to bear on Gerty’s body and social position. In 

describing the minute details of Gerty’s attire, for instance, the narrator reports that “[h]er shoes 

were the newest thing in footwear (Edy Boardman prided herself that she was very petite but she 

never had a foot like Gerty MacDowell, a five, and never would ash, oak or elm) with patent 

toecaps” (13: 164-67).  

The parenthetical—which is consistent in its appearance throughout all three editions of 

Ulysses I have considered here—hints at Gerty’s disability while also emphasizing the distance 

between the persona of the narrating voice, which calls her by her full name (even when not 

apparently approximating Edy Boardman’s normative perspective), and Gerty’s own. Unlike 

Molly, even Gerty’s relative “immobility” and “domesticity” are filtered, diegetically, through 

her situation in a public space for the entirety of the episode—subject, then, to these relentless 

assumptions about what constitutes legible femininity or bodily normativity, even as her actions 

allow her to deploy those socially constructed narratives for her own personal purposes.  

When the narrator of the episode asks, “But who was Gerty,” the subsequent paragraph 

describes Gerty by referencing specific social norms and expectations: “Gerty MacDowell who 

was seated near her companions, lost in thought, gazing far away into the distance was, in very 

truth, as fair a specimen of winsome Irish girlhood as one could wish to see. She was pronounced 

beautiful by all who knew her though, as folks often said, she was more a Giltrap than a 

MacDowell” (13: 78, 79-83, see Figure 1.14). Gerty is here introduced as a “specimen,” as fine 

“as one could wish to see”; although the narrator suggests that her name doesn’t accurately 
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define her being (she is “more a Giltrap than a MacDowell”), this does not negate the fact that 

“all who knew her” “pronounce” her as beautiful.  

The reader encounters Gerty as a figure whose thoughts carry her far away but who is in 

her physical situation on the shore defined exclusively from without, both by the narrator and by 

those who know her. Nemecek argues that “[b]y violating the conventions that would require a 

disabled ‘spectacle’ not to gaze back at her audience”—by looking back at Leopold Bloom, by 

“reading” his features, “making [him] an object of her own curiosity” and interpreting what she 

sees—“Gerty reverses the terms of objectification in which she might otherwise have become 

ensnared. She blurs the boundary between spectacle and carnival, between object and agent, not 

just as a woman, but as a disabled woman; and we should note that she finds some degree of 

empowerment and pleasure in her non-normative status” (187). 

 
Figure 1.14: Gerty MacDowell’s description from without, as printed in the 1922 Egoist Press edition. 
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Narratively, however, Gerty remains an object, described from a perspective external to her own, 

a perspective that both superficially sensationalizes and profoundly nuances her thoughts and 

experiences. The “Nausicaa” section is also only half-devoted to representing Gerty’s 

perspective at all; we encounter Gerty’s experience in juxtaposition to Leopold’s.  

Gerty’s narrated perspective does not strip away the punctuational conventions of printed 

literary rhetoric as Molly Bloom’s monologue appears to do, nor does it break away from the 

heterodiegetic stance from which Gerty’s experiences are related. Still, the punctuation of the 

narration focalized through her—from the shifting use of marks like exclamation points to the 

deployment of parentheses—echoes stylistically Gerty’s negotiation of these norms and 

experiences in a way that destabilizes an easily dismissive reading of her “romanticized ladies 

magazine rhetoric.” Like Molly, her voice as depicted in the novel negotiates genres and 

narratives of conventional embodiment and femininity in ways that parallel her physical 

negotiation of consumption and sexuality. The unsettling effect of the narratorial presentation of 

Gerty’s voice both further complicates and resonates with Molly’s monologic unsettling of the 

possibility that the novel will present an unquestionably-accurate written record of her 

perspective. Attridge describes the “Penelope” episode as involving, for the reader, “a game of 

constant guessing and reassessment that has little to do with Molly’s subjectivity” (“Joyce’s 

Noises”); the relationship posited between Gerty’s perspective and its narratorial representation, 

especially considering the presentation of her relationship to her own socially and textually 

constructed femininity and disability, is just one additional, specifically-gendered example of 

how this negotiation is at play throughout Ulysses. 

Gerty’s perspective is relentlessly framed within rhetorical conventions that are not of her 

own making, conventions that accompany her experience of physical disability and femininity as 
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well as her experience of her own sexuality. Molly’s discursive situation and her relationship to 

the narratives of her body are markedly different from Gerty’s, but the form of Gerty’s 

perspective as it appears (and doesn’t) on the pages of “Nausicaa” sheds light on the narrative 

dynamics Joyce develops in “Penelope.” Joyce’s presentation of Molly’s perspective, too, 

suggests a dissonance between her narrating mind/voice and the technology and conventions 

available to make it clearly legible—and suggests that the narrative’s style arises from the details 

of that dissonance. Taking into consideration how Joyce’s unpunctuated prose engages both 

written and spoken linguistic conventions in ways not unique amidst the novel’s other episodes 

and dismantling the assumption that unpunctuated prose necessarily signals femininity and 

fleshliness, we can reconsider how the unpunctuated prose situates a reader relative to Molly’s 

interiority. The novel’s concluding pages illustrate this point clearly:  

[…] the sun shines for you he said the day we were lying among the rhododendrons on 
Howth head in the grey tweed suit and his straw hat the day I got him to propose to me 
yes first I gave him the bit of seedcake out of my mouth and it was leapyear like now yes 
16 years ago my God after that long kiss I near lost my breath yes he said I was a flower 
of the mountain yes so we are flowers all a womans body yes that was one true thing he 
said in his life and the sun shines for you today yes that was why I liked him because I 
saw he understood or felt what a woman is and I knew I could always get round him and 
I gave him all the pleasure I could leading him on till he asked me to say yes and I 
wouldnt answer first only looked out over the sea and the sky I was thinking of so many 
things he didnt know of Mulvey and Mr Stanhope and Hester and father and old captain 
Groves and the sailors playing all birds fly and I say stoop and washing up dishes they 
called it on the pier and the sentry in front of the governors house with the thing round his 
white helmet poor devil half roasted and the Spanish girls laughing in their shawls and 
their tall combs and the auctions in the morning the Greeks and the jews and the Arabs 
and the devil knows who else from all the ends of Europe and Duke street and the fowl 
market all clucking outside Larby Sharons and the poor donkeys slipping half asleep and 
the vague fellows in the cloaks asleep in the shade on the steps and the big wheels of the 
carts of the bulls and the old castle thousands of years old yes and those handsome Moors 
all in white and turbans like kings asking you to sit down in their little bit of a shop and 
Ronda with the old windows of the posadas 2 glancing eyes a lattice hid for her lover to 
kiss the iron and the wineshops half open at night and the castanets and the night we 
missed the boat at Algeciras the watchman going about serene with his lamp and O that 
awful deepdown torrent O and the sea the sea crimson sometimes like fire and the 
glorious sunsets and the figtrees in the Alameda gardens yes and all the queer little streets 
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and the pink and blue and yellow houses and the rosegardens and the Jessamine and 
geraniums and cactuses and Gibraltar as a girl where I was a Flower of the mountain yes 
when I put the rose in my hair like the Andalusian girls used or shall I wear a red yes and 
how he kissed me under the Moorish wall and I thought well as well him as another and 
then I asked him with my eyes to ask again yes and then he asked me would I yes to say 
yes my mountain flower and first I put my arms around him yes and drew him down to 
me so he could feel my breasts all perfume yes and his heart was going like mad and yes 
I said yes I will Yes. (18: 1571-1609, see Figure 1.15)61 
 

This passage gives us the apparent equation of a woman’s body with a flower—an equivalence 

which seems to be Bloom’s perspective (“that was one true thing he said in his life”) but which 

Molly accepts and integrates into her language in such a way that its exact provenance is unclear.  

 

 
Figure 1.15: The closing sentiments of Molly’s monologue, as printed in the 1922 Egoist Press edition. 

 
In similar fashion, Molly’s language moves easily here (as throughout the episode) from one 

memory to another, so that she describes memories she was revisiting during the (itself 

                                                
61 The Egoist Press and Everyman’s Library versions of this passage differ from the Gabler text quoted here in two 
instances: they both omit the numeral “2” and have “jessamine” instead of “Jessamine” (731-2).  
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remembered) scene of Bloom’s proposal. Even as the “now” and the “you” of the passage invite 

the reader to experience Molly’s narration here with some discursive and temporal immediacy, 

Molly’s third-person pronouns, as has been the case throughout the episode, obscure who “he” 

is, or “they,” and whether “he” refers to the same person throughout the description. “I was 

thinking of so many things he didnt know,” she admits, then proceeds to list some of those 

things, their contexts obscured from the reader, as well. Here, as in Pointed Roofs, the omitted 

connections between Molly’s thoughts are figured as markers of vocal authenticity, but here, 

again, that authenticity has the effect of distancing Molly’s processing of experience from the 

legible surface of the page—we assume that Molly is not confused by the flow of her thinking, 

even if the reader is, but as a result the reader’s closeness to Molly maintains an unbridgeable 

gap between them.  

It is certainly not unreasonable to say there are reductive attitudes toward women and 

female sexuality presented in Ulysses—as when Leopold Bloom notices Gerty’s limp and thinks, 

“Jilted beauty. A defect is ten times worse in a woman. But makes them polite. Glad I didn’t 

know it when she was on show. Hot little devil all the same… Curiosity like a nun or a negress 

or a girl with glasses” (13: 774-7).62 And it’s not out of line to suggest that Joyce’s choices in 

“Penelope” echo the idea that women’s minds and bodies are somehow uncontrollable, 
                                                
62 Nemecek reads this passage as potentially distinguishing Bloom’s response to Gerty from conventional ableism. 
“In replaying his voyeuristic experience,” she notes, “he finds that the awareness of Gerty’s limp reignites his desire 
in a different way. […] We might be tempted to read Bloom’s sexual desire for stigmatized women”—conflating 
Gerty with other women who are, for various reasons, “declared sexually ‘off-limits’ for him”—“as a sort of 
objectifying fetish, in which a privileged, able-bodied man is aroused at the idea of sexually using a disempowered, 
disabled woman. The first problem with such a reading, however, is that, although Bloom is able-bodied, he is by no 
means normative. Aside from his desire for stigmatized women, Bloom is a sexual deviant himself. He has been 
repeatedly termed a masochist by Joyce critics […]. Further, as a Jew, Bloom remains ethnically stigmatized within 
Irish Christian society” (184). Nemecek argues that the language his first-person narration relates here both 
reinforces conventional attitudes regarding sexually attractive and available bodies and also, because that language 
is attributed to Bloom himself, complicates his own status in the mire of socially constructed identities. At the same 
time, though, as Nemecek concedes, “Bloom’s own stigma does not completely exclude the possibility of sexual 
exploitation on his part, and ultimately it is difficult to rule out claims that Bloom merely objectifies Gerty as a 
disabled woman” (185). The very narrative mode of his comments—declared with a first-person pronoun Gerty’s 
perspective is not granted—grants Bloom a narratological status denied Gerty.   
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irrevocably Other within the attempt to render comprehensible art. Stephen certainly seems to 

hold that opinion of women, contrasting how “[i]n woman’s womb word is made flesh but in the 

spirit of the maker all flesh that passes becomes the word that shall not pass away” (14: 292-4), 

and Joyce’s depiction of Molly’s voice has led both to essentializing readings of her femininity 

and flesh and to dismissive arguments about her use of language.63 Nevertheless, amidst the 

repetition and looping chronology, Molly is given not only a first-person discourse to articulate 

her perspective but also language that is beautiful with which to articulate that perspective. The 

lyricism of “O and the sea the sea crimson sometimes like fire and the glorious sunsets and the 

figtrees in the Alameda gardens yes,” for example, should put to rest any concern that Molly’s 

monologue lacks art, whatever a strict reading of Joyce’s schema might suggest. Still, central 

though Molly’s own experience of (and language for) her body remains to her narration of the 

scene, Molly’s deployment of language, both in the content of this passage and in its narrative 

format, uses literal space, and linguistic ambiguity, to distinguish the experience of her 

embodiment from that of Leopold or the reader. Even given arguments that men and women in 

Ulysses (and presumably men and women reading Ulysses) fall prey to the temptation to focus 

on superficiality and surface rather than fleshly nuance,64 reading the surface of Ulysses’ pages 

makes a clear visual distinction between Molly’s perspective and her husband’s. To register her 

embodied experience in language, whether printed or spoken (“and yes I said yes I will Yes”), 

the novel’s language requires, and renders visible, drastic omissions.  

                                                
63 Joyce describes the episode in a letter as “turn[ing] like the huge earth ball slowly surely and evenly round and 
round spinning, its four cardinal points being the female breasts, arse, womb and cunt expressed by the words 
because, bottom (in all senses bottom button, bottom of the class, bottom of the sea, bottom of his heart), woman, 
yes,” emphasizing the connection between body and language in his conception of the narration. Joyce continues, 
“Though probably more obscene than any preceding episode it seems to me to be perfectly sane full amoral 
fertilisable untrustworthy engaging shrewd limited prudent indifferent Weib” (Letters 1:170). 
64 Mahaffey, for instance, makes the figurative claim that “Molly and Bloom are blinded by the fictions created by 
clothes just as Stephen and Gerty are blinded by verbal fictions” (160). 
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Joyce’s deployment of the “unpunctuated” technique clearly differs from Stein’s and 

Richardson’s in the prominence—here and throughout the episode—of language describing 

Molly’s physical body and embodied experience. While observations about the components and 

sensations of Miriam’s body are marginalized even within the sprawl of her represented 

perspective, and Martha Hersland’s skin-ness is mentioned twice and remains insufficient to 

incapsulate and maintain her singular experience in the economy of Stein’s narration, Molly’s 

emotional responses are almost entirely articulated through reference to her body; Molly’s bodily 

functions (and her thinking about those functions) interject repeatedly into her monologue; it is 

specifically “a woman’s body,” for example, that Bloom (and subsequently Molly) equates with 

a flower. If, as Richardson suggests, and as Joyce himself seems to have suspected, the language 

of “Penelope” might be read as “feminine prose,” this is a femininity of prose where linguistic 

representations of the physical gendered body are central and foregrounded, rather than elided 

and eclipsed. Reading “Penelope” in conversation with “Nausicaa” demonstrates the multiple 

valences within which this physical presence matters, and the havoc it is understood to work on 

various discourses and reading practices.  

Christine Van Boheemen-Saaf suggests that “[t]he ‘clou’ of ‘Penelope’ is that it shifts the 

object of representation from the image which it creates to the process and act of writing itself. It 

favors style over message, textuality and code over a referent, the sign over the body, the 

masquerade of gender over the ontological difference of chromosomal sex, the endless flow of 

the fertile pen over the placing of the period which marks the end” (42). Rather, “Penelope” 

challenges the reader to negotiate constantly between each of these definite “objects,” to rethink 

with Molly the distinctions between events and people and phrases and sounds, as well as to 

navigate the distinctions between these things and their written representations. In reading 
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“Penelope,” the sign of a punctuation mark (or its absence) comes to constitute, in part, what we 

understand the body and its movements to be—and while this was true all along, while Joyce’s 

project throughout Ulysses has been to destabilize easy habitual equating of linguistic description 

and conventional reading practice with physical location or embodied behavior, the 

representation of Molly’s voice in the novel’s final pages brings this tension to the fore. 

Textuality and code become implicated in our understanding of the referent until it is 

impossible—as indeed it was always impossible—to understand Molly’s character without 

grappling with the world-shaping powers of the language that describes her. At the same time, 

the physicality of the text foregrounds the experience of embodiment that lies outside the lines of 

the language.  

To figure Gerty’s reworking of conventional narratives of embodiment, the novel denies 

her a first-person voice; to figure a first-person voice for Molly, the novel relies on the structure 

of print to emphasize the structure of the body out of which “Molly’s” voice is understood to 

emanate. In each case, narrating the character’s experience as personally, interior-ly experienced 

requires either narratorial or typographical distinction. The languages these women have 

inherited and live within seem unable to accommodate legibly both their voices and their bodies. 

M. Ellmann reads Molly’s apostrophic “O”s as crucial to understanding how Joyce collapses 

easy divisions between body and text: “In a chapter so preoccupied with orifices and 

‘omissions,’ these O’s could be interpreted as orifices in the prose, portals to new zones of 

pleasure. In this sense Molly does indeed have an O-mission—a mission to create more O’s and 

apertures. These O-zones indicate that we are entering a body with multiple orifices, the few 

poor orifices of the human body being insufficient for the metempsychoses of desire” (103). The 

character-specificity of this reading is potentially again complicated by the fact that Gerty’s 
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narration is, at a certain point, “punctuated” by “O”s, as well, and these “O”s recontextualize the 

literary-historical implications of a reading like Ellman’s, in which the “capital letter O, like an 

enormous hollowed-out full-stop, provides an alternative form of punctuation—a loose end 

rather than a final period” for Molly’s monologue.65  

The distinction yet remains, in Ellmann’s description, between the body we encounter as 

readers, the textual body with its multiple orifices, and the paucity of the living extratextual 

human form. The orthography of the episode, that is, and the punctuation the sentences lack, 

offer up the printed text as a legible surface—a surface whose signifying powers are distinct 

from but also informed by those of Molly’s body. In the process of reading, Joyce’s reader is 

asked, more overtly than in other episodes because more visibly, to negotiate between the body 

described and the body describing, the surface of Molly’s skin and the surface of the page which 

claims to present her interiority.  

Richardson describes her “unpunctuated” prose as fundamental to her novel’s 

representation of reality—her technique of punctuation, like Stein’s, requires the reader to 

engage from the narrative’s beginning with questions of how printed representation can access 

and communicate the forms and habits of characters’ interiorities. While Joyce’s engagement 

with language is obviously crucial to Ulysses from its own opening pages, as the printed surface 

of the text asserts its instability in standing for Molly’s body, Molly becomes, like Richardson’s 

Miriam, isolated from the reader (and from other characters) in ways that she does not appear to 

                                                
65 In both cases, the “O”s mark a departure from conventional structures of communication or meaning-making, but 
they also gesture to the alternative modes of generic definition and containment according to which these characters’ 
perspectives are governed. The “O”s in the paragraph describing the fireworks and Leopold’s orgasm foreshadow 
the “O!” of Leopold’s realization, narrated half a page later, that Gerty is “lame”: they connect the narrative 
realization of Gerty’s sexuality and of her apparent disability. Unlike the “periods that don’t signify ends but 
rehearse ends in order to justify beginning again from a different place” in Bluemel’s reading of Pointed Roofs 
(140), these apostrophic “O”s stage Gerty and Molly in conversation, even if only with an extradiegetic reader. 
Instead of a proliferation of dots, Gerty and Molly’s alternative punctuation registers an alternative circumscription 
on the matter of the page.  
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be isolated to herself. Because Molly’s perspective alone is represented this way, her otherness is 

also isolated within the stylistic scheme of Ulysses as a whole. The representation of her 

physicality, of her social experience of femininity, is not constructed solely through the language 

of other writers or genres, like Gerty’s, but the sustained unpunctuation strips her of a clear 

linguistic forebear in the context of the novel as well. The questions Molly’s barely-punctuated 

monologue raises about the stability of language thus connect the “arranger’s” presentation of 

Molly’s interiority to the narration of other characters’ streams of consciousness earlier in the 

novel. At the same time, disconnecting Molly’s narration from any linear sense of time or place 

suggests that even amidst the general instability of verbal representation, an understanding of 

Molly’s experience is particularly elusive. Joyce’s technique in “Penelope” in fact functions to 

calcify Molly’s embodied perspective as specifically and individually “other,” even in a context 

where language is shared and idiosyncratic for every speaker. For all that Molly’s language is 

often read as lacking discursive control, that is, it is precisely the control that Joyce’s narratorial 

arranger exercises over the representation of Molly’s language that isolates her for the reader 

amidst her own freely streaming thoughts. 

 
* 
 

These novels use punctuation and space in ways that disrupt the projected reality of the 

world—in ways that challenge the status of the body, as experienced, as gendered, by these 

characters within the maelstrom of literary and historical and material conventions but also as 

experienced in narration by an extradiegetic reader. Ultimately, readers are kept at a distance 

from the characters’ bodies and embodied experiences, in these texts—the body always eludes, 

always exceeds even the unpunctuated spaces left for them, even if/as the narrators themselves 

don’t articulate as much. Reading these novels’ various approaches to unpunctuatedness in 
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conversation with one another allows us to see how modernist fiction-writers, alongside poets 

and visual artists and composers, made seemingly blank space on the page signify diegetically as 

well as materially, used printed spaces to develop theories about the relationship between human 

body and narrative language. This larger context informs my next two chapters’ readings of 

punctuation in the novels of Virginia Woolf, a writer who fashioned her work in overt 

conversation with these writers’ endeavors but who rejected their narrative techniques. For 

Woolf, as well, the “unseizable” of the embodied experience necessitates a reorganization of the 

novel as a genre; for Woolf, as well, the physical body has structures and dynamics that precede 

and impede linguistic representation. Looking closely at Woolf’s structural and punctuational 

innovations, however, clarifies how punctuation in particular can affect the kinds of 

bibliographical spaces novels’ bodies can occupy and disrupt.  
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Chapter Two 
That Within Which Passeth Show: Jacob’s Room and To the Lighthouse 

 
Virginia Woolf considered and contributed to British modernist literature in several 

important ways: as a reviewer and essayist, she engaged in writing with the work of her peers; as 

a publisher and printer, she brought new work to the page; as a fiction writer, she developed her 

own innovative techniques of narrative representation. Amidst a modernist milieu deeply 

interested in exploring the material and signifying potential of the margins and lineation of a 

printed page, however, Woolf did not strip her sentences of their punctuation, as in the methods 

Richardson and Stein and Joyce developed.  

Instead, in her various capacities as contributor to the modernist fiction-writing scene, 

Woolf rejected the techniques of these contemporaries. Around the time she was reviewing 

installments of Pilgrimage in the Times Literary Supplement, in the process of drafting Jacob’s 

Room, Woolf records in her diary a desire to avoid “the damned egotistical self; which ruins 

Joyce & [Dorothy] Richardson to my mind” (Diary 2:14). Her reading notes about Ulysses 

elaborate on the broader narratological concerns inherent to this critique: Woolf muses that 

although “every method has its limitations—things that can’t be said,” yet “the worst of Joyce 

&c. is their egotism—no generosity or comprehensiveness” (“Modern Novels” 643). The 

Hogarth Press was offered, but declined to publish, both Ulysses and The Making of Americans 

(though the Press did later publish a collection of Stein’s lectures). Unlike the egotistic 

incomprehensiveness of Joyce’s and Richardson’s novels, Stein’s work alienates in its breadth, 

in the style that makes its scope possible. In a letter, Woolf claimed that “I cannot brisk myself 

up to deal with it—whether her contortions are genuine or fruitful, or only such spasms as we 

might all go through in sheer impatience at having to deal with English prose” (L3: 209).  
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Like Richardson and Stein, Woolf describes her writerly process as a spatial and 

emphatically physical one: rather than emphasizing the increased dynamism that unpunctuated 

sentences allow the reader, however, Woolf’s description positions the book as a building, the 

novel as an architectonic and a social institution. Her concern about avoiding the egotistical 

selves of Richardson and Joyce is reworked as a question of construction: “is one pliant & rich 

enough to provide a wall for the book from oneself without its becoming, as in Joyce & 

Richardson, narrowing and restricting?” (D 2:14). Already this line of questioning distinguishes 

Woolf’s concerns from Stein’s stance against writers using punctuation to overshape readers’ 

experiences. By the time of her 1927 essay “The Narrow Bridge of Art,” Woolf figures the book, 

self, and building no longer as distinct interacting entities; instead, she describes the book (in 

particular, the form of the novel) as constituting a structure from and through which a narrating 

self describes others’ selves. In that essay, Woolf describes a future novelist who will combine 

elements of poetry and drama into his/her prose; in producing a text with “something of the 

exaltation of poetry, but much of the ordinariness of prose,” a text “dramatic, and yet not a play 

[…] read, not acted,” this writer will “express the feeling and ideas of the characters closely and 

vividly, but from a different angle” than that seen in novels to date (18).  

The generic hybridity of the novel will also affect its narrative position: its resemblance 

to poetry, for instance, will become clear in its ability to “give not only or mainly people’s 

relations to each other and their activities together, as the novel has hitherto done, but […] the 

relation of the mind to general ideas and its soliloquy in solitude” (18-19). Key to maintaining 

this perspective, Woolf clarifies, will be the novelist’s efforts “to generalize and split up. Instead 

of enumerating details he will mould blocks. His characters thus will have a dramatic power 

which the minutely realized characters of contemporary fiction often sacrifice in the interests of 
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psychology” (22-23). This prediction emphasizes the capacity of the architecture of prose to 

affect narration and depiction of the characters: the construction of a text by “mould[ing] blocks” 

in its prose instead of “enumerating details” is what will allow the narration of characters’ 

feelings and ideas “from a different angle.” Characters’ specificity emerges from sculpting, here, 

rather than accumulating; in either model, however, the characters embody a form that a 

narrator’s discourse can only observe or adjust from without.   

This idea that an oblique narratorial distance will grant a novel’s embodied characters—

and narrative voices—certain powers lost in the catalogues of Edwardian fiction’s psychological 

realism presages Woolf’s spatial arguments in A Room of One’s Own (1929). There, Woolf 

argues that “a book is not made of sentences laid end to end, but of sentences built, if an image 

helps, into arcades or domes. And this shape too has been made by men out of their own needs 

for their own uses” (76). If the narratorial stance of the future novel requires a certain angle from 

which to view its characters, the structure within which the narrator operates must accommodate 

that displaced perspective. But, Woolf argues, another structural problem persists, and it has to 

do with the specific, definite embodiment writers and readers experience. The conventional 

novel form, “made by men,” does not adequately fit the female body. Although, she argues, the 

novel was “young enough” to be malleable in the hands of a female writer, “who shall say that 

even this most pliable of all forms is rightly shaped for her use? No doubt we shall find her 

knocking that into shape for herself when she has the free use of her limbs; and providing some 

new vehicle, not necessarily in verse, for the poetry in her” (76). This is a concern Woolf shares 

with Richardson, as well as many other writers of the period—that cultural institutions and 

attitudes about gender have limited women’s ability to “fit” into conventional modes of 

expression, and that “feminine” intervention into these modes will require structural shifts in the 
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material and composition of the literary work. Woolf’s image, however, emphasizes the 

particularly physical shape of the novel form, including but not limited to the qualities of its 

syntax—imagining the female writer knocking the form into shape with her limbs as well as with 

her voice.  

What this suggests is that while Woolf distinguishes her methods and stylistic emphases 

from those of her unpunctuating contemporaries, nevertheless her critical work assumes a 

similarly essential, extra-discourse femininity that is to be brought into the syntax and form of 

the printed book. Woolf’s speaker in A Room of One’s Own, having formulated an image of the 

book as a constructed edifice, goes on to suggest outright that “[t]he book has somehow to be 

adapted to the body” (77), suggesting that a structural change in the book is necessary for 

accommodating previously marginalized bodies’ own structures of experiencing (and narrating). 

In the cases of Richardson, Stein, and Joyce, examination of their punctuational techniques 

revealed different ways by which the structures of the novels’ printed pages took on, and often 

complicated, the thematic concerns of the novels’ narratorial project; here, too, analyzing what 

Woolf is doing with her punctuation—and how her technique differs intentionally and practically 

from those of many of her contemporaries—allows a more rigorous accounting of Woolf’s 

novelistic negotiation of the relationships among language, body, and inhabited space. In this 

chapter and the one that follows, analysis of Woolf’s novelistic punctuation foregrounds how her 

fiction slowly moves toward an idea of interiority that is less definite and monolithic, that is 

rather a product of social narrative construction.  

Woolf’s punctuational dynamism hinges on a concern with access—to social structures, 

to narrative agency, to one’s own psyche—and the resources novels deploy in their facilitating or 

withholding readerly or narratorial access. In Jacob’s Room and To the Lighthouse, the 
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narratives are particularly concerned with the structures of houses and buildings in modeling, 

facilitating, distorting, or withholding access to characters’ psyches, from the narrator’s from-

without speculation about Jacob’s movements and thoughts to Lily’s painterly framing of Mrs. 

Ramsay’s inaccessible self seen through a window. Over the course of the two novels, Woolf’s 

practices of space and parenthesis serve, linguistically and bibliographically, as markers of 

narrative divergence from repressive conventional representations. This bracketing punctuation 

still positions the physical body—of narrator, of character—outside the purview and control of 

the printed book, but increasingly Woolf’s novels emphasize the complicity of extradiegetic 

readers in perpetuating the problematic cultural narratives and social conventions that effectively 

disable and marginalizingly gender her characters. 

 
Jacob’s Room: Scaffolding Intensity and Immobility 

 
Virginia Woolf’s involvement with the Hogarth Press not only presented an opportunity 

to engage deeply, and physically, with other modernist writers’ experimental work—including 

work whose printed forms would require unconventional engagement with the standard printed 

page—but also provided her with the independence to produce her own work without concerns 

for publishers’ tastes. The Woolfs articulated multiple explanations for their decision to buy a 

handpress, prominent among them the desire to print “paper-covered pamphlets or small books 

[…] which would have little or no chance of being published by ordinary publishers” (Beginning 

Again 236). While the Woolfs were certainly intentional about their books’ physical appearance, 

“employing elaborate papers, bindings and covers to enhance their books” (Bradshaw 285), their 

aesthetic—especially regarding the layout and ornamentation of books’ pages—differentiated the 
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Hogarth Press from the fine-printing tradition that had emerged at the turn of the century.66 Still, 

several of the books the Woolfs handprinted and published demonstrated the easily blurred 

distinction between the “look” of a book and its contents: Virginia Woolf was, for example, 

responsible for setting the type for the Hogarth Press edition of T.S. Eliot’s The Waste Land 

(1923), which required idiosyncratic spacing and special characters, and of Hope Mirrlees’ Paris 

(1920), the indebtedness of which work to the poetic practices of contemporary writers like 

Guillaume Apollinaire and Stéphane Mallarmé was clear in its being “not merely written in free 

verse—it actively employed typography and spacing as part of its system of representation” 

(Briggs 83), including “one line running vertically down the page” (Willis 34).67 

The very first publication of the Hogarth Press, Two Stories, was handprinted and 

distributed to subscribers in July 1917 (Willis 16-17); in writing the short stories printed in the 

Press’ first publications, Woolf describes feeling “the greatest mercy to be able to do what one 

likes—no editors, or publishers, and only people to read who more or less like that sort of thing” 

(Letters 2:167). Woolf’s ability to publish her own work seems to have been crucial to 

developing her own experimental approaches to fictional narrative. Woolf mentions her early 

Hogarth Press-published stories—“An Unwritten Novel,” “The Mark on the Wall,” “Kew 

Gardens”—as influences, “taking hands & dancing in unity,” in her thinking about the “entirely 

different” approach she would take to Jacob’s Room, an approach that would in fact distinguish 

                                                
66 The Woolfs only ever used Caslon Old Face type, “giving a clean readable text” (Willis 34), and as Leonard 
Woolf explains in his autobiography, “[w]e were interested primarily in the immaterial inside of a book, what the 
author had to say and how he said it” (Downhill All The Way 80). Woolf’s autobiography records with apparent 
pride the “rather chilly welcome, or rather cold shoulder” the Press’s publications received from booksellers for 
having “something more or less unorthodox in their appearance. They are either not the orthodox size or not the 
orthodox shape, or their binding is not orthodox; and even worse, what was inside the book, what the author said, 
was in many cases unfamiliar and therefore ridiculous and reprehensible” (Downhill 75).  
67 Briggs in fact attributes Woolf’s experimental structures in Jacob’s Room to lessons learned from Paris about 
“how ‘to change style at will,’” arguing that the novel “use[s] the layout of the page to create silences and 
meaningful pauses in the text, expressing these as gaps of varied line lengths, in a prose variation on Mallarmé’s 
‘blanks’” (91).  
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her work from that of Joyce and Richardson (Diary 2:14). Indeed, Jacob’s Room, Woolf’s first 

novel to break radically from conventional realist narrative techniques, was also the first of her 

novels to be published by Hogarth.68 

Both the creative freedom and the physical, typographical approach offered by the Press 

inform how Woolf’s experiment in Jacob’s Room extends beyond the complicated embodiment 

and authority of her narrator. The blank spaces and parentheses that distinguish the novel’s 

visual form from Woolf’s earlier (and later) fiction themselves reflect and inform the narrator’s 

discursive negotiation of her own (and Jacob’s) physical form, making space in the novel for 

unconventional (representations of) bodies. Jacob’s Room posits blank page-space as a narrative 

resource for grappling with the difficulty of representing “unseizable” components of embodied 

experience. Woolf’s text manipulates space on the page to suggest an alternative method of 

characterization, manipulating non-verbal components of the bibliographical form to 

acknowledge the opacity of the novel’s subjects. 

Woolf’s earliest descriptions of the narrative techniques she would employ in Jacob’s 

Room emphasize a clear connection between the physical and narratorial structures of the novel’s 

form and the development of the novel’s characters. On April 15, 1920, Woolf begins her 

notebook drafting of Jacob’s Room by commenting:  

I think the main point is that it should be free.  
Yet what about form? 
Let us suppose that the Room will hold it together.  
Intensity of life compared with immobility. (Holograph Draft 1) 
 

Freedom of narrative vision, here, confronts novelistic form: Woolf turns to the architectural, to 

the Room, to limn a space where intensity and immobility can be held together. Elsewhere, 

                                                
68 The Woolfs did not handprint any of Virginia Woolf’s novels. Jacob’s Room was set and printed for the Hogarth 
Press by R. & R. Clark, of Edinburgh, and was released in October, 1922. Harcourt, Brace and Company published 
the first American edition of the novel in February 1923 (JR xxix).  
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Woolf figures the “freedom” of the novel’s form as involving “no scaffolding; scarcely a brick to 

be seen” (Diary 2:13). Jacob’s Room tracks the trajectory of Jacob Flanders’s life, following him 

from childhood through his education at Cambridge to his untimely death in the World War I. 

Woolf’s considerations about how the work’s formal composition will influence readers’ 

observations and perspective—relying on the Room to unify the form—figure prominently in the 

novel’s diegetic action as well, as the narrator attempts to focalize through Jacob but finds 

herself physically and psychologically rebuffed. Both the narrator’s exclusion from traditionally 

masculine institutional spaces and her approach to characterization—using white space and 

parentheses to acknowledge the “unseizable” interiority of her characters—position the printed 

page as the “Room” within which to dramatize the very tension between life and form that 

Woolf’s early scribblings anticipate. From the drafts to the published editions of Jacob’s Room, 

blank space appears crucial to Woolf’s narrator’s methods. 

Despite Woolf’s concern that “intensity of life” be compared with “immobility,” critical 

readings of Jacob’s Room often emphasize the narrator’s unusual mobility—among genres, 

among registers of narrative authority—and describe the narrative’s structure as developed at the 

expense of the characters’ “humanity” and coherence: for these critics, the “comparison” 

between vital intensity and immobility produces an inversely proportional relation between them. 

Christine Froula argues that Woolf’s narrative voice “carries a radically free fictional form that 

subordinates plot and character to the social forces that drive modern life and modern war” (63), 

while Kevin Bell describes the structure’s implications as not simply subordinating but 

destructive, claiming that “the project of Jacob’s Room is to shatter and isolate into countless 

vibrant and significative fragments the silently institutionalized identities, values, and energies of 

the apparently naturalized social events and spaces within which identities are produced” (73). 
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Sarah Cole, too, reads the novel’s formal freedom as developing out of Woolf’s engagement with 

the devastation of World War I, identifying with that freedom serious implications for the 

“humanity” the novel can maintain: “the episodic and fragmentary structure of the narrative 

correlat[es] with a distinctly partial, unfinished protagonist” (240). This correlation, in Cole’s 

reading, reveals a tension in the novel’s form: “At its most extreme,” she writes, “we might even 

say that the novel’s formal proclivities, its construction of patterns and shapes (on the page, in 

the way we are able to know characters, in the structure of parallelism at beginning and end), is 

pitted against its humanity. To keep true to its vision of people as little bits of historical flotsam, 

the novel leaves its own creations empty, hollow” (240). While the shape of the Room appears, 

in Woolf’s thinking, to allow vitality and immobility to coexist, Cole suggests that the formal 

components of the text make hollow bodies of the characters themselves, evacuating the 

characters of their interiorities. Cole’s sense of the novel’s central hollowness is, in fact, akin to 

Arnold Bennett’s infamous criticism that the novel exemplified modern writers’ failure to create 

“true” characters.69  

While these accounts tend to distinguish the novel’s formal proclivities and structure 

from the “voice” of its narrator, Jacob’s Room itself links the discursive distance Froula and 

Cole identify to a distinction of bodily form, to social existence in a body gendered female. 

Although the narrator’s body is never explicitly described, she yet emphasizes moments when 

her physical form limits her access to specific diegetic and discursive institutions. As Anna 

Snaith argues, “[Woolf] chose a female narrator […] because in realist fiction narrative authority 

has traditionally been coded as male. Also, Woolf is writing about women’s marginalization, 

since the narrator is an outsider to the male world of Cambridge, and this is parallelled in her 

                                                
69 Bennett’s review claimed that the novel’s “characters do not vitally survive in the mind because the author has 
been obsessed by details of originality and cleverness” (“Is the Novel Decaying?” 113).  
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inability to get inside his head” (Virginia Woolf 79-80).70 The implications of this 

marginalization are made apparent when, for example, the narrator stands outside Jacob’s 

dormitory at Cambridge, describing his socializing from without: “the window being open, one 

could see how they sat—legs issuing here, one there crumpled in the corner of the sofa; and 

presumably, for you could not see him, somebody stood by the fender, talking. […] The laughter 

died out, and only gestures of arms, movements of bodies, could be seen shaping something in 

the room” (56-7). The narrator’s restricted access to the Cambridge dormitory—the limiting of 

her vision to that which can be seen through the window—carries over into uncertainty about 

how the scene is actually progressing. As Snaith suggests, uncertainty wrought by distance and 

conventions of institutional access is echoed in the narrator’s apparently limited access to 

Jacob’s psychological interiority: when Jacob comes to the window, the narrator reports that his 

expression “changed slightly as he stood there, the sound of the clock conveying to him (it may 

be) a sense of old buildings and time” (57). The narrator’s stylistic rendition of her exclusion 

from the structures of the university keeps the reader, too, distanced from Jacob’s movements 

and emotions.71  

The narrator’s inability to access Jacob’s interiority, however, is not only complicated by 

the gender politics of Jacob’s world but also symptomatic of a more general issue of artistic 

representation. Daniel Punday’s argument that narratives tend to respond to complications 

introduced by characters’ (and texts’) status as objects by “finding a disembodied perspective” 

from which to tell the story foregrounds the implications of extradiegetic readers, as well: 
                                                
70 Even after the women’s colleges of Newnham and Girton were founded in 1871 and 1869, respectively, the 
schools were not admitted full university status; Cambridge refused to confer degrees on women until 1948 (AROO 
113, xl).   
71 This gendered distancing further resonates in the descriptions of various women throughout the novel who try and 
fail to be privy to Jacob’s experiences, to describe him or even to communicate with him—from Mrs. Norman on 
the train, whose interaction with Jacob prompts the narrator to lament that “[n]obody sees any one as he is” (36), to 
Clara Durrant (94-5), to Fanny Elmer (170), to Mrs. Flanders herself (122). As Marcus writes, “the women who love 
him can no more pin him down than can the narrator-as-biographer” (Virginia Woolf 90). 
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“Disembodied narration,” he writes, “[…] makes it possible for us to imagine a position not 

caught up within these dynamics and thus capable of claiming authority to represent the whole” 

(162). A novel’s claim that a narrator is not bound by the same physical limits and structures as 

the novel’s characters are also facilitates and reaffirms the readers’ distinction from the 

characters’ world and choices. In Jacob’s Room, however, we find an emphatically embodied 

narrator, with the mobility and immobility such a corporeal position entails. The narrator’s 

physical presence in and movement through the world and structure of the narrative, her 

implication in the diegetic world, consequently keeps the reader from being able to detach from 

the dynamics the characters face. The narrator’s constant recourse to “we,” which Kathleen Wall 

and others read as a gesture to omniscience,72 thus functions in fact as a grounding maneuver; 

neither narrator nor reader will be granted unfettered, uncomplicated access to Jacob’s inner life.  

While the narrator seems to have readier access to other characters’ thoughts and 

emotions than to Jacob’s, she repeatedly frames her difficulty with transgressing the boundary of 

the physical body as a difficulty the reader shares. “It is no use trying to sum people up,” she 

declares; “One must follow hints, not exactly what is said, nor yet entirely what is done” (37). In 

these instances, narratorial distance or uncertainty arises not from the location of the narrator’s 

body—governed by gender or chance of position—but from the fundamental unreliability of 

“body language.” The narrator claims no greater insight than the reader might have when 

encountering an unfamiliar face in the street, the present-tense verbs and first-person plural 

pronoun emphasizing this connection to the reader’s potential situation. 

The narrator’s prominent embodiment—and its effects on her techniques of description 

and characterization—raises further questions about the implications of her “mobility” through 
                                                
72 Wall draws on Mieke Bal’s terminology in order to distinguish two narratorial roles in Jacob’s Room: “while the 
omniscient narrator asserts a knowable, explicable world, the character-focalizer laments the half-knowledge and 
fragments that must suffice” (310).  
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the structure of the novel. In applying the social theory of disability to cultural and literary 

treatments of “extraordinary” bodies, Rosemarie Garland Thomson defines disability as “a 

reading of bodily particularities in the context of social power relations,” as “the attribution of 

corporeal deviance—not so much a property of bodies as a product of cultural rules about what 

bodies should be or do” (6). This framing of disability as arising through a process of reading—a 

process of comparing a body to cultural conventions, then dismissing or assimilating that body 

based on its ability to conform to “non-deviant” categories—at the same time echoes critical 

argumentative approaches to Woolf’s narrator’s in/ability to conform to narrative conventions. 73 

Woolf’s is a narrator whose embodiment sets her apart, both diegetically and conventionally; just 

as she herself frames her narratorial endeavors in terms of physical bodies, the critical language 

that emphasizes her distinctiveness often uses overtly bodily language, language of form and 

deformity, to frame what her narration does both to the characters in the novel and to the form of 

the novel as conventionally understood. This suggests, then, that the narrator’s very embodiment 

is demonstrating the limits not only of the social system portrayed in the novel but also of the 

novel structure itself.  

Refusing to “disembody” her narrator, Woolf challenges readers not only to engage with 

social forces keeping women from Cambridge and sending men to war but also to reckon with 

how the conventions of the novel form define and enforce relationships among readers’, 
                                                
73 The stakes of attending to assumptions about embodiment and physical form become clearer when we consider 
the critical language describing Woolf’s revision of novelistic convention, language which often implies not only 
physical activity but also a process of disabling, dismantling and dis-membering. Bennett criticized Woolf’s 
characters for their failure to “vitally survive,” after all. Assertions like Bell’s, that “the text critiques the logic of 
discursive stability and understanding while submitting to it by deforming the novelistic idiom it inherits and 
transfiguring the language within which it is bound to think and speak” (73), or Cole’s argument that “the novel’s 
formal proclivities, its construction of patterns and shapes (on the page, in the way we are able to know characters, 
in the structure of parallelism at beginning and end), is pitted against its humanity” (240), make visible narrative and 
critical conventions regarding corporeal form and personhood. Woolf herself uses a related, if vaguer, kind of 
critical imagery: describing the effect of patriarchal repression on Charlotte Bronte’s construction of Jane Eyre, 
Woolf’s speaker comments that if a woman writer can “never get her genius expressed whole and entire,” 
consequently “[h]er books will be deformed and twisted” (AROO 69), and will furthermore be “contract[ed]” with 
“a spasm of pain” (72).  
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characters’, and narrators’ bodies. Unlike the secondary character Ellen Barfoot, who uses a 

wheelchair and whom Mr. Dickens characterizes as “a prisoner—civilization’s prisoner” (28-9), 

this narrator’s body is not described as physically disabled—but the narrator’s discursive form 

calls attention nonetheless to structures (social, architectural, narrative) that she cannot reliably 

access or maintain. Encountering a staircase can have a “disabling” effect on a person who uses a 

wheelchair, as the formal unit renders elements of the structure inaccessible; the form of the 

conventional novel, in Woolf’s telling, marginalizes her narrator and separates her from 

characters on account of the characteristics of her body. Spatial structures are not in place to 

allow the narrator the (disembodied) access that novel-readers expect. 

This sense that the narrator and reader are embodied in this text, and that they are thus 

limited by the limits of human bodies in their attempts to comprehend and navigate Jacob’s 

interiority, informs the narrator’s figuring of understanding Jacob (or indeed anyone in the 

diegetic world) as an issue of reading. Describing a scene of bus traffic, for example, the narrator 

reports that “[t]he proximity of the omnibuses gave the outside passengers an opportunity to stare 

into each other’s faces. Yet few took advantage of it. Each had his own business to think of. 

Each had his past shut in him like the leaves of a book known to him by heart; and his friends 

could only read the title, James Spalding, or Charles Budgeon, and the passengers going the 

opposite way could read nothing at all—save ‘a man with a red moustache’, ‘a young man in 

grey smoking a pipe’” (85). Even if the passengers on the bus were to attempt to “read” the 

books of those across the way, their success would be limited by the fact that the human body 

presents itself and its complexities to the world as a book does, cover and title first. What the 

individual passenger carries “shut in him,” his interiority, his past, appears as the pages, 

accessible only beyond the boundary of the book’s covering. The distance the narrator maintains 
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from Jacob’s living body, then, reflects the boundaries both of human bodies—narrator’s, 

characters’—and of bibliographical construction. Her exclusion is a result of her physical form—

her gender, but also simply her diegetic physicality—and is also a force that shapes the form of 

her narrative on the printed page.    

As Jacob retreats farther from his family and friends and the buildup to World War I 

intensifies, the narrator clarifies the relation between the aesthetic and political stakes of her 

representation and the form her narration takes on the page. She investigates a variety of attitudes 

toward characterization: “character-mongers,” for example, appear more flexible in their 

descriptions than gossips, who “stuff out their victims’ characters till they are swollen and tender 

as the livers of geese exposed to a hot fire” (215). Another iteration of the gossips’ attitude 

appears when the narrator considers “what the other side means—the men in clubs and 

Cabinets—when they say that character-drawing is a frivolous fireside art, a matter of pins and 

needles, exquisite outlines enclosing vacancy, flourishes, and mere scrawls” (216). What this 

“other side means” is a description so distant that it effaces all distinguishing features of the men 

in action: “Like blocks of tin soldiers the army covers the cornfield, moves up the hillside, stops, 

reels slightly this way and that, and falls flat, save that, through field-glasses, it can be seen that 

one or two pieces still agitate up and down like fragments of broken match-stick” (216). The 

narrator then follows these masculine voices to a figure who epitomizes their approach:  

These actions […] are dealt by men as smoothly sculptured as the impassive policeman at 
Ludgate Circus. But you will observe that far from being padded to rotundity his face is 
stiff from force of will, and lean from the effort of keeping it so. When his right arm 
rises, all the force in his veins flows straight from shoulder to finger-tips; not an ounce is 
diverted into sudden impulses, sentimental regrets, wire-drawn distinctions. The buses 
punctually stop. 
 It is thus that we live, they say, driven by an unseizable force. They say that the 
novelists never catch it; that it goes hurtling through their nets and leaves them torn to 
ribbons. This, they say, is what we live by—this unseizable force. (216-7) 
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Woolf’s narrator emphasizes not only the body of the policeman—which she also calls upon the 

reader, “you,” to observe—but also the attributes of novelistic forms that “they” say are readily 

available. Bishop argues that this passage is “implicitly suggesting that the impulse to create 

character is not as frivolous as it seems, that in fact the ‘fireside art,’ be it gossip or scrawls, is an 

ordering force (and a force of love, we know from the activity of the narrator herself), which 

runs counter to the ‘unseizable’ will to power, and which belies what ‘they say,’ that this is all 

we live by” (Holograph Draft xxi-ii). What the narrator describes, however, is not exactly an 

“‘unseizable’ will to power,” but a life force that can be channeled by patriarchal narratives and 

narrators into a certain order but remains resolutely individual within that channeling. The force 

in action is “in his veins,” is a potential of which the Cabinetmen have a marked interest in 

ensuring “not an ounce is diverted into sudden impulses, sentimental regrets, wire-drawn 

distinctions.” It echoes the book pages that Woolf’s travellers conceal within. The narrator 

indicts not the “unseizable force” itself, then, but the way the gossips’ narratives and the 

patriarchal model of law enforcement treat that force—the way both sets of storytellers imagine 

the narrative status of the “unseizable.” While the Cabinetmen’s pared-down decisiveness 

certainly appears more destructive than the gossips’ effusive indecision, neither is upheld as the 

narrator’s mode.  

Instead, Woolf’s novel departs from both these models through both the narrator’s 

language in this section as well as the inclusion of specific amounts of white space on the printed 

page. This description is, indeed, where the novel’s linguistic narrative reveals its roots in—and 

influence upon—the text’s bibliographic construction on the page. The narrator’s meditation on 

characterization is separated from the preceding scene by a break composed of four lines of 
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white space in the Hogarth Press first edition of the novel; the suggestion that we live by this 

novelistically-unseizable force is followed by two lines of space.  

While space breaks as well as chapter divisions separate sections of the text throughout 

Jacob’s Room, the narrator’s descriptions of her own project invite the reader to engage anew 

with the physical form of the page. Instead of stuffing her character with details like a goose, or 

insisting that not an ounce of his interiority diverges from the militant trajectory of his physical 

gestures, Woolf’s narrator uses the space of the page to, like the “Room” of her early scribbling, 

bring Jacob’s individual intensities and her own embodied immobilities into a productive, 

provocative balance. The implications of reading this space as part of the narrator’s approach to 

the unseizable force reputed to reside within her protagonist’s body (and her own) become clear 

in the description of Jacob’s departure for Paris. Chapter XI begins with the narrator asserting 

that 

letter-writing is practised mendaciously nowadays, particularly by young men travelling 
in foreign parts, seems likely enough.  

For example, take this scene.  
Here was Jacob Flanders gone abroad and staying to break his journey in Paris. 

(Old Miss Birkbeck, his mother’s cousin, had died last June and left him a hundred 
pounds.) (171) 

 
The parenthetical provides the reader with context for the present moment; after these sentences, 

however, the Hogarth Press edition of the novel includes two full lines of white space before 

jumping into a scene featuring Jacob, who has just written a letter to his mother, discussing art 

with Mallinson and Cruttendon. “Well, not a word of this was ever told to Mrs Flanders,” the 

narrator reveals after another space break, this time of three lines (173-4). As the chapter 

proceeds, the story of Jacob’s relationship with Jinny and Cruttendon appears in pieces, each 

section isolated amidst at least two—often three or four—lines of white space, though even this 

fragmentary understanding is more than Mrs. Flanders receives. She is “told none of this, though 
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Jacob felt, it is safe to say, that nothing in the world was of greater importance” (179). The 

“space” between the narrator’s representation of Jacob’s travels and the travels as Jacob 

experienced them appears both in the narrator’s concessive language—“it is safe to say” what 

Jacob felt—and in the wide spaces between printed sections. The book, that is, embodies the 

silence Jacob presents both to his mother and to the narrator.  

The narrator elaborates on Jacob’s reticence thus: “Jacob had nothing to hide from his 

mother. It was only that he could make no sense himself of his extraordinary excitement, and as 

for writing it down—” (180, see Figure 2.1). The chapter’s long final section begins, after a four-

line space break, with Mrs. Jarvis asserting that “‘Jacob’s letters are so like him’” (180).  The 

suggestion here is that Jacob’s letters, which he struggles to produce and which the narrator can 

only represent with a long dash and a blank space, foreshadow Jacob’s death more than they 

reveal the details of his life. As Marcus writes about Jacob’s shoes at the novel’s end, the novel’s 

production of Jacob’s inability to write sufficiently to his mother “figures absence in more 

substantial terms than presence” (VW 93). The narrative fragmentation appears both according to 

the conventions governing “young men” and their mothers in this diegetic world—the one the 

reader is called on to share—and according to the conventions of the page.  
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Figure 2.1: Jacob’s spacey writing, from the 1922 Hogarth Press edition of Jacob's Room. 

 
An important distinction—or quasi-distinction—must here be made between the narrator 

as an autonomous diegetic character and the implied author. The spacing described (and shown) 

above appears in the editions of the novel printed according to the Hogarth Press first edition. 

Throughout the novel, the Hogarth Press edition separates sections of narrative with anywhere 

between one and four full lines of blank space. In the first American edition of the novel, 

however, not only were the large swaths of white space reduced to a single line between each 

section, suggesting a sort of continuity where the British edition insists on variable blankness, 

but one of the spaces in this scene was omitted altogether, connecting the concession that “not a 

word of this was ever told to Mrs Flanders” with the description of “another scrap of 

conversation” (133). Reckoning with the different published versions of this scene helps, then, to 

clarify and amplify the implications of this spatial component of Woolf’s narration.  
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It’s not clear that the narrator herself is responsible for introducing these amounts of 

blank space into the novel—while she does talk about the difficulties of describing Jacob’s 

interiority, she does not discuss, as Stein’s narrator does in The Making of Americans, the novel’s 

process of transcription. One might ask how relevant the spaces themselves ultimately are to a 

reading of the narration’s strictly linguistic content. Bishop records that “Woolf herself did not 

seem concerned about the variations in the U.S. edition. She makes no note of these matters in 

the brief correspondence we have between her and Harcourt and Brace” (“Mind the Gap” 34); 

contemporary editions of Jacob’s Room continue to vary in their appearance, depending on 

which first edition provided the copy text. Indeed, Julia Briggs notes that even after introducing 

multiple variants into the American first editions by correcting their proofs separately from the 

Hogarth Press proofs, “Woolf herself showed no further interest in her American variants, and 

she certainly made no systematic attempt to incorporate them into the editions published by the 

Hogarth Press” (“Between the Texts” 165): later editions of Woolf’s Hogarth Press-printed 

novels often incorporated further corrections and emendations, while the distinctions in the 

American versions were left alone.74  

Nevertheless, even if, as Bishop contends, “Woolf could be casual about the fate of her 

texts once they made it into print” (34), in drafting and revising Jacob’s Room Woolf was also 

particularly attentive to the valence of its spaces. From her earliest scribbling about the novel, as 

we’ve seen, Woolf mused about the ability of its hypothetical form to both move and contain: 

“Suppose one thing should open out of another […] doesn’t that give the looseness & lightness I 

                                                
74 Briggs cites a 1919 letter to Lytton Strachey, arguing that the letter’s wording “and [Woolf’s] subsequent practice 
suggest that Woolf thought that any differences she introduced would help to establish a distinctive American 
copyright, and thus make piracy from the British editions more difficult” (“Between the Texts” 154).  In the case of 
Jacob’s Room, however, “she made no significant changes to the American edition” (155)—Woolf may treat the 
discrepancy of spacing in the same way as other variations which she herself introduced, but the evidence suggests 
that the compressed spacing was not a change she proffered. 
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want; doesnt [sic] that get closer & yet keep form & speed, & enclose everything, everything?” 

(D 2:14). The importance of the novel’s spacing to the composition and dynamics of its narrative 

structure is clear both in her own descriptions of the form and in the evolution of her treatment of 

the novel’s section divisions as she drafted.75  

The novel exemplifies some of the narrative stakes behind Bornstein’s argument that 

while “[m]odern theory has perceptively demystified the linguistic codes of the texts that it 

uses,” now “we must do the same to the physical texts themselves, rather than continue to treat 

them as transparent lenses offering us unproblematic access to authors or works” (4). The 

narrator’s stated concerns about her ability to “sum up” or “say” anything about Jacob to the 

reader blur any clean distinction between the narrator’s persona and that of the novel’s implied 

author, the figure “responsible for the choices that create the narrative text as ‘these words in this 

order’ and that imbue the text with his or her values” (Living to Tell About It 216). The formal 

construction of the physical narrative, in Jacob’s Room as in The Making of Americans, is not 

wholly distinguishable from the development of the narrative’s linguistic contents; not analyzing 

both components together limits our ability to articulate Woolf’s multifaceted narrative 

engagement with forms of novel, elegy, and printed book.  

Part of considering the narratological implications of these printed spaces is to suggest, 

ultimately, that the experience of reading an American edition of Jacob’s Room invites a 

different sense of the bookishness of the narrator’s perspective and artistic concerns, and a 

different sense of how that perspective is related to the novel’s printed form, than does the 

                                                
75 Bishop writes, “At first Woolf divided her text only with numbered chapter divisions. After three months of 
writing she began using a row of ‘x’s to indicate subdivisions, and after six months she began to use space breaks in 
her manuscript book; thus the gaps, deliberate and considered, were part of the evolving shape of her novel” (“Mind 
the Gap” 34). Bishop’s essay also describes several other scenes in the novel where the difference in the amount of 
white space can affect a reader’s sense of how sections of narrative relate to one another.  
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experience of reading an edition based on the Hogarth Press text.76 A reader of the American 

edition might not even notice the idiosyncrasies of the space breaks, normalized as their 

amplitudes become by the layout of the book, but the British edition reader can’t escape them. If 

we read these breaks, as Bishop encourages, as the “spatial adjunct[s] to the rhetorical shaping of 

the scenes” (Holograph Draft xxiii), suddenly not only the bibliographic but also the linguistic 

code of the novel is affected by the homogeneity of spacing: minimizing the spaces lessens the 

purely visual impact of the parallel the narrator draws between her own representation of Jacob’s 

interiority and Jacob’s inability to communicate with his family. The regular spacing produces a 

less ostentatious performance of the narrator’s grappling with the “unseizable force,” focusing 

readerly attention differently on her contortions of representation in diegetic space (see Figure 

2.2).  

Just as the embodiment of the narratorial presence eschews a novelistic technique that 

would hierarchize “disembodied” reader and narrator over “embodied” character, so the 

presentation of this text on the novel’s printed pages frames the novel’s incorporation of space as 

a way to reject both the patriarchal and the busybody versions of novelistic representation. This 

is a problem of communication between bodies as well as a limitation of the medium. Letters are, 

the narrator says, the occasion when “the power of the mind to quit the body is manifest, and 

perhaps we fear or hate or wish annihilated this phantom of ourselves” (125)—but in this scene, 

Jacob’s letters are incomplete. Insofar as the letters could also be considered, as the narrator 

suggests, “speech attempted” (125), Jacob’s inability to communicate is, like the narrator’s, a 

silence across many registers. 

                                                
76 This material record suggests, then, that Woolf allowed the book to exist in different formats without comment, to 
engage differently the reader’s physical body and perceptions of the page. See Chapter 5, especially the section on 
Ali Smith’s How to be Both. 
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Figure 2.2: Jacob’s writing, as it appears in the 1923 Harcourt, Brace edition. 

 
Blank spaces are not Woolf’s only resource in connecting the body and structure of her 

novel to the bodies and forms of her narrator and characters, however—and here is where 

Woolf’s punctuation marks themselves begin to constitute a different narrative approach than we 

saw in the unpunctuated texts of Richardson, Stein, and Joyce. One scene in Jacob’s Room 

introduces parentheses as another typographical and grammatical device that can emphasize the 

disparity between what Woolf’s narrator can “know” and what can only be presumed, to 

differentiate her novel’s engagement with “the unseizable force” from either a busybody or a 

militaristic approach to character development. “[L]ife is but a procession of shadows, and God 

knows why it is that we embrace them so eagerly,” the narrator reports; “Such is the manner of 

our seeing. Such the conditions of our love” (96). Having asserted here a communal limitation of 

“seeing,” reaffirming the state of embodiment that limits both reader and narrator’s insights into 
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the embodied characters, Woolf inserts a section break; the reader subsequently confronts an 

untagged, parenthesized quotation: “(‘I’m twenty-two. It’s nearly the end of October. Life is 

thoroughly pleasant, although unfortunately there are a great number of fools about. One must 

apply oneself to something or other—God knows what. Everything is really very jolly—except 

getting up in the morning and wearing a tail coat.’)” (96, see Figure 2.3). This quotation is 

followed, on the next line, by an unparenthesized quotation: “‘I say, Bonamy, what about 

Beethoven?’”  

 
Figure 2.3: Jacob’s parenthetical thoughts (as printed in the Hogarth Press first edition). 

 
The text alternates between parenthesized and unparenthesized quotation, slowly 

clarifying that the parenthetical language is “interior” thought. One parenthesized line, for 

example, ends with the exclamation “Damn London!’)”; outside the parenthesis the narrator 

explains the apparent motivation for the outburst: “for the market carts were lumbering down the 

street” (97). While the novel’s two first editions set off this section with different amounts of 
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white space—the Hogarth Press edition includes three lines of space between sections, the 

Harcourt Brace edition the consistent single line—they both include the parentheses.  

The conversation between unspoken and spoken language comes to a close with the 

narrator’s assertion that “though all this may very well be true—so Jacob thought and spoke—so 

he crossed his legs—filled his pipe—sipped his whisky, and once looked at his pocket-book, 

rumpling his hair as he did so, there remains over something which can never be conveyed to a 

second person save by Jacob himself” (97). While the conversation excluded most of Jacob’s 

physical actions, rendering only the thoughts and the spoken utterances, the narrator both offers 

an expanded view of Jacob’s behavior and yet insists on the inaccessibility of this “something 

which can never be conveyed” except by Jacob himself. Descriptions of Jacob’s body are largely 

absent from this passage, as from most of the novel; recalling the letter-writing’s revelation of 

distance between Jacob’s experience and its narration, the narrator again figures Jacob’s body as 

producing a boundary that not even Jacob himself can successfully dismantle. Even if these are 

exactly the things he said and thought and did, there will remain something of Jacob’s interiority 

that can only be understood from within. The narrative’s punctuation again emphasizes the 

tentative, incomplete nature of her representation of Jacob’s interiority—the boundary between 

what can be told authoritatively to a second person by a third person, and what can only be 

confirmed or conferred by Jacob himself—rather than eliding the contents of that interiority 

altogether, as Richardson does in narrating Miriam’s consciousness. 

The parentheses in this scene have a different physical appearance and a different 

linguistic function than parentheses everywhere else in Jacob’s Room: this scene is the only 

instance that employs a regular pattern of parenthetical thought-speech juxtaposed 

conversationally with spoken utterance. Here, the parenthetical quotations of Jacob’s apparent 
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thoughts make visible on the page—while challenging—the narrator’s earlier-articulated 

distinction between the “shadows” that process through life and our belief that these shadows are 

“of all things in the world the most real, the most solid, the best known to us”—especially in the 

moment when the narrator explains, outside the parentheses, the exterior sounds that have 

interrupted Jacob’s interior musings.  

Even as the narrator suggests that the “effect of sex” influences the “accent” in the 

delivery even of “exact words,” however, connecting the “effect of sex” again with a narratorial 

difficulty, the narrator goes on to assert that the speculative quality of the description is also 

linked to a more general set of narratorial interests and values: “something is always impelling 

one to hum vibrating, like the hawk moth, at the mouth of the cavern of mystery, endowing 

Jacob Flanders with all sorts of qualities he had not at all—for though, certainly, he sat talking to 

Bonamy, half of what he said was too dull to repeat; much unintelligible (about unknown people 

and Parliament); what remains is mostly a matter of guess work. Yet over him we hang 

vibrating” (97-8). Again, the narrator’s complicated embodiment registers not only in the 

narrator’s approach to characters like Jacob but also in relation to the reader. If the narrator has 

been, and is here, like an insect fluttering at the boundaries of the lantern of Cambridge 

institutions,77 of Jacob’s interiority, so the parentheses themselves in this reported interaction 

with Bonamy reflect the shape of the lantern’s boundaries and remind the reader not only that the 

reader joins the narrator as “we hang vibrating” above Jacob,” a collective held at bay by the 

                                                
77 Describing a service at King’s College Chapel, Cambridge, the narrator suggests that “as the sides of a lantern 
protect the flame so that it burns steadily even in the wildest night—burns steady and gravely illumines the tree-
trunks—so inside the Chapel all was orderly” (38). Having described the chapel as protecting an institutional (or 
municipal) flame as does the glass of a lantern, however, the narrator then exposes the challenges posed to glass and 
flame by their broader situation. “… If you stand a lantern under a tree every insect in the forest creeps up to it,” the 
narrator continues; “a curious assembly, since though they scramble and swing and knock their heads against the 
glass, they seem to have no purpose—something senseless inspires them. One gets tired of watching them, as they 
amble round the lantern and blindly tap as if for admittance” (39). This imagery takes on notes of social and 
especially gendered stratification when Jacob wonders, “But this service in King’s College Chapel—why allow 
women to take part in it?” (39). 
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boundaries of Jacob’s social and personal contexts, but also that the reader’s experience is 

bounded by the narrator’s own presentation of certain information as “unintelligible” or “a 

matter of guess work.”  

Instead of using blank page-space to draw attention to the boundary of Jacob’s body—as 

physically and conventionally defined—here the narrator uses parentheses to emphasize the 

partiality of each component of Jacob’s presence and participation in the conversation. What the 

narrator claims to know, here, as in the Paris interactions, is what Jacob says aloud—the same 

information as Cruttendon or Bonamy might provide. The parentheses, however, capture 

something else, a gradation between the certainly knowable and the entirely opaque.78 The 

novel’s narration grapples with social lantern walls while also enforcing its own aesthetic 

boundaries for the reader to traverse and tap against. The visible containment of Jacob’s thoughts 

in the parentheses here, that is, suggests the extent to which Jacob’s interiority—the flame within 

the walls of the lantern, the embodied unseizable force—remain inaccessible, legible to Jacob 

alone. We neither trust that this parenthesized dialogue is accurate nor are given reason to 

believe that anything else the narrator could have put there would be more accurate—we must 

agree with her that even once she’s given us what appears to be, as it were, the “inside scoop,” 

Jacob still carries within that which passeth show. The reader is brought into this quest with the 

narrator, and with the narrator is left hanging, humming, above and beyond Jacob’s body. This is 

important narratologically as well as for this specific novel’s diegetic social situation: even 

though the narrator’s personal access to places like Cambridge might hinge on gender, our 

general inability to access Jacob’s interiority is a plight shared by Bonamy and Clara, as well.  

                                                
78 Mark Hussey suggests that Jacob’s Room as a whole is “so to speak, ‘bracketed’; for instance, by the repetition of 
certain phrases, giving it the appearance of being “scenes from a life” (The Singing of the Real World 119).  
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Bishop writes of the Jacob’s Room editions that normalize the white spaces on the page, 

“even if they do not obliterate them completely; they direct and foreclose the reader’s response, 

rather than engage it. Jacob’s Room is a novel full of fissures, ruptures, gaps, and chasms, and 

the intent of the novel is not just to tell the story of Jacob but to make us aware of these spaces” 

(“Mind the Gap” 41). This foreclosure of the reader’s response, as Randi Saloman might 

characterize it,79 seems clear in the page-matter of the Paris scene, where consistent amounts of 

white space obscure the parallel between Jacob’s inability to express his experiences and the 

narrator’s refusal to fill the space of the page with words, the reflection on paper of the narrator’s 

distance from Jacob’s inner book. What we see with the parentheses, however—an attention to 

printed space which is maintained in both British and American first editions—is that Woolf’s 

narrator throughout the novel is engaged directly in this dance of both directing and engaging a 

reader’s experience of the text on the page. This novel, this elegy, thematizes the centrality of the 

(absent) body to its narrative and to its narrator and to its reader, suggesting that even novels that 

don’t so clearly thematize the body are yet making claims about all those actors, scaffolding or 

foreclosing spaces through which those bodies might move.  

Woolf’s earliest overtly experimental novel, that is, reveals a link between its 

experiments with form and narratorial position when it deploys space and parentheses to nuance 

and augment a discursive interest in acknowledging and bridging boundaries between embodied 

human beings. These particular boundaries, in the spacing and bracketing of Woolf’s text, are 

emphasized as architectural forms, edificial structures that echo social and cultural thresholds as 

well as the limitations of skin and skeleton. After all, as A Room of One’s Own reminds us, 

Woolf’s conception of the book is of a structure built from sentences “into arcades or domes,” a 
                                                
79 Saloman argues that the “essayistic” quality of the narrative voice keeps the reoriented reader at a distinct 
distance: “The reader’s job is to interpret and reflect upon Jacob’s story—not to participate in or contribute to it” 
(Virginia Woolf’s Essayism 124, emphasis in original). 
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structure within which a character’s embodied experience might (or might not) take narrative 

shape.  

In To the Lighthouse, this centrality of the house as a metaphor for the conventions and 

exclusions of novelistic narration are even more visually underscored. Instead of placing the 

reader alongside the embodied perspective of a narrator whose access to characters is limited by 

buildings as surely as it is by skin and silence, however, there Woolf’s dynamically 

parenthetically narration uses the dismemberment of the house of prose—and the house of the 

Ramsays’ summer vacationing—to stage its intervention in realist modes of character 

representation. 

 
To the Lighthouse: In A Parenthesis? 

 
If the textual history and complicated negotiation of narrative distance in Jacob’s Room 

seem to belie the centrality of printed space and punctuation to the narrative’s interrogations of 

representational techniques, To the Lighthouse is, on the other hand, perhaps the only Woolf 

novel (part of) whose punctuational practice often factors into critical readings of the novel’s 

narrative project. As was the case with Jacob’s Room, Woolf’s prewriting and drafts of To the 

Lighthouse demonstrate that she considered the space and layout of the novel to be deeply 

related to and reflective of the narrative’s thematic concerns. As Woolf neared the conclusion of 

drafting To the Lighthouse, in September 1926, she recorded the following in her diary: 

The problem is how to bring Lily & Mr R[amsay]. together & make a combination of 
interest at the end. I am feathering about with various ideas. The last chapter which I 
begin tomorrow is In the Boat: I had meant to end with R. climbing on to the rock. If so, 
what becomes [of] Lily & her picture? Should there be a final page about her & 
Carmichael looking at the picture & summing up R.’s character? In that case I lose the 
intensity of the moment. If this intervenes, between R. & the lighthouse, there’s too much 
chop & change, I think. Could I do it in a parenthesis? so that one had the sense of 
reading the two things at the same time? (Diary 3: 106) 
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Woolf here is thinking specifically about how a parenthesis affects the readerly sense of a 

narrated episode’s “sequence,” suggesting that using a parenthesis to effect the juxtaposition of 

two elements leads to the “sense of reading the two things at the same time.” This isn’t the only 

overtly spatial language Woolf uses to describe her endeavors in To the Lighthouse: in a small 

notebook labeled “Notes for writing,” Woolf represented the work as “Two blocks joined by a 

corridor” (Holograph Appendix A), even as she describes wanting “to find a unit […] for the 

sentence which shall be less emphatic & intense” than the one in Mrs. Dalloway, “an everyday 

sentence for carrying on the narrative easily” (Holograph 2, quoted in Hussey’s introduction to 

the Harvest Books edition). The appropriate unit or form—of the work as a whole and of its 

constituent sentences—would allow the particular sort of narrative dynamism (recalling Woolf’s 

interest in suspending intensity and immobility together in Jacob’s Room) that Woolf mentions 

as she nears the end of the novel’s plot, the sort of dynamism that would invite a reader to 

experience multiple moments and perspectives “at the same time.” 

The square brackets (crotchets) in the “Time Passes” section of To the Lighthouse stand 

out amidst Woolf’s repertoire of punctuation, for they have piqued critical interest for decades. 

On the one hand, scholars like Patricia Laurence and Denise Delorey emphasize the feminist 

political implications of Woolf’s distinctive usage of parentheses across her oeuvre. Laurence 

argues, for example, that Woolf’s “lexicon of silence” and “punctuation of suspension”—

including parentheses—aid her novels in “valuing and preserving the psychological, social, 

historical, and philosophical silences along with the silences of women in her texts” while also 

“questioning the nature of knowledge and the logocentrism of those positioned like Mr. Ramsay” 

(Reading of Silence 11, 216). Delorey takes the anti-patriarchal intervention of the parentheses in 

a narratological direction, instead: for her, Woolf’s parentheses “simultaneously deflate the 
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momentous events on which traditional masculinist narratives turned and open up a space for the 

‘moments of being’ that had historically been seen as parenthetical to the real workings of the 

world” (94), reflecting not only a new approach to the narration of diegetic events but also 

Woolf’s “ideas about what subjects are fit for, indeed required by, modern fiction” (105). In 

these readings, Woolf’s punctuation in To the Lighthouse provides one specific example in a 

trend that aligns with something like a proto-écriture féminine, Woolf’s parenthesized and 

extended sentences permitting the revision of traditionally masculine and patriarchal realist 

conventions to include a new, feminine, set of subjects and events.  

On the other hand, critics like Sarah Cole and Kate McLoughlin focus specifically on 

Woolf’s brackets in To the Lighthouse to think about how Woolf’s use of crotchets reflects the 

novel’s engagement with violence, death, and elegy. Cole offers a persuasive reading of the 

square brackets in the “Time Passes” section as successors to the “development of artful formal 

mechanisms constructed to manage death” that she sees Woolf beginning in Jacob’s Room 

(242); although the “brackets are startling, callous, and indifferent; they divert and diminish,” 

Cole argues that “they create little frames around their content, setting off, memorializing, 

protecting” (242). Similarly, McLoughlin writes, “Recollection, perpetuation and renewal: these 

are the tropes—and the functions—of the crotcheted passages” (960). These readings emphasize 

the elegiac component of the brackets’ presence: their dynamics of suspension, their detouring of 

syntactical closure.80 While one set of these readings claims the stylistic effects of the novel’s 

crotchets for the narrative’s questioning conventions surrounding deceased and absent bodies, 

                                                
80 For Reina van der Wiel—among many who read “Time Passes” for its engagement with Woolf’s personal history 
of trauma—the style of the “the seemingly disinterested narrative voice with its fleeting allusion to the war, as well 
as the parenthetical method per se, can be seen to constitute Woolf’s attempt to represent the war from a woman’s—
or at least civilian’s—viewpoint,” with the section as a whole constituting “a container for the traumatic emotions 
[Woolf] wished to articulate” (Literary Aesthetics of Trauma 93, 79). The brackets in this case are read primarily for 
their visible contribution to the novel’s imagery of containment. 
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and the other set claims the crotchets’ effects for concerns about gendered bodies, these writers 

attribute to the crotchets the same basic influence on the novel’s narration: via the brackets, more 

space is made—in the sentence, in the narrative—for a broader diversity of human bodies.  

In their treatment of the novel’s crotchets, however, these accounts tend to overlook not 

only that square brackets appear in other novels as well81 but also that the crotchets aren’t the 

only strange parenthesizing punctuation at play in To the Lighthouse. Too, while these critical 

writers focus either on the practice of parenthesizing throughout Woolf’s oeuvre or, zooming in, 

on the specific work undertaken by Woolf’s brackets in this novel, the two first editions of the 

novel differ in several instances regarding what content appears within what kind of 

parenthetical punctuation. These variations suggest that the square and round brackets need to be 

read in conversation with each other, not as narratively separate enterprises. While the brackets 

in “Time Passes” and “The Lighthouse” are fascinating in their own right—and, to draw on 

Cole’s claim, they raise questions about plot and character that are both related to and differently 

managed than the equivalent questions in Jacob’s Room82— this section demonstrates that the 

crotchets in To the Lighthouse function differently than those elsewhere because parenthesis and 

linearity are at play in Woolf’s syntax throughout the novel. In Jacob’s Room, parentheses 

appear around Jacob’s thoughts in one instance, suggesting the punctuation as an alternative to 

the perspectival distancing and displacement the narrator effects elsewhere. In To the Lighthouse, 

the narration’s shifting use of parenthetical attributions and asides reflects and informs the 

changing representational and social values of the Ramsay family and their social circle—in 
                                                
81 These instances include one odd moment in Jacob’s Room: “Coming down the steps a little sideways [Jacob sat 
on the window-seat talking to Durrant; he smoked, and Durrant looked at the map], the old man, with his hands 
locked behind him, his gown floating back, lurched, unsteadily, near the wall; then, upstairs he went into his room” 
(49). 
82 H.R. Woudhuysen notes the evolution of Woolf’s use of parentheses by mentioning that “[a]lready in Jacob’s 
Room whole paragraphs were being put within round brackets,” while in To the Lighthouse, “the round-bracketed 
paragraphs become longer and fuller, swell to two paragraphs, and even occupy a whole section […] of six 
paragraphs in about eight pages” (233). 
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particular, the changing use of parentheses moves us, as Lily herself moves, away from a Mrs. 

Ramsay-esque model of self-knowledge and artistic production. The novel, as Woolf approaches 

it, is a building that houses definite interiorities, specific characters’ lives, to which a 

representing artist—whether the verbal narrator of Jacob’s Room or the painter Lily of To the 

Lighthouse—seeks to gain access.  

While the narration and structure of Jacob’s Room repeatedly and formally draw 

attention to the limits of the narrator’s purview—using the limits of the narrator’s power to 

articulate limits on the reader’s power, to recognize the presence and ineffability of the 

“unseizable force” in Jacob’s veins, and thus to make a point about how human characters can or 

might be represented, can or might be made accessible to others, in language—in To the 

Lighthouse Woolf’s narration seems to have no problem moving from one character’s interiority 

to another. As the novel’s narration moves from one character’s perspective to the next, Woolf 

often signals that shift parenthetically, as when Mr. Ramsay takes pleasure “disillusioning his 

son and casting ridicule upon his wife, who was ten thousand times better in every way than he 

was (James thought)” (TtL 8). Just as the windows of the Ramsays’ summer home permit visual 

and physical access and verbal interruption—Mr. Ramsay leans through the drawing-room 

window to deny the possibility of going to the lighthouse (8); Mrs. Ramsay hears her husband’s 

words give way to the sound of the waves (19); Lily uses the window to frame her painting 

(21)—so the structure of Woolf’s sentences themselves, in this first section, allows integration 

and also acknowledgment of multiple characters’ perspectives.  

Unlike in Jacob’s Room, this narrating voice is not clearly or overtly embodied in the 

diegetic world of the novel; indeed, and consequently, the boundary of individual characters’ 

bodies appear not to pose the same impermeable boundary for this narrative voice as Jacob’s 
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body did. Instead, these asides and parentheses, at first, seem to echo Mrs. Ramsay’s way of 

operating, even as the novel makes clear that interpersonal (and even introspective) connection 

isn’t guaranteed or uncomplicated for Mrs. Ramsay. Compared to the concrete, linear models 

that figure Mr. Ramsay’s approach to knowledge and its acquisition (37-38), and the linear form 

and historical narrative of the poetry he cannot help but recite (20), the narration of Mrs. 

Ramsay’s perceptions of the world is overtly abstract and nonlinear.83 Rather than chairs and 

alphabets, Mrs. Ramsay’s most triumphant thinking is characterized by imagining herself “a 

wedge-shaped core of darkness, something invisible to others. […] This core of darkness could 

go anywhere, for no one saw it. They could not stop it, she thought, exulting. […] Not as oneself 

did one find rest ever, in her experience (she accomplished here something dexterous with her 

needles) but as a wedge of darkness” (65-66). Here, the parentheses serve not to mark a thought 

as originating from a specific character’s perspective but instead to distinguish Mrs. Ramsay’s 

mental triumph from her physical one. Frequently in this section of the novel, parentheses 

distinguish thoughts and emotions from physical action or speech.84 What characterizes the 

mental victory here is a kind of selflessness that is absent from Mr. Ramsay’s insistence that “if 

he could reach R it would be something. Here at least was Q. He dug his heels in at Q. Q he was 

sure of. Q he could demonstrate” (37), where his success hinges on his ability to prove what he 

                                                
83 Punday generalizes this kind of distinction, not specifically pointing to a narrative disembodiment but focusing 
instead on a kind of concretized and gender-specific embodiment of the characters, which the narrator apparently 
circumvents: “To the Lighthouse treats men and women in fundamentally different ways precisely by separating 
them spatially, frequently noting the gaps between their perspectives on a given object or situation. To interpret the 
differences between Mrs. and Mr. Ramsay, for example, is in part to think about the different types of bodies they 
occupy. Mrs. Ramsey [sic] is described at various points as a kind of blank reference point […]. In contrast, Mr. 
Ramsay is described by how strongly he physically occupies space” (64-5). 
84 To contextualize Woolf’s use of parentheses in these cases, we might look to John Lennard’s explication of 
conventional uses of lunulae to mark stage directions, parenthesize page numbers, or enclose “attributions of speech; 
vocatives; relative and conditional clauses; comparisons; and sententiae” in Elizabethan and Jacobean printed texts 
(16). Lennard asserts that studying the early modern “association of lunulae with passages which differ ontologically 
from the texts in which they are enclosed, whether because they are lemmata or because they are an authorial 
interruption of a supposed voice, provides a crucial starting-point for the later exploitation of the mark (21)—in, for 
example, modernist literary texts.  
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knows to others. It’s not unimportant that when Mrs. Ramsay becomes this wedge of darkness, 

her physical domestic role drops away with all others, resigned to a parenthetical. 

Mrs. Ramsay is then made light: “She looked up over her knitting and met the third 

stroke [of the Lighthouse] and it seemed to her like her own eyes meeting her own eyes, 

searching as she alone could search into her mind and her heart, purifying out of existence that 

lie, any lie” (66). This window-side vision allows Mrs. Ramsay’s body to become, itself, a 

structure through which Mrs. Ramsay can view her own mind and heart and with which she can 

remedy any inner inconsistencies she detects. Throughout the section, Mrs. Ramsay is adamant 

that “windows should be open, and doors shut” (31); in this scene, we learn that in the (window-

mediated) presence of the Lighthouse she feels able to transcend her physical form and see 

herself from without. Mrs. Ramsay feels that “if one was alone, one leant to inanimate things; 

trees, streams, flowers; felt they expressed one; felt they became one; felt they knew one, in a 

sense were one; felt an irrational tenderness thus (she looked at that long steady light) as for 

oneself” (66). Similarly, Woolf’s open sentences, outfitted with parentheses and free indirect 

discourse, bring together multiple perspectives and experiences within a single narrative, 

allowing multiple points of reference and experiences of events to be placed in relation to one 

another. While in Jacob’s Room, the parenthetical distinction between Jacob’s thoughts and his 

speech drew further attention to the narrator’s inability to reach and represent his interiority, in 

these sentences the validity of the narrator’s portrayal of characters’ inner impressions is not in 

question—instead, the focus falls on whether those inner impressions might allow any kind of 

interpersonal diegetic connection to occur. The parentheses allow the sense of reading multiple 

minds and perspectives at the same time, but they also keep the various perspectives and thinkers 
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from becoming wholly one—just as Mrs. Ramsay’s thoughts stop just short of claiming that 

these inanimate objects do express or become or know one.  

Even as the parentheses in this first section often seem associated with Mrs. Ramsay’s 

accommodating ways of relating to others, their usage also suggests the limits and risks of what 

can be included in Mrs. Ramsay’s expansive vision—her vision is ultimately linear, as well, and 

so it ultimately also constrains the characters at the house. We see this when “here she was, she 

reflected, feeling life rather sinister again, making Minta marry Paul Rayley; because whatever 

she might feel about her own transaction, she had had experiences which need not happen to 

every one (she did not name them to herself); she was driven on, too quickly she knew, almost as 

if it were an escape for her too, to say that people must marry; people must have children” (63). 

The parentheses mirror, in the narrative, what Mrs. Ramsay omits for herself: the parenthetical 

becomes representative of how she thinks about these experiences, even as it refuses to provide 

further detail to the reader about what they might be. In this moment the narrator is not, as Randi 

Saloman suggests, coyly withholding information; rather, this evasive narrative structure echoes 

the structure and evasion of Mrs. Ramsay’s own lines of thought. 85 We note, too, that Mrs. 

Ramsay’s way of talking about “people,” here, echoes in both generality and syntactical style 

structure her husband’s inherited proclamation that “someone had blundered.”  

Delorey argues that parentheses “become in the Woolfian sentence a means of puncturing 

the illusion of the complete sentence—and, by extension, the illusion of a fixed, prefigured, and 

textual structure and, by extension, an overdetermined social structure” (105), and Laurence 

                                                
85 Saloman argues that “unlike in the earlier works, where we have the sense at points that the narrator genuinely 
does not know what to make of her characters or what they should do,” the narrators of Jacob’s Room, Mrs. 
Dalloway, and To the Lighthouse “are plainly in control. They may not always be willing to share full information 
with the reader, but there is no question that they possess that information” (109-10). As we saw in Jacob’s Room, 
however, Woolf’s narrator stakes a great deal of her representational reliability on her inability to possess “full” 
information about her characters.  
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suggests the parentheticals reflect a narrative valuing and preservation of silence, but Woolf’s 

parentheses in these early chapters also appear to isolate and emphasize the kinds of experience 

and “moments of being” that may be excluded from Mrs. Ramsay’s open-window, “wedge”-

shaped perception.86 Parentheses enclose an entire chapter in “The Window,” for example, when 

Nancy accompanies Andrew, Paul, and Minta to the beach (76-81).87 This section not only 

reveals the progress of Paul and Minta’s courtship but also demonstrates, contained as it is 

between parentheses and alienated from the novel’s main narrative, Nancy’s physical and 

emotional distance from her mother’s ken. Nancy’s absence compels Mrs. Ramsay to ask Prue 

about her whereabouts; the parenthetical section is placed between Mrs. Ramsay’s question and 

Prue’s response.  

Although his reading doesn’t mention punctuation, this bracketing of the outside world 

informs Punday’s argument that To the Lighthouse “shapes its space by excluding nearly 

everything except the Ramsay’s mainland home, the nearby town, the university, and the 

lighthouse.” At the same time, Punday claims that “a larger world of social possibilities is not 

allowed to enter the novel” because “precisely [this] sort of spatial limitation is how Woolf 

achieves her focus on the moral power of Mrs. Ramsay” (138-9). These parentheses, however, 

do hint at a larger world of social possibilities, including them within the novel’s narrative 

purview even if those possibilities are ultimately inaccessible to the characters. The emotional 

and social difference between mother and daughter is embodied in the difference between 

Nancy’s response to finding Paul and Minta kissing—she is “outraged, indignant” (79)—and 

Mrs. Ramsay’s later, non-parenthetical exuberance when she realizes that Paul has successfully 

                                                
86 One might think here, too, of the Cambridge dormitory windows (and walls) that limit narratorial vision in 
Jacob’s Room, or the train window out of which Mrs. Brown might gaze in “Mr. Bennett and Mrs. Brown.”  
87 Another appears when Mr. Bankes has been talking to Mrs. Ramsay on the phone and speculates about her 
conception of her own beauty (32-3). In that instance, two paragraphs are set off in parentheses, and they do not 
comprise their own chapter.  
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proposed (119).88 The parenthetical section punctuates a window into a scene altogether beyond 

what can be seen from the windows of, or by the occupants of, the Ramsays’ house.  

The section’s central dinner scene further demonstrates the perceptual warping effected 

by the window-focused model. Caught up in the illusion provided by candlelit windows, the 

diners imagine themselves “in a hollow, on an island”: the house, that is, is transformed into an 

element of the natural world, even as the windows make the real natural world appear to the 

characters inside as if it all “waved and vanished” (99). The only character to register the 

strangeness of this illusion is Mrs. Ramsay herself, for whom, “looking at that outside the voices 

[of her fellow diners] came to her very strangely, as if they were voices at a service in a 

cathedral, for she did not listen to the words” (112). These closed windows, in separating outside 

from inside—not unlike parentheses—separate Mrs. Ramsay, too, from her party. The characters 

may occupy the same physical space, on the page and in the house, but connection and 

meaningful communication are foreclosed nonetheless.  

Then “Time Passes,” and a new order of representation and connection enters the novel’s 

scene-making. Unlike “The Window” with its open windows and parentheses, “Time Passes” 

uses crotchets to block off plot points in the developing trajectories of the Ramsays’ lives. In his 

discussion of poetic uses of printed parentheses, John Lennard writes, “lunulae only distinguish. 

Their valency, whether that which they distinguish is subordinate, neutrally isolated, or 

emphatic, is determined by the pressures of use, definition, and convention on the context in 

which they are employed: and there is nothing in principle or in practice to prevent them from 

being as inevitably emphatic as a box drawn around an item on a list” (But I Digress 5). The 

                                                
88 Indeed, for Mrs. Ramsay, the “name” of their future union, “the Rayleys,” brings with it “that community of 
feeling with other people which emotion gives as if the walls of partition had become so thin that practically (the 
feeling was one of relief and happiness) it was all one stream and chairs, tables, maps, were hers, were theirs, it did 
not matter whose, and Paul and Minta would carry it on when she was dead” (115-6). The parentheses underscore 
the specious connection the name is in fact able to promise. 
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distinct connotations of Woolf’s lunulae and crotchets, however, resonate not only in the 

contents of this middle section of the novel but also in the critical readings the section inspires: 

while Laurence and Delorey emphasize the importance of the parentheticizing practices 

generally at play in To the Lighthouse, in “Time Passes” their arguments come head-to-head with 

the analysis of writers like Cole and McLoughlin, who focus on the power of the crotchets to the 

exclusion of lunulae at work elsewhere. This distinction is particularly interesting because 

textual evidence reveals that the novel’s uncorrected page proofs used lunulae, rather than 

crotchets, for these narratively radical asides: it was in 1927, while editing these proofs for both 

the American and British first editions of the novel, that Woolf made the shift (To the 

Lighthouse, Shakespeare Head edition, 201-3). Indeed, in the typescript of “Time Passes” which 

Woolf submitted for Charles Mauron to translate into French and publish in the winter 1926 

edition of Commerce, these parenthesized insights into the Ramsays’ lives are altogether absent 

(Shakespeare Head edition, xxvii, 213-29). 

Instead of delineating various components of the narratorial perspective in the first 

section of the novel, the bracketed moments in “Time Passes,” as Delorey writes, “deflate the 

dramatic events on which traditional masculinist narratives (and history) turned” (105): the 

actions bracketed are the sort that might advance a conventional Bildungsroman, war novel, or 

marriage plot. Mr. Carmichael goes to sleep and blows out his candle, sending the house into 

darkness (130); Mr. Ramsay’s arms are left empty because Mrs. Ramsay has suddenly passed 

away (132); Prue Ramsay is married (135) and then, paragraphs later, dies in childbirth (136, see 

Figure 2.4); Andrew Ramsay is killed instantly when a shell explodes in France (137); Mr. 

Carmichael attains unanticipated poetic prominence because the war “revived […] interest in 

poetry” (138).  
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Figure 2.4: Prue’s bracketed marriage and death, in the first Hogarth Press edition of To the Lighthouse. 

 
The thematic contents of these crotchets lead both McLoughlin and Cole to prioritize the 

uneasy elegiac tone established by the brackets’ uneasy framing of these events in the larger 

trajectory of the novel’s plot. McLoughlin argues that the brackets’ emphasis on how reading can 

be both “vertical” as well as horizontal—the challenge the bracketed sentences offer to the linear 

progression of the chapters’ discourse—reveals “textual recesses that function simultaneously to 

refuse loss and keep the dead alive,” suggesting that the novel itself is “a memorialisation at once 

contradictory and full of gaps” (963). Sarah Cole, too, reads the brackets for their engagement 

with the novel’s elegiac project: for her they “shock—as death itself always shocks—but they 

also temporize,” representing “a highly self-aware aspect of the text’s consciousness; artful and 
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formal, requiring that we see them on the page as much as read them, they offer commentary on 

the novel’s other formal moves” (243).  

At the same time, Woolf uses the non-bracketed narrative of the house’s passive 

destruction to emphasize not only the loss and transition of individual human lives, but also the 

changing mindset that will mark Lily’s subsequent painting. If a novel is “of sentences built,” as 

Woolf argues in A Room of One’s Own, the bracketed sentences not only deflate the turning-

points of traditional narratives but also, in the context of the novel as a whole, signal a shift to a 

new representational “structure” that neither Mr. Ramsay nor Mrs. Ramsay’s model of 

knowledge would allow.89 “Brachial in appearance,” McLoughlin writes, “Woolf’s crotchets 

seem to reach up like arms out of the text and into the extra-textual world” (957), and indeed 

Woolf uses punctuation in “Time Passes” to signal structurally to the reader a shift in perception 

and artistic technique that will be felt both by the characters and by the reader proceeding 

through the rest of the novel. In Jacob’s Room, the narrator calls out to the reader repeatedly, 

with her recourse to the “we,” arguing that the human problem of knowing those we love is also 

a narrative problem of trying to speak authoritatively about one’s human subject of focus. In To 

the Lighthouse, a novel Woolf herself considered more an “elegy” than a novel,90 the narrator’s 

relatively disembodied status leaves the reader to navigate these juxtaposed locations and events 

                                                
89 “Time Passes” also allows, for example, what Snaith reads as a questioning of the narrator’s (diegetic) social 
positioning. She writes, “Free indirect discourse allows for two points of view, the narrator’s denigrating of Mrs 
McNab as unthinking, part of a mass, and Mrs McNab’s own presentation of herself as an individual, working for 
the Ramsays, but with her own vision, memory, imagination and anger. […] With free indirect discourse, Woolf 
shows the necessity of letting Mrs McNab speak for herself, and the impossibility of an omniscient narrator. She is 
exploring the problematics of incorporating the voices [on] the margins and of representing multiple perspectives. 
[…] The narrator is forever outside, shut out by his/her class prejudice, just as the narrator in Jacob’s Room is 
alienated through gender” (78-9). 
90 Woolf records in her diary, “(But while I try to write, I am making up ‘To the Lighthouse’—the sea is to be heard 
all through it. I have an idea that I will invent a new name for my books to supplant ‘novel’. A new ____ by Virginia 
Woolf. But what? Elegy?)” (Diary 3:34). Woolf grasps here for a new name to fit the new form of her prose—and it 
seems fitting that her comment about this grasping is itself parenthesized. 
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according to whatever logic the reader sees fit, exploring, like the wind and the sun, the empty 

rooms. The house—with both its dinner table and its kitchen table—falls apart. 

Mrs. Ramsay is presented as a visionary in the novel’s first section: her perception of the 

Lighthouse as a version of herself gives her lasting presence in the house when the Lighthouse 

strokes are its only observer (136). The demolition of the house in “Time Passes,” however, 

leaves neither Mrs. Ramsay’s system nor her husband’s unchallenged. The early crotchets, 

containing events of loss and transition as they do, still seem to chart a “natural trajectory”: Mrs. 

Ramsay dies and Prue becomes a wife herself. During this time, the narrative explains, “it was 

impossible to resist the strange intimation which every gull, flower, tree, man and woman, and 

the white earth itself seemed to declare (but if questioned at once to withdraw) that good 

triumphs, happiness prevails, order rules” (136). This “order” recalls not only Mr. Ramsay’s 

alphabetic thinking of his work but also the warped vision in the closed dining room windows. 

As water and wind slowly pull the house apart by its seams, so the crotchets, and the events they 

contain, unravel the ideas put forward by the Ramsay adults.  

Woolf is not simply using content and punctuation to dismantle the structure that, as she 

writes in “Narrow Bridge” and A Room of One’s Own, doesn’t fit the modern—or female—

body: rather, the long complex clauses of “Time Passes,” studded with bracketed markers of 

temporal progress, model the accommodation of and adaptation to interruption by which Woolf 

suggested a woman’s writing, but also future experimental fiction generally, might be 

characterized. Insofar as we could consider the embodied form of Jacob’s Room’s narrator to be 

“disabled” by the conventional and institutional structures that labeled her approach “deviant,” 

the representational efficacy of that approach is upheld in “Time Passes.” By the time the 

sequence of brackets has come to a close, not only has the patriarchal idea of order been 
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thoroughly smashed by premature death in patriarchy and war, but so, too, has Mrs. Ramsay’s 

vision of solitary transcendence: “That dream, of sharing, completing, of finding in solitude on 

the beach an answer, was then but a reflection in a mirror, and the mirror itself was but the 

surface glassiness which forms in quiescence when the nobler powers sleep beneath” (138). As 

the house deteriorates, so does Mrs. Ramsay’s body, and so does the way of thinking about 

herself in relation to others that governed her domesticity. When Lily and Cam arrive back on 

the property in “The Lighthouse”—after the house has been rehabilitated by its two female 

caretakers, Mrs. Bast and Mrs. McNab—both refuse to take Mrs. Ramsay’s place, either 

physically or perspectivally.  

After a section characterized by such transgressive punctuation, “The Lighthouse” hardly 

introduces parentheses into its sentences at all. Punday writes that, in To the Lighthouse, “what 

animates the forward movement of the plot is precisely the struggle to investigate our access to 

other places, the tension between many types of space and the ways that we can travel to them. 

Because the novel struggles with the philosophical basis of our knowledge of the world and our 

means of acting upon it, Woolf naturally moves us through these various types of space as if 

struggling to balance the types of movement that we have available to us” (139-40). Earlier, we 

saw how the parenthetical chapter following Nancy on the beach attempted to expand the 

geographical purview of the narrative—and indeed the brackets in “Time Passes” provide a 

broader perspective on what happens to the Ramsays and their former houseguests when they are 

away from the summer house—but in “The Lighthouse” the narrator alternates, almost with 

every new chapter, between the Ramsays’ boat journey and Lily’s painting endeavors on the 

lawn. The centrality of the house has been displaced, both in the characters’ location and in the 

narrative’s formal structure. What Punday identifies as the narrator’s moving “us through these 
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various types of space,” spaces both physical and representational, becomes, in the novel’s final 

section, a process punctuated primarily by chapter divisions, rather than parentheses or brackets.  

At the same time, in this final section, Lily’s artistic vision, and her practice as she 

completes the painting she had attempted to produce years before, provides an alternative both to 

Mr. Ramsay’s abecedarian model of knowledge production and to Mrs. Ramsay’s wedge of 

darkness. This alternative perspective and practice affects profoundly the terms of Lily’s 

engagement with her subject and its representation. Crucial to this different approach is its 

treatment of physical forms, and especially of the human body within architectural space. 

Looking again at the window where Mrs. Ramsay once sat, Lily perceives a presence in the 

drawing room which “throw[s] an odd-shaped triangular shadow over the step.” The passage 

continues:  

It altered the composition of the picture a little. It was interesting. It might be useful. Her 
mood was coming back to her. One must keep on looking without for a second relaxing 
the intensity of emotion, the determination not to be put off, not to be bamboozled. One 
must hold the scene—so—in a vise and let nothing come in and spoil it. One wanted, she 
thought, dipping her brush deliberately, to be on a level with ordinary experience, to feel 
simply that’s a chair, that’s a table, and yet at the same time, It’s a miracle, it’s an 
ecstasy. The problem might be solved after all. (204) 

 
Here, Lily attempts to reconcile the mundane concrete details of a domestic existence—the table 

and chair—with the transcendent abstractions of miracle and ecstasy. The facts of the house, its 

structures and contents, facts which distracted Mr. Ramsay in his pursuit of R (“the father of 

eight children has no choice” (47)) and which contained Mrs. Ramsay even in her broadest sense 

of herself, are both an integral part and also only a part of Lily’s final vision. Instead of 

flickering between exteriority and interiority, observation and insight, Lily insists on a balance, 

continuing to “keep on looking without for a second relaxing the intensity of emotion.” We 

might consider this balance, ironically, as the juxtapositional connection Woolf imagined a 
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parenthesis could produce in the novel’s ending scene, maintaining the “intensity of the moment” 

while bringing components together and “mak[ing] a combination of interest.” 

Even Lily’s earlier artistic efforts have been linked to this sort of melding: her efforts had 

previously been to come “under the power of that vision which she had seen clearly once and 

must now grope for among hedges and houses and mothers and children—her picture. It was a 

question, she remembered, how to connect this mass on the right with that on the left” (56). 

Lily’s art is presented both as a representation for other viewers, which she abandons when “she 

did not want to bore” her listener Mr. Bankes (57), but also as itself an instrument of connection. 

This balancing then returns, and is effected, in the novel’s final pages, when Lily, who has 

momentarily abandoned her painting to seek a view of Mr. Ramsay on the water, finds that “the 

Lighthouse had become almost invisible, had melted away into a blue haze, and the effort of 

looking at it and the effort of thinking of him landing there, which both seemed to be one and the 

same effort, had stretched her body and mind to the utmost. Ah, but she was relieved. Whatever 

she had wanted to give him, when he left her that morning, she had given him at last” (210). In 

her vision, observation and imagination have become “one and the same effort,” which effort 

exhausts her but also fulfills her sense of duty to Mr. Ramsay.  

Further reflecting the connection between interpersonal and artistic endeavors in this final 

section of the novel, Lily turns back to her painting:  “She looked at the steps; they were empty; 

she looked at her canvas; it was blurred. With a sudden intensity, as if she saw it clear for a 

second, she drew a line there, in the centre. It was done; it was finished. Yes, she thought, laying 

down her brush in extreme fatigue, I have had my vision” (210-11). These are the novel’s final 

sentences, a narrative maneuver which both connects Lily’s artistic undertaking to Woolf’s 

novelistic one and also suggests that, just as the final pages are almost entirely empty of 
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parenthetical asides—the sole exception a commentary on Mr. Bankes’ reading material—so the 

clarity of Lily’s vision comes from the equal symbolic (and syntactic) importance of the 

emptiness of the stairs and the blur of the canvas. That is, the picture is not, in the end, to be 

“grope[d] for among” the physical structures of a domestic structure but, perhaps, found by 

viewing that structure differently, with an emotional intensity that does not ignore the realities of 

immediate observation.  

There are two exceptions to the relative absence of parenthesis in “The Lighthouse,” and 

these bring into sharp relief the embodied and artistically-embodying implications of Lily’s 

posited vision. The first describes Macalister’s son fishing while the boat travels to the 

lighthouse: “[Macalister’s boy took one of the fish and cut a square out of its side to bait his 

hook with. The mutilated body (it was alive still) was thrown back into the sea.]” (183, see 

Figure 2.5). For Cole, the passage’s punctuation marks it as a “metabracket,” defying the distant 

language of the novel’s other bracketed moments by presenting the reader directly with violence 

and pain. “[H]ere is the wounded body,” she writes; “more than any other passage in the novel, 

including the devastating parenthetical sequences conveying death, this one delivers the 

quivering flesh. With the brackets working in their distinctively doubled way, they wind a secure 

cordon around their content, pinioning the flesh into this one spot; at the same time, they draw 

special attention to that flesh, hence opening the door to its presence in the novel. What floods in 

is the disenchanted reality of the mortal body […] not only mutilated but desecrated” (243-4).   
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Figure 2.5: Crotchets around the fish’s mutilation, in the first Hogarth Press edition. 

 
In bibliographical terms, the “mutilated” flesh of the fish is indeed doubly isolated and 

emphasized, first by the chapter division and again by the parenthesis. Echoing this apparent 

singularity, unlike the earlier chapter that followed Nancy’s experience on the beach, this 

isolated observation—which ascribes intention to Macalister’s boy in the first sentence (“to bait 

his hook with”) then strips the boy of direct agency in the second (the body “was thrown back 

into the sea”)—is not easily attributed to any of the characters on the boat. This is a moment, that 

is, more easily ascribed to a specific, not-focalized narratorial perspective than is almost any 

other moment in the novel. Cole argues that the brackets (and the parentheses, which echo 

visually the hole cut in the fish’s side), marks which have until this point offered up characters’ 

dead bodies with studied indifference, here call attention to the suffering and transgression their 

discursive position otherwise hides.  

Not long after the brief episode with the fish, however, another section is set apart from 

the surrounding text not only by a new chapter heading but also by parentheses. The Harcourt 
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Brace edition of the novel encloses this section in round parentheses, like the marks I’ve argued 

are associated with Mrs. Ramsay’s methods of asserting connection, but the first Hogarth Press 

edition of the novel encloses this passage, like the fishing scene, in crotchets.91 The chapter 

consisting of the bracketed observation about Macalister’s boy’s fishing is positioned between 

Lily’s crying out for Mrs. Ramsay, imagining that if she and Mr. Carmichael stood up and 

“shouted loud enough Mrs. Ramsay would return” (183), and Lily’s subsequent recognition that 

her cry has been answered by the image of Mrs. Ramsay which has been haunting Lily since the 

older woman’s death, “a sense of some one there, of Mrs. Ramsay, relieved for a moment of the 

weight that the world had put on her, staying lightly by her side and then (for this was Mrs. 

Ramsay in all her beauty) raising to her forehead a wreath of white flowers” (184). In response to 

this spectral appearance, “moved as she was by some instinctive need of distance and blue, she 

looked at the bay beneath her” (185). Cole’s reading of the “metabracket” hinges on the scene’s 

depiction of the wounded body; this second section, then—sometimes presented in crotchets, 

sometimes not—offers its own metapunctuational commentary on the function of the brackets 

and parentheses throughout the novel. 

(The sea without a stain on it, thought Lily Briscoe, still standing and looking out over 
the bay. The sea stretched like silk across the bay. Distance had an extraordinary power; 
they had been swallowed up in it, she felt, they were gone for ever, they had become part 
of the nature of things. It was so calm; it was so quiet. The steamer itself had vanished, 
but the great scroll of smoke still hung in the air and drooped like a flag mournfully in 
valediction.) (191, see Figure 2.6) 
 

                                                
91 Draft evidence suggests that Woolf enclosed the fishing scene in crotchets from the outset—that bracketed section 
is the only one in the entire novel where the brackets were not changed from lunulae in the uncorrected proofs (TtL, 
ed. Susan Dick, 206). This second bracketed section of “The Lighthouse,” however, seems to have been emended 
differently by Woolf in the proof corrections for the British and American editions of the novel—or her emendations 
were differently enacted in the typesetting process.  
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Figure 2.6: Lily’s crotcheted thoughts, as rendered in the first Hogarth Press edition. 

 
This episode has power not only because we know, as readers, that the sea has been 

stained by now by the blood of the wounded fish. The narrator also chooses to “pinion” and 

“draw special attention” to this observation of Lily’s alone among the rest of her reveries as she 

watches the ocean: this reverie constitutes, bibliographically and psychologically, a turning point 

in Lily’s artistic process. The next chapter that returns to Lily, too, returns us to the moment of 

her “looking at the sea which had scarcely a stain on it” while “so much depends, she thought, 

upon distance: whether people are near us or far from us” (194); by the end of the chapter, Lily is 

visited again by Mrs. Ramsay: “Mrs. Ramsay—it was part of her perfect goodness—sat there 

quite simply, in the chair, flicked her needles two and fro, knitted her reddish-brown stocking, 

cast her shadow on the step” (205). Mrs. Ramsay’s reappearance, not as the idealized presence 

that has haunted Lily but as the domestic presence casting a shadow on the stair, instigates Lily’s 

final vision. The bracketed argument that perspectival distance makes Lily feel that even the 
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living Ramsays are “gone for ever” is registered, then, in both its power and its partiality by the 

place it occupies amidst Lily’s attempts to grapple with her loss. Distance empowers Lily’s 

artistic practice: Mrs. Ramsay appears in “perfect goodness,” and domestically, even as Lily is 

able to bring the mundane and the miraculous into coexistence through the work of the painting.  

If the linearity of both Mr. and Mrs. Ramsay’s ways of thinking hinged on rigid, limiting 

relationships to the domestic and to the physical—even if those relationships also, in Mrs. 

Ramsay’s case, gave her occasionally a sense of escape—what Lily accomplishes, and Woolf 

upholds, at the end of the novel is a relationship between mundane and transcendent, embodied 

and ethereal, that is open to simultaneity and abstraction.92 Mrs. Ramsay can sit “there quite 

simply” even while distance has made the Ramsays seem to disappear. Instead of producing an 

artwork that self-consciously struggles to make sense of the place of the undefinable and 

unseizable force of human beings in narrative form, as she did in Jacob’s Room, here Woolf 

allows the reader to watch Lily accomplish a similar artistic feat. Instead of using the novel’s 

narrative to enact the rupture with conventional representation, Woolf uses the novel’s narrative 

to demonstrate how the forces at work around Lily, both before and after the World War, 

constitute metaphorical structures whose binaries and syntactical relationships she must revise as 

she moves toward that new form, toward her new vision.  

Delorey writes of the punctuation in To the Lighthouse that “[p]arentheses can mark 

simultaneously the brief containment of those evanescent ‘moments of being,’ like the darning of 

stockings, that make up a life, and the opening up of a profound textual space signifying a reality 

that transcends that life and is ultimately uncontainable. For Woolf such gaps are not flaws but 

apertures that allow the subject of language to move beyond form to truths which are perhaps 
                                                
92 This complicates a reading like Saloman’s, which argues that Woolf’s use of “essayistic technique” in To the 
Lighthouse positions the reader “very much in the novelist’s hands in To the Lighthouse. There is little space to 
imagine or fill in blanks. The narrator tells us what to think and feel” (132-3). 
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unpresentable” (105). In the novel’s final moments, however, these truths beyond form appear 

not to be unpresentable (or unrepresentable) for Lily: the body can be presented in its 

incompleteness, and its incompleteness can be part of what makes its connection with other 

bodies powerful. Here, as in Jacob’s Room, there is that in the character’s body which evades 

and precedes artistic representation of that body—Mrs. Ramsay is there, or not, and what is made 

manifest on Lily’s canvas exists in relation to that preexisting form. Where Jacob’s Room 

dramatizes the narrator’s very construction of the body through text, however, describing the 

various means by which storytellers desecrate or interrogate the physical forms of their human 

subjects, in To the Lighthouse the story of Lily’s own development of an artistic method serves 

to demonstrate the importance of understanding how art constructs and relates to human bodies. 

Woolf’s use of space and parentheses in this novel, her manipulation of the visual field of the 

printed page, echo in print that potential for communication which Lily’s vision captures in 

paint. Amidst the novel’s preoccupation with the status of the house, and the boundaries of its 

structure in conversation with the syntactical limits of the printed sentence, the parentheses in To 

the Lighthouse foreground the narrative’s development of an alternative vantage point from 

which to represent characters’ experience—a technique that acknowledges visually the limits of 

the book-building’s spaces in order to move beyond them. 

* 

As Woolf’s fiction continues to model settings and narrative perspectives from which to 

investigate the novel’s capacity for character representation, her novels increasingly engage with 

the visual forms of printed drama. The next chapter explores how The Waves and Between the 

Acts both use their experimental punctuation to pressure the implications of dialogue and 
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performance for characters whose bodies are illegible according not only to the houses and 

colleges within which they move but also to the social narratives within which they interact. 
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Chapter Three 
Scraps and Orts and Bodies: The Waves and Between the Acts 

 
Virginia Woolf’s creative and critical projects were actively conversant not only with the 

visual and narrative experiments of her peers, but also with a much broader history of literary 

experimentation. Even as essays like “The Narrow Bridge of Art” and A Room of One’s Own 

discuss the position of narratorial and writerly bodies in relation to the geometry and architecture 

of novel forms, for example, Woolf was also an avid writer about the potential of dramatic 

genres to provide yet another venue for representational innovations. In particular, Woolf’s 

engagement with ancient Greek literature opened up another angle to her exploration of the 

status of fictional characters, and the relationship between a character’s speech and that 

character’s textual embodiment.  

In “On Not Knowing Greek,” for example, published in The Common Reader in the same 

year as Mrs. Dalloway, Woolf considered the substantial resource of choral voices in Greek 

tragedy, suggesting that similar resources have been, or might be, marshaled in novels. Woolf 

imagines that when Sophocles wrote about Electra, the mythology surrounding her story would 

already have been well-known to his audience, requiring Sophocles’ drama to tread a dangerous 

territory between adding nothing new to the character as the audience already knew her and 

rendering the known character unrecognizable. In the midst of such “intolerable restrictions of 

the drama,” Woolf theorizes, some “loosen[ing]” might be introduced “if a means could be found 

by which what was general and poetic, comment, not action, could be freed without interrupting 

the movement of the whole. It is this,” she argues, “that the choruses supply; the old men or 

women who take no active part in the drama, the undifferentiated voices who sing like birds in 

the pauses of the wind; who can comment, or sum up, or allow the poet to speak himself or 

supply, by contrast, another side to his conception” (46-7). The chorus, comprised of 
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undifferentiated voices that fill “the pauses of the wind” with song, becomes a mode of implied-

authorial intervention, a way to introduce another “side” to the diegesis without introducing 

another (embodied) character occupying an “active part in the drama.”  

The obliquity of this choral role, Woolf continues, produce freedom in more genres than 

merely drama: “Always in imaginative literature, where characters speak for themselves and the 

author has no part, the need of that voice is making itself felt. For though Shakespeare (unless we 

consider that his fools and madmen supply the part) dispensed with the chorus, novelists are 

always devising some substitute—Thackeray speaking in his own person, Fielding coming out 

and addressing the world before his curtain rises” (47). When Woolf subsequently suggests that 

“to grasp the meaning of the play the chorus is of the utmost importance” because “[o]ne must be 

able to pass easily into those ecstasies, those wild and apparently irrelevant utterances, those 

sometimes obvious and commonplace statements, to decide their relevance or irrelevance, and 

give them their relation to the play as a whole” (47), she is implicating the seemingly 

disembodied, “undifferentiated” voices of novelistic narrators as well as the translated lines of 

ancient actors. These “sometimes obvious and commonplace statements” resonate with the kinds 

of heterodiegetic addresses to readers that pervade Vanity Fair and Tom Jones; such statements 

also recontextualize the asides that implicated the reader in the narrator’s unusually singular, 

embodied, “differentiated” status in Jacob’s Room. In the Greek dramas Woolf analyzes, as in 

the fiction she mentions (and produces), the stakes of choral voicing come back to the status of 

individual characters, whether Electra, Becky Sharp, or Jacob Flanders. The undifferentiation of 

choral representation of these characters permits a broader narratorial perspective on the more 

overtly embodied characters, those performing an active role in the (diegetic) action of the play: 
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this dynamic in fact resonates with Punday’s analysis, whereby a disembodied mode of narration 

clarifies a distinction between the bodies of characters and the bodies of the (reading) audience. 

Still, Woolf writes, the mediation of the printed page affects the development of such 

dynamics: “none of these dramatists had the license which belongs to the novelist and, in some 

degree, to all writers of printed books, of modelling their meaning with an infinity of slight 

touches which can only be properly applied by reading quietly, carefully, and sometimes two or 

three times over” (50). Even in Jacob’s Room, the space of the page complicated the narrator’s 

choral status by literalizing the disjuncture between what she could represent of Jacob and 

Jacob’s own embodied experience—the space of the page intervened between Jacob’s 

experience of living and the production of a narrative of his life. Similarly, the “they said” refrain 

of the parenthetical revelations in “Time Passes” mark the social imbrication of the stylistic 

evolution To the Lighthouse charts. As Woolf’s career developed, her novels’ narratives 

increasingly emphasized the role of the printed book not just to intervene in the narration of a 

specific character’s interior experience or artistic evolution but also to trouble the seeming 

disembodiment of choral narratorial voices. Woolf’s punctuational practices, in particular, point 

to the multivocality inherent in (and troubling to) narrative representations of individual 

characters.  

The implications of dramatic form for Woolf’s page-bound novelistic narration are 

particularly visible in The Waves and Between the Acts. In these novels, space and bracketing 

punctuation foreground the struggle to reconcile narratorial voice with the diegetic scripts by 

which characters’ and narrators’ bodies are read. These struggles are particularly acute for Rhoda 

(in The Waves) and Albert (in Between the Acts); the novels use specific punctuation marks to 

emphasize and also incorporate diegetically these characters’ non-normative experiences of their 
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embodiment. These later novels’ formal elements belie the simplicity of a “we” substituted for a 

rejected “I,” Woolf’s note about the concept behind Between the Acts. Where The Waves’ form 

appears to insist on distinction among its characters’ narrating voices—including those voices 

that claim to “transcend” their physical bodies—subsequently negotiating the possibility and 

reliability of interpersonal connection, the form of Between the Acts positions the reader at a 

seeming distance from every character, using parentheses and ellipses to reveal repeatedly 

through its progression the diversity that undercuts such seeming narratorial univocality. 

As these narratives model themselves around images of a diegetic and bibliographic 

stage—from the overlapping speeches of the characters in The Waves to the literal out-of-doors 

pageant performance in Between the Acts—so their narratives move slowly toward a conception 

of diegetic embodiment that is performative rather than entirely essential. In these novels, the 

narratives’ approach to characters’ experiences of embodiment still remain in alignment with 

Julia Kristeva’s critical recognition that “normalized language is just one of the ways of 

articulating the signifying process that encompasses the body, the material referent, and language 

itself” (16): the body, here, is but one element encompassed by a signifying process, distinct 

from language, distinct from normalizing structures thereof. But in The Waves and Between the 

Acts, Woolf increasingly uses the spatial plane of the page to dramatize the process of 

reconciling a narrative voice with the diegetic social scripts according to which characters’ and 

narrators’ bodies are read—read by other characters as well as by the novel’s embodied 

extradiegetic readership. Instead of bringing a new voice out from behind a curtain to address the 

audience, in her individual sentences Woolf weaves voices side by side on the page, allowing the 

reader to watch the voices overlapping and interacting without ever suggesting that one of those 

voices is entirely without an “active part” to play. The reader, too, becomes an active participant 
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in the construction of the novel’s meaning—not, as according to Stein’s theorization, because the 

novel’s punctuation makes demands on the reader’s autonomous body, but rather because in 

engaging with the syntax and progression of the printed narrative, the reader, too, participates in 

perpetuating systems of fictional meaning-making.  

 
 

The Waves: Moulds and Blocks 
 

Woolf’s typographical landscapes of narrative distancing become even more complicated 

when The Waves enters our conversation. The Waves is often understood as the novel which 

most clearly answers Woolf’s call for generic and syntactic hybridity in “The Narrow Bridge of 

Art,” though by this point we can see that, to the extent that this is true, both “Narrow Bridge” 

and The Waves are rearticulating an interest in interpersonal opacity and printed forms that 

preoccupied Woolf’s fictional enterprises since Jacob’s Room (and, arguably, earlier).  

As with the earlier novels, too, both narrative displacement and physical typographical 

structure appear to have been prominent factors in Woolf’s production of the text of The Waves. 

“Whether or not she actually rewrote the opening of The Waves eighteen times, there is evidence 

for at least six extensive rewrites,” Willis reports (197); indeed, because in the process of 

composition Woolf actually rewrote the novel completely from scratch, there exist two 

holograph drafts of The Waves (one from its iteration as The Moths). The novel initially had a 

first-person, apparently embodied narrator93; in the novel’s final form, however, the narrator’s 

voice is studiously impersonal. The text follows six friends from childhood through adulthood, 

casting the unspooling of their lives not only in conversation with one another, as each 

                                                
93 J.W. Graham summarizes Woolf’s plan that the speaker “will be a mind thinking, will be nameless, and will be 
free to think backwards and forwards—in short, will closely resemble an omniscient author; yet the narrator is 
intended to figure as a persona in the book, for Virginia Woolf refers to the danger that it will be stilted, ‘symbolic 
in loose robes’” (“Introduction” 26).  
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character’s thoughts and experiences are presented on the page as “soliloquies” within quotation 

marks and bearing dialogue tags, but also in the context of the passage of a single day, with 

italicized interlude narration describing the progress of the sun across a seaside sky. These 

characters engage throughout the novel with their sense of themselves and each other, their sense 

of their individual development and their development “as a single body”; at the same time, 

several individual characters seek to write poems or novels to tell their own or others’ stories. 

Consequently, questions of representation are built into the very printed structure of The Waves 

in a way that differs even from what occurs in the earlier novels: here, the narration compels the 

reader to consider the boundaries and limitations of literary representation not only in the 

discourse of specific narratorial assertions, as often occurs in Jacob’s Room, nor through 

thematic questions about elegy, but in the page-by-page navigation among characters’ speeches 

and heterodiegetic narration in the interludes (and dialogue tags). 

In the case of The Waves, archival evidence also testifies to apparent intentionality behind 

Woolf’s structural and typographical decisions in the novel’s printed form. Willis notes that after 

the final typescript of the novel was sent to R. & R. Clark to be set, the managing director wrote 

to Leonard in July 1931, “explaining that while he had allowed a half-inch space in the seven 

places indicated in the text by their directions to ‘leave larger space,’ he believed there were 

other places where there were distinct breaks in the narrative, perhaps requiring two kinds of 

space” (198). Willis cites Leonard’s response, after reviewing the text with Virginia: “The book 

is not divided into chapters,” Leonard wrote, “but is in nine sections with short interludes 

between each. We have arranged it so that each interlude and each section is to begin a new page 

and also, as you will see, that the interludes are to be printed in italics. In the cases where we 

have merely marked ‘leave larger space,’ it will be correct if you leave half an inch space” 
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(quoted in Willis, 198). The Woolfs’ specific instructions about the printing of the novel’s form, 

then, emphasize a correspondence between the text’s layout and its narratorial interest in plot 

structure and character representation (see Figure 3.1).  

 

 
Figure 3.1: Example of the typographical distinction between heterodiegetic description and soliloquies, in 

the first Hogarth Press edition of The Waves. 
 
Indeed, the alternating among sections and interludes, an alternation which the Woolfs 

imagine as spatially represented on the printed page as well as in the form of the narration, 

echoes Woolf’s prediction, in “The Narrow Bridge of Art,” that the future novel that represents 

the modern mind will “stand further back from life. It will give, as poetry does, the outline rather 

than the detail.” The generic hybridity of the future novel, Woolf imagines, will combine 

dramatic and poetic dynamics with prose constructions: “It will resemble poetry in this that it 
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will give not only or mainly people’s relations to each other and their activities together, as the 

novel has hitherto done, but it will give the relation of the mind to general ideas and its soliloquy 

in solitude” (18-19). While the heterodiegetic tags that distinguish among the characters’ 

speeches in The Waves ground the “sayings” of the characters in the past tense, the actions these 

speeches enumerate are described in the present tense, apparently at the moment of their 

occurrences. The speakers are clearly closely connected to one another, and often their speeches 

“occur” in the same general physical space and time, but the printed form of the soliloquies 

emphasize the speakers’ ultimate distinctions from one another, even as the additional white 

space on the page seems to isolate their experiences (however speciously) from the 

heterodiegesis of the interludes.  

At the same time that Leonard Woolf’s letter reveals an emphasis on the boundaries and 

margins of the printed page as scaffolding the reader’s experience of distinctions between 

heterodiegetic interludes and episodes of soliloquies, the limits of the human body, which 

preoccupy so many of the characters in the novel, are crucially at issue in the novel’s narrative 

structure and reading experience. These characters in a number of ways eschew the kind of 

privacy from themselves that Mrs. Ramsay seems to impose upon her own potentially-traumatic 

memories; these characters’ pasts and psychological preoccupations are “opened” up to readers 

in a way whose inherent artificiality the Jacob’s Room narrator acknowledges, in the 

presentation of Jacob’s thoughts, through parenthesized quotations. At the same time, the novel’s 

structure itself yet draws readers’ attention repeatedly to the specifically bibliographic and 

physical mediations between these characters and each other, let alone between characters, 

narrator, and reader.  
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 As with Jacob’s Room, most narratological criticism regarding Woolf’s experimental 

narration and characterization in The Waves focuses on the linguistic, rather than the 

punctuational or specifically bibliographic, components of her techniques. Despite Woolf’s own 

emphasis on the presentation of the mind’s “soliloquy in solitude” in “Narrow Bridge,” and the 

tension between the speakers’ shared experiences and their individual perceptions in The Waves, 

most readers of the novel’s innovative narration ignore the role quotation marks and parentheses 

play in establishing and fracturing boundaries between voices and bodies of speech. For 

example, James Phelan argues that the “impersonality” of Woolf’s heterodiegetic narrative 

voice, when juxtaposed with the speakers’ voices in the episodes, “provides a context of distance 

within which we read the voices of the characters” (Narrative as Rhetoric 35-6); he does so, 

however, without acknowledging the role italicization and quotation play in visually enforcing 

this distance. Instead his emphasis falls on the tonal and perspectival shift that occur between 

these sections of narration—a shift which Phelan suggests “move[s] us away from a full 

involvement with any developing story involving the characters” (36)—when the reader moves 

from italicized text to text enclosed by quotation marks. Similarly, Dorrit Cohn refers to “the 

barest inquit phrases […] introducing the alternating monologues” (65) in The Waves, and 

Gabrielle McIntire observes the narrator’s voice “stripped of its authority and minimized to a 

near absence, since apart from the italicized interludes […] the only narration we experience 

occurs in what sound more like stage directions than narrative interpositions” (33), taking for 

granted the boundary established between quoted speaking voices and heterodiegetic narrative 

voice. We find, of course, that that boundary is frequently and easily transgressed, as phrases and 

images appear in individual soliloquies only to appear later in the italicized interludes, and vice 

versa.94 The quotation marks literally mark the boundaries between characters’ individual voices 
                                                
94 For example, Susan’s comment that “[t]he bird chorus is over, only one bird now sings close” (The Waves 69) is 
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and the narrator’s voice; transgression of that boundary not only raises questions for the reader 

about what and how the speakers have access to each other’s soliloquies, further complicating 

the “context of distance” established from the outset, but also challenges the autonomy, and thus 

the authority, of the heterodiegetic narrator. 

Given these narratological insights made even without recourse to typographical analysis, 

however, it would appear that the “illusion of the complete sentence,” which Delorey claims 

Woolf’s parentheses puncture, is already porous in the non-parenthetical syntax of The Waves. 

Perhaps this is why even those who examine the formal and political ramifications of Woolf’s 

idiosyncratic punctuation tend to overlook the parentheses in The Waves. In her book-length 

study of Woolf’s novelistic silences, Patricia Laurence writes that “In The Waves, we find Woolf 

using parentheses not for external events but for Rhoda’s secret selves. Even in the domain of 

syntax, we find her using the illusion of print to modulate and mark her private voice, freeing it 

from the traditional conventions of punctuation” (110). This use of parentheses to qualify and 

“modulate” a private voice is not, however, found only in Rhoda’s soliloquies: Bernard 

addresses himself in parentheses as “you the usual partner in my enterprises” (138), and Jinny 

illuminates an additional facet of her character when she explains the “variety of women’s 

dresses (I note all clothes always) delight me” (162). Just as the quotation marks discussed above 

articulate boundaries between characters’ voices, a printed illusion undermined by the poetic 

repetition of phrases and imagery across the marks’ limits, the parentheticals Laurence mentions 

signal a proliferation of (and address to, or acknowledgment of) characters’ multiple “selves” 

even within soliloquies narrated by an apparently singular “I.” Parenthetical language here draws 

attention to the jarring multiplicity of even a single creative self.  
                                                                                                                                                       
one of many references to the birds that “sang together in chorus […] now together, as if conscious of 
companionship, now alone” in the third italicized interlude (52); Bernard’s imagining of India, and Percival’s 
presence there (98) foreshadows the wandering narratorial eye of the fifth italicized interlude (107-8). 
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There are two instances in the novel when parentheses are used differently, however, than 

the way Laurence examines—and the difference in their location and their effect is striking 

enough to merit some attention here. While the parentheses Laurence examines proliferate the 

senses of self of one visionary character, calling into question the capacity of the linear sentence 

(or the sentence-built novelistic description) to capture Rhoda’s multiplicity, these other lunulae 

appear around Louis and Rhoda’s soliloquies in the two dinner party scenes, and they function 

completely differently than do the parenthetical asides within individual speakers’ soliloquies. 

They produce, too, a different sense of the relationships among and between individual 

characters, as well as between characters and reader. These extra-soliloquy parentheses introduce 

additional tension regarding both the novel’s ability to contain the entirety of the visionary 

characters’ experiences and also the characters’ own abilities to transcend their physical and 

linguistic bodies on the page. In these scenes, parentheses initially appear as a connective force, 

ultimately puncturing not only the illusion of an overdetermined social structure for the 

characters, as Delorey would describe it, but also a stable framework relating narrator and 

characters to readers. 

By the time Louis and Rhoda’s soliloquies are first formally isolated, each has claimed 

repeatedly that he or she is both tempted and capable of transcending his or her physical body. 

While Jinny, for example, says she “can imagine nothing beyond the circle cast by my own 

body” (93), both Rhoda and Louis claim access to a world beyond their physical forms. As a 

child, Rhoda claims to observe the numbers drawn on the board by her teacher and to see “only 

figures”: “Look,” her soliloquy continues, “the loop of the figure is beginning to fill with time; it 

holds the world in it. I begin to draw a figure and the world is looped in it, and I myself am 

outside the loop; which I now join—so—and seal up, and make entire. The world is entire, and I 
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am outside of it” (13). This vision situates Rhoda not only outside the community of her 

companions at school—who have already solved the arithmetic and departed—and outside the 

community of math-doers, but, in her articulation, outside the world and outside time itself. This 

unmooring becomes a refrain throughout Rhoda’s soliloquies. At night, and in solitude, she 

describes her mind escaping the confines of her body. “Alone, I often fall down into 

nothingness,” she says; “I must push my foot stealthily lest I should fall off the edge of the world 

into nothingness. I have to bang my hand against some hard door to call myself back to the 

body” (29-30). Unlike Mrs. Ramsay, whose experience of the lighthouse beam is that it allows 

her to look back at herself, to imagine her embodiment expanded to include inanimate objects, to 

access a “wedge of darkness” whose invisibility she finds comforting, Rhoda struggles here with 

the sense that her physical form does not fit her inner dimensions. At the same time, for Rhoda 

the “nothingness” into which she falls in dream and solitude is not necessarily negative: 

describing an uncomfortable social situation she claims that “Alone, I rock my basins; I am 

mistress of my fleet of ships. But here, twisting the tassels of this brocaded curtain in my 

hostess’s window, I am broken into separate pieces; I am no longer one” (76). As a consequence 

of her body being “clumsy” and “ill-fitting,” Rhoda experiences embodiment as fragmentation.  

By now, we’ve seen this gap, between women’s physical experience and available 

conventional narrative structures, feature not only in Woolf’s criticism in A Room of One’s Own 

but also in the narrator’s complicated social and diegetic positioning in Jacob’s Room, and again 

in Mrs. Ramsay’s parenthetical sense of self in To the Lighthouse. In The Waves, however, this 

aversion to and exclusion from conventional structures of enclosure and representation links 

Rhoda to Louis from childhood on. When Louis, observing Rhoda in that early classroom, 

remarks that “She has no body as the others have. And I, who speak with an Australian accent, 
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whose father is a banker in Brisbane, do not fear her as I fear the others” (14), he both recognizes 

Rhoda’s self-proclaimed difference and yet aligns himself with her, foreshadowing their sexual 

relationship, and their bracketed attempts at scene-building, as adults. Louis, too, experiences a 

transcendence of his body when he goes to bed: “when darkness comes I put off this unenviable 

body—my large nose, my thin lips, my colonial accent—and inhabit space. I am then Virgil’s 

companion, and Plato’s. I am then the last scion of one of the great houses of France” (36-7). 

Although both characters claim to exceed the contours of their bodies, then, they experience their 

mobility very differently: Louis casts off his “unenviable” form but still inhabits space, is still 

imbricated in a specific tradition of poets and statemakers, while Rhoda moves beyond her ill-

fitting body to nothingness. 

Molly Hite argues that in novels like The Waves, Woolf’s female characters often 

experience two forms of embodiment: a “social” body and a “visionary” body. In these texts, 

Hite writes, “the bodies allowed the most unrestricted experience of ecstasies and raptures (as 

well as of loss and horror) are bodies of a different order than those seen in the mirror: that is, 

than the bodies consolidated by and for the gaze of others” (“Virginia Woolf’s Two Bodies” ¶2); 

the visionary body, she continues, appears as a “solution to the problem of women’s culturally 

sanctioned vulnerability. It is the body sealed off from social consequences, secure from 

interruption or invasion: a corporeal correlative of the room of one’s own” (¶12). The gendered 

implications of this transcendence into the visionary, however—and the moments in The Waves 

when the sealing-off from social consequences breaks down—help us understand why Louis and 

Rhoda experience that transcendence (and its consequences) differently.  

Even if both Rhoda and Louis experience their social bodies as somehow deficient or “ill-

fitting,” their recourse to a “visionary” body signifies differently within their social context that 
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requires them, both in their everyday lives and in the play-poem format of their soliloquies, to fit 

within certain parameters in order to be legible and intelligible. When Louis claims to have 

isolated “the central rhythm; here the common mainspring” in London, he acknowledges, “I am 

not included. If I speak, imitating their accent, they prick their ears, waiting for me to speak 

again, in order that they may place me—if I come from Canada or Australia, I, who desire above 

all things to be taken to the arms with love, an alien, external” (67). Yet, Louis’ resolve remains 

strong: “I will reduce you to order” (67). On the other hand, when Rhoda transcends her social 

physicality, she moves beyond the scope of historiographic and poetic representation altogether, 

and her eventual suicide dramatizes the physically destructive consequences of her lacking a 

fitting body or a cultural space to inhabit outside it. Despite the potential of visionary 

embodiment to liberate a woman from the social scripts and narrative conventions (marriage 

plots, “ruin,” etc.) that might otherwise entrap her, Hite claims, visionary distance from the terms 

of the social world fails to sufficiently distance Rhoda from the stereotypes of that world: “the 

already-conceptualized, already-gendered fictional universe she inhabits has no room for such 

radical truths, at least not when voiced by a female misfit. In the social world of the novel, her 

unintelligible desires manifest a failure to achieve identity […]. As a result, Rhoda functions in 

terms of the subnormal or even the subhuman: as maladjusted, inadequate” (¶30). Neither the 

social body nor the visionary body quite “fits” Rhoda’s sense of herself. What I want to note here 

is a correspondence between Rhoda’s failure to “function” in legible gendered spheres and her 

being read, by herself and her friends, as “subnormal.” 

“Bodies show up in stories as dynamic entities that resist or refuse the cultural scripts 

assigned to them,” argue David T. Mitchell and Sharon L. Snyder; reading with attention to the 

interaction of narrative scripts and narrated bodies thus reveals how “the disabled body 
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represents a potent symbolic site of literary investment” (Narrative Prosthesis 49). Hite argues 

that the “visionary body” in Woolf’s novels becomes “a political as well as an aesthetic strategy 

of representation, another means of circumventing conventions of decorum for female behavior 

and characterization” (¶35); insofar as both Louis and Rhoda seem to experience something like 

a visionary embodiment here, in their transcendence of physical form, the distinct descriptions 

and consequences of their visionary experiences reveal the narrative’s overt exploration of the 

political and aesthetic embodiment in this novel—embodiments whose implications are both 

diegetic and narratological. While for Louis, the recourse to a visionary body transitions him 

from one socially-available narrative to another—he becomes Virgil; he becomes Plato—for 

Rhoda the recourse to a visionary body positions her within a cultural narrative of dysfunctional 

femininity. Rhoda functions as “maladjusted, inadequate,” Hite writes—her social status is in 

fact coded in language of disability.95  

For Laurence, Rhoda’s “bodily symptoms” can be read as hysterical—“these alternations 

of consciousness, or splits, are recognizable in Rhoda as the literary embodiment of the 

‘presences’ and the ‘absences’ of mind that Breuer clinically describes in Anna O.” (137)—but 

even noting the resonance of Rhoda’s condition with a historically gendered diagnosis of 

disability, Laurence ultimately reads Rhoda’s status as a positive, somewhat liberated one: she 

embodies “for Woolf, the writer, and for us, as readers, a feminine way of knowing, imagining, 

and being, and she subverts through her silences, through her dreaming body, the claim-making 

‘phrases’ of Bernard” (169). As Garland Thomson notes, however, “if the category ‘disabled’ is 

a useful fiction, the disabled body set in a world structured for the privileged body is not” (23): 

while Laurence’s analysis helps contextualize the descriptions of Rhoda’s visionary experience 
                                                
95 This figuration recalls the critical language that occasionally characterizes Woolf’s narrative innovations as 
“deforming” or counterbalancing “humanity”—in a similar way, here, Rhoda’s experience of the world is coded as 
“deficient” because of its deviance from normative gendered social conventions. 
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amidst the discourses and representations of “hysteria” circulating in the early twentieth-century, 

Rhoda’s distinctive sensations—whether called “hysterical” or “inadequate” or the mark of 

“some fasting and anguished spirit” (TW 144)—do not empower her, either in the diegetic realm 

of the novel or in its narratological staging. Rather, The Waves dramatizes the ways in which 

Rhoda’s unconventional experience of embodiment, while certainly subverting conventional 

linear “claim-making ‘phrases’,” fails to establish for her voice any subversive narrative agency. 

Rhoda’s experience of her body remains essentially beyond narration, even her own, and this 

exclusion from self-narration carries into her inability to authoritatively assume conventional 

narratorial positions.  

Louis and Rhoda clearly experience their transcendence of social embodiment very 

differently—and with vastly different implications for their lived lives. The sites of investment 

their bodies represent, for themselves and for others, reflect as well on the novel’s larger 

questions about how discourse, and story-telling, interact with and from within individual 

characters’ bodies—how physical form, both fleshly and printed, can bound psychological 

insight. What, then, can we make of the moments when the narration of the novel appears to 

block their voices together?  

In the novel’s first bracketed set of soliloquies, the parentheses seem at first merely to 

register typographically the kind of transcendent isolation Louis and Rhoda experience 

individually. The friends have gathered in London to dine with Percival before his departure to 

India. When Percival arrives, Jinny’s soliloquy calls attention to the difference between the 

soliloquy she uses to narrate her actions and her vocalizing of a request to Percival: she narrates, 

in the soliloquy, the process of speaking to Percival, and Percival responding to her voice. 

“‘Rippling gold, I say to him, “Come,”’ said Jinny. ‘And he comes; he crosses the room to where 
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I sit, with my dress like a veil billowing round me on the gilt chair. Our hands touch, our bodies 

burst into fire. The chair, the cup, the table—nothing remains unlit. All quivers, all kindles, all 

burns clear’” (101). The outcome, from Jinny’s perspective, of Percival’s arrival is a combustion 

of bodies, a proliferation of light that leads to “all burn[ing] clear.” Immediately following 

Jinny’s soliloquy begins a series of soliloquies attributed to Louis and Rhoda, grouped together 

within parentheses. Within the parentheses, these two voices, which don’t report any vocal 

communication of the sort Jinny enacts when she narrates calling to Percival, nevertheless 

develop an alternative image of human bodies at a fire. Louis begins with an address to Rhoda—

not an unusual rhetorical move in the novel—but he proceeds to describe the table setting in a 

way that directly contradicts, or at least complicates, Jinny’s preceding description: “(‘Look, 

Rhoda,’ said Louis, ‘they have become nocturnal, rapt. Their eyes are like moth’s wings moving 

so quickly that they do not seem to move at all’” (101, see Figure 3.2). For Jinny, “nothing 

remains unlit” and “all burns clear,” but for Louis the scene is one of darkness and only the 

illusion of clarity: after all, the moth wings only appear static because of the rapidity of their 

movement.  
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Figure 3.2: The first instance of bracketed soliloquies. 

 
By addressing her, Louis suggests that Rhoda shares his distanced perspective on the 

scene, echoing rhetorically what the parenthesis has enacted typographically. Rhoda’s 

subsequent soliloquy, however, appears not to share, and indeed appears to contradict, Louis’ 

own alternative view of the scene.96 Instead of apparent stasis, she describes “a dancing and a 

drumming, like the dancing and the drumming of naked men with assegais” (101). Louis’ 

soliloquy then performs the same misappropriation, echoing her phrasing without directly 

                                                
96 The dissonance of their speeches is in conflict with, for example, Michael Weinman’s analysis of “the 
parenthetical conversation between Louis and Rhoda, the form of which alone is enough to demonstrate that they 
share a unique bond.” Weinman argues, “The special nature of their being-together, and what it might mean for 
understanding what Woolf is saying about the many and the one in the novel as a whole, is evident from the formal 
invention in the deployment of parentheses as something akin to stage directions in a play” (Language, Time, and 
Identity 87-88), but his examination of the conversation fails to note how the linguistic contents of the parenthetical 
remarks put pressure on the reliability of their punctuational being-together.  
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responding to it: “‘Like the dance of savages,’ said Louis, ‘round the camp fire. They are savage; 

they are ruthless. They dance in a circle, flapping bladders. The flames leap over their painted 

faces, over the leopard skins and the bleeding limbs which they have torn from the living body’” 

(101-2). Within the parentheses, then, appears a more concentrated version of the concatenation 

of repeated images and phrases that blur the boundaries between characters’ voices and the 

heterodiegetic narration throughout the novel.97  

The parentheses seem to set off a space within which Louis and Rhoda claim to see 

beyond, or around, the social embodiment the friends experience in each other’s company, 

within the scope of each other’s gaze. Together, Louis and Rhoda’s soliloquies develop for the 

reader a scene of (culturally othered) human bodies and fire that answers (and deviates from) 

Jinny’s description of the combusting bodies at the table: their soliloquies, juxtaposed and 

interpolated, overlap enough that one scene appears to be described in concert. One might be 

tempted to read this vision, then, as one Louis and Rhoda experience in unison—a shared sight 

whose typographical enclosure reflects and enacts a narratorial focusing on their voices while the 

others continue elsewhere98—but the unity of the vision is undermined by the soliloquies’ failure 

to answer one another. Just as Rhoda’s transcendence of her body clearly does not stem from the 

same tradition as Louis’—and just as Rhoda’s reason for transcending in the first place, to escape 

her “ill-fitting body,” demonstrates a different impetus to and perspective on the “visionary” 
                                                
97 In fact, the contents of the parenthetical soliloquies are not immune to repetition elsewhere, either. Rhoda returns, 
unbracketed, to “withered violets, blackened violets” as her own “tribute to Percival” (116), and Louis 
acknowledges their unvoiced conversation in a later description of Rhoda as she “with whom I shared silence when 
the others spoke, she who hung back and turned aside when the herd assembled and galloped” (148). 
98 While the frequency and duration of specific characters’ soliloquies might appear arbitrary, we find when 
characters are geographically separate from one another that the narrative focus is bound by the physical limitations 
that reflect the characters’: the narrator chooses which characters to follow to which location, which means that 
when the characters are geographically dispersed, the order of soliloquies reflects the characters’ physical groupings. 
For example, when Susan and Bernard venture to Elvedon together as children, the narrator presents only their two 
alternating voices until they rejoin their friends (8-11). When the children are divided according to gender to attend 
school, the soliloquies are similarly presented in gendered groups, with lines of white space—perhaps the second 
“kind” of space the Woolfs’ typesetter posited—separating the genders spatially on the page as geography separates 
them physically.  
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body than arise from Louis’ sense that his body is “unenviable”—so their visions of this distant 

scene fail to align. The “fire” around which Louis’ figures dance appears in Rhoda’s subsequent 

observation that “‘The flames of the festival rise high’” (102), and the “violets” Rhoda’s figures 

throw appear in Louis’ claim that “‘Death is woven in with the violets’” (102), but the text does 

not register actual conversation between Louis and Rhoda as embodied characters. Rhoda 

suggests that she and Louis both “forebode decay,” and an organizing force outside the speakers 

themselves appears to use the parentheses to group Louis and Rhoda’s soliloquies together on the 

page, but they yet maintain separate (non-conversing) speaking bodies. Moreover, Rhoda’s 

vision focuses on a procession, Louis’ on a dance around a stationary campfire; components of 

their visions are very similar, but their similes are not necessarily describing the same scene. The 

sense experiences of their visionary bodies are as disparate here, when their social bodies inhabit 

the same restaurant setting, as they are when each character describes putting off his or her 

physical form at night. Hite writes of the soliloquies of The Waves that although “these 

‘speeches’ are preoccupied with visceral sensation […] the sensations are confined to the 

individual bodies” (¶27), and in this parenthesized pseudo-conversation the division of 

individual social, speaking, vocalizing bodies applies to characters’ visionary bodies, as well. 

In reading Woolf’s parenthesized sentences in earlier novels, Delorey elaborates on the 

lexical definition of parenthesis as follows:  

Implicit in this […] definition is the devaluation of that which comes between 
parentheses, that which could be excised without threatening the sense inherent in the 
‘syntactical structure’ of discourse. Woolf does not so much redefine that structure as 
claim the space and embrace the implications of the parenthetical within it. (94) 
 

In To the Lighthouse, Woolf’s use of parentheses “redefines” discursive structure by drawing 

attention to gaps in traditional narrative, while the novel’s parentheses chart a progression toward 

a more inclusive—more modernist, really—version of artistic production and representation. As 
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Lennard’s historical study of lunulae underscores, parentheses deployed in different contexts and 

for different rhetorical purposes represent different ways readers are allowed to know 

characters—and the ways characters are able to interact with one another—within the printed 

confines of the narrative text,99 and so in the case of To the Lighthouse the changes in the 

parenthetical narration chart a progression through time and representational technique. 

Similarly, in Jacob’s Room, the parentheses in Jacob’s conversation with Bonamy bear out in 

practice the distancing from Jacob’s interiority, from the “unseizable force” within his body, that 

the narrator insists is a distance experienced by the reader as well as by herself and Bonamy. 

Woolf’s parenthetical, however, operates slightly differently in The Waves. Within the 

parenthetical pseudo-conversation, not only do Louis and Rhoda as visionaries fail to create the 

kind of subversive aperture that Delorey suggests Woolf’s parentheticals usually allow, but the 

bracketing provided by the parentheses actually emphasizes, by isolating, that failure. Rhoda and 

Louis already viewed themselves, and were viewed, as marginal, relative to the mainstream of 

their companions’ lives—visionaries existing most freely outside the constraints of their bodies 

or seeking to impose “order” on life while remaining outside university walls. The parenthetical 

here fails to be a momentous event, except insofar as it denies them any “moment of being” that 

Delorey suggests the parentheticals often invite.  

The extra-soliloquy parentheses appear a second time when the childhood friends have 

gathered together again for a meal, this time at Hampton Court, after Percival’s death (see Figure 

3.3). Silence has fallen, and the friends are about to depart as a group from the table, when the 

bracketed soliloquies begin, this time beginning with Rhoda addressing Louis: “(‘Yet, Louis,’ 

                                                
99 But I Digress focuses on poetic texts, but in Tristram Shandy, Lennard emphasizes, “the sense of Tristram’s 
personality, character, and mental habits which his text produces is mediated largely through the broken-dash’d and 
parenthetical appearance of the mise-en-page. […] At all levels digressions may, and often do, carry a satirical 
charge, but they also express, in the degree and scope of the disorganization which they impose, Tristram’s mind 
and psychology” (140).  
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said Rhoda, ‘how short a time silence lasts. Already they are beginning to smooth their napkins 

by the side of their plates. “Who comes?” says Jinny; and Neville sighs, remembering that 

Percival comes no more. Jinny has taken out her looking-glass’” (166). Jinny’s reported vocal 

speech, and the reference to Percival’s failure to come, remind us not only of the social situation 

when these friends last gathered together but also of what has been lost, of the man no longer 

present to respond to Jinny’s voice. As Percival fails, in death, to arrive at the table, so the 

imagery of Rhoda’s soliloquy fails to depart from the immediate social scene.  

While the previous bracketed passage involved Louis and Rhoda separately describing a 

scene that corresponds through simile to their friends’ apparent dancing (101), the assertion of 

visionary distance and perspective in this second bracketed moment is radically different 

precisely because it remains rooted in the speakers’ immediate physical surroundings. Rhoda 

describes her friends’ physical movements without allowing the interposition of added 

geographic or temporal distance through simile: “Surveying her face like an artist, [Jinny] draws 

a powder-puff down her nose, and after one moment of deliberation, has given precisely that red 

to the lips that the lips need. Susan, who feels scorn and fear at the sight of those preparations, 

fastens the top button of her coat, and unfastens it” (166).  

When Rhoda’s vision focuses on her friends’ actions at the table, her syntax also asserts 

privileged insight into the interiority of both Jinny and Susan. Jinny is “[s]urveying her face like 

an artist,” and Rhoda notes a “moment of deliberation” before the application of her lipstick; 

Susan, from Rhoda’s telling, “who feels scorn and fear at the sight of those preparations, fastens 

the top button of her coat” (166). While Weinman reads these observations as representing the 

culmination of Rhoda’s lifelong interest in the self-making behaviors of others—“Rhoda has 

been singularly aware of these self-stylings—and, one might say, unhealthily obsessed with 
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them—since childhood” (108)—and these observations do echo Hite’s sense that Rhoda, herself 

unable to find a model of embodiment that fits her experience, “reads stability and coherence as 

a particular set of discursive actions and interactions” (¶29), Rhoda’s description of the women’s 

behaviors here includes personal motivations, asserting insight that augments her earlier 

awareness. Rhoda undermines this narrative authority immediately —she wonders, “What is 

[Susan] making ready for? For something, but something different” (166)—but first, despite an 

ultimate lack of knowledge about why Susan buttons her coat, she claims to intuit Susan’s 

emotional state. Throughout the novel, Woolf uses a juxtaposition of heterodiegetic narration and 

“spoken” soliloquies to complicate the authority and autonomy of both speakers and narrator; 

here, Rhoda herself appears to don the contested narratorial mantle as she asserts knowledge of 

Susan’s feelings and motivations.  

 
Figure 3.3: The second instance of parenthetical soliloquies. 
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Louis’ “reply” to her soliloquy involves a similarly complicated assertion of narratorial 

authority. While Rhoda claimed knowledge of Susan’s emotions, Louis claims access to an inner 

dialogue which, interestingly enough, his soliloquy claims the other characters share: “‘They are 

saying to themselves,’ said Louis, ‘“it is time. I am still vigorous,” they are saying, “My face 

shall be cut against the black of infinite space.” They do not finish their sentences. “It is time,” 

they keep saying. “The gardens will be shut.” And going with them, Rhoda, swept into their 

current, we shall perhaps drop a little behind’” (166). Louis’ second and third reports of what the 

others “keep saying” do not qualify whether these sentences are said aloud or “to themselves,” as 

he claims the first statement is. The boundary between what might be said aloud and what might 

be an internal “saying” remains unclear here, as well; not only does Louis observe that the 

friends “do not finish their sentences,” apparently referring to words left unvocalized, but his 

own use of quotation marks does not distinguish between the potentially disparate forms of 

speech.  

Even as Rhoda and Louis grasp for a local authority over their friends’ behavior—their 

idiom more immediately applicable to the scene than in their first bracketed dialogue—their own 

connection is more tenuous now: they will “perhaps drop a little behind,” and instead of 

describing themselves as “we who are conspirators” Rhoda resorts to simile, “like conspirators 

with something to whisper.” Rhoda and Louis perform the kinds of unreliabilities and slippages 

in reference that characterize the novel’s narration overall. If, as Phelan claims, our “mimetic 

involvement” with the six speakers is complicated insofar as “Woolf’s technique makes us aware 

of the synthetic component of the characters” (40), Rhoda and Louis’ lack of narrative authority 

demonstrates their susceptibility to the same short-coming Neville identified in Bernard early on: 

“He tells our story with extraordinary understanding, except of what we most feel” (49). Despite 
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their life-long friendship, and despite their established position as visionary and/or artistic figures 

among the friends, they are not reliable narrators of one another’s experiences and sensations, 

either. Their visionary bodies do not allow a more coherent conversation than the other 

soliloquies achieve; their visionary bodies do not allow them authoritative perspective on the 

social bodies from whose sphere they are able to withdraw.  

Here, then, Woolf’s parentheses still function to “punctur[e] illusion of the complete 

sentence” (Delorey 105); by bracketing and emphasizing both the failure and, ultimately, the 

dismantling of the visionaries’ illusions of completion, of communication, the parentheses 

demonstrate Rhoda and Louis’ inability to assert, with any objective authority, what the others 

experience. Not only do the parentheses grammatically deflate while emphasizing this enclosed 

visionary failure but, indeed, the shape of the parentheses themselves enacts the unachieved 

unity both Rhoda and Louis attempt in these scenes. While Rhoda observed herself to fit outside 

both time and the world when she looked at the chalkboard figures as a child (13), by the time 

she has grown into young adulthood Rhoda imagines herself capable not only of escaping, but 

also of crafting, the material confines of such a figure. Rhoda suggests, “Yet there are moments 

when the walls of the mind grow thin; when nothing is unabsorbed, and I could fancy that we 

might blow so vast a bubble that the sun might set and rise in it and we might take the blue of 

midday and the black of midnight and be cast off and escape from here and now” (164). This 

language echoes the various images of bubbles, smoke rings, and spheres that Bernard, Neville 

and others have used to describe the quality of language, and it anticipates Bernard’s musing on 

the “crystal, the globe of life” (189), but here Rhoda suggests she and her companions might in 

fact not only wield this bubble but create it. By this point, too, Rhoda has rejected the artifice of 

the simile in response to Percival’s death: attending a musical performance, she remarks, “‘Like’ 
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and ‘like’ and ‘like’—but what is the thing that lies beneath the semblance of the thing? […] let 

me see the thing” (118). When the parentheses, however, literally ensconce Rhoda and Louis’ 

textual bodies within curved contours, they fail. The parentheses themselves become visual 

indications of the speakers’ inability to create a “blow so vast a bubble” that they might “be cast 

off and escape from here and now,” their inability to construct a body that escapes the confines 

of social immediacy. The parentheses embody a physical boundary that even the novel’s 

physically transcendent characters fail to transgress.  

While this failure, for Louis, does not affect his commitment to seeking order in the 

world elsewhere, the incoherence and non-conversation of Rhoda’s visionary body has broader 

ramifications. Mitchell and Snyder argue that “[i]f form leads to content or ‘embodies’ meaning, 

then disability’s disruption of acculturated bodily norms also suggests a corresponding 

misalignment of subjectivity itself. […] The study of disability must understand the impact of the 

experience of disability upon subjectivity without simultaneously situating the internal and 

external body within a strict mirroring relationship to one another” (57-8, italics in original). In 

The Waves, where Rhoda’s “disability” registers as a failure to function “normally” within the 

conventional narrative structures of femininity and social embodiment, the novel’s refusal to 

grant her narratorial authority even when she attempts to don her visionary mantle demonstrates 

the extent to which even the printed forms of this hybrid text perpetuate structures that delimit 

her. Her experience of lived embodiment, her existence in the present tense of her life, fails to 

situate her in either a position of diegetic agency or a state of narratorial authority. The 

conventions of the novel, like the conventions of the world in which she lives, will not allow 

Rhoda and her nuanced, transcendent understanding of embodiment to escape the form’s 

artificial divisions.  
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The parenthesized soliloquies spoken by Louis and Rhoda enter a textual environment 

where autonomy and authority—and the possibility of completeness—are already under pressure 

within Woolf’s genre-combining narrative structure. Even so, the parenthesized exchanges, in 

their failure to be true conversations, demonstrate that even the transcendent characters in this 

fiction remain limited in their ability to speak, to narrate. This limitation, of course, casts further 

doubts not only on the heterodiegetic narrator but also on Bernard, the speaker who takes on the 

task himself of “summarizing” his life as a member of a close-knit community. Mark Hussey has 

argued Bernard’s admission that “Life is not susceptible perhaps to the treatment we give it when 

we try to tell it” (198) is “irreconcilable with the sense of transcendence of all limits, the 

dissolution of identity and difference that Bernard professes,” and this conflict is “an example of 

those unresolved tensions that fragment The Waves” (The Singing of the Real World 94). When 

we read Bernard’s final attempts at summing-up in the context of Louis and Rhoda’s failed 

narratorial transcendence, however, and when we read their failures in conversation with their 

supposedly “visionary” embodiment, the conflict between Bernard’s aspirations and his 

accomplishments becomes only the last revelation among many of the questions and 

compromises inherent in narrating the story of multiple differently embodied characters, for 

whom performance of embodiment within specific social and narrative conventions has distinct 

social and narratological consequences.  

The parenthetical apertures, puncture-wounds in the novel’s textual body, reveal the 

extent to which the “context of distance” that keeps readers from fully engaging with the 

narrator’s representation of the speaking characters also exists as an insuperable distance 

between the characters themselves. Insofar as Woolf’s characters have been molded as blocks—

and are represented thus in this novel where their existence and interactions are only readable 
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within pairs of quotation marks—they remain so to each other as well as to the narrator who can 

group and organize them on the printed page. This issue of accessibility, then—and its 

connection to the characters’ embodiment, as well as to the forms printed on the page—appears 

differently in The Waves, but also more visually directly, than it does elsewhere. While this 

question of access and characterization seems in some ways linked to the novel’s conversation 

with hybrid forms discussed in “Narrow Bridge,” the implications of this formal experimentation 

for Woolf’s theorization of the interplay between printed text and physical bodies clearly 

converses both with the typographical and punctuational innovations Woolf developed earlier, as 

well as those in the novels that follow.  

 
Between the Acts: ‘I’ Rejected, ‘We’ Substituted 

 
In Between the Acts, Albert and Miss La Trobe introduce more pointed questions for a 

reader of Woolf about how, both in the diegetic world of the novel and on the printed surfaces of 

the page, the form and method of literary representation depends on physical forms and what 

Garland Thomson calls “cultural rules about what the body can do” (6). In Woolf’s earlier 

novels, brackets and white spaces enforce and also challenge conventional representational 

techniques for defining a character’s private interiority and the more “public” space of the 

narrative; these visual cues on the page emphasize how the relative spaces and bodies of 

characters and narrators influence not only the narratorial stance within the novel but also the 

“spaces” left for readers to occupy in the narration’s dynamics of representation. In Between the 

Acts, a more distinctly “embodied” demonstration of the connection between body and art 

emerges from the complicated correspondence between the marginalization of Albert for his 

“idiocy” and that of Miss La Trobe for her androgyny and artistry. The defamiliarized status of 
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the printed page facilitates Woolf’s reconsideration of a community’s disembodied narrative 

voice and of the hierarchical political dynamics of reading. 

As the note at the novel’s opening clarifies, “[t]he MS. of this book had been completed, 

but had not been finally revised for the printer,” at the time of Woolf’s death. She finished the 

manuscript a scant four weeks before her suicide; when her opinion of the novel’s quality 

differed diametrically from Leonard’s, she sent the typescript to John Lehmann, by then the 

Woolfs’ partner in running the Hogarth Press (Willis 356). Lehmann’s praise for the novel, 

however, was similarly rebuffed: Woolf, by that point suffering severely from depression, 

proposed to revise the text to see if she could “pull it together” (357) for publication, but she died 

before those revisions were completed. Leonard Woolf was responsible for the final preparation 

for press. He writes in the novel’s opening note, “[s]he would not, I believe, have made any large 

or material alterations in it, though she would probably have made a good many small 

corrections or revisions before passing the final proofs.” Willis reports that Leonard Woolf 

edited the typescript “only for spelling and minor textual errors” (358). As Hussey points out in 

the Cambridge University Press edition of the novel, however, these changes affected “usage—

word division and hyphenation, spelling, and capitalisation”; “punctuation, including quotation 

marks”; “space breaks”; and “typography, including the use of italics” (“Introduction” lxi).100 

Germane to my purposes here, Hussey notes that aside from “inconsistencies in the employment 

of quotation marks to indicate speech,” Woolf’s revisions of the typescripts also occasionally 

“omitted a clear break in the text, or inserted one” where none existed in the typescript (lxiii). 

The major typographical alteration, according to Hussey, was the setting of the pageant’s text in 

italics: while Virginia Woolf herself seems to have “usually avoided” italics even in instances 

                                                
100 The scholarly apparatus Hussey provides for that edition of the novel charts the differences among the typescripts 
Virginia Woolf produced of the novel, the first British edition of the novel, and the first American edition.  
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where her work might accommodate them—using line-spacing to distinguish blocks of poetry or 

song from the rest of the text, for instance—Leonard Woolf instructed the printer of Between the 

Acts to set all the pageant’s text in italics, which Hussey argues “has the effect of separating it 

from the narrative in a way the text itself undercuts” (lxv, lxvii). Using typography to clearly 

distinguish between the pageant’s language and the “functional” language of actors and audience 

works against the narration’s own interest in blending the two types of language together on the 

page, within single paragraphs and sentences. 

Indeed, Between the Acts seems to have begun as an exercise in connection. In her diary, 

Woolf muses, “why not Poyntzet Hall: a centre: all lit. discussed in connection with real little 

incongruous living humour; & anything that comes into my head; but ‘I’ rejected: ‘We’ 

substituted: to whom at the end there shall be an invocation? ‘We’…composed of many different 

things…we all life, all art, all waifs & strays—a rambling capricious but somehow unified 

whole” (5:135). The “capricious but somehow unified whole” characterizes both the structure 

and one of the primary thematic tensions of the novel. Even while The Waves seems to reach 

closest, among Woolf’s novels, for the integrated hybrid form imagined in “Narrow Bridge,” the 

printed form of Between the Acts brings together poetry, drama, and prose on the printed page, 

while the novel presents characters who grapple with each of these various forms: Isa writes 

poetry, Miss La Trobe has scripted the annual pageant, and at the front of the pageant’s audience 

is the local reporter who reports his own narrative of the afternoon’s events (190). Consequently, 

the novel’s paragraphs are routinely interrupted by lines of poetry recited or half-remembered 

and by sections of Miss La Trobe’s script as performed by her actors; while the corrected 

typescripts and manuscript fragments that remain from Woolf’s composition do not match 
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typographically the published novel’s form—as we see with the added italicization—Woolf’s 

practices of spacing, including indentation of dramatic and poetic language, are consistent.  

Draft evidence suggests that, as with Jacob’s Room, Woolf’s method for dividing 

sections of Between the Acts evolved as she drafted: Laurence notes that “[i]n some of Woolf’s 

earlier transcripts […] she marked sections such as ‘The Lamp’ and ‘The Garden,’ and in the 

final typescript these markings were replaced by added space. In fact, Leonard Woolf directed 

the printers—this novel having been published posthumously—to ‘Leave two white lines’ with a 

downward arrow to separate scenes of the text” (173).101 The spacing between sections of 

Between the Acts is consistent throughout the printed text. In Jacob’s Room, Woolf’s narrator 

described the “system of classification which is simplicity itself” as the only way to keep “us” 

from “being submerged by chaos” (91), a system of classification conceived to break “chaos” 

into a series of structures one would find in a performance space, then seemed to rebel against 

that system in the bracketing and dispersing of the narrative’s visual form—a position and 

rebellion echoed in To the Lighthouse’s treatment of Mr. Ramsay’s alphabetic logic, and even in 

The Waves’s frustration of Bernard’s desire to summarize and collapse. In Between the Acts, 

Miss La Trobe has eschewed the Barn to perform the pageant outside: this novel gives us a 

different angle from which to examine the systems of classification that stand behind 

conventions of genre, narration, and interpersonal communication. The hybrid structure of the 

novel, then, is on display not only in the diversity of its linguistic code but also in the 

bibliographic rendering of its mixture of generic forms.  

                                                
101 Laurence goes on to say that “These intentional white spaces or silences and breaks in narration are, surprisingly, 
left out of both the American and English editions” (173); while it’s true that the Harcourt Brace edition of the novel 
seems to have minimized the white spaces between sections, and between the prose paragraphs and the indented 
poetic and dramatic lines—in keeping with the normalization of white space in Jacob’s Room—the 1941 Hogarth 
Press edition of Between the Acts does use two lines of white space to separate sections of text. 
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Woolf’s use of intersectional white space as well as of punctuation—parentheses and 

ellipses, in particular—serves a related but different function in Between the Acts to the 

enforcement of boundaries that similarly-shaped spaces and parentheses effect in The Waves. 

Laurence suggests that in Between the Acts, “voices speak but so do thoughts, nature, society, 

and even the unconscious spaces between people. Silence is literally blocked into the text as the 

unexpressed feelings that occur between the acts of spoken thought are marked on the page. 

Silence tells the reader to pause and to feel what Woolf suggests” (203). While the novel’s 

silences are not overtly tagged with emotional suggestions, both the indentation of the poetic and 

dramatic texts and the interruptions and boundaries signified by punctuation do seem to “block” 

silence, or blankness, into the book’s physical form. After looking at how these varieties of 

punctuation work in concert, I want to take seriously Laurence’s suggestion that both individuals 

and larger cultural forces are “speaking” in this novel, focusing on the roles played by Albert and 

Miss La Trobe, characters differently marginalized by speaking individuals and conventional 

culture. In a novel overtly occupied with social performance and thespian costuming, what do 

these characters’ performances of their embodiment tell us about the structures undergirding the 

community’s—and the novel’s—approach to social and literary representation? 

In Miss La Trobe’s drama, drawing as it does on English literary history, parentheses 

appear in the script (as Woolf’s narrator presents it to the reader) to separate the actors’ physical 

movements and details of their delivery from the words they speak aloud. (These parentheses 

appear in Woolf’s surviving typescripts as well as in the printed forms of the novel; editorial 

revisions to the parentheticals appear to have occurred entirely in the form of adding commas or 

periods, or of capitalizing initial letters.) When Queen Elizabeth emerges on stage, for example, 

her delivery of her lines is presented thus: 
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Mistress of ships and bearded men (she bawled) 
[…]  
Mistress of pinnacles, spires and palaces— 
(her arm swept towards the house) 
For me Shakespeare sang— 
(a cow mooed. A bird twittered) 
The throstle, the mavis (she continued) 
In the green wood, the wild wood, 
Carolled and sang, praising England, the Queen […]. (84, see Figure 3.4) 
 

These parenthetical tags give context not only for the actor’s tone and movements—a convention 

that appears again in the “Where there’s a Will there’s a Way” episode later in the pageant (125-

33)—but also incorporate the sounds of the pageant’s immediate surroundings into her 

performance. The parenthetical stage directions in the later scene follow the convention of using 

present-tense verbs to describe actions to be performed in the scene—as in “LADY H.H. (gazing 

in the glass). So, so—what was it? […] But now—what’ll he say of me now? (She looks in the 

mirror.) Sir Spaniel Lilyliver, I mean… (a rap at the door). Hark!” (127). In Queen Elizabeth’s 

opening speech, however, the verbs ground the parenthesized actions and sounds in the pageant’s 

temporally specific performance. The script didn’t call for Queen Elizabeth to “bawl,” or a cow 

to moo; these narratorial interventions remind us of the context of the delivery of these lines, 

rendering that context in punctuation that sutures, syntactically and visually, the dramatic and the 

narrative impulses of the pageant’s presentation. While parenthesized thoughts in Jacob’s Room 

drew our attention to the boundary between what the narrator could know about Jacob and what 

could “never be conveyed to a second person” (97), and the parentheses in “The Window” 

section of To the Lighthouse brought multiple perspectives into conversation within a single 

narratorial observation, here the parentheticals broaden the scope of the physical “performance” 

of these lines. The spoken words themselves, these lines suggest, cannot simultaneously register 

both the linguistic content and the physical dynamism of their delivery.  
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Figure 3.4: Parenthetical physicality in the pageant’s performance, in the first Hogarth Press edition of 

Between the Acts. 
 

The parentheses’ implications regarding representation of the actors extend to the 

“actors” of the audience, as well, to the scripts and narratives compelling the spectators’ 

interactions with one another. Indeed, when the audience retreats to the Barn for tea during an 

intermission, the audience’s movements are parenthesized as well:  

Mrs. Manresa took up the strain. Dispersed are we. “Freely, boldly, fearing no one” (she 
pushed a deck chair out of her way). “Youths and maidens” (she glanced behind her; but 
Giles had his back turned). “Follow, follow, follow me…. Oh Mr. Parker, what a pleasure 
to see you here! I’m for tea!” 

“Dispersed are we,” Isabella followed her, humming. “All is over. The wave has 
broken. Left us stranded, high and dry. Single, separate on the shingle. Broken is the 
three-fold ply… Now I follow” (she pushed her chair back… The man in grey was lost in 
the crowd by the ilex) “that old strumpet” (she invoked Mrs. Manresa’s tight, flowered 
figure in front of her) “to have tea.” (96, see Figure 3.5) 
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Figure 3.5: Performance of dispersed community. 

 
Mrs. Manresa and Isa engage the gramophone’s message differently here, both in terms of their 

responses to its “strain” and in terms of the punctuation of their engagement with it: Isa seems to 

have integrated the gramophone’s phrase into her own speech, as evidenced in the quotation 

marks, while the italicization of the line “Dispersed are we” in Mrs. Manresa’s response suggests 

that she has taken up but not claimed the phrase as her own.102 For all that their language differs 

widely in tone here, they are heading for the same destination, and the narrator uses parentheses 

                                                
102 This analysis draws on the version of the novel produced by Leonard Woolf for publication (and subsequently 
published by Harcourt Brace). While the italicization of the line certainly emphasizes the distinction between Mrs. 
Manresa’s deployment of the line and Isa’s, that typographical mark is not the only visual cue on the page signalling 
the different women’s incorporations of the language. The lack of quotation marks around the line when Mrs. 
Manresa “takes it up” is consistent in the typescript as well as the first editions, in comparison to Isa’s apparently 
speaking it, or humming it, to herself.  
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to separate each woman’s speech (or thought) from her physical actions and perceptions. The 

narration of the women, that is, carries over the convention used to present the actors’ 

performance of their lines, suggesting already a unification of players and audience—suggesting 

visually how Miss La Trobe’s script builds toward its attempt to dramatize “the present” by 

making the audience aware of themselves. The parentheses emphasize what is additional, 

isolating and highlighting what the words themselves cannot reveal about the occasion of their 

utterance: the movements of the speaking body. Woudhuysen argues that “[m]any of the 

parentheses in Between the Acts explicate and expand on the novel’s various dramatic 

performances, providing, as they do elsewhere, a sort of commentary on the events of the day, 

moving in and out of people’s consciousness” (233). These parentheses, then, tend to function 

more like those in the first section of To the Lighthouse, demonstrating the apparent capacity of 

the narrator not only to encompass multiple modes of experience (physical, psychological) but 

also to register and include multiple individuals’ perspectives. That those earlier parentheses 

appeared by the final section of To the Lighthouse to have been largely abandoned, their 

expansive narratorial vantage point exchanged for a more focused but also more synthetic stance 

with eyes simultaneously on Lily and the Ramsays, should alert us to the possible instability 

here, too, of the connection and confusion apparently emphasized by the novel’s syntax.  

Between the Acts progresses without division into chapters; and unlike Jacob’s Room, 

where the varying amounts of white space invite a reading of the blank spaces’ relevance to the 

thematic concerns of the novel’s printed text, in Between the Acts the consistency of the spacing 

between scenes downplays the thematic importance of this interstitial white space.103 At the same 

                                                
103 Hussey, however, cites at least one “particularly clear instance of the challenges of making a consistent 
typography” for the novel: the typescript does not use indentation to register (what appear to be) the lyrical lines of a 
song whose rhythm Bart taps with his fingers, but each line of the song does begin a new line on the page (Hussey, 
n. 85:22-86:14; BtA 117).  
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time, the prevalence of ellipses throughout the novel—a unit of punctuation characterized by 

alternating printed points and blank space—and the use of those ellipses to mirror the gaps 

blown into the actors’ language by wind visually reflects, in syntax and visual form, the novel’s 

concern with representing a “dispersed” community. The narrator presents the wind-

compromised performance of the villagers at the conclusion of the Flavinda/Valentine scenes:  

Digging and delving (they sang), hedging and ditching, we pass…. Summer and winter, 
autumn and spring return… All passes but we, all changes… but we remain forever the 
same… (The breeze blew gaps between their words.) 

“Louder, louder!” Miss La Trobe vociferated.  
Palaces tumble down (they resumed), Babylon, Nineveh, Troy… And Caesar’s 

great house… all fallen they lie… Where the plover nests was the arch… through which 
the Romans trod… […] Clytemnestra is nothing but…. 

The words died away. Only a few great names—Babylon, Nineveh, Clytemnestra, 
Agamemnon, Troy—floated across the open space. Then the wind rose, and in the rustle 
of the leaves even the great words became inaudible; and the audience sat staring at the 
villagers, whose mouths opened, but no sound came.  

And the stage was empty. Miss La Trobe leant against the tree, paralyzed. Her 
power had left her. (139-40) 

 
Here, the ellipses mark in the villagers’ song the “gaps between their words,” but as the singing 

progresses and the wind picks up, the song breaks off mid-sentence and the audience is left 

watching “villagers, whose mouths opened, but no sound came”—a silence the narration reflects 

in leaving the italicized space of the song. The ellipses chart an ambiguous grammatical 

boundary: before the final ellipsis (following “but”), ellipses seem to fall at the ends of complete 

phrases, but the remark that the breeze has blown “gaps between their words” calls into question 

what has been lost to the audience (and the reader) between individual phrases. As in Isa’s 

reading of the newspaper (20), the fragments the audience does receive are comprehensible, but 

their larger context is obscured. The ellipses mark both dispersal and apparent unity in the 

singers’ performance, until the gaps overtake the words, both in the performance and on the 

page, and the song is rendered inaudible.  
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Ellipses return to mark both the scattered reflections of the audience provided in the 

players’ various mirrors (184) and, finally, in the audience’s conversations as they leave the 

performance space at the end of the pageant.  

“I do think,” someone was saying, “Miss Whatshername should have come forward and 
not left it to the rector… After all, she wrote it…. I thought it brilliantly clever… O my 
dear, I thought it utter bosh. Did you understand the meaning? Well, he said she meant 
we all act all parts…. He said, too, if I caught his meaning, Nature takes part…. Then 
there was the idiot…. Also, why leave out the Army, as my husband was saying, if it’s 
history? And if one spirit animates the whole, what about the aeroplanes? … Ah, but 
you’re being too exacting. After all, remember, it was only a village play…. […]” (197, 
see Figure 3.6)104 

 
Although the dialogue tag is singular—“someone was saying” these things—it’s clear that there 

are multiple voices in this quoted conversation. The quotation marks are only interrupted, in this 

rendition of the audience’s voices, to register the sound of the gramophone, itself touting 

collective dispersal and refusing to draw a clear grammatical boundary: “Dispersed are we, the 

gramophone triumphed, yet lamented, Dispersed are we….” (198).  

By this late stage of the novel, and especially within this passage from the audience’s 

response to the play, the printed presentation of the players’ and audience members’ words on 

the page has emphasized that even when the words of the play are entirely audible to the 

audience—and visible to the extradiegetic reader, rendered in their entirety on the page—the 

delivery of those words sometimes distracts the audience from their message, or obscures what 

that message might be. In discussing feminist criticism of Woolf’s punctuational practices, 

Woudhuysen argues that “[e]lliptical punctuation allows Woolf in her writing to resist meaning 

and interpretation, while at the same time expressing them obliquely. It permits her, in other 

words, to escape or evade the phrase-making against which her fiction so often protests” (236). 

                                                
104 The italicized “you” in this quotation is one of several that Virginia Woolf does seem to have planned to include: 
Hussey notes that “wherever Wolf intends an italic word or phrase” in the novel’s typescript, “she uses her 
typewriter to underline” (lxvi).  
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In Between the Acts, this obliquity of expression works on both the readerly level and the 

diegetic performative one. While the parentheses and ellipses mark spatially the words’ power to 

unite the audience—with the world and conventions of the drama and, in the end, with each 

other—there are moments when the production’s meaning is obscured not by the audience’s 

ability to hear or understand the words themselves—not by the limitations of the audience’s own 

human bodies—but by the audience’s collective response to the human body delivering the lines.  

 

 
Figure 3.6: Audience dissatisfaction and dispersal at the end of the pageant. 

 
The interference of the human body in the perceived expression and performance of the 

pageant’s form is made particularly clear in Woolf’s description of the part played by Albert, the 

“village idiot,” as well as, to a lesser extent, in Miss La Trobe’s refusal to announce her 
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“message” to the audience. In the above passage, attributed to the pageant’s general audience, 

“Miss Whatshername should have come forward” to clarify the pageant’s meaning, while at the 

same time the “idiot” proves so disruptive that the speaker can only affirm his presence before 

drifting off into ellipsis. In both cases, the physical body through which the audience expects to 

experience the speech is rendered illegible to the novel’s reader—either by the body’s refusal to 

“come forward” or by the audience’s own discomfort with apparent disability or physical 

instability.  

In The Waves, Louis and Rhoda’s inability to find space for themselves and their bodies 

in conventional social narratives of empire, gender, and artistry yet did not preclude their 

communication in the same printed form as the other characters—even Rhoda’s “maladjusted” 

femininity and self-conception did not keep her words from appearing in roman-face letters, 

within quotation marks, just like the words of her more normatively-embodied friends. Rhoda’s 

thoughts may have resulted in her appearing “subnormal” to her diegetic companions, and even 

to the reader, but we never saw how the specific forms of Rhoda’s ill-fitting body affected a 

distanced narrator, except when she was described through the eyes of her friends. In Between 

the Acts, however, the posture of the narrator effects the silencing of these characters—a 

silencing and distancing that other characters duly enforce. Between the Acts, in fact, seems to 

bear out Punday’s argument about narratorial disembodiment functioning in part through an 

emphasis on the specific (and limit-producing) bodies of the text’s described characters; in this 

novel, however, instead of allowing the reader to “imagine a position not caught up within these 

dynamics and thus capable of claiming authority to represent the whole” (162), the narrator’s 

ethereality in contrast to the emphatically embodied qualities of these characters emphasizes the 

representational limitations of even the novel’s seemingly capacious form. This novel confronts 
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its reader visibly with the hierarchizing structures according to which the community reads its 

marginal members, and this novel confronts the reader visibly with the parallels between that 

communal reading practice and the practice of novel-reading generally—nevertheless, the social 

institution of Between the Acts accedes to a theorization of embodiment that is essentially in 

keeping with the models at work in Richardson’s, Stein’s, and Joyce’s texts. 

Albert’s appearance in the pageant is the cause of both amusement and alarm for 

members of the audience: a moment when their responses are far from uniform. The narrator 

introduces him to the production as the object of laughter: “There was no need to dress him up. 

There he came, acting his part to perfection. He came ambling across the grass, mopping and 

mowing” (86). While Bartholomew notes that Albert is “having the time of his life,” Lucy 

expresses doubt: “‘Hope he don’t have a fit’” (86). Albert’s theatrical performance has the 

potential, Lucy suggests, to turn into a disruptive performance of difference, especially in a 

pageant that includes a later monologue delivered by Reason, personified (123). While Albert is 

“skipping round the soap box,” we meet another audience member: “a stout black lady—Mrs. 

Elmhurst—who came from a village ten miles distant where they, too, had an idiot. It wasn’t 

nice. Suppose he suddenly did something dreadful? There he was pinching the Queen’s skirts. 

She half covered her eyes, in case he did do—something dreadful” (86-7). The dash in the 

narration of Mrs. Elmhurst’s anticipatory glance-aversion registers textually her gesture of dread.  

Laurence argues that “Distinctions are made in [Woolf’s] novels between what is left 

‘unsaid,’ something one might have felt but does not say; the ‘unspoken,’ something not yet 

formulated or expressed in voiced words; and the ‘unsayable,’ something not sayable based on 

the social taboos of Victorian propriety or something about life that is ineffable” (1). While these 

distinctions are complicated by Woolf’s general interest in challenging the conventional 
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narrative structures that register certain experiences as “unsaid” and perhaps “unsayable,” in 

Between the Acts Woolf’s representation of various kinds of silence—for example, her use of 

ellipses—certainly invites this kind of stratification. The ineffable here appears linked to Albert’s 

physical otherness and unpredictability: the conventions of representation and “reason” he 

challenges in his performance suggest another force that social conventions cannot “contain,” 

“seize,” or make legible. In examining passages of Woolf’s memoirs that describe interactions 

with mentally disabled people, Janet Lyon writes, “If mental disability—and specifically the 

idiocy haunting Woolf’s memoirs—delivers a ‘sledge-hammer blow,’ it is precisely because 

Woolf cannot enter into or dwell in its consciousness. […] The power of this face to command 

without words, to paralyze, to conjure an opposite world, represents not only the shock-

delivering arrest of her otherwise penetrating imagination, but the delimiting of the reach of self-

reflexive thought” (569). While the arrest and shock Lyon assigns to Woolf’s essayist-speaker 

certainly seem to affect the Pointz Hall pageant audience, however, Woolf’s narrator presents 

Albert’s lines just as the other actors’ lines, in italicized indented lines, with his gestures 

included in parentheses (see Figure 3.7). The narration’s refusal to incorporate Albert’s 

interiority among the other characters’ thoughts and words echoes the audience’s distancing, 

their fearful response to his potential to disrupt, but the organization of the text on the page 

acknowledges Albert’s role to be just as performative as any other actor’s. The narration’s 

refusal to dwell in his consciousness, that is, reflects the cultural narratives of the audience 

whose voices the narration does deliver. 
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Figure 3.7: Albert’s performance of his lines is typographically indistinguishable from others’ performances. 

 
When his last line has been delivered, “off he skipped, as if his turn was over” (87), but 

the disruptive power of Albert’s physical performance continues to influence the audience in 

their attempts to make sense of the role he has played, and continues to play, for them. During 

the interval, Mrs. Parker “was deploring to Isa in a low voice the village idiot” (110). The source 

of Mrs. Parker’s concern is ambiguous here, as was Mrs. Elmhurst’s during the performance 

itself. When William Dodge points out that the “idiot” is “in the tradition,” presumably speaking 

of the comic “idiot” or “fool” role in the English dramatic tradition, Mrs. Parker seems to be 

challenging the discriminatory implications of that role when she says to Giles, “Surely, Mr. 

Oliver, we’re more civilized?” (110). At the same time, before she asks that question, the 

narrator reveals, she has “told Giles how creepy the idiot—‘We have one in our village’—had 
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made her feel” (110). The narrator describes Mrs. Parker’s apparent concern about the role of the 

“idiot” in terms motivated less by concern for the “idiot” and any exploitation he might be 

facing, and more by Mrs. Parker’s own discomfort with Albert’s difference. Meanwhile, as she 

presses for affirmation of her revulsion, Isa, Giles, and William Dodge are themselves engaged 

in a performance of non-verbal conversation that calls into question anew exactly what these 

characters’ physical bodies are able to communicate to those around them (111).  

While Isa and Giles’ unspoken conversation causes no alarm to fellow pageant-goers, 

Albert’s reprisal of another stereotypical role allotted to the disabled when he reappears at the 

pageant’s conclusion proves another source of discomfort. Mr. Streatfield solicits donations for 

the Church, and the narrator describes Albert’s approach with language that echoes Mrs. Parker’s 

ongoing discomfort: “But O what a pity—how creepy it made one feel! Here came Albert, the 

idiot, jingling his collecting box—an aluminum saucepan without a lid. You couldn’t very well 

deny him, poor fellow. Shillings were dropped. He rattled and sniggered; chattered and jabbered. 

As Mrs. Parker made her contribution—half a crown as it happened—she appealed to Mr. 

Streatfield to exorcise this evil, to extend the protection of his cloth” (193-4). His presence, his 

non-English communication with the donating audience members, occasions another non-verbal 

conversation: in response to Mrs. Parker’s appeal, “The good man contemplated the idiot 

benignly. His faith had room, he indicated, for him too. He too, Mr. Streatfield appeared to be 

saying, is part of ourselves. But not a part we like to recognize, Mrs. Springer added silently, 

dropping her sixpence” (194).  

Here, the novel again represents the audience’s grappling with the very dynamic Lyon 

identifies in Woolf’s nonfiction: “The Woolfian Unheimlich is in this sense the unbuffered, 

unanticipated appearance in public—the coming to light—of what ‘certainly’ ought to have 
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remained secret and private: mental disability” (568). Albert’s performance in the pageantry 

forces the audience to confront their discomfort with his embodied difference, but he also incites, 

in his physical performance, the secret mental diversity the audience performs insistently to 

obscure. Through their enforcement of cultural narratives of normative physicality and mentality, 

he remains not entirely assimilated into the “ourselves” that Miss La Trobe endeavored to 

“present” to the audience through the performance, even though the novel’s narrative itself 

presents his behavior typographically no differently than any of the other actors’.  

Garland Thomson argues that, in assessing various responses to anomalies produced by 

normative cultural narratives, the possibility of “incorporating anomalous elements into ritual 

[…] suggests the possibility of interpreting both dirt and disability not as discomforting 

abnormalities or intolerable ambiguities, but rather as the entitled bearers of a fresh view of 

reality” (37-8). While the audience members at Pointz Hall resist a less stereotypical (and 

exclusive) understanding of Albert’s role in their social setting—a stance echoed by the 

narrator’s not representing his perspective amidst the perspectives of his neighbors—the 

structure of the novel’s narrative, and of Miss La Trobe’s narrative, yet incorporate Albert’s 

body and mind into their representational forms, allowing him to perform roles that in fact put 

pressure on the dominant narrative’s assumptions about embodiment and control. Gillian Beer 

writes that Between the Acts “does not particularly praise the community it represents. That 

community typifies the attitudes that have brought the country to the brink of war and of fascism. 

But neither does the novel suggest any value in the community’s possible obliteration” (The 

Common Ground 129-30). Instead, Between the Acts produces, both on the large-scale stage of 

the printed novel and on the diegetic stage of Miss La Trobe’s pageant, narrative structures that 

both reflect and challenge the community’s narratives of identity and congregation, as concerns 
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the relationships between body, language, and art. The structure of The Waves both 

acknowledged but also visibly limited the transcendent potential of Rhoda’s complicated 

experience of embodiment; in Between the Acts, what Lyon describes as Woolf’s inability to 

enter into the consciousness of a mentally disabled person becomes as much an indictment of the 

limiting and exclusive cultural and narratological conventions available to the novel as of the 

stereotypical and dismissive attitudes of the audience’s collective voice.  

Miss La Trobe is herself “an outcast” by the novel’s conclusion: the narrator notes that 

“Nature had somehow set her apart from her kind. Yet she had scribbled in the margin of her 

manuscript: ‘I am the slave of my audience’” (211).105 While Albert’s physical presence seems 

to inspire people to inarticulacy, however—not only was Mrs. Edgehurst unable to express what 

she feared Albert might do, but then “[c]ontemplating the idiot, Mr. Streatfield had lost the 

thread of his discourse. His command over words seemed gone” (194)—Miss La Trobe is 

presented, when the narrator describes her artistic isolation, as enjoying a unique relationship 

with words. Her artistry arises from marginalization, and insofar as Garland Thomson suggests 

that “[f]emininity and disability are inextricably entangled in patriarchal culture” (27), Miss La 

Trobe’s artistry is presented as an alternative social positioning to Albert’s. Indeed, the narrator’s 

description of Miss La Trobe’s artistic process recalls the supposed inarticulacy of Albert’s 

performance in the pageant: sitting in the bar, she “listened. Words of one syllable sank down 

into the mud. She drowsed; she nodded. The mud became fertile. Words rose above the 

intolerably laden dumb oxen plodding through the mud. Words without meaning—wonderful 

words. […] Suddenly the tree was pelted with starlings. She set down her glass. She heard the 

first words” (212). Miss La Trobe’s words “without meaning” recall the description of Albert’s 
                                                
105 Miss La Trobe’s physical distinctiveness is clearer in the typescript, where Woolf describes her awareness of 
“how she ‘degraded’ her class (middle) or her sex (female)” and her physical position, “[sitting] there like a man, 
her arms akimbo, her mug before her” (Pointz Hall 177).  
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behavior in ways that invite a reductive correspondence here between artistic brilliance and 

intellectual disability, even as her marginalization resonates with Albert’s own. Throughout 

Between the Acts the form and the content of the heterodiegetic narration have insisted on the 

proliferation of modes of communication and community-building, dispersal and unity, among 

characters. Troubling though it is for these “words without meaning” to rise up from the “dumb” 

oxen—recalling not only Albert’s “jabber[ing]” but also the “primeval yearning” of the cows 

that saved the pageant from disaster earlier in the day (140)—this echo is also in keeping with 

the novel’s repeated engagement with both silence and speech, dramatic speech and narrative 

exposition, “blankness” and comprehension.  

It would seem unusefully reductive to declare, here, either that the novel merely 

reentrenches Albert’s disability in problematic stereotypes or that the novel, by creating subtle 

resonances between Albert’s subject-position and Miss La Trobe’s artistic vision, between 

Albert’s complicated role-playing and hers, entirely breaks away from the dismissive attitudes of 

the pageant audience. Rather, the novel uses both characters’ experiences of embodiment to 

place additional pressure on the already mercurial physical form of the narrative itself: Woolf’s 

treatment of characters who do not “fit” into their conventional social stations requires and 

produces, again but anew, a new kind of novelistic discursive “space” to represent those 

characters’ experiences in the context of their social lives and their existence as narrated figures. 

The text’s persistent parentheses and ellipses demonstrate the porosity, in this novel, of the literal 

lines between body and speech, language and silence. And both Albert and Miss La Trobe, in 

distinct but markedly related ways, continue to challenge any easy assumption about what 

constitutes a coherent character—diegetic or printed—in the literary context of the play and the 

novel. Albert’s sounds and movements communicate an experience and a position that make the 
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audience deeply uncomfortable, but then so too does their experience of their own fragmented 

bodies reflected back at them: Albert’s emphatic embodiment reminds them, as perhaps the 

Jacob’s Room narrator reminds her readers by addressing them, that they are implicated in 

cultural dynamics of repression and control. And in the novel’s concluding moments, Miss La 

Trobe’s isolation allows her to take what appears a similar kind of emphatic, non-verbal 

embodiment, and to transform that embodiment into a literary representation rooted in, and 

communicating through, “dumbness.”  

In Jacob’s Room, the embodied narrator calls out to embodied readers—and tears her text 

apart on the page—in part to remind those readers of the limits of her narratorial insight, in order 

to suggest that a goal of non-tyrannical narrative representation is the acknowledgment and 

assimilation of what remains unknown in others’ bodies. In To the Lighthouse and The Waves, 

where the narrators do not reveal themselves as diegetically embodied, parentheses and brackets 

nevertheless invite the novels’ readers to experience the narrators’ sentences and organization of 

soliloquies as part of an ongoing conversation about the spaces made and left in fiction by and 

for human bodies. And here, in Between the Acts, the parentheses and ellipses of Woolf’s typed 

text demonstrate the fissures and gaps even in a social narrative that claims seamlessly to 

incorporate multiple voices and perspectives into a single community identity. The stereotypes 

that marginalize Albert and Miss La Trobe socially are counted among the narrative possibilities 

to be taken up or abandoned within the Pointz Hall discursive and performative landscape, 

within the “rambling capricious but somehow unified whole” of the narration. Readers are left to 

incorporate Albert’s presence, and Miss La Trobe’s, into the novel’s narrative structures just as 

they would incorporate any other character, acknowledging that all the performers’ bodies may 

occasionally require recourse to parenthetical appendage or elliptical silence. The individual 
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sentences of Between the Acts reveal the speciousness of any audience member’s assumption that 

Albert’s (or Miss La Trobe’s) is the only body whose unseizable force defies seamless inclusion 

in the communal narrative. 

* 
 
Human bodies produce and struggle within narratives, in these novels—human bodies 

speak stories and try to resist the storytelling of others. The punctuation and layout of Woolf’s 

pages, the very syntax and descriptions that propel the narration of these texts, demonstrate her 

work’s ongoing negotiation among the dynamic human subjects of representation and the static 

structures at hand. Woolf’s novels do not only ask how stories fit bodies in the linguistic 

utterances of characters and narrator: the novels use their bibliographic forms to impose, 

dismantle, and rework the conventions of representation and embodiment that restrict narrators 

and characters alike.  Reading her experimental narrative forms with attention to their printed 

components reveals the extent to which her novels use both their linguistic and their 

bibliographic codes to explore characters’ myriad experiences of and approaches to embodiment.  

Just as Woolf’s critical writing places her developing fictional practices in conversation 

with the representational resources of ancient Athenian dramas, medieval manuscripts, and 

novels published by her contemporaries (including, of course, Richardson, Stein, and Joyce), so 

the forms and innovations of her novels themselves draw on a broad historical context of 

novelistic experimentation that is grappling directly with how narrative can approximate 

embodied experience. Woolf’s practices of punctuation in particular demonstrate her narratives’ 

persistent exploration of the resources literary fiction—in various forms—can bring to the 

representation of embodied human beings, as well as her fiction’s investment in using the 

structures of the printed page to acknowledge and respond to the limitations of those resources.  
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Chapter Four 
Prowling the Rooms of Translation in the Works of Anne Carson 

 
Anne Carson’s writing career has spanned and combined myriad literary genres, from 

classicist monograph to cycle of poems to essay collection to novel. In each case, the definition 

of genre is as unstable, and dependent on readerly conventions and narratives of sense-making, 

as is gender or sexuality for her characters. Virginia Woolf imagined novelists of the future 

producing a text with “something of the exaltation of poetry, but much of the ordinariness of 

prose,” a text “dramatic, and yet not a play […] read, not acted,” a text that would “express the 

feeling and ideas of the characters closely and vividly, but from a different angle” than that seen 

in earlier novels (18). Carson’s fictions, from the “novel in verse” of Autobiography of Red to the 

hybrid elegy of Nox, often engage poetry and criticism to grapple with the idioms of representing 

marginalized voices and bodies.  

Whether the work in question is labelled poetry or novel or essay, generic hybridity is at 

the heart of Carson’s artistic projects; a brief consideration of Carson’s critical writing thus helps 

defines the terms and questions that her fictional works put into formal and narrative practice. 

This broad historical and generic critical scope also pervades Carson’s narrative fictions: not 

only do Autobiography of Red, Red Doc>, and Nox use printed pages to represent historically 

and linguistically “othered” bodies and experiences, but the effects of those uses of printed space 

themselves place Carson’s work into visual and narratological conversation with modernist 

practices. Carson’s texts dig into the history of the languages we speak and the forms we use to 

record them, excavating the bodies marginalized and buried and left voiceless. Repeatedly she 

chooses speakers and protagonists whose bodies and perspectives place them in zones of 

social/linguistic liminality. Her work uses the liminality of these perspectives: the books’ forms 

reflect this boundary-pressing bibliographically, even as her narration explores it linguistically.  
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Critical accounts of Carson’s work tend to fall into one of two categories: those analyses 

that emphasize the breadth of literary references and historical periods on which her sentences 

draw and those that claim Carson’s oeuvre as emphatically contemporary and “bookish.”106 

Rarely, however, do critical responses consider how her work’s material and generic hybridity 

affects and reflects the complex status of gendered embodiment in her characters’ lives. 

“Anachronism is key” to Carson’s work, Roy Scranton argues; “Carson’s work feels familiar in 

the way that it replicates the Merz aesthetic of T.S. Eliot’s The Waste Land and Ezra Pound’s 

Cantos, but contemporary in that her fragments are not expected to cohere: Carson flips 

channels, shuffles tracks, and splices cuts with a daring verging on insolence. Witness her recent 

‘translation’ of Sophocles, Antigonick, for a perfect example of how boldly Carson can shape 

antique shards into a disco ball incandescent with freak genius” (206). What Scranton’s analysis 

highlights is not only how Carson’s hybridization of perspectives and genres places her in a 

tradition that reaches back to the modernists (and much farther), but also how, again, formal and 

perspectival experiment are often critically contextualized as non-normative textual bodies, 

shapes “incandescent with freak genius.”  

Even in apparently direct translations, Carson engages with and subverts readers’ 

expectations of all kinds of genres: her books insist on defamiliarizing the reading experience 

linguistically and bibliographically, even for those who might be familiar with a Greek or Roman 

original text. Carson’s texts not only reflect a “freak” logic in their organization but also suggest 

that precisely a “freak” genius may be necessary to represent capaciously her characters and their 

stories in a way that reaches, importantly, beyond the linear systems of logos and sophrosyne. In 

                                                
106 Jessica Pressman defines the “aesthetic of bookishness” primarily through a reading of Mark Z. Danielewski’s 
House of Leaves, generalizing that this “trend in novels published since 2000” appears when “novels exploit the 
power of the print page in ways that draw attention to the book as a multimedia format, one informed by and 
connected to digital technologies” (465).  
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her novels, poems, and essays, and in the works that combine these forms, Carson repeatedly 

juxtaposes modernist and classical approaches to feminism, patriarchy, and literary 

representation of gender and monstrosity (and gendered monstrosity, and monstrous gender). Out 

of these juxtapositions arise rigorous questions about citation and quotation, as well as an 

increasingly precise exploration of how ancient and modernist writers and thinkers instate and 

enforce definitions of embodiment and gender.   

This concern with how the body is read and how the voice of an individual embodied 

figure situates that figure in certain literary and social narratives is as much an issue for Carson 

as for writers like Gertrude Stein and Virginia Woolf. Like the modernists she herself cites and 

considers critically, Carson uses the spaces and marks on the page to involve her readers in the 

negotiations of forms that such an issue requires. Carson’s fiction references writers like Stein 

and Woolf alongside classical dramatists and historians, staging on the space of her hybrid pages 

a conversation—and “voice” continues to be crucially important here—among accounts of 

embodiment, generally, and gender, specifically. At the same time, Carson’s work inverts the 

model of literarily-represented embodiment at work in the modernist novels discussed earlier. In 

the critical discourse of the modernists, whether Richardson’s description of “feminine prose” or 

Joyce’s suggestion of the female body as the key to “Penelope,” or Woolf’s imagining of the 

sentence or book that will adequately fit the female body, a human body has an essential and 

inherent gendered-ness that affects how that body can be represented in, or can write through, 

literary language. For Carson’s characters and narrators, as for those of the modernists, literary 

language constitutes a structure into which a character or writer’s body might “fit.” In Carson’s 

texts, however, her narrators and project authors are at pains to suggest that in the experience of 
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reading a book, the language and the body are simultaneously comprehended and constituted, 

equally contingent on the narratives at play in the reading.  

Woolf, Stein, and Richardson apparently drew on a specific definition when they 

theorized how “femininity” or “feminine psychology” might be incorporated into the novel form. 

In Carson’s texts, neither gender nor genre nor physiological form is predetermined or 

prediscursive: there is no extant essential body her narrators are attempting to fit into literary 

forms. Instead the body, like the literary form, is defined and understood through the application 

of conventions of reading. For Carson’s characters, systems of language still retain an inside and 

an outside: in these cases, this architecture is dramatized as characters whose bodies have been 

defined according to certain conventional narratives struggle to inhabit certain literary structures. 

The body entering into the architecture of language is itself constituted by the very language (and 

narrative) it encounters.   

The three fictional works I discuss here interrupt and interrogate the conventions of the 

printed book in the process of representing characters’ physical struggles with and within 

narratives of embodiment. In Autobiography of Red, for example, the history of Stesichoros’ 

poetic experimentation, which the narrator describes as a practice of “undo[ing] the latches” and 

“releas[ing] being,” contextualizes a novel-form that combines multiple discursive forms to 

center on what none of them can wholly represent. The verse-novel positions itself as a 

translation of Stesichoros’ poem about a red monster named Geryon; the visual and linguistic 

structure of Carson’s own text thus becomes another way of reconsidering and honoring the 

“unseizable,” where in Geryon’s case what resists definition is specifically visceral (redness, 

gender, etc.). Geryon’s body is defined by its defiance of the language marshaled to describe it. 

By contrast, the polyphony of Red Doc>, a companion piece to Autobiography of Red which 
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returns to Geryon and Herakles, “continu[ing] their adventures in a very different style and with 

changed names,” claims intimacy and access to characters’ perspectives while also withholding 

that access from readers—not unlike the dynamic of unpunctuated modernist texts. The 

combination of poetic and dramatic idioms within this complex work, however, emphasizes the 

precarious definition and relationships of the characters’ bodies and psyches, within the stories 

they construct for one another and also within the margins of the codex’s pages.  

Nox appears, in some ways, as the formal culmination of this kind of interrogation: a 

book literally lacking a spine, Nox’s pages translate both a Catullus elegy and the textual record 

of a brother’s body into “rooms” that the narrator’s (female) body prowls in the process of 

“translating” them into her own language. The speaker understands both translation and elegy as 

structures surrounding but distinct from her; she produces a combinatory form, too, by engaging 

the form and structure of the book itself, rending material, bibliographic space for herself and her 

linguistic prowling amidst these institutional scaffolds that otherwise marginalize or completely 

excise her body and voice. In each of these cases, the forms of the books themselves invite new 

kinds of questions about how a body—of text and of human and of red winged monster—can 

signify on the page, and to what extent a reader can explore and define the contours of that body.  

The questions and arguments raised in modernist writers’ use of punctuation and space 

are powerful contextualizing forces when it comes to understanding Carson’s work. Carson does 

not frame her work as picking up where Woolf left off, nor is an understanding of Woolf’s 

punctuational practices critical to understanding Carson’s work almost a century later and a 

continent away. Still, in essays that place Woolf in conversation with Thucydides, in critical 

translations of Stesichoros that repeatedly evoke Stein, Carson suggests a broad literary and 

artistic heritage according to which her own work can be examined—a heritage that critics of her 
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work often overlook. Carson’s texts simultaneously refer to their modernist predecessors, in 

visual form and in linguistic complexity, and also depart from these modernists’ primary models 

of textual embodiment. Her work’s consideration of the exteriorities and interiorities of 

language, book, and body practices a real reading of the ancient texts she translates and 

incorporates, but it also constitutes an argument about conventions of literary representation. The 

definitions under pressure here for poetry and prose and drama, in her books, are both 

architectural and physical, with implications for individual bodies and individual lives. 

Redrawing the margins of the codex page and reconsidering the boundaries distinguishing genre 

categories, Carson’s practices of punctuation model the writing and reading practices necessary 

to invoke the experiences her books represent.  

 

Knowing Marks and Judging Genre 

“Virginia Woolf wrote ‘The Mark on the Wall’ at the start of the First World War,” 

reports the speaker of Anne Carson’s “Ordinary Time,” by way of positioning Woolf’s short 

work in conversation with Thucydides’ sprawling history of the Peloponnesian War.107 This 

essay is the opening salvo of Carson’s 2001 collection of verse and essay, Men in the Off Hours. 

Carson’s speaker observes that, while these earlier writers share an initial impulse for 

chronology, Woolf “does not, like Thucydides, rise above ordinary time to a high point and look 

down on other people, other people’s reckonings. She stays in her own time. She stays right in 

the middle” (4). Despite this disparity, the work of ancient Greek historiographer and that of the 

modernist English novelist come to inform and recast one another: Thucydides’ observation that 

                                                
107 Both of these works stand at the beginning of specific intersections in material and linguistic composition. “The 
Mark on the Wall” was printed in 1917 in Two Stories, the first publication of the Woolfs’ Hogarth Press. Leonard 
and Virginia Woolf produced the copies of the book themselves. Thucydides’ History of the Peloponnesian War was 
composed from around 431 to 404 BCE, the post-Herodotus period when historiographic prose in written Greek was 
just starting to become more prevalent.  
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the inexperienced youth of Athens embraced the Peloponnesian War leads Carson’s speaker to 

concede that “Time embraces youth, youth embraces war. See the circles fit one upon the other. 

See them move and slip, turning around a center which becomes gradually emptier, gradually 

darker, until it is as black as a mark on the wall” (7). The lofty stance of Thucydides’ approach 

appears, under further investigation, to collapse upon itself into the mark of ordinary time and 

daily life that Woolf’s narrator ponders. 

Carson’s references to Virginia Woolf are fewer, less extensive, and far less critically 

remarked upon than her works’ often overt discussion of and engagement with both the style and 

the biographical figure of Gertrude Stein. Yet, in “Ordinary Time,” Carson’s speaker uses an 

examination of Woolf’s work to raise questions that are crucial to understanding how Carson’s 

own work converses, in its various linguistic and bibliographical hybridities, with the 

experiments and expressions of its modernist predecessors. In the concluding paragraphs of this 

particular essay, an examination of ancient and modern literary approaches to war and time and 

the materials of keeping record—the marks on the wall, the systems of keeping time—Carson’s 

speaker notes the abrupt ending of “The Mark on the Wall”: “Amidst speculation [Woolf’s 

narrator] notices someone standing over her who says: ‘I’m going out to buy a newspaper.’” 

Carson’s essay then provides a quick synthetic gloss of the end of Woolf’s work:  

The odd thing is, and although incidental it may be the reason why she ends the essay this 
way, you grasp at once without any mention of the fact that someone is a man. He could 
no more be a woman than Thucydides. Not only because of his need for newspapers and 
view of the war […] but because he at once identifies the mark on the wall as what it is. 
A snail is a snail. Even in the off hours, men know marks. (7) 
 

For Carson’s speaker, the definitive identification and categorization of marks is a masculine 

endeavor—and this approach to the material record (on the wall, in a newspaper) thus 

differentiates the position of Woolf’s speaker from that of Thucydides’ even as their literary 
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concerns intertwine. The gendered, embodied experiences of these authors’ speakers influence 

the stance of their historiographical narration: women stay in their own time; men know marks.  

Carson returns to juxtaposing the perspectives of Woolf and Thucydides in a poem that 

appears later in Men in the Off Hours, this piece titled “Thucydides in Conversation with 

Virginia Woolf on the Set of The Peloponnesian War.” The authors’ voices are presented on the 

page as a direct, scripted dialogue; even the poem’s title frames the literary work (Thucydides’, 

here) as a “stage” on which these authors, actors, interact. Chris Jennings has drawn on the form 

of this text to argue that “Carson’s poems produce illumination when perspectives comment on 

one another in this way: one provides the necessary distance of an ordered frame, while the other 

gives an intimate proximity that produces meaning on a human scale. The poem occupies a 

position between—marking the two as not one, yet making their necessary intimacy visible” 

(934). The power of a Carsonian essay or poem is not simply to place these voices together on 

the printed page, but to acknowledge, and explore, the (nonverbal) blank space between them. 

Jennings takes this reading of Carson’s rhetorical occupation of interstices to argue that Carson 

uses a “compromise of genre” to “create a balance. Her third component” in these juxtapositive 

works, “drama, is home to neither of the participants” (934). Instead, Carson calls on the genre of 

dramatic dialogue to emphasize the dramatic dynamics already at play in what appear to be 

generically disparate works. Placing the figures of Woolf and Thucydides in conversation “on 

the set” of The Peloponnesian War highlights the conversations (and soliloquies) already present 

in their published works, but it also puts pressure on the definition of “drama” as a set of genre 

conventions.108  

                                                
108 Framing Woolf as a dramatic figure, as a dramatist, hearkens as well to Woolf’s consideration, in “On Not 
Knowing Greek,” of the relationship between the chorus in ancient Greek dramatic genres and the narrator as 
developed in the English novel. As herself a translator of classical texts, Woolf could describe first-hand the 
practical components of Greek literary forms.  
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Even as “Ordinary Time” opens out to consider Woolf’s literary presentation of gender 

alongside and simultaneous to the work’s instantiation in time, the essay’s conclusion also 

reveals a crucial difference between how Woolf and Carson represent the relationship between 

language and body. As discussed earlier, Woolf’s novels and their punctuation revise the 

category of “feminine prose” that writers like Richardson and Joyce are actively exploring and 

attempting to present on the page. For Carson’s speaker, though, in this reading of Woolf’s short 

story, the status of the body is, inescapably, that of a text to be read—and gender arises from 

without, from how that body/text is received, the masculinity of the speaking character’s 

language and approach to the mark. As readers, Carson’s speaker argues, we read the language 

and tone of the speaking character and map onto that voice and body masculinity.  

Woolf herself suggests in A Room of One’s Own that adapting the book to the body will 

have to do, in part, with the literary form the writer produces—“women’s books should be 

shorter, more concentrated […]. For interruptions there will always be” (77)—but some of this 

adaptation, too, is related to the works’ subject matter. When representing previously 

marginalized experiences of gender and sexuality, of “when women are alone” or when “Chloe 

likes Olivia,” the writer must also reorient the book to the body in order to “catch those 

unrecorded gestures, those unsaid words” (83). In Carson’s work, this practice of adaptation is 

made visible and legible in the thematic concerns of the stories she tells as well as the 

fragmented spaces and generic hybridity of those stories’ presentation. For example, the essay 

“The Gender of Sound” begins with the following assertion: “It is in large part according to the 

sounds people make that we judge them sane or insane, male or female, good, evil, trustworthy, 

depressive, marriageable, moribund, likely or unlikely to make war on us, little better than 

animals, inspired by God. These judgments happen fast and can be brutal” (119). Again, the 
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dynamic here appears to posit a relationship that inverts what Dorothy Richardson suggested in 

her claim that “feminine prose” should be by its nature “unpunctuated,” or even Woolf’s claim in 

A Room of One’s Own that when representing previously marginalized experiences of gender 

and sexuality, of “when women are alone” or when “Chloe likes Olivia,” the writer must also 

reorient the book to the body in order to “catch those unrecorded gestures, those unsaid words” 

(83). Instead, Carson opens her essay with the idea that we judge a body’s gender based on the 

sounds it makes—that we assess the “masculinity” or “femininity” of a body of prose, then, or a 

body of person, based on tonal or non-linguistic components of its language. From this 

perspective, the book is not to be adapted to a body that exists outside of its purview (or to the 

representation of that body). Instead, the format of the book—its fragmentary spaces and generic 

hybridities and ambiguities—operates as the legible and unstable physical body of the character.  

Genre, like gender, appears in Carson’s work as a set of conventions by which we read 

and contextualize voices and bodies. “The Gender of Sound,” for example, marks the 

implications of classical traditions for modernist writers: having noted that “[m]adness and 

witchery as well as bestiality are conditions commonly associated with the use of the female 

voice in public, in ancient as well as modern contexts” (120), Carson’s speaker lists the 

astonishing sounds and voices attributed to women in the Odyssey, in Agamemnon, in 

Eumenides—then analyzes a passage from a biography of Gertrude Stein. “[I]t interests me,” the 

speaker continues, “that the radical otherness of the female is experienced by Alkaios, as also by 

Ernest Hemingway, in the form of women’s voices uttering sounds that men find bad to hear. 

Why is female sound bad to hear?” (124). To answer this question, to consider the various ways 

women’s language (wailing, gesture) is often positioned outside the realm of (masculine) logos, 
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the essay introduces and destabilizes the ancient Greek concept of sophrosyne (σωφροσύνη) in 

conversation with Freud:  

there is something disturbing or abnormal about the use of signs to transcribe upon the 
outside of the body a meaning from inside the body which does not pass through the 
control point of logos, a meaning which is not subject to the mechanism of dissociation 
that the Greeks called sophrosyne or self-control. Sigmund Freud applied the name 
‘hysteria’ to this process of transcription when it occurred in female patients whose tics 
and neuralgias and convulsions and paralyses and eating disorders and spells of blindness 
could be read, in his theory, as a direct translation into somatic terms of psychic events 
within the woman’s body. Freud conceived his own therapeutic task as the rechannelling 
of these hysteric signs into rational discourse. […] Woman is that creature who puts the 
inside on the outside. By projections and leakages of all kinds—somatic, vocal, 
emotional, sexual—females expose or expend what should be kept in. Females blurt out a 
direct translation of what should be formulated indirectly. (128-9) 
 

Again, here, gender is a construction defined by an approach to language and embodiment, rather 

than an essential component of bodily-ness that is to be represented through certain uses of 

language. The definition of woman as “that creature who puts the inside on the outside” has 

bodily implications that are also, not subsequently, specifically literary: both Carson’s speaker 

and the writers cited understand the hysterical simultaneity of communication as a rhetorical 

issue, as women translate to the outside of the body that which “should be formulated 

indirectly.” In both these classical and modernist contexts, Carson suggests, a woman is defined 

as a “creature,” a created entity, a construction, whose language registers on and in and through 

the body according to logics that defy “the control point of logos” and the “mechanism of 

dissociation” of sophrosyne. To cut back to Daniel Punday’s formulation in Narrative Bodies, 

the woman described here is a “creature” who does not filter language through the disembodying 

medium of omniscient narration. The monstrosity of the gendering that Carson identifies here 

connects the patriarchal convention with an ableist one as well: woman is that creature whose 

body produces a different, transgressive kind of language.  
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These examples draw from two of Carson’s more overtly critical texts: essays that 

borrow literary critical terms and perspectives to explore the relationships among different 

literary and cultural texts. In each, the body (and its relationship to language) reflects the literary 

work’s narratological approach to time and to character, to physicality and to gender. At the 

same time, enmeshed in Carson’s various discussions of these works’ approaches to these 

thematic issues is a concern with how characters’ language affects their diegetic bodily status, 

and how that language-body model resonates with how a literary work’s form allows characters’ 

bodies to be read in the first place. Juxtaposing Thucydides and Woolf—or Stein and Sappho—

stages a conversation about how these writers approach embodiment and voice differently and 

also positions Carson’s own texts in motion between those approaches. Carson’s speaker in 

“Ordinary Time” navigates between Thucydides and Woolf’s distinct poles of temporality—and 

just as the speaker describes “Mark on the Wall” as an essay when Woolf published it in a 

collection of short stories, so Carson’s own work raises questions about how authority and 

facticity are assigned to works of different genres, works that speak in different idioms.  

At issue in Carson’s descriptions of gender and of time, whether she is discussing a 

fictional work like Woolf’s or the historiography of classical culture, is the distinction between 

inside and outside, thought and discourse, experience and language, body and voice. Her works’ 

“bookishness,” far from being “nostalgia for a specific moment in the history of the book” (Plate 

96), dramatizes the fraught and dynamic historical relationships forged between human body and 

literary text. Talking about the works’ “bookishness” as abstracted from the courses of their 

narratives risks obscuring how materiality, in a work like Autobiography of Red, both shapes and 

is shaped by the stories and characters Carson’s narrators develop. 
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Though these works are not alone in grappling formally with history and voicedness, 

Autobiography of Red, Red Doc>, and Nox each use the interaction of printed language and 

physical page space to theorize a different model of interaction between literary insides and 

outside—between the representation of characters’ bodies in syntax and the presentation of typed 

characters on the page, in the codex.  

 

Autobiography of Red: Citing Stesichoros and Scraps of Meat 

Autobiography of Red, published in 1988, bears on its cover the genre marker “A Novel 

in Verse.” As this subtitle foregrounds, this is a book about translation: the translation into 

English of fragments of an ancient Greek poem, the Geryoneis by Stesichoros, but also the 

translation of a monstrous body into (many varieties of) literary language. The book frames itself 

as a scholarly edition of the extant fragments of the Geryoneis, a poem detailing the life and 

death of Geryon, a red winged monster slain by Hercules as one of his twelve labors. The novel’s 

opening pages present an explanation of the material history and status of Stesichoros’ poetry 

and also an engagement with some of the poetry’s thematic concerns: fragmentation, 

monstrosity, and competing narrative traditions. Carson’s narrator observes that Stesichoros 

“came after Homer and before Gertrude Stein, a difficult interval for a poet” (3)—in Carson’s 

own representation of Stesichoros’ work, the classical and the modernist jostle beside one 

another, time as well as description on the verge of unlatching.   

At the same time, Autobiography of Red immediately and literally inverts the classicist 

scholarly tradition: five brief sections of prose,109 including three “appendixes,” precede the 

                                                
109 Here, as in Red Doc>, the format of the novel challenges the capacity of conventional critical language to 
describe what is going on. Some readings treat these sections as “essays” or as distinct preludial sections. 
Throughout this chapter I treat the component parts of Carson’s texts as if they converse and correspond through 
their juxtaposition: in my reading, there is no easy way, nor any real need, to distinguish “fiction” from “nonfiction” 
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“main” text in Carson’s book—the text whose title most closely matches that printed on the 

book’s cover. The narrator explains that Stesichoros departed from linguistic and literary 

conventions in his engagements with the stories of Helen and Geryon; so, too, the narrative of 

Autobiography of Red opens by formally subverting not only the conventions of scholarly 

apparatus but also the connotations of the body-book language that categorizes the “appendix” as 

a nonessential entity, an afterthought.110 The guts of the work come first, here. The structures of 

the body of printed book, syntactical language, and character narration are thus under pressure 

before the “main” section of the novel, the ostensible translation of Stesichoros’ poetry, even 

gets underway. There, Geryon’s story is transposed into a contemporary setting, with Geryon a 

teenage boy who straps his wings to wooden boards under his overcoat: Herakles becomes 

Geryon’s sometime lover; the cattle for which Herakles epically slew Geryon are absent, but 

present are Geryon’s attempts at self-expression and definition through photographs, tomato 

sculptures, and postcards inscribed with lines from Heidegger.  

Ian Rae has argued that, in Autobiography of Red, Carson “pieces together a textual 

Frankenstein that will subvert [patriarchal] codes by redefining the gender codes attached to the 

authorial body” (238). Rather, Carson’s novel uses both linguistic and bibliographic forms—both 

of which are complicated and underscored by the concerns of translation—to redefine the 

relationship between specific narratives (of gender, of history, of physicality) and bodies. It’s not 

that Carson’s work redefines the codes that are attached to the body, but that the work redefines 

how those codes are attached—in what typeface they are inscribed, say—and how we read the 

nature of that attachment. The appendixes emphasize that Stesichoros’ experiments had 

                                                                                                                                                       
in these texts. Part of Carson’s technique is to emphasize the fictive-ness, the construction, of generically nonfiction 
documents. 
110 This is a revision-of-formal-hierarchy that Carson’s work has practiced since her first book-length publications. 
Eros the Bittersweet, she has explained in interviews, is a “version of [her] dissertation,” though in the dissertation, 
“[a]ll of the imaginative sections had to be forced into an appendix” (D’Agata interview 10).  
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specifically physical/physiological implications for him, and the “main” text of the novel reveals 

that Geryon’s methods of autobiographizing similarly have implications for his sense of his 

living self (residing inside language in way that allows gender to be complicated, disappearing 

behind the lens of the camera, etc.). Carson’s novel, retelling the stories by which Stesichoros 

undid latches and unleashed being, itself undoes and reworks the conventional latches binding 

narratives to bodies.  

This novel’s engagement with punctuation is in some ways less subtle, and less 

experimental, than the modernist novels discussed earlier, and than Carson’s later work, as 

discussed below. Nevertheless, the form of Autobiography of Red—from the organization of the 

text into sections called Red Meat and Appendix, to the lineation that visually echoes ancient 

Greek verse form, to the italicization of dialogue to blur distinctions between speakers—reifies 

and instantiates the novel’s linguistic arguments about the physical mediation of artistic 

representation. This dynamic has particular implications for the novel’s presentation of Geryon’s 

physiology and his gender. Judith Butler has argued that “gender is the repeated stylization of the 

body, a set of repeated acts within a highly rigid regulatory frame that congeal over time to 

produce the appearance of substance, of a natural sort of being” (33). This model bears 

significantly similar readerly implications to Rosemarie Garland Thomson’s conception of 

disability as “the attribution of corporeal deviance,” consisting of “not so much a property of 

bodies as a product of cultural rules about what bodies should be or do” (6). For both 

theorizations, the body is read within a series of “regulatory frames” or “cultural rules,” the 

outcome of which reading is a “congealing,” in Butler’s terms, to produce “the appearance of 

substance”—reading the body within these contexts facilitates in the appearance of that body’s 

essential properties or characteristics. For Geryon—and for Carson’s verse-novel as a whole—
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literary and discursive form themselves constitute the forces defining and constructing the 

“characteristic” qualities of his body, including his gender.  

Unlike the modernists discussed earlier, Carson does not theorize a novel form that will 

“fit” certain gendered bodies, or prose that takes on inherent femininity or masculinity. The 

novel enacts, formally and in its content, the idea that the narratives and narrating Geryon 

encounters and produces serve not to accommodate his body from without, but instead, he is 

given recognizable, “legible” form through the narratives that he and others inscribe him into. 

We see this in the various discourses and allusions Geryon encounters, which he imagines might 

give him some “information about red” but which often leave him literally unconscious instead 

(sleeping). And we see it in the fact that Carson’s entire text is framed as a translation of a latch-

undoing narrative about a monster, from that monster’s perspective, written by a man whose 

work had ambiguously physical implications for his own body. Geryon’s primary endeavor is the 

construction of an “autobiography” whose form and content can be described but not 

incorporated into either the “romance” or the “novel in verse”: not only is Stesichoros’ attempt at 

rendering Geryon’s body compared to the flesh of that body, but Geryon’s own self-narrative 

grapples with the difficulty of recording the passage of time and movement of sinew on a 

printed, inscribed surface.  

Autobiography of Red presents a character who actively challenges the dynamics of 

mediation and citation, and it does so by engaging and revising these dynamics bibliographically: 

words fall and drop behind him, and we experience that motion insofar as Geryon’s “self” eludes 

us. Jes Battis has claimed that, “[w]ithin this text, the pleasure of turning the page is interrupted 

by what awaits the reader—not more information, but a glowing blank” (2); the “blank” he 

describes here, however, is not the book’s physical form—not the space that dominates the pages 
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of Autobiography of Red—but rather the ambiguous and unresolved descriptions of Geryon’s 

character. Battis asserts that Geryon’s “physical illegibility is what gives him essential power 

over the reader. He cannot be typed, named, or ‘read’” (3); instead, the formal experiments of 

Carson’s novel claim that reading is the process by which Geryon’s physical presence and 

identity are defined in the first place. Blanks and line-breaks are key to representing Geryon’s 

story not because they make space for his body from without, but because the blanks, and the 

ambiguities and unlatchings they perform, are what’s needed textually to read his body in its 

various narrative transgressings—his monstrosity, his wingedness, his color, his sexuality, his 

position as an artist. Carson’s techniques of spacing call attention to the surface of the page for 

similar reasons to the modernists’, but this novel understands the body as constituted through this 

necessarily-skewed and incomplete reading process, not that the reading process approximates an 

already-extant body. Space and print, in this text, key readers to the idea that paper and body 

both provide incompletely legible—but insistently legible—reading surfaces. 

The book’s opening section, entitled “Red Meat: What Difference Did Stesichoros 

Make?”, introduces the problem of representation—specifically of description—in terms of 

grammar. “Nouns name the world. Verbs activate the names. Adjectives come from somewhere 

else,” the narrator writes; “Adjectives seem fairly innocent additions but look again. These small 

imported mechanisms are in charge of attaching everything in the world to its place in 

particularity. They are latches of being” (4). The imagery here positions adjectives as anchors 

that tether objects—bodies—to particular positions in space and in narrative: in the Homeric 

tradition, the narrator continues, adjectives are bound fast to their nouns, thus “being is stable 

and particularity is set fast in tradition.” Then comes Stesichoros, whose poetry takes a different 

approach to the conventional understanding of the topography of grammatical surface. 
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“Stesichoros was studying the surface restlessly,” the narrator recounts; “It leaned away from 

him. He went closer. It stopped. ‘Passion for substances’ seems a good description of that 

moment. For no reason that anyone can name, Stesichoros began to undo the latches. Stesichoros 

released being” (5).111 Stesichoros’ scrutiny, the narrator implies, revealed the latent motility of 

the “still surface of this [Homeric] code”; breaking that surface, however, had implications that 

apparently stretched beyond the realm of poetic language.  

In particular, Stesichoros’ liberation of nouns pitted his work against longstanding 

gendered conventions of representation: “To Helen of Troy, for example, was attached an 

adjectival tradition of whoredom already old by the time Homer used it. When Stesichoros 

unlatched her epithet from Helen there flowed out such a light as may have blinded him for a 

moment” (5). The narrator clarifies that “This is a big question, the question of the blinding of 

Stesichoros by Helen (see Appendixes A, B), although generally regarded as unanswerable (but 

see Appendix C)” (5); indeed, an alternative version of the story suggests that Stesichoros was 

blinded not for rupturing the Homeric description but for hewing to the Homeric version of 

Helen. Whatever Stesichoros’ specific poetic blunder, his vision was restored when he recanted, 

in the Palinode, which Appendix B reproduces. The multiplicity of versions here not only sets 

the stage for the novel’s own multivalent reworking of Stesichoros’ poetry but also emphasizes 

that Stesichoros’ revolutionary action was suggesting that Helen’s body did not travel as 

mainstream epic tradition said it did.112 Before introducing Geryon and his ambiguously 

monstrous body, Carson’s narrator foregrounds Stesichoros’ intervention into the corpus of 
                                                
111 Stesichoros “wrote narrative lyric poetry (of what type is not certain),” reports the Oxford Companion to 
Classical Literature; “It was classified by the ancients as choral lyric because of the metre, the poetic Doric dialect 
[…], and the triadic structure ([…] Stesichorus was even said to be the inventor of this particular form)” (ONLINE 
OCCL, 2011).  
112 Releasing Helen as a noun from the descriptive tradition of “whoredom” allowed Stesichoros to suggest that 
Helen herself never went to Troy; her body, instead, went to Egypt. This alternative mythology is not Stesichoros’ 
alone: Euripides, for example, tells a similar story in Helen and elaborates on a similarly alternative fate for 
Iphigenia in Iphigenia in Tauris; centuries later, H.D. narrates the alternative myth in Helen in Egypt.  
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Greek mythology, emphasizing, too, that this intervention has material consequences for the 

body of the characters (Helen did not travel where we thought she did) and of the narrator 

(Stesichoros was blinded for narrating as he did).  

Stesichoros’ work not only subverts the foundational plot and style of the Homeric epic, 

however, but it also revises conventional narratorial perspectives on other popular myths. The 

narrator explains that instead of framing “a thrilling account of the victory of culture over 

monstrosity” in telling the story of Herakles’ killing Geryon, “the extant fragments of 

Stesichoros’ poem offer a tantalizing cross section of scenes, both proud and pitiful, from 

Geryon’s own experience” (6). Not only do the fragments refuse to tell the story of Geryon from 

the perspective one might expect, but because of the ravages of time on the text, the fragments 

also refuse an obvious narrative ordering: “the fragments of the Geryoneis itself read as if 

Stesichoros had composed a substantial narrative poem then ripped it to pieces and buried the 

pieces in a box with some song lyrics and lecture notes and scraps of meat. The fragment 

numbers tell you roughly how the pieces fell out of the box. You can of course keep shaking the 

box” (6-7). The poem about Geryon takes form as fragments of Geryon’s flesh, a figure echoed 

in the “Red Meat” titles of the novel’s first two sections. The pieces of Geryon’s (dead) body are 

the subject matter and the object, physical matter of the poem. 113 The novel’s next three sections, 

continuing the paratextual echoing of the novel’s physical implications, are labelled 

“Appendixes”; they contextualize Stesichoros’ possible blinding—the bodily, sensible 

manifestation of his linguistic experiment—by presenting testimonies on the question of the 

                                                
113 Ian Rae points out the important introduction of elements of the Isis myth into Geryon’s story: “[t]his theme of a 
reconstituted ‘body of fragments’ provides the most important link to the structure of Autobiography of Red” (238). 
Key to this idea for Carson’s work, though, is that the reconstitution is necessarily incomplete. The fragments 
constitute the body for a viewer/reader, but they do not necessarily tell the whole story for Geryon—or rather, they 
insist that fragmentation is a crucial component of that story. Thus, I would also argue, Carson’s choice, in her 
translation of Sappho (If Not, Winter), to inundate the linguistic translation of the poems with brackets to signify 
visually the limits of the papyrus record.  
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blinding (A), the text of Stesichoros’ palinode, supposedly written in penance (B), and a long 

series of propositions which demonstrate, in near-Steinian style, the inconclusive nature of the 

question (C).  

By the time we reach the title section of the novel, “Autobiography of Red,” the reader 

has encountered a series of different textual phenomena (and narrative voices) to contextualize 

the representation of Geryon’s story. Yet another new generic context then arises when the title 

story is given, on its first page, the subtitle of “A Romance.” Like the fragments of Geryon’s 

story presented as translations of Stesichoros’ in the “Red Meat” section, the sections of the 

“romance” are numbered and lineated, with alternating long and short lines that echo the original 

form of many of Stesichoros’ Greek lyrics. From the first section of the “romance” we see how 

the biographical and physical details of this narrated Geryon, too, overlap with those of the 

Geryon in the “Red Meat” fragments—in both, for example, Geryon’s mother walks him into 

school on the first day (24)—but the “romance” novelizes the story, spans more time and 

introduces a broader cast of characters.  

I have already described Katherine Saunders Nash’s term of “project author” as a 

materially-attentive adjustment to the focus of theorizations of the “implied author”: while the 

latter allows a reader to “accept, by definition of the term, that rhetorical design can be attributed 

to a figure who created the text, someone who assumed that narrative meaning is both 

communicable to audiences and shareable among them” (94), the former emphasizes the broader 

process of textual construction across drafts and revisions. In Carson’s work, the variety of 

discourses deployed to discuss and tell Geryon’s story—and the story of the different tellings of 

Geryon’s story—foreground the presence of an organizing figure responsible for, for example, 

placing the Appendixes before the Romance before the Interview, while simultaneously 
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underscoring the intertwinedness of several authorial voices. Whose project is this? What does 

the juxtaposition of these discursive registers allow the implied author (Carson) to suggest about 

methods of literary representation of embodiment? 

While the opening sections of the book established how the novel would articulate and 

engage with Stesichoros’ approach to representation, here, the subject of Stesichoros’ 

representation is himself attempting to represent himself, in conversation and through art. 

Geryon’s shifting understanding of and approach to his own body is both reflected in and 

seemingly shaped by the development of his autobiography, a quasi-linguistic object which 

brings together his own concerns with space, time, and physicality. The dynamics of citation, 

already a concern in the novel’s opening sections, are marked particularly visually here: 

throughout the “romance,” italics mark spoken language, though in multiple instances the 

lineation of the sections does not correspond with the novelistic convention of printing dialogue 

spoken by different characters on separate lines. In keeping with the spirit of Stesichoros’ 

undoing the latches of conventional description or attribution, the format of the pages blurs the 

boundaries between utterances made by Geryon, Herakles, and the other characters around them. 

While the narrative Carson weaves emphasizes that these characters’ bodies stay emphatically 

distinct—enabling both abuse and empowerment—on the page, their voices are occasionally 

almost indistinguishable. The constitution of Carson’s pages thus draws attention to, and 

challenges the stability of, the various cultural and conventional frames through which the 

characters’ bodies are read and defined, as the novel moves into its “main” text.  

In the “Romance,” Geryon’s understanding of linguistic and physical insides and outsides   

inflects his gender identity and sexuality, while also calling into question what, if anything, skin 

has the power to reflect or conceal. The narrator explains that, as a child, “Geryon had always / 
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had this trouble: a word like each, / when he stared at it, would disassemble itself into separate 

letters and go. / A space for its meaning remained there but blank. / The letters themselves could 

be found hung on branches or furniture in the area” (26).114 Language itself has component 

material parts, for Geryon, a space for meaning and a spread of letters. The definition of 

individual words relies on, and also shapes, interpersonal relationships: Geryon asks his mother 

“What does each mean?” because, we learn, “She never lied to him. Once she said the meaning / 

it would stay” (26). In response, Geryon’s mother uses the example that Geryon and his brother 

“each” have their own room—she defines the word in a syntactical and a social context—but this 

definition is subsequently tested when Geryon and his brother unexpectedly have to share a 

room, which situation leads to Geryon’s experience of sexual abuse.  

The idea that an individual word has a “space for its meaning” as well as a constellation 

of letters resonates with Geryon’s thinking, after experiencing abuse at the hands of his brother, 

“about the difference / between outside and inside. / Inside is mine, he thought” (29). This 

transgression of personal boundaries and lexical definition, in fact, spurs Geryon’s 

autobiographical impulse: the day after this initial abuse, the narrator reveals, “he began his 

autobiography. In this work Geryon set down all inside things / particularly his own heroism / 

and early death much to the despair of the community. He coolly omitted / all outside things” 

(29). Self-definition takes on both a physical and a linguistic significance, instantiating Geryon’s 

perspective against those that would repress or harm him. Indeed, even as Geryon’s claim to own 

his own insides allows him to respond to his brother’s abuse, that stance also further positions his 

                                                
114 The critical convention of using backslashes to mark line breaks in quoted verse text is clearly an interpretive 
decision when it comes to Carson’s work: if Autobiography is, in fact, a novel in verse, should the apparently-prose 
sections be quoted as prose poetry, with enjambment noted? As becomes clear below, Red Doc> emphasizes these 
conundrums even more overtly. I’ve chosen to quote Carson’s language using the critical conventions that would 
seem to match the apparent genres of the passages in question.  
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characterization in defiance of a mythological tradition that otherwise reduces him to only a red, 

winged monster.  

That Carson’s narrative includes this revelation about Geryon’s thoughts asserts an 

access to Geryon’s interiority that other components of the work—including the Appendixes’ 

insistence on fragmentation—would seem to complicate. The authority with which any character 

assumes knowledge of any other character’s experience, in this text, is complicated and 

contestable at best; nevertheless, the text asserts, we tell stories about each other, about 

ourselves.  

The implications of language for defining bodily relationships and physical autonomy 

continue to evolve for Geryon. While visiting Herakles’ home, for instance, Geryon goes into 

Herakles’ mother’s room and has a physically and linguistically disorienting experience there:  

Who am I? He had been here before in the dark on the stairs with his hands out   
groping for a switch—he hit it  
and the room sprang towards him like an angry surf with its unappeasable debris  
of woman liquors, he saw a slip  
a dropped magazine combs baby powder a stack of phone books a bowl of pearls  
a teacup with water in it himself  
in the mirror cruel as a slash of lipstick—he banged the light off.  
He had been here before, dangling  
inside the word she like a trinket at a belt. (57, see Figure 4.1) 
 

The interiority of language is not, here, a blank space that Geryon observes, but a space that he 

physically occupies: he imagines himself, here, operating like Butler suggests, as a body whose 

gender is defined through its repeated implications in a particular (cultural, linguistic) 

framework. Framing his experience as both inside and outside also facilitates the comparison of 

his body to a volcano during the construction of his autobiography. We learn that “Geryon liked 

to plan / his autobiography, in that blurred state / between awake and asleep when too many 

intake valves are open in the soul. / Like the terrestrial crust of the earth / which is proportionally 
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ten times thinner than an eggshell, the skin of the soul / is a miracle of mutual pressures. / 

Millions of kilograms of force pounding up from the earth’s core on the inside to meet / the cold 

air of the world and stop, / as we do, just in time” (60). Crucial to this understanding of Geryon’s 

experience is the sense that even as his skin acts as a boundary between inside and outside, his 

inner life itself has similar kinds of divisions. Geryon’s soul has a skin, and the core stops “just 

in time” upon meeting the outer air. Geryon’s lived experience, then, is not so easily divided as 

the dichotomous inside and outside might suggest: indeed, having “too many intake valves open” 

facilitates Geryon’s consideration of his self-writing, suggesting that it is in the state of 

complicating those boundaries that his self-expression is clearest.  

 
Figure 4.1: The lines by which Geryon recalls dangling inside of language, in the 1998 Vintage edition of 

Autobiography of Red. 
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This consideration of his body’s status in the context of this model of language and 

representation shapes, as well, Geryon’s complicated responses to others’ language. When 

Geryon meets a philosopher who quotes Pascal and then begins “to pile words up all around the 

terror / of Pascal until it could hardly be seen,” Geryon, in response, “paused in his listening and 

saw the slopes of time spin backwards and stop” (91). The possibility that Geryon will acquire 

some “information about red” in this encounter is flummoxed by the stultifying effects of the 

philosopher’s discourse. Geryon does seem to gain new insight, however, from Ancash’s 

revelation of Quechua myth:  

In ancient times they worshipped  
the volcano as a god and even  
threw people into it. For sacrifice? asked Geryon whose head had come out  
of the blanket.  
No not exactly. More like a testing procedure. They were looking for people  
from the inside. Wise ones.   
Holy men I guess you would say. The word in Quechua is Yazcol Yazcamac it means  
the Ones Who Went and Saw and Came Back— 
I think the anthropologists say eyewitnesses. These people did exist.   
Stories are told of them still.  
Eyewitnesses, said Geryon.  
Yes. People who saw the inside of the volcano. (128)115  
 

While the philosopher’s language blots out Pascal’s voice and seems to stop time, Ancash’s story 

not only implicates Geryon’s physical body but also, in its narrative form on the page, leaves 

Geryon’s voice audible (to Ancash) and legible (to the reader).  

Indeed, as Bruce Beasley argues, “Ancash gives Geryon a new and liberating mythology. 

It’s Carson, though, who writes Ancash’s myth, and, like most of the ‘Red Meat’ fragments, this 

legend may well be invented, imagined, belonging to Carson’s innerness rather than Peru’s 

outwardness” (Ecstatic Lyre 78). While Geryon’s narrative situation with respect to Ancash 

appears “liberating,” however, suggesting a linguistic exchange that makes space for, instead of 
                                                
115 This myth was apparently fabricated entirely by Carson, calling into sharper relief the boundaries her work blurs 
between “real” and “artificial” in mythology as well as history.  
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stultifying or dismembering, Geryon’s perspective, Beasley critiques the position of Carson’s 

implied author in the work: even through this exchange, “Carson becomes Geryon’s new 

Stesichoros, springing Geryon free from Stesichoros’s cage inside a textual and mythical cage of 

her own” (78). Setting aside the conflation of the Autobiography of Red narrator or implied 

author with Carson herself—a decision complicated by the very multiplicity of voices on display 

on the novel’s pages—Beasley’s reading emphasizes an artificiality that Carson’s text itself both 

acknowledges and complicates.  

The textual and mythical cage the book overtly produces is precisely why Ancash’s 

narrative is important for the development of Geryon’s character: the description Ancash recites 

gives Geryon a mythology against which to measure and understand his own experience, rather 

than mythologizing that individual experience for him. Beasley argues that “Carson fills the gaps 

in Geryon’s story, the monstrous deprivations of Stesichoros’s textual body replaced by the 

monstrous excesses of hers. Honoring the fragment, she nevertheless defragments the Geryoneis” 

(79).116 Carson’s project in Autobiography of Red, however, is to acknowledge the fragmentation 

inherent even in an accumulation of textual bodies—to present a version of Geryon’s story in 

which the already-extant gaps are allowed their full capacity on the page, in which Geryon is 

presented with a mythology against and through which he might choose to take flight. 

The fluidity and complicated spatiality of Geryon’s inner and outer lives—his 

psychological struggles as well as what the narrator describes as “the fear of ridicule, / to which 

everyday life as a winged red person had accommodated Geryon early in life” (83)—are 

reflected in and seemingly shaped by the development of his autobiography, a document which 

brings together his concerns with space, time, and physicality. Paralleling Autobiography’s 

                                                
116 This language echoes in some striking ways James Wood’s definition of “hysterical realism,” wherein excessive 
language/plot blights the characters of certain contemporary novels. 
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opening description of Stesichoros’ poetic innovation as a physical liberating of a body from its 

adjectival stereotypes and conventions, for Geryon the struggle of representation is again about 

the surface—about the boundary between himself and the world. The evolution of the 

autobiography’s format, however, emphasizes the distinct physical implications of Geryon’s 

engagement with the “still surface” of various “codes”—including the code(x) of his own body.  

The work’s first structure is sculptural: we learn that Geryon “was gluing a cigarette to a 

tomato,” then learn through his mother’s voice that “it’s a sculpture he doesn’t know how to 

write yet,” a sculpture containing “this and that stuff he finds outside Geryon’s always finding 

things” (34-5). Already here, Geryon’s compositional process complicates any easy distinction 

between outside and inside materials: “He had ripped up some pieces of crispy paper he found in 

her purse to use for hair / and was gluing these to the top of the tomato” (35). This proto-

autobiography merges torn paper—money, it turns out—with red flesh. Soon, however, Geryon 

learns to write. Although he “set down the facts” inside his notebook, (37), his writing attracts 

ambivalent attention from its readers:  

Where does he get his ideas, said the teacher. It was Parent-Teacher Day at school.  
They were sitting side by side in tiny desks.  
Geryon watched his mother pick a fragment of tobacco off her tongue before she said,  
Does he ever write anything with a happy ending?  
Geryon paused.  
Then he reached up and carefully disengaged the composition paper 
 from the teacher’s hand.  
Proceeding to the back of the classroom he sat at his usual desk and took out a pencil.  
 
 New Ending:  
All over the world the beautiful red breezes went on blowing hand  
in hand. (38)  

 

The adult readers’ responses to Geryon’s story emphasize its trajectory—especially its ending—

in ways that complicate the work’s relationship to “the facts” as Geryon has recorded them, and 
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thus to the totality of Geryon’s experience. In adolescence, around the time that his relationship 

with Herakles begins, Geryon takes up photography, and the camera provides an alternative 

method of mediating his experience. While, as a child, Geryon looked to his mother as the arbiter 

of linguistic definition, now the medium of his expression has shifted: “The autobiography, / 

which Geryon worked on from the age of five to the age of forty-four, / had recently taken the 

form / of a photographic essay. Now that I am a man in transition, thought Geryon / using a 

phrase he’d learned from—/ door hit the wall as Herakles kicked it open” (60). Herakles’ 

presence in these moments both incites and disrupts the production of Geryon’s self-writing 

through photography: while Autobiography has migrated Geryon’s story from ancient island to 

contemporary Ontario, Herakles’ ability to decimate Geryon, emotionally and artistically, 

remains acute.  

Like Geryon’s earlier writing, the titled photographs he produces emphasize place and 

time; unlike the writing, however, the photographs in their very superficiality register the 

complicated status of these entities. Herakles’ grandmother’s photograph of the volcanic 

eruption, “Red Patience,” is described as an image that “has compressed / on its motionless 

surface / fifteen different moments of time, nine hundred seconds of bombs moving up / and ash 

moving down / and pines in the kill process” (51). When Geryon discusses the image further 

with Herakles’ grandmother, their conversation emphasizes not the timeliness, as the narrator 

does, but the non-linguistic qualities and form of the photograph itself: “But all photographs are 

silent. Don’t be facile you / might as well say all mothers / are women. Well aren’t they? Of 

course but that tells you nothing. Question is / how they use it—given / the limits of the form—” 

(66-7). Herakles’ grandmother invites a comparison of the forms of photograph and mother, 

artistic representation and relational body—her description implies that silence can be 
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understood as a resource a printed image might “use” given the limits of its form. Similarly, 

Carson’s formal composition of Autobiography of Red uses the “silence” (non-language) of the 

printed page as a resource with which to consider, and push up against, the limits of the novel 

form, and thus to represent the experience of a body whose voice might be framed as illegible, 

whose contours (and wings) might not seem to fit.  

Like Geryon’s skin, on which pressures play and through which certain ideas or words or 

lavas erupt, the surface of the photograph becomes a place where time pools, consciousness 

stills, titles cohere and break apart.117 Just as Geryon’s story, told by Stesichoros, breaks with the 

surfaces and conventions of earlier epic tellings, Geryon’s autobiography-as-photographic-essay 

pushes back against the conventions of both photographic reasoning and linear narration. One of 

Geryon’s photographs, for example, is given the title “If He Sleep He Shall Do Well,” an 

apparent reference to a Gospel description of Lazarus.118 As the narrator describes the 

photograph, it “shows a fly floating in a pail of water— / drowned but with a strange agitation of 

light around the wings. Geryon used / a fifteen-minute exposure. / When he first opened the 

shutter the fly seemed to be still alive” (71). Echoing the imagined photograph of a man in the 

midst of a volcanic eruption, this image seems to dramatize the fly’s moment of death, of 

transitioning from subject to object: if the fly was still alive at the start of the exposure, the 

“strange agitation of light” around the wings would seem to record the insect’s final movements 

of life, but the image, having captured that apparent movement, suspends the fly’s demise for the 

viewer, even as the photograph’s title raises the specter of resurrection. Geryon’s composition 

and exposure time reveal the ambiguities underlying the realist surface of the photograph—just 

                                                
117 One page of Geryon’s autobiography, for example, “has a photograph of some red rabbit giggle tied with a white 
ribbon” (62). 
118 King James Bible, John 11:12. Lazarus is also crucial to Carson’s project in Nox, where the speaker’s deceased 
brother Michael is compared to Lazarus (because both men had to die twice) and the speaker herself resonates with 
the image of Lazarus’ mouthless sister.  
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as the composition of Autobiography of Red uses spacing and lineation to underscore Geryon’s 

insinuation in discourse.  

Although photographic essay appears to be Geryon’s method of choice, the final sections 

of the “Romance” complicate any sense that what Carson presents here is actually Geryon’s 

autobiography—by challenging the status of photography in the language of the book. The 

reader experiences Geryon’s life both as relayed through the heterodiegetic narrator’s 

fragmentary explanations and through Geryon’s own artistic productions; within the structure of 

the fragmentary “romance,” however, the distinction between the narrator’s past-tense 

descriptions of scenes and the present-tense descriptions of the contents of Geryon’s photographs 

begins to break down as we near the conclusion of the story. The above descriptions summarize 

the contents of the photographs, their titles and the conditions of their making, but, as with the 

words Geryon puzzles over as a child, a space is left blank for their meaning, for the actual lines 

and shades of the images. The process of capturing photographs comes, by the end of the novel, 

to challenge the autonomy and stability of Geryon’s physical body: “Geryon kept / the camera in 

his hand and spoke little. I am disappearing, he thought / but the photographs were worth it. / A 

volcano is not a mountain like others” (135). Disappearance has been crucial to Carson’s 

representation of Geryon’s story from the beginning, from the “red meat”-grinding textual 

history of Stesichoros’ poem to the sense that what Stesichoros was revising was an epic 

tradition that ignored Geryon’s perspective altogether. What we know by this point in the work, 

then, is that the limits and contours of Geryon’s body are already unstable: what does it mean to 

disappear? Into what, and out of what? Through what language or image?  

The narrator provides an indirect explanation of Geryon’s disappearance by reporting that 

“Raising a camera to one’s face has effects / no one can calculate in advance” (135); seven of the 
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remaining eight numbered sections of the romance narrative begin their titles with the word 

“Photographs,” with the first lines of each section describing specific images. The final sections 

of the “Romance” both affirm Geryon’s sense of his own disappearance—these fragments of 

narration are no longer contextualizing the descriptions of the photographs’ contents but are 

themselves descriptions of the contents—and, by continuing to narrate Geryon’s journey with 

Herakles and Ancash, the sections also continue to assert Geryon’s presence in the text. These 

sections use the language of their titles to call into question the photographs’ authority to capture 

time and space: “It was a photograph just like the old days. Or was it?” (142), the narrator asks. 

The boundary between the definitions and descriptions provided by the text’s narrator and the 

meanings and dynamics Geryon attempts to capture and challenge becomes increasingly 

muddled as the “Romance” draws to a close.  

This uncertainty is especially clear in the penultimate numbered section: “XLVI. 

PHOTOGRAPHS: #1748” (see Figure 4.2). Not only does the title of the section suggest a 

connection to Geryon’s photo essay, but the number also recalls the Emily Dickinson poem that 

served as the epigraph for the “romance” itself. The first line of the section reads, “It is a 

photograph he never took, no one here took it” (145). The deictic “here” collapses any clear 

distinction between the narrator’s world and Geryon’s; at the same time, the fact that the 

photograph was taken by “no one here” leaves the image’s origin, the perspective that can 

perceive it, entirely unresolved. The untaken photograph itself describes the first and only time 

Geryon uses his wings to fly, in the novel: the scene describes Geryon’s flight, his audio-

recording of the volcano from above: “This is for Ancash, he calls to the earth diminishing 

below. This is a memory of our / beauty. He peers down / at the earth heart of Icchantikas 
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dumping all its photons out her ancient eye and he / smiles for / the camera: ‘The Only Secret 

People Keep’” (145).  

 
Figure 4.2: The narrative’s description of a photograph that Geryon never took. 

 
Elsewhere, of course, the potential of a photograph to capture time, space, or bodies has 

been called into question, but this final photograph itself exists in the “autobiography” only 

through the narrator’s description of it. Geryon didn’t take the photograph; its existence and its 

contents hinge entirely on its translation into narratorial language. Yet another demonstration of 

the dynamics of citation, whereby the original object or body is displaced, cast into another 

structure, the sequence of narrated photographs both undercuts and reifies Geryon’s agency as an 

artist. Emily Dickinson’s poem 1748, which forms the epigraph to the  “Romance,” defines 

“Immortality” as the only secret people keep. Just as the final “PHOTOGRAPHS” section 

suggests that no representation of Geryon in flight can be attributed to anyone “here,” the 
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contents of the photograph, the sonic qualities of the recording, and the flight itself are all 

governed by the limits of the form. 

From the opening section, the emphasis of Autobiography of Red has been not on clear 

connections but on the difference Stesichoros made—the unmooring of words from their 

conventional docks. The “unlatching” of language works, too, to explain the “body of fragments” 

that comprises the narrative structure of the novel as a whole, the prominence of the white spaces 

left at the ends of shortened lines, around the titles of the appendices, and around the individual 

lines of the “romance” themselves. Stesichoros, parenthesized and overlooking (but not 

necessarily participating in) the final “interview” section of the novel,119 looked at the “smooth” 

surface of Homeric epic tradition and saw its fissures and pulled the conventions apart at the 

seams. That concession of the limits of traditional form—and the concept of pulling the form 

apart to move beyond its limits—connects the narrative description of Stesichoros’ poetic action 

to Geryon’s fascination with volcanoes in this lyric narrative. It also resonates with Geryon’s 

conversation with Herakles’ grandmother about the components of lived experience that 

photography cannot conventionally capture—the “limits of the form” which photographs, like 

women, must “use” (66-67).  

The conversation here links the concerns of gender and genre as interwoven: while, to 

return to Rae’s reading, “[a] fundamental question raised by Autobiography of Red is not 

whether Geryon is a ‘he’ or a ‘she,’ but rather how this ‘monster’ can negotiate the conflicts 

entailed by loving and existing in a world more complex than its social, linguistic, and literary 

conventions would suggest” (248), the issue of framing, and the consequences of form for both 

gendered bodies and voice, becomes crucial to the novel’s attempts to address that question. The 
                                                
119 Ian Rae suggests the “verbal transgression” that, in Stesichoros’ art, maneuvers Helen from the “archetype to 
individual” also serves to “set[] a precedent for Carson’s manipulation of epithets and proper nouns in her final 
interview, where Gertrude Stein answers questions in place of the ‘choir-master,’ Stesichoros” (234).  
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key to Geryon’s negotiating those overly-simplistic conventions, for both Geryon himself and for 

the narrator who presents to us his story, is to fly over their surfaces, seek out their “cracks and 

fissures,” and, like Stesichoros, demonstrate their limitations by rending them apart, to represent 

a new kind of silence within a form that already appears silent by nature. 

The final numbered section to the romance—no longer labeled “Photographs”—brings 

together Herakles, Ancash, and Geryon standing together before a fire and thinking of 

themselves as a “we.” Time, the composition of which has preoccupied Geryon (and Carson’s 

narrator) throughout the novel, seems to have become inconsequential, as the men “stand side by 

side with arms touching, immortality on their faces” (146). After the moment of the novel’s 

greatest narrative ambiguity comes Geryon’s culminating (if temporary) sensation of 

community. While the “romance” has registered “cracks and fissures” in both Geryon’s own 

artistic productions and in the fragmented structure of the heterodiegetic narration of Geryon’s 

youth, this final moment of the “romance” suggests that for Geryon, negotiating those social and 

representational complexities is (at least temporarily) resolved by embracing them. They peer 

into the inside of the volcano while remaining outside it, positioned physically as Geryon has 

been functioning psychologically.  

This moment is also significant for the idea of reading in the novel. Throughout the 

“Romance,” the stories Ancash and Herakles tell about (and through, and in reference to) 

Geryon’s body have also constituted the reader’s recognition and understanding of his body. 

Geryon’s body does not precede these narratives, but rather arises and is defined out of and 

through them, through these other characters’ (and thus the readers’) mapping onto the structures 

of his physical form certain histories, sexualities, potentials for insight. At the same time, Geryon 

understands himself to operate in a precarious, suspended state—in the blanks. The “red meat” 
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fragments of the novel define Geryon and his struggle to a certain extent, but they also dramatize 

the unlatching that releases Geryon from others’ stories—including our own.  

 

Red Doc> : Running with Fire through the House of Prose 

Red Doc>, a companion piece to Autobiography of Red, returns to the characters of 

Geryon and Herakles, “continu[ing] their adventures in a very different style and with changed 

names.” While the book’s narrative voices claim access to its characters’ perspectives, however, 

the text’s pages themselves stage those voices in a combination of poetic and dramatic visual 

idioms that reveals the artifice underlying any claims to representational authority. The shift in 

citation conventions required by the format in order to integrate its text’s voice(s) into another 

structure itself constitutes a formal commentary on adaptation and re-presentation, even as all the 

novel’s characters are in process of rethinking the previously-considered relationship between 

“outside” body and “inside.” 

The plot of Red Doc> is, in some ways, even harder to map than that of Autobiography of 

Red: in a picaresque progression of episodes, G (Geryon, renamed) meets a woman named Ida, 

who reconnects him with Herakles (now called Sad But Great), and the three of them travel 

together to a cave of bats in an Iceland-like region of volcanoes and ice. Car trouble introduces 

the trio to a mechanic/doctor called CMO and brings them into the milieu of the CMO’s rehab 

facility. There, they meet a man named 4NO, who can see five seconds into the future; a botched 

attempt to perform 4NO’s play Prometheus Rebound leads to the facility’s destruction, at which 

point G, Sad But Great, Ida, and 4NO take off again in the car—only to appear suddenly at G’s 

mother’s deathbed.  
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Roy Scranton has pointed out that, unlike Autobiography of Red, Red Doc> “lacks 

scholarly armature, it is recognizable neither as free verse nor as verse poetry, and it is presented 

without generic label, not even an explicitly hybrid one” (208). Indeed, Autobiography of Red 

not only includes recognizable labels from scholarly and academic genres, but it also frames its 

formal experiments in a specific tradition of formal experimentation—Stesichoros was a poet 

between Homer and Stein, and Carson’s narrator will now write about him and his work—

contextualizing the pages’ fragmentation in a conversation about the defeat that befell Geryon 

traditionally as well as the ravages of time visited on the material instantiations of the Geryoneis. 

Red Doc>, by contrast, leaves the question of its pages’ formats to be considered over the course 

of the text or, indeed, by Carson in interviews beyond the covers of the book, foregoing and 

flummoxing the kind of discursive contexts that Autobiography reflected and complicated. The 

fluidity of its form, however, is given generic category quite early in the text: whereas 

Autobiography of Red took on the conventions (both literary and scholastic) of ancient epic 

verse, Red Doc> is a novel engaging deeply with the form of drama.120 Recalling Carson’s 

repeated juxtaposition of novelist and historians’ voices in the format of dramatic script, Red 

Doc> combines heterodiegetic narration with sections of (apparently) unmediated chorus and 

dialogue to emphasize the precarity and limitations of each genre’s conventional forms.  

Red Doc> opens with a conversation (see Figure 4.3), presented spatially as one of what 

Scranton describes as “left-aligned, deeply indented dialogues where differing voices are 

separated by slashes” (209); neither speaker is named, though their genders are referenced a few 

pages later, when one of the speakers describes a near-accident with a lawn ornament. 

                                                
120 The summarized conversation between the CMO and 4NO indicates some of the techniques by which Carson’s 
narrator indicates access to the characters’ interiorities and habits: “The bronzeclad heroes of Homer had a better 
idea. To stand in time with your / back to the future your face to the past what a relief it would be 4NO thinks. 
Homer doesn’t mean that literally says the CMO whenever they talk about this. Two prep school boys quibbling 
over Homer except 4NO ends up calling the CMO a ten-gallon asshat” (96.)  
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    WATCH OUT FOR THAT WOODEN DEER I 

yelled so loud you drove 
off the road into a guy’s 
hedge and 

 
burst into tears [she laughs he laughs] / speaking of  

tears / listen [gets out a 
cigarette] to that wind /  
storm coming / or is it the 
traffic […] (5) 

 
The physical actions of the conversationalists are literally bracketed, contextualizing their 

interaction and eventually suggesting that the speakers are G and his sick mother (one speaker 

asks “so your surgery is scheduled for when” and the other replies “the 25th” (5)). The format of 

this dialogue, however, also challenges in the very presentation of these voices the conventions 

of excerpting poetry or prose in, say, an academic analysis. The backslashes used to distinguish 

one voice from another are the same punctuation conventionally used to denote when one line of 

poetry ends and another begins; reproducing Carson’s dialogue here invites three (maybe more) 

possible approaches: (a) a radical departure from standard citation notation; (b) reorganization of 

the quotation as a block quote (as above) to distinguish between the slashes Carson includes to 

suggest a shift in speaker and the slashes I would insert to suggest a transition from one line of 

poetry to another; (c) a rethinking of these lines as, in fact, lines of printed prose, presented in a 

medium that imposed margins of varying widths. Indeed, to format the lines above on my own 

word processor I had to treat them as prose lines—without hitting “Enter” to manually insert line 

breaks—in order for the justification of the text to align properly. (For the sake of clarity, in 

citing this text I will use | instead of / to signal where a line of text ends.)  
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Figure 4.3: The lineation and bracketing of dialogue and bodies in the first Knopf edition of Red Doc>. 

 
Carson has suggested publically that the formatting of Red Doc> arose from “error and 

chance,”121 but the implications of these formal manipulations are just as significant as the 

spacing and punctuation choices in Autobiography of Red. In the earlier work, the pages’ forms 

echoed the source material that Carson’s novel was reconsidering; in Red Doc>, the very 

                                                
121 Of the angle bracket in the novel’s title, Sarah Crown writes, “[a]pparently it was the default name the computer 
gave to the file in which the poem was saved. The sense it furnishes of something fundamentally incompletable 
provides a typically neat and witty comment on the work” (2). Indeed, Sam Anderson has noted Carson’s claims that 
the overall form of the book was “also the result of an accident with the computer”: “Carson hit a wrong button, and 
it made the margins go crazy. She found this instantly liberating. The sentences, with one click, went from prosaic to 
strange, and finally Carson understood […] how her book was actually supposed to work” (NYT Magazine 2013). 
These deflections of formal carefulness simultaneously emphasize the important implications of these formal 
choices in a reader’s experience of the book and also frame Carson’s innovations as originating technologically. The 
visible form of Carson’s book is as dependent on the (whims of the) composing and printing/archival technology 
available to her as was, she contended in Autobiography of Red, that of Stesichoros’ poem. 
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“random”-seeming format requires reconsideration of how the visual organization of pages 

affects the articulation of a narrative trajectory across sections of text. For the words of her 

speaking characters to be excerpted from the context of their delivery on the page, the excerpting 

party must somehow either adjust his/her standards of quotation or rethink his/her assumptions 

about how the visual appearance of a text on a page signals the generic classification of that text. 

The form of the conversation in Red Doc>’s opening pages, even as it apparently subordinates 

its speakers’ physical embodiment and specificity, yet again requires a reworking of critical 

expectations about how the “original” text at hand should be handled. Here, the form of the 

“original” text requires a reworking or reconsideration of the apparatus of quotation: is it 

sufficient to quote the linguistic content of a passage without noting its formatting? Whether the 

answer is affirmative or negative, the text prompts a followup: what differentiates this text from 

other lyrical or prose works, whose lines are conventionally quoted with or without notation of 

lineation? The “random” materiality of this form prompts reckoning with the conventions by 

which we analyze, or ignore, the materiality of other, more visually conventional, printed texts.  

 Red Doc>’s opening discussion concludes with one speaker leaving; the next page 

confronts a reader with a new voice, formatted in a new way (see Figure 4.4). The text on this 

page is center-aligned and titled “Wife of Brain”; throughout the text similarly-formatted and -

titled pages recur, and what follows from the title is a first-person plural narration that Scranton 

rightly calls “choruslike” (209). “we enter we tell you | we are the Wife of Brain,” the first of 

these pages begins; now that the choral voice has “entered” the space of the page, the narration 

continues by describing the situation of speakers, characters, and readers as a dramatic one: 

 
at this point you have little grounds to complain we say 

a red man unfolding his wings is how it begins then the lights 
come on or go off or the stage 
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spins it’s like a play omnes 
to their places 

but 
remember 

the following faces 
the red one (G) 

you already know (what’s he done to his hair) his old friend 
Sad 

But Great 
looks kind 

beware 
third Ida Ida is limitless and will soon be our king 

scene is 
a little red hut where G lives alone 

time 
evening (6) 

 
Throughout Red Doc>, the Wife of Brain addresses a second-person audience directly. Here, 

having asserted that that audience has no grounds for dissatisfaction (yet), the chorus 

acknowledges the familiarity of G—whether or not the reader has previously read Autobiography 

of Red, G seems to have appeared already in Red Doc> as one of the speakers in the previous 

“scene”—and cautions the reader to “beware” the deceptively kind-looking Sad But Great. Ida, a 

character readers have not yet encountered in either Red Doc> or Autobiography of Red, “will 

soon be our king,” anticipating the action to follow, while also positioning us in the “scene,” “a 

little red hut where G lives alone,” and establishing the “time” as “evening.” As the work 

continues, the Wife of Brain will continue to directly address the reading audience, providing 

backstory for Sad But Great’s involvement in the military (“oh | his Dad had hoped a little | 

warplay | might straighten stiffen | darken whatever | that yelp of his | to something like | 

backbone but watch him | go crawling | plank to plank” (95)) or noting, when G and Sad “come | 

by mistake to a private clinic beside a glacial lake” that while this is a “ ‘reversal’ because | the 

short road trip Sad | had in mind is soon to be redefined” it is, in fact, “arguably no fake 

‘reversal’ because little snags come tumbling | out of the text like what it’s like | to be a prophet 
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(a 4NO) and would you decide | to | act your age | if you really could see what’s next” (62). The 

choral voice operates, as a chorus in an ancient drama would do, to orient the audience but also 

to provide commentary on the action. In and around the chorus’ voices, Carson brings prose and 

poetry and dramatic form together into one roiling unit of text: the lack of generic label on the 

work’s book jacket becomes appropriate as the characters within struggle to understand what 

they themselves are trying to express and how.  

 
Figure 4.4: The two other forms of invocation and description presented in Red Doc>. 

 
 This formal difference—the play with the printed forms of text—revises the juxtaposition 

of photographic image and narrated experience that was presented in Autobiography of Red. 

Vision and visibility are simultaneously necessarily body-bound and inevitably linguistically 

mediated, here. When Ida, a visual artist, meets Sad, another dialogue presents how she shares 

with him her understanding of the meaning of her name: 

so what’s  
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Ida mean fatewise / Ida 
means idea / who told you 
that / Greek guy he says 
Ida is a verbal word for  
the way  
 
you see inside your mind / 
no shit / that’s the gist (18) 

 
While in Autobiography of Red, Carson’s narratorial emphasis fell on Geryon’s attempts to 

reconcile his interior with his exterior, both in his interactions with other people and in his 

construction of an autobiography that could do justice to both components of his self, in Red 

Doc>, Ida is the character whose body and relationship with language are most overtly and 

emphatically fraught. Sad grapples with his PTSD, G comes to terms with his mother’s illness 

and imminent death, and 4NO negotiates his status as a prophet—and Ida, named for an ideal 

and insubstantial form (as opposed to the “real,” physical form), moves peripherally and 

mercurially through their stories. Here, too, linguistic meaning and interpretation intertwine with 

time: Sad asks what Ida’s name means “fatewise,” and as the text continues, Ida’s difficulty with 

navigating others’ stories demonstrates the interrelatedness of her body and time.  

Even as Red Doc> loses the scholarly apparatus of translation that Autobiography of Red 

adopted and revised, the organization of Red Doc>’s printed text continues to raise questions 

about how the characters recognize and represent each other, how these characters are accessible 

to each other and to the heterodiegetic narration that presents the work’s third subset of textual 

sections. Amidst the dialogues, which use backslashes to distinguish speakers, and the choral 

interludes, which are center-aligned on the page, the majority of Red Doc>’s text appears in the 

form of narrow columns of justified prose, one column per page. In these columns, no quotation 

marks or backslashes separate one character’s words from another, nor from the heterodiegetic 
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narration—though these columns include periods and occasional exclamation points or other 

punctuation, which the novel’s forms of recorded speech generally do not. The differing 

priorities of these forms of notation emphasize the effects of narrative mediation throughout the 

work: marking characters’ translation from one generic format to another emphasizes the 

precarity of the characters’ situations in the narratives they construct for and about themselves. 

As Parkes notes, quotation marks can “not only contribute to the illusion of rapid dialogue but 

they are also used to isolate a moment of time in the action of the novel, and so enable the reader 

to perceive in graphic terms the boundaries of the speakers’ reactions” (94). The absence of clear 

demarcations of characters’ spoken words and responses unlatches the boundaries of those 

characters’ positions within the ecology of the book’s printed narrative more generally.  

The ambiguity of this formatting, that is, also echoes the characters’ own difficulties 

manipulating and fitting amidst language. Sad asks if G has continued work on his 

autobiography and G says he gave it up: “What ever | happened to your | autobiography says Sad 

| you were always fiddling | with it in the old days. I | gave it up says G. | Nothing was happening 

| in my life. They look at one | another and start to laugh” (44). Even as G’s response 

acknowledges the teleological impulses of linear narrative, a reader of Autobiography of Red 

knows that Geryon’s photographic essay already eschewed definition in terms of what was 

“happening” in Geryon’s life. The photographs were of dead (dying?) flies, of Geryon’s wings 

outspread on a bed, not of notable events or encounters—these the novel required the narrator’s 

language to capture and share.  

At the same time, both Autobiography of Red and Red Doc> are set up to complicate not 

just that teleological historiography but also the stability of the representations an autobiography 

could present—whether photographically or otherwise—of what does “happen” in a life. Steven 
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Connor, in examining the cultural status of skin, has argued that “[t]he photograph ushered in a 

world of immediate and instantaneous representations, of autographic impressions. Compared to 

the world of slow and laborious translations, which had ruled hitherto, and constituted the 

distinctive work of culture, the modern world would be driven by technologies that would 

register rather than represent, would ventriloquize the world by allowing it to make its own 

mark” (134-5). In Carson’s novels, saturated as they are by engagement with classical myths and 

epics, the distinction collapses between “slow and laborious translations” and “immediate and 

instantaneous” photographic records. In both cases, Carson suggests, the mediation separates 

both viewer and actor from the “happening” the mediated record captures.   

Drama emerges more directly as an alternative form of narrative representation when, at 

the lakeside facility where Ida, G, and Sad end up, they meet 4NO. A minor prophet, 4NO is also 

a playwright: he writes and attempts to stage a play called Prometheus Rebound, recalling 

Aeschylus as well as Shelley, bringing both the classical and the Romantic past into the 

seemingly-contemporary moment of Carson’s characters. Unlike G, who at least claims to have 

voluntarily abandoned his self-narrating project, Ida struggles doubly against the rhetoric of 

CMO, the mechanic/doctor who runs the lakeside treatment facility. While “He calls himself the 

CMO,” we learn, “she calls | him Pig Doc. Tell me Pig | Doc she says why I’m | always stealing. 

Because | it’s the opposite of feeling he says” (77). As the interaction continues, registered not as 

dialogue like that between G and his mother but within a single column of text, italics register 

the CMO’s emphasis even as the narration itself reveals the failure of his discourse to 

communicate with Ida.  

 
  […] She grins. Silly  

rhymer. Rhymes don’t 
cure you. Yet it pierces  
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her grid so she closes the 
grid with others of her 
own bad deal get real 
cucumber peel as he goes 
on. To feel anything 
deranges you. To be seen 
feeling anything strips you 
naked. […] 
To be seen is the penalty. 
You shame victim after 
victim they are all you. 
Nature is on the inside.  
He sees her looking at the 
print on the wall behind 
his desk and switches to 
Cézanne how naked the 
apples got in his hands. 
Saucy jake says Ida. 
Naked naked naked all 
you ever say. The doctor is 
pleased. He’s drawn her 
out he’s done a bit of 
educating he’s inserted a 
few innuendos and this 
only their second session! 
Ida is pleased. Her grid 
intact. Smart grid. Safe 
lovely shadows chase 
themselves brainacross in 
the thin particular light she 
keeps there. Home light.  
(77-8) 
 

Aside from the italicized emphasis included in almost every sentence, here the form of the 

narration does not distinguish between the CMO’s spoken and Ida’s internal languages, though 

by the end of the passage it’s clear that the parties are “pleased” by the conversation’s outcome 

for very different reasons. While the CMO seems to emphasize vulnerability—Ida’s defensive 

avoidance thereof, but also the “nakedness” of the apples as represented through Cezanne’s 

artistic method—for many potentially-exploitative reasons, the idea that representation might 

render an object or a body vulnerable to others is important throughout Red Doc>, as characters 
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find themselves at the mercy of narratives and characterizations originating from someone else. 

These risks are especially apparent in Ida’s case. Another way to read the excerpt, indeed, would 

be to read the sentences as free indirect discourse, representing Ida’s interior language, rather 

than dialogue, representing the CMO’s spoken language. Even here, as Ida struggles to maintain 

the grid that protects “the thin particular light” of her thoughts, the novel’s structure questions 

the extent to which she can maintain distinctions between her self and another, the extent to 

which a heterodiegetic narrator can access more of her interiority than the CMO with whom she 

is directly interacting.  

While Ida seems to maintain control over language in the space of her inner “grid” during 

this interaction with the CMO, her body is later coopted within Sad’s and (indirectly) 4NO’s 

narratives. The confusion is foregrounded by the narrator’s observation: “What is it | about 

basements. Ida | often gets lost in | basements well in fact Ida | often gets lost. Despite | map or 

compass. Spaces | change shape on her | nothing matches chunks | fall out the back of a real | 

day” (99). The performance of 4NO’s play, however, is stalled by a misreading of Ida’s body, 

and that misreading is bound up with her position in time as well as space. After Ida successfully 

navigates the basement, she appears in a doorway of the performance space just as the 

performance is about to begin, holding a plastic bag. The narrator registers the variety of 

responses the audience has to her presence—“A STARTLED STICK in | a plaid sportscoat is 

what | some see. Ida in the | doorway. Others confused | by the plastic bag think of  | groceries 

and miss their | life at home. A few | assume the play has | started and this is the | protagonist” 

(105)—but Sad mistakes her for a woman he has previously killed and, in traumatized shock, he 

tries to attack her. Chaos ensues. Afterward, the CMO is questioned at a press conference, and 

Ida is interviewed on tv. A section from the vantage point of the Wife of Brain intercedes:  
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what is the difference between 

poetry and prose you know the old analogies prose 
is a house poetry a man in flames running 

quite fast through it 
or 

when it meets the mind waves appear (poetry) or 
both are defined by 

length of lines and there are times 
your life gets like that whispers 

Ida gets like 
what? says the news anchor (114) 

 
However, Carson leaves unclear here whether Ida is the speaker of the entire first section of the 

passage—the lines in roman-face as well as those in italics, with the italics connoting emphasis 

as they did for the CMO.  

The effect of these formatting and punctuational ambiguities is to challenge any easy 

articulation of the novel’s plot or of the boundaries of its characters, but also to complicate any 

definitions of genre or literary form, for the characters’ artistic works, for Red Doc> itself. The 

text does not decide on a clear distinction between poetry and prose—and its form obscures even 

the physical source of the voice asking the question. After the riot, 4NO decides he will 

transform his play into a novel, “given the futility of | theater” (147). Again, then, this work 

brings together questions of body, text, genre, and time—bringing into the linguistic content of 

its narrative the formal tension it has been raising since the positioning of speaking voices on its 

opening pages. The distinction between the novel and the theatre is the presence of the body 

delivering the lines. Here, again, as in Autobiography of Red, and in the modernist texts 

described earlier, at issue is the production of a hybrid form that will address the futilities of 

extant forms of record-keeping. The sudden reappearance of G’s mother’s body at the work’s 

conclusion—as she prepares for death—is another reminder of the physical implications of the 

textual dynamics the novel stages. When G’s mother suggests “I look | awful don’t I” and G 
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replies “No you look | like my Ma,” the narrator subsequently reports that “[i]n later years this | 

is the one memory he | wishes would go away and | not come back” (154). The connection of a 

specific, present-moment physical body to a longer-enduring psychological self, the equation of 

her deteriorating physical condition to the role she has played as his Ma, enters into the context 

of the novel’s ongoing negotiations of form and content, self and body.  

While Autobiography of Red raised this issue explicitly in framing its “Romance” as a 

translation of ancient Greek poetry that was also “red meat,” in Red Doc> the problem of 

representing distinct embodied perspectives can seem more subtle. The narrator does observe 

“BETWEEN US AND | animals is a namelessness. | We flail around | generically – […] and 

when | choosing to name | individual animals we | pretend they are objects | (Spot) or virtues 

(Beauty) | or just other selves (Bob),” while recognizing that “HOW OR WHAT in their | minds 

animals call us we | hesitate to think” (136, 137). When the narrator then entertains the thought, 

again the language blurs any clear boundary between extradiegetic narration, the narrator’s own 

individual considerations of the topic, and indirect narration of G’s thoughts: “PROPER NAMES 

| PROBABLY not do they | even have pronouns? Do | they experience the entire | cold sorrow 

acre of human | history as one | undifferentiated lunatic | jabberwocking back and | forth from 

belligerence to | tender care? G has | thought all this before” (136, 137-8).122 When G and his 

companions return to the clinic and G encounters the note about his mother, Carson’s narration 

turns directly to the temporal dimension of this issue—and to the tradition of novelists grappling 

with formal questions of time and space as questions also of narrative perspective.  

 
TIME PASSES TIME  
does not pass. Time all  

                                                
122 This uncertainty comes to the fore in Red Doc>’s very last section, where the text is so ambiguous in its pronouns 
that the observing subject “she” might be Ida, a human; G’s mother, a ghost; or Io, a (possibly still hallucinating) 
cow (163-4).  
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but passes. Time usually  
passes. Time passing and  
gazing. Time has no gaze. 
Time as perseverance. 
Time as hunger. Time in   
a natural way. Time when 
you were six the day a  
mountain. Mountain time. 
Time I don’t remember.  
Time for a dog in an alley  
caught in the beam of your 
flashlight. Time not a  
video. Time as paper 
folded to look like a 
mountain. Time smeared 
under the eyes of the 
miners as they rattle down 
into the mine. Time if you 
are bankrupt. Time if you  
are Prometheus. […] 
[…] All the time that has 
soaked into the walls here. 
Time between the little 
clicks. Time compared to  
the wild fantastic silence   
of the stars. Time for the  
man at the bus stop 
standing on one leg to tie 
his shoe. Time taking 
Night by the hand and 
trotting off down the road. 
Time passes oh boy. Time 
got the jump on me yes it 
did. (143-4) 
 

The narrative voice here—with its shifts into a first-person pronoun by the end of the passage, a 

“me” not easily identifiable as any one character—suggests an alternative to Woolf’s roving 

narrative gaze in the “Time Passes” section of To the Lighthouse, a gaze often understood to 

represent in its very apparent inhumanity the passage of time. Here time is dynamic, mobile and 

immobile, active and passive, cumulative and ravenous. The companions are about to visit G’s 

mother on her deathbed; in this section of the novel, too, 4NO settles on writing, “the mental 
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action the physical action,” as a strategy for controlling the prophetic visions that plague him 

with “always the white”: “He thinks about writing all | the time while doing other | things or 

talking to people | he is forming sentences in | his head it keeps the white | away” (147). 4NO’s 

rendition of Prometheus’ gift to humanity is a reprieve from foreknowledge of the circumstances 

of our own deaths; Carson’s time-centric litany above, whose style recalls Stein’s catalogue-like 

sentences in The Making of Americans except in the length of the individual sentences and the 

density of text printed on the page, demonstrates rhetorically the difficulty of defining a 

constantly shifting thing. That fluctuating thing is time, here, but also, as we see from Ida’s 

struggles, the living body in time. Time got the jump on this speaker: time has a body, too.123  

 Presenting different kinds of narrative interactions in visually different formats on the 

page allows Red Doc> to emphasize the physical implications of literary representation in the 

first place—especially as character’s bodies are concerned. The Wife of Brain chorus is, for the 

purposes of the novel’s plot, body-less; the bodies of the speakers in the slash-broken dialogues 

are relegated to square brackets, if they are mentioned at all. The most frequently occurring page 

format in the novel, the single columns of centered text, relies on pronoun and phrase ambiguity 

to blur linguistically the distinctions between even the bodies of the CMO and 4NO, both of 

whose interior struggles are elaborated in the novel’s final third but whose experiences of those 

bodies are narrated as entirely different (the CMO, for example, does not understand or 

recognize the visual symptoms of prophecy as 4NO explains them to him).  

Rae writes about Autobiography of Red that its allusions allow Carson to “invert” the 

form of the novel as she writes it: “Carson uses shifts in gender and genre to foreground her 

extensive alterations to the myths that underlie Autobiography of Red. She performs a chiasmus 

                                                
123 Something similar happens in Antigonick, where Carson’s translation introduces a character called “Nick” who is 
silent but always present on the “stage” of the pages, marking the passage of time.  
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on the power relations within these myths such that the novel in verse becomes a novel inverse—

that is, an overturning of expectations in both form and content” (224). The novel, Rae implies, 

becomes yet another variety of myth that Carson is altering in the interest of facilitating an 

autobiography for Geryon. The hybrid form of the novel in verse allowed Carson’s narration to 

put pressure on myriad genres’ ability to represent Geryon’s experience, even as Geryon himself 

experimented with forms of autobiography that might incorporate his perspective. The pages 

staged a tension between classical and classicist discourses, even as the novel’s linguistic content 

introduced additional tension, between discourse and body.  

What happens in Red Doc>, we see, is both formally and theoretically different. In Red 

Doc>, G’s process of self-expression is less prominent than Ida’s or 4NO’s, even as G’s story 

and experience remain primary focuses of the work. By positioning G as one character among 

several in an ensemble cast, and by positioning his voice as one among many, nearly 

indistinguishable on the printed page, Carson frames her novel as, itself, an alternative to what 

4NO considers the “futility” of the theater. The primary classical text in question in Red Doc>, 

to the extent that it’s brought into question at all, is Aeschylus’ incomplete Prometheia trilogy. 

Formally, instead of engaging with the long and short alternating lines of Greek epic or lyric 

verse, Carson is manipulating the forms of drama. The novel, by integrating the complicatedly-

embodied mediation of heterodiegetic narration with the dramatic forms of dialogue and chorus, 

incorporates the disruptive presences of the bodies that transformed 4NO’s planned performance 

into a riot. The provisional and partial articulation of these characters’ bodies, and of the 

relationship of those bodies to the language these characters deliver on the page, performs a 

revision of the generic distinctions that stymy 4NO’s attempts to write “the mental action the 

physical action.”  
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In this way, Red Doc> not only takes on different generic considerations, but also 

constitutes a revision of the relationships Autobiography of Red posited between physical bodies 

and literary forms. Here, the manipulation of and allusion to complicated notions of narrative 

time seeps into and informs the complicated representations of characters. In Autobiography of 

Red, Geryon was the odd one out, the only monster in his life (until, perhaps, he encountered 

Ancash, but even then he was brought into another group’s myths rather than finding a group of 

his own). In Red Doc>, everyone is an acronym or unnamed or a collective—everyone is 

traumatized or prophetic or otherwise looking at the world from what might be called a non-

normative perspective. That the text does not present many generic signposts for subsequent 

abandoning emphasizes how far Carson’s characters have gone beyond the boundaries of 

conventional life and life-telling: it is, as the book jacket suggests, “perilous” to live beyond the 

end of one’s myth, and these characters have moved (and continue to move) beyond 

conventional tellings of their stories.  

Geryon understands himself to hang in the interiority of words in Autobiography of Red, 

choosing ultimately an essay form of self-expression that engages and works around a mode of 

realist record-keeping. Carson develops differently the relationship between the artist figures in 

Red Doc> and their modes of self-expression—for neither Ida nor 4NO does a realist mode suit, 

even for the sake of revision and reconstruction. Even as the layout Carson chose for Red Doc> 

looks on the surface like a very limited, tight form, the text only occupying a couple of inches of 

horizontal space on most pages, that form allows these characters to speak and interact without 

forcing them to comply with plotlines or print formats that would overly divide and define them.  

Scranton cites Red Doc> to argue that “Carson helps us experience our feelings anew, in 

ways that open up deeper understandings of our desires and our sorrows both—our nature ‘on 
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the inside’ (Red 77), manifest through the prosthetic body of metaphor that is poetry” (214). That 

scene, however, positions Ida’s consideration of vulnerability against the CMO’s—the quoted 

phrase is his—in a way that pushes against the idea that any “nature” in us is definitively on the 

inside or the outside. Indeed, this is the point that both Autobiography of Red and Red Doc> 

return to repeatedly: there is, in the production of these texts, no set-apart “inside” nature that is 

distinct from the “outside” nature we perform for others. Carson’s development of her 

characters’ embodiments and traumas, and the relationships of their bodies to their language, 

stands in stark distinction to the idea of metaphor as a “prosthetic body,” in Scranton’s terms.  

Prosthesis, in its earliest English definition, refers to “[t]he addition of a letter or syllable 

to the beginning of a word,” deriving etymologically from Latin and Greek words for “placing 

before” or prefixing (OED).124 Before the word came to mean an artificial appendage responding 

to a bodily lack, a prosthesis built onto the structure of language, fragments of signification 

compounding and shifting meaning through juxtaposition. The unstable boundaries between 

psychological inside and physical (or narrated) outside for Carson’s characters are indeed 

manifest in the forms of language used to represent them, but not because those boundaries point 

to an ultimate inside that conventional language cannot represent. Instead, Carson’s narrative in 

Red Doc> insists on demonstrating that any literary character is always already and inevitably 

                                                
124 The “prosthetic” approach to language I describe here is in conversation with, but oblique to, David T. Mitchell 
and Sharon L. Snyder’s impressive work theorizing “narrative prosthesis.” In Narrative Prosthesis: Disability and 
the Dependencies of Discourse, they draw on David Wills’ expansive theorizing of prosthesis, defining “narrative 
prosthesis” as “the notion that all narratives operate out of a desire to compensate for a limitation or to reign in 
excess” (53). The kind of narrative thread they consider proceeds according to a schema like this: “first, a deviance 
or marked difference is exposed to a reader; second, a narrative consolidates the need for its own existence by 
calling for an explanation of the deviation’s origins and formative consequences; third, the deviance is brought from 
the periphery of concerns to the center of the story to come; and fourth, the remainder of the story rehabilitates or 
fixes the deviance in some manner” (53). In part because Carson is so deeply invested, theoretically and practically, 
in generic hybridity, Autobiography of Red and Red Doc> eschew the very narrative dynamics Mitchell and Snyder 
trace through Western literary history. Even in the CMO’s clinic, rehabilitation of these characters is out of the 
question—in part because the narrators of Carson’s text make so linguistically and materially clear that for Geryon 
and his companions, the attribution of “deviation” in the first place has to do with historical assertions of 
standardized conventions of bibliographical form and linguistic architecture.  
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situated not only inside the narrative through which a reader encounters him or her, but also 

within the cultural narratives of embodiment, selfhood, monstrosity, agency that allow an 

assemblage of letters or limbs to be understood as a unified voice in the first place. The 

punctuation and spacing of the work allow the “prosthetic” nature of the body, the sentence, the 

codex to appear visible, on the page.  

 

Nox: Raised Hands and the Silence of Ash 

Autobiography of Red and Red Doc> reveal Carson’s commitment to using the material 

form of the book to rework realist techniques of representing characters’ embodied experiences. 

These texts’ experiments with punctuation and spacing, as well as with the generic conventions 

those textual components maintain, make literal space to represent the limitations inherent in 

attempting to narratively construct a body from printed text. These works approach characters’ 

embodied identities as themselves textual productions, performances in the context of specific 

combinations of narratives or, as Garland Thomson says, “cultural rules about what bodies 

should be or do” (6). Drawing on the experiments of literary forebears from Stesichoros to Stein, 

from Thucydides to Freud and Woolf, Carson enacts still further revision of conventional gender 

and genre definitions, suggesting the complexities of individual experience underlying those 

writers’ works for a contemporary readership. 

In Nox, the reader is confronted not with a historically-marginalized monstrous body, but 

with an absent one: a deceased brother, first addressed in Latin by the poetic text of Catullus 101 

(see Figure 4.5) and then described in Carson’s speaker’s English.  
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Figure 4.5: The opening salvo of Nox’s accordion-bound elegy, presenting the full, stained text of Catullus 101 

(in the 2010 New Directions edition). 
 
We confront the madeness, the fictiveness, of Nox in almost every one of its component 

parts: from the speaker’s ruminations on translation, elegy, and history, to its physical presence. 

Nox is a book “without a spine,” one long page accordion-folded and fit inside a box; one side of 

this page represents copies of the pages of the codex-bound notebook Carson originally 

produced, while the other side is left unprinted. Carson’s first-person narrator125 describes the 

process of translating Catullus 101, in which Catullus addresses his deceased brother; as she 

                                                
125 In interviews, Carson discusses Nox in terms that clearly suggest the first-person narrative voice represents her 
own. To avoid making problematic claims about Carson’s intentions in producing Nox, however, and to honor the 
work’s insistence on the fictiveness and partiality of all narratives, including historical accounts, I refer to the 
dominant “I” in the text as “Carson’s narrator” rather than “Carson” herself. This is another work that troubles the 
conventions of citation. 
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translates the Latin elegy, however, the speaker is also remembering and grieving the death of 

her own estranged brother Michael. The box in which Nox is packaged includes a statement 

attributed to Carson: “WHEN MY BROTHER DIED I MADE AN EPITAPH FOR HIM IN 

THE FORM OF A BOOK. THIS IS A REPLICA OF IT, AS CLOSE AS WE COULD GET.” 

Throughout Nox, the lost forms are not only Michael’s fraternal body and the “passionate, slow 

surface of a Roman elegy,” the “air of deep festivity” in Catullus 101 that the narrator tries to 

translate, but also the original epitaph itself, “in the form of a book.” With the conscientious 

efforts of the book’s publisher, New Directions, Carson was able to publish an accordion-folded 

book whose pages bear uncanny two-dimensional (if intentionally not three-dimensional) 

resemblance to the leaves of her original codex work. 

Both the physical object and the narrative trajectory of Nox, then, reflect a concern with 

the connection between material form and the language that form conveys. Even as 

Autobiography of Red takes as its starting point an unlatching of the tradition of classical 

scholarly reading, and Red Doc> frames itself as a novelistic engagement with the materials and 

voices of drama, each does so within the margins of standard printed codex pages. The narrator 

in Autobiography of Red compares the fragments of Stesichoros’ poem to the dismembered body 

of the protagonist, but Nox subverts the very form of the codex itself in endeavoring to reckon 

with the physical and psychological loss of Michael. Carson’s narrator writes, “Herodotos is an 

historian who trains you as you read. […] It is a process of asking, searching, collecting, 

doubting, striving, testing, blaming and above all standing amazed at the strange things humans 

do” (1.3). Nox, as an object, requires a similar process. The reader navigates a collection of 

fragmented, linguistically-disparate texts—handwritten letters; stamps; photographs; typed 

narration; the Latin text of Catullus 101; dictionary entries that define Catullus’ poetry one word 
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at a time. Varied papers, colors, and fonts further emphasize the items’ material differences. 

Although the single page enforces a certain order to these fragments, its folding allows a reader 

to skip sections, read the text in three dimensions, or even reckon with the blank of the page’s 

reverse.  

Even in the attempt to make sense of the book’s form, though, it is to the voice and form 

of the translator, the elegist, the book-maker, the narrator that we return. This elegist is operating 

as a different kind of “project author” than we see at work in Carson’s earlier texts—rather than 

using the uniform blank appearance of the printed page to evoke the material history and 

repetitive processings of translation and transmediation, the narrator of Nox uses the varied 

physical printed appearance of the accordion page to represent visibly the sutures, the staples, the 

overlapping impressions holding the work together. Part of the generic critique developed in 

Autobiography of Red, and indeed with Red Doc>, originated in the distance imposed between 

the critical narrating voice and the torn flesh of Geryon, between the reader and the ancient texts 

that had been shredded like red meat. In Nox, interpersonal, corporeal distance takes on a 

different visual and linguistic resonance, both because generic conventions of the novel are 

ostensibly irrelevant and, relatedly, because the narrating voice of Nox is interrogating 

mythologies and histories that she herself has had an active hand in constructing. At the same 

time, because of the book’s performance of the process of its creating, the reader is directly 

engaged in meaning-construction, in translation, as well. Indeed, the narrator uses the form of 

Nox ultimately to undertake dismantling the forms of mythology and historiography that the 

pages reproduce in pieces.  

While the treatment of Catullus’ poetry is important as a counterpoint to the “translation” 

of Stesichoros that provides the occasion for Autobiography of Red, I focus here on a particular 
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set of “pages” in the second half of Nox, where the narrator compares Michael to Lazarus and 

introduces the figure of Lazarus’ sister. In these passages, Carson’s speaker offers a new way to 

read the physical form both of the book and of the language the book reproduces. All of Carson’s 

texts engage overtly with the relationship between reading words on a page and reading 

characteristics and identity markers onto a body, but nowhere is this parallel made more 

material—more fleshed out—than in the context of Nox. In particular, the construction of the 

elegist as a contemporary rendering of Lazarus’ sister evokes Garland Thomson’s articulation of 

disability as a reading of bodily features into specific narratives of dysfunction or abnormality. 

Indeed, the sister’s apparent mouthlessness is pivotal to understanding Nox as a translation, an 

elegy, and a book. The sister’s “raised hands,” too, provide a model for understanding the 

alternative forms of communication produced both in the linguistic forms Nox displays and 

across its material pages. While Geryon assembles and develops photographed scenes to express 

his psychological and physical experience, sequences of images and captions that the hybrid 

novel-in-verse can only translate into linguistic constructions for its reader, the elegist in Nox 

tears apart photographs, pages, and syntax to make “space” for the body of her perspective.126  

The book opens, as it were, with an image of the Latin text of Catullus 101; as the 

spreads of pages proliferate, the verso sides of the folds unfurl a dictionary of sorts, which 

defines the Latin poem word for word. The recto sides of the folds are occasionally left blank, 

occasionally bearing scraps of photographs or of a handwritten letter, occasionally bearing typed 

text that tells more directly the story of the narrator’s processes of mourning and translation. 

                                                
126 This claim depends on how one defines the “project author” of Nox—because the book is itself a reproduction of 
a Xerox copy of a notebook, so it’s arguable that the elegist-speaker (insofar as one reads the elegist as “Anne 
Carson,” the implied author/organizer of the entire work) is doing precisely what Geryon was doing, and that Nox is 
a photographic essay of the very sort that Geryon was attempting (and that the novel was failing to capture formally) 
in Autobiography of Red. Such a reading would give a different intertextual explanation for the tearing apart of 
Catullus 101 (and of Michael’s letters) on the pages of Nox: they lie as the scraps of red meat interwoven with lyrics 
and prose fragments in the box containing Nox’s single folded page.   
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Juxtaposed with the literal progression of the Latin translation arcing from the beginning of the 

book to its end, his more direct narration, told in sections numbered 1.1 to 10.3, introduces in its 

Arabic numerals an alternative way to chart Nox’s trajectory. Attempting to read these fragments 

in conversation with one another, let alone according to the trajectories imposed on the 

lexicography or the narration, demonstrates the difficulty of assembling a single logic from these 

various genres, these various voices and structures of remembrance. How, after all, to reconcile 

the elegy, which the narrator wishes to “fill with light of all kinds” (1.1), with the “room” by 

which the narrator characterizes translation, “where one gropes for the light switch” (7.7)? 

This diversity of reading options derives from the fact—and draws attention to the fact— 

that the copy of Nox a reader holds in his or her hands is precisely that: a copy. Not only, we 

understand, must a translation or elegy or historical account attempt to recreate the sense of an 

original, but so too does Nox itself appear as a mere re-presentation, a translation in its own right. 

At several points, the book asserts visually that reading Nox is not the same as reading the 

original “epitaph.” Even while Nox proceeds in one single page, stitches that appear in several 

images attest that the original scrapbook was clearly bound as a codex. In section 2.2, the same 

spread of pages appears four times in a row, to enact the unfolding of a piece of paper affixed to 

a single page of the original book. Nox’s repetition of the pages, each time showing the piece of 

paper gradually unfolded, demonstrates the extent to which Nox, as a copy, has stripped the 

reader of all agency to interact with the original. Just as the narrator’s translation of the Catullus 

text into English attempts but inevitably fails to capture the experience of reading the original, to 

capture its “passionate, slow surface” or its “air of deep festivity” (7.1), so the reader is 

positioned here to understand just what, materially, the copy is lacking of the original. One must 

speak of individual pages, or spreads of pages, within Nox, but one must do so with the 
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recognition that those individual pages are illusory in the accordion-folding of Nox’s physical 

form. To speak of distinct pages is to reference an original to which the reader only imagines—

but must imagine nonetheless—he or she has recourse. 

The reader is introduced to the narrator in section 1.1, with the assertion that “[h]istory 

and elegy are akin” (1.1). While the different genres under consideration in Nox appear in 

visually different configurations on the page, their integration into a scrapbook- like whole echo 

the narrator’s assertions of generic (and interpersonal) kinship. The diversity of materials used 

within the pages of (the original scrapbook version of) Nox, and the varying levels of legibility 

those materials allow, bibliographically reflect the variety of linguistic voices at play in the text. 

McGann writes, “Literary texts differ from informational texts by being polyvocal. Whereas 

‘noise’ is always a form of corruption for a channel of information, it can be exploited in literary 

texts for positive results. The thicker the description, so far as an artist is concerned, the better” 

(Textual Condition 75). In Nox, “noise” appears not only through the juxtaposition of different 

materials but also through the interaction and interruption of embodied voices within the text. 

Just as the narrator attempts to combine the key components and generic conventions of history 

and translation in constructing her elegy, so different materials and typographic elements in Nox 

often echo and literally obscure one another. The staircase drawn on the page of section 5.3, for 

example, has left graphite marks on the dictionary definition of “quandoquidem,” even as the 

image of the staircase is itself partially covered by the pieces of paper on which the 5.3 narration 

is printed. 

The paper bearing first-person narration is not always the uppermost material, however: 

in some cases, the paper has been drawn on or colored over, and the text of section 5.6 has been 

partially covered with strips of what appear to be photographs stapled over the text. (The 
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backsides of the staples appear on the next page, instead of a dictionary entry.) Sometimes 

fragments of “primary” documents—Michael’s letter, penned with purple ink; the typescript of 

the letter Michael’s mother wrote to him; the words etched into the pages of the scrapbook 

itself—stage a literal conversation and revision of the narrator’s words. For example, one spread 

of pages between the dictionary definition of “alloquerer” and section 5.2 is completely empty 

except for three textual fragments layered over one another. The bottom fragment is torn from 

Michael’s letter; placed almost perpendicularly over Michael’s text is an italicized lyric line, 

apparently composed by the narrator; obscuring some of the words of the italicized line is a 

single word, printed in a font and on paper identical to those used once elsewhere in Nox as 

apparent correcting tape revising the text of a letter the narrator’s mother sends to Michael.  

While the narrator has demonstrated her archival authority in the organization of Nox, 

orienting documents on the page as she desires and apparently tampering with those documents 

(shredding photographs, tearing Michael’s letter to pieces) as she does so, here the documents 

both undermine and overlay the narrator’s words, providing both context and interruption. The 

narrator’s voice here is not omniscient. In section 7.2, a piece of paper with “SHE” handwritten 

in yellow paint obscures part of the narrator’s first-person text. The section describes what 

Michael’s widow has told the narrator about Michael’s funeral; “SHE” lies above whatever noun 

the narrator had provided as the subject of “threw sunflowers after” (7.2). This overlapping casts 

doubt on both the widow’s account and the narrator’s description: whose version does “SHE” 

correct? In this moment, Nox acknowledges the narrator’s words themselves as translation, open 

to correction, to interpretation and revision. 

These visual dynamics directly reflect the complex relationships the narrator develops, 

linguistically, among herself, her brother, and her classical (and Biblical) interlocutors. “More 
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than one person has pointed out to me a likeness between my brother and Lazarus,” the narrator 

explains in section 8.3 (see Figure 4.6). Above the scrap of paper where those words are printed 

is stapled a rectangle of black paper on which has been painted, in yellow, what appears to be a 

face, mouth agape. The next “spread” of pages includes no text but another image stapled into 

the notebook: two outstretched hands, painted roughly in orange and yellow (see Figure 4.7). 

The next “spread” returns to text: on the left, the definition of ad; on the right, in section 8.4, two 

printed segments where the narrator elaborates on the story of Lazarus. “You can think of 

Lazarus as an example of resurrection or as a person who had to die twice,” she suggests; “An 

historian will take the latter view. I don’t know how Lazarus saw it.” This uncertainty about 

Lazarus’ vision is subsequently registered as “muteness”: “He is mute at the famous supper 

where Mary Magdalene spills spikenard on Christ’s feet (John 12). Mute in the ‘parable of the 

rich man and Lazarus’ (Luke 16) where, sitting in paradise, he hears a rich man lost in the flames 

of hell calling out // to him for a drop of water. Mute also throughout his resurrection.”  
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Figure 4.6: Section 8.3, the initial comparison of Michael to Lazarus. 

 

 
Figure 4.7: The raised hands on the subsequent pair of pages. 
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His purported “muteness,” then, links the figure of Lazarus—and Michael—to the 

Catullan poem whose translation the speaker has undertaken. The word recalls the speaker’s 

observation that “the word ‘mute’ […] is regarded by linguists as an onomatopoetic formation 

referring not to silence but to a certain fundamental opacity of human being, which likes to show 

the truth by allowing it to be seen hiding” (1.3). In the typography throughout Nox, Michael’s 

language (whether spoken or written) is recorded in the bold face of the font that records the 

speaker’s own narrative sentences: as Liedeke Plate notes, “Clearly, typeface is not neutral. As 

becomes evident when Carson transcribes his handwritten letter using all capitals and removing 

his punctuation, it inflects the text’s meaning and reception” (99). What Plate does not note, 

however, is that while “different fonts are used, visually representing different voices and 

differentiating among genres” (99), typography also serves to forge complicated connections 

among the sources of language Carson is exploring. The bold quality of the letters used to 

transcribe Michael’s speech or handwriting—their relative opacity—also links Michael’s 

language to the poetic (and “dead”) language of Catullus’ original elegy (see Figures 4.8). This 

same bold typeface is used to print the Catullan word that begins—indeed, necessitates—each 

dictionary entry. Carson’s typefaces connect visually the language the speaker remembers 

Michael using—sentences she remembers “as if I’d been asked to translate them” (8.1)—with 

the Catullan Latin whose “surface” she cannot “capture” in English (7.1). These men’s voices are 

not silent, in her rendering of their language, but they remain opaque. 
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Figures 4.8: Two passages from Nox, showcasing the identical boldface font used for Catullan Latin and 

Michael's remembered speech. 
 

At the same time, the italicization of the Catullan Latin keeps the words typographically 

tied to their lyrical origin, an origin accessible to the “pinhead” narrator but not to her brother. 

Italics, throughout Nox, distinguish ostensibly literary language from more informal diction. 

When Catullus 101 appears printed in full at the book’s beginning the poem appears in the same 

“more conventional, serif book font, though in italics” that Stephen Burt describes rendering the 

narrator’s lyrical one-liners (5). The italicized serif font also appears in the dictionary entries, 

providing Latin examples to contextualize the specific words in Catullus’ poem. Together, these 

examples and their translations demonstrate that the definitions and linguistic contexts upon 

which the narrator draws in her translation also, themselves, reflect the narrator’s preoccupation 
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in creating her elegy. In the book’s first dictionary entry, the bold and italicized rendering of the 

poem’s first word, “multas,” reflects the word’s suspension between poetry and informal 

speech, between language that must be interpreted or translated because of its Latin lyricality and 

language that must be recalled because it was never physically recorded in the first place. The 

typography of the Catullan diction situates the translation of the Latin poetry as itself an 

intermediary between the narrator’s language and what she remembers of Michael’s. Catullus’ 

language here is obscure, like Michael’s, but also definite and definable, as Michael’s is not. 

The situation of Lazarus’ muteness, too, his “fundamental opacity,” affects not only his 

own potential for communication. The narrator goes on to report that “[e]ven in the painting of it 

by Giotto, notice the person with raised hands and no mouth (perhaps his sister) placed behind 

Lazarus to load this space with muteness.” In Carson’s description of the Giotto representation of 

his resurrection (or translation), Lazarus himself may be mute, unable to use his voice; his sister, 

whose identity is suggested only parenthetically, has no mouth at all. While she may have been 

placed spatially behind Lazarus to “load this space with muteness,” however, Carson’s narrator 

notes—and asks us to notice—that her muteness is represented as structurally different from his. 

And her hands are raised.  

The narrator’s positioning of both Lazarus’ mute body and his sister’s mouthless one 

emphasizes the importance of reading as not simply materially instantiated but particularly 

embodied the connection between Lazarus and Michael (and Catullus), and the relationship of 

that thematic, narrative connection to the unusual physical form of Nox itself. As described 

earlier, several contemporary theorists argue that understanding disability as socially constructed 

allows one to “read” disability in aesthetic objects by attending to the formal, material qualities 

of those objects. Garland Thomson, for example, connects designation of disability explicitly to a 
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process of reading: “disability is a reading of bodily particularities in the context of social power 

relations” (6). Given how narrative constructions can thus inform and reflect definitions of 

“normal” or “deviant” experiences of embodiment, attending to bodily particularities in Carson’s 

narrative emphasizes a link between the voiceless renderings of Lazarus and the figure-who-

may-be-his-sister, as per Carson’s earlier invocation of muteness defined not as “silence” but as 

“a certain fundamental opacity of human being.”  

At the same time, the possible-sister is lacking a mouth altogether, in her conventional 

representation (the Giotto painting, see Figure 4.9). Her body in the artwork, according to 

Carson’s narrator, is not just opaque—it structurally precludes vocalization. We can read, 

through Garland Thomson, the representation of Lazarus’ sister’s muteness—because she lacks 

an apparatus by which to vocalize—not as a “property” of her body but as “a product of cultural 

rules about what bodies should be or do.” The definition and enforcement of her disability 

become a matter of narratorial perspective.  

These rules of embodiment inform our reading not only of the production of codes of 

spoken language but also of gender, here, and of the form of the book itself. Posited as Lazarus’ 

sister only parenthetically, the figure’s body is described in one sentence, at the very bottom of a 

page, and then never again, minimized within the retelling of Lazarus’ story and in the space of 

the book. Even in this brief, nearly-marginal appearance, however, the figure’s linguistic and 

bibliographic position raises major questions about the narrator’s own position relative to the 

“mute” men whose language she attempts to re-present. Indeed, in the Giotto painting the 

speaker references, the place where we might expect the figure’s mouth to appear is covered by a 

piece of cloth (see Figure 4.10). The figure’s surface representation is mouthless because of a 

veil, a textile, a text. 
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Figure 4.9: Giotto, The Raising of Lazarus, c. 1304-6  

(http://diglib.library.vanderbilt.edu/act-imagelink.pl?RC=46567) 
 

One way to read this mouth-obscuring cloth is in conversation with the male-authored 

texts that Carson’s narrator engages—the texts she dismantles and rearranges, both linguistically 

(through the process of translation) and bibliographically (through the production of the 

notebook’s pages). The cloth can be read, that is, as yet another textual tradition through which 

the sister must try to speak. It is by invoking Catullus, Herodotos, and Giotto that Carson defines 

the elegiac, historical, and artistic traditions within which the narrator cannot quite position 

herself: the implication that the sister-figure’s body cannot produce the speech structures that 

Lazarus might produce—whether because she lacks the physiology by which to do so, or 

because something impedes her communication—recalls the typographical variations that link 

Michael’s language to Catullus’, and that separate the written languages of both men from the 

narrator’s own. The narrator describes prowling an “endless” room of translation and elegy, but 
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here the possible-sister of the man compared to Michael presents an alternative situation: to the 

side, lacking access to structures that would allow her to speak the language.  

 
Figure 4.10: Giotto, The Raising of Lazarus, detail 

 
The emphasis on the sister’s body, and the figure’s physical ability to load muteness into 

a space that would seem to call for language—or at least the possibility of audible language—

might bring to mind a framework like Héléne Cixous’ formulation of écriture féminine, which 

theorizes that women’s writing “through the body” will produce work that “wreck[s] partitions, 

classes, and rhetorics” (886). Cixous writes in “The Laugh of the Medusa” that “[i]f woman has 

always functioned ‘within’ the discourse of man […] it is time for her to dislocate this ‘within,’ 
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to explode it, turn it around, and seize it; to make it hers, containing it, taking it in her own 

mouth, biting that tongue with her very own teeth to invent for herself a language to get inside 

of” (887). To dislocate a repressive patriarchal system of language, a writer must incorporate it—

“taking it in her own mouth”—and also embody it through fragmentation, “biting that tongue 

with her very own teeth.” The physicality of Cixous’ rhetoric is both characteristic and fitting, 

because Nox, too, treats language as a body. The major theoretical difference, though, is that for 

Cixous, the body of “woman” exists as a female body prior to its encounter with language. As 

Carson’s parenthetical regarding Lazarus’ sister has underscored, the gender identity of the 

speaker-sister in Nox is textually constituted: the figure in the painting is, for Carson’s speaker, 

“the person with raised hands and no mouth (perhaps his sister)”; Carson’s speaker herself 

emerges as visually and linguistically distinct through the form of her words on the page.  

Alongside Cixous, we might still read the emphatic physicality of the folded, crumpled 

papers pasted or stapled into the pages of the copied notebook, then, as a representational and 

specifically hand-wrought challenge to the linguistic (and bibliographic) structures that do not 

recognize the communicative capacity of the speaker-sister’s body. Prowling allows a certain 

kind of inhabitance of language, though the space remains largely opposed to her endeavors: the 

room does not end, and it is a room in which she gropes for a light-switch. Taking Michael’s and 

Catullus’ language into the mouth Giotto would deny her, the narrator constructs from their 

fragments “a language to get inside of,” a language whose embodiment on the page 

acknowledges the limits of its surfaces. Although this reading might suggest that those raised 

hands become a code-breaking force, however, Carson’s reference to the sister figure’s body is 

more ambivalent about the body’s power: it can load with muteness, but it also appears largely 
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silent. The cloth in the Giotto painting in fact appears to be held in place, obscuring the mouth, 

by a hidden hand that parallels the visible raised one. The figure herself seems to hold it up.  

The next printed section of narration has been partially obscured with black scribbling, 

but the words are still visible: “There is no possibility I can think my way into his muteness. God 

wanted to make nonsense of ‘overtakelessness’ itself. To rob its juice, and I believe God has 

succeeded” (8.5) (see Figure 4.11). Manuscript and print overlap, inviting us to read the marking 

systems together. Earlier, overtakelessness appeared as “a word told me by a philosopher once,” 

for “that which cannot be got round. Cannot be avoided or seen to the back of. And about which 

one collects facts – it remains beyond them” (1.3). In that light, the speaker here links her 

inability to think “into his muteness” with having “never arrived at the translation I would have 

liked to do of poem 101” (7.1). The reference to “overtakelessness,” however, also seems to 

invoke a different poetic tradition altogether, allowing us allusively to think back through Emily 

Dickinson and her poem 894. Dickinson’s poem raises its own questions about the inscription of 

words “opon the Flesh” and the soul’s consequent removal “Beyond the Writ of Touch” 

(Dickinson 388).127 For Carson’s narrator, however, the “Overtakelessness,” whether 

philosophically or poetically defined, is rendered “nonsense” by its abiding opacity—just as the 

print of this section has been nearly rendered illegible, and just as the reference is murky because 

Carson doesn’t mention Dickinson by name. But this passage, even as it seems to admit defeat, 

demonstrates that “muteness” need not stymie all communication. Pitting handdrawn scrawl 

against printed text, this passage directs our attention to the signifying potential of the raised 

hands of the figure at Lazarus’ resurrection. Hands can cancel print. The female poetic voice is 

                                                
127 The scene of inscription in this poem is markedly different than that of poem 466, discussed in the Introduction. 
There, Dickinson’s speaker describes written forms as edifices within which her body might live; here, instead, the 
speaker describes how the soul, vacating the body at the moment of death, inscribes its message of absence on the 
flesh of the body.  
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not nominally distinguished from the voice of Herodotos or Catullus—but the hands constructing 

Nox remind us that communication is possible even when words fall short.  

 
Figure 4.11: The scribbled-on passage engaged with"Overtakelessness." 

 
If the mouthless figure’s disability is defined and enforced by cultural and pictorial rules 

asserting that without a mouth, a character cannot communicate, sign language presents an 

alternative mode of linguistic engagement: she may load the space with muteness, but she need 

not be mute herself, nor silent. In sign language articulation, raised hands and arms convey 

meanings without requiring structures of oral vocalization, and in the performance of signed 

poems, “paper becomes a performing body” (Signing the Body Poetic 2). This framework 

redefines the implications of Nox’s narrator’s communicating for Lazarus, Michael, and Catullus, 

despite her difference, and distance, from their “muteness” or “overtakelessness”—and reinflects 

the ways in which her communication insists on the nuances of its “bodily particularities” on the 
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page.128 H. Dirkson L. Bauman, Jennifer Nelson, and Heidi Rose note that “there have always 

been some poets and writers who have sought to move beyond the phonetic, linear structure of 

language; they have sensed that speech could be made more visual and writing more kinetic, and, 

what’s more, that literature could become visual and kinetic at the same time. It is as if poets and 

writers have experienced a type of phantom limb phenomenon as they went groping about for a 

literary medium much like sign without ever laying their hands on it” (5). Recall the speaker’s 

view of translation—of Catullus’ language or Michael’s—as an endless room “where one gropes 

for the light switch” (7.1).  

Neither Lazarus’s sister or Carson’s speaker is overtly communicating via sign language 

in this text—nor does Nox suggest that such languages are only accessible to or powerful for 

people with particular disabilities. Rather, what Bauman, Nelson and Rose identify as a desire 

for simultaneously visual and kinetic literature—and the tying of that sort of literary production 

to sign—can help us contextualize Carson’s engagement, here, with the communicative potential 

of structures of the human body, and the exploration of that potential by attending to the visual 

and material shapes and spaces by which linguistic codes are made “legible.” The textile 

covering the figure’s mouth in Giotto’s painting becomes a text silencing one oral perspective in 

the context of the larger narrative event: Lazarus’s resurrection. Insofar as the figure appears to 

be holding that cloth to her mouth herself, however—with her “raised hands”—the materiality 

that deprives her of a mouth allows her to load the space with a different linguistic form.  

                                                
128 Plate suggests that, “In making her epitaph, Carson takes upon herself the Antigonean task of remembering and 
reburying her wandering brother and her late mother’s lost son. Yet if Carson performs a rite of mourning with the 
making of her book, Nox is ultimately less about working through her own emotions than it is about the quest for the 
(br)other” (108). This image of reburial—within a classical framework and yet, in Nox, with recourse not to a tragic 
drama but to a lyric elegy—also connects to Carson’s own Lazarus who has to die twice. My contention is that even 
if the action of the narration is a quest for the “(br)other,” with the parenthesis aptly gesturing to the importance of 
print in this text, the book’s material form nevertheless emphasizes the body of the actor left to bury, and rebury, the 
fragments, to shore them against her family’s ruin if not her own.   
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The speaker suggests that the sister’s form was represented thus to orient her relative to 

Lazarus’ own extraordinary, reanimated body within the scene, but the figure’s “raised hands” 

suggest an alternate language by which the sister might communicate, just as the various “faces” 

that present the text on Nox’s pages encourage an attention to the communicative capacities of 

Nox’s non-verbal elements. Butler argues that “the substantive effect of gender is performatively 

produced and compelled by the regulatory practices of gender coherence,” observing that 

consequently “gender is always a doing, though not a doing by a subject who can be said to 

preexist the deed” (24-5). The dynamism of this theorizing connects the gendered body’s 

performance within cultural narratives to the ongoing prowling and mediating of the elegist, who 

performs (and so constitutes) her relationship with her brother, her communications as distinct 

from his, in the midst of myriad familial, cultural, and historical narratives.  

Encountered in a distinctly literary context, the performance of the narrator’s body in 

relation with these other printed characters has implications not only for her construction of her 

own self but for the construction of a reader of her work, as well. Plate, analyzing Nox’s 

relationship to Jessica Pressman’s idea of the “aesthetic of bookishness,” argues that, “[i]nviting 

experimentation with how to read it, eliciting unconventional, ‘out of the box’ ways of reading, 

Nox encourages the rediscovery of our own physicality, relocating our own bodily materiality in 

relation to the book, in effect putting ‘motion’ back into ‘emotion’” (106). This reading 

emphasizes the very embodying quality of Nox’s narration; read in the context of Punday’s 

theorizing of “disembodied” narration, which uses omniscience to representationally minimize 

the distinction and boundaries of characters’ and readers’ bodies, Carson’s project here is one of 

embodied, and embodying, language, effective specifically because the “body” of the book 

reiterates not only the distinct, narratively-constituted bodies of its characters but also, through 
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the operations of its construction, reasserts the embodiment of its readers. While Plate reads this 

physically insistent formatting as a specifically contemporary maneuver—she continues, “An 

elegy for her prodigal brother, Nox is rather a eulogy for the book, praising its capacity to remain 

even after it has disappeared, reborn like the phoenix, risen again like Lazarus” (108)—the 

fragmentation and reconfiguration of narratives in material and linguistic form place Nox not 

only in direct conversation with Carson’s earlier codex productions but also with the modernist 

innovators her works evoke by name.  

Amidst the Latin translation and heartrending elegy, Nox’s form—both linguistic and 

bibliographic—invites us to read the body (especially the formally “deviant” body) as inscribed 

by culture, as a material form onto which certain “aesthetic presuppositions” and “cultural rules” 

are projected. Écriture féminine and disability studies help articulate how these presuppositions 

and rules position these bodies within certain stereotypes and narratives that make the bodies 

definite, or culturally legible—but they also make clear how Carson’s practice, here, positions 

her characters’ represented bodies and experiences according to a different theory of bookish 

embodiment than did, for example, Joyce in Ulysses or Woolf in Jacob’s Room. In Nox, where 

the speaker-sister is compared implicitly to the mouth-less sister of Lazarus, both the text’s 

linguistic content and the material qualities of the book’s form invite us to integrate these two 

modes of thinking about “inscription” and “bodies,” to understand her raised hands as gesturing 

not only to the speaker’s alternative perspective on linguistic engagement but also to the 

complicated physical form of the epitaph-book itself. Attention to the material as well as the 

linguistic form of Nox highlights its bookish engagement with the cultural and aesthetic 

conventions identified and complicated in feminist and disability discourses—underscoring not 

only Carson’s engagement with classical translation and elegy but also with how books, the 
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material embodiments of literary works, navigate as bodies a series of conventions about what 

materials and forms are legible and to whom. Like the asserted project of the sister’s presence at 

Lazarus’ resurrection, the loading of Nox’s space with complicated communication is revealed to 

us in its kinesis, in its multiplicity and incompleteness. 

* 

Looking at the chronological trajectory of Anne Carson’s work, from Autobiography of 

Red through Nox, reveals the increasingly radical material implications of her generic hybridity. 

Staging conversations among characters and genres, the surfaces of Carson’s pages map 

interstices of time, space, and body, while challenging the conventions of both reading and 

writing that marginalize non-normative experiences of physicality or language.  

 In their theorizing of narrative prosthesis, the principle according to which narratives 

begin with the introduction of “deviation” (bodily or otherwise) and progress toward 

rehabilitating or reintegrating that deviance into a normative social structure, David T. Mitchell 

and Sharon L. Snyder assert that “The inherent vulnerability and variability of bodies serves 

literary narratives as a metonym for that which refuses to conform to the mind’s desire for order 

and rationality. […] The body’s weighty materiality functions as a textual and cultural other—an 

object with its own undisciplined language that exceeds the text’s ability to control it” (48-9). In 

Carson’s texts, this bodily undiscipline motivates not a reincorporation into an established 

narrative structure but rather the construction of a new material and linguistic architecture within 

which the contours of the body are coeval with those of the read narrative. The “prosthesis” of 

language, registered in both its material and its etymological nuances, allows Carson’s 

experiments to resist the conventional narratives according to which her characters have been 

labelled deviant or, instead, have been marginalized altogether. From the vestige-foregrounding 
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format of Autobiography of Red to the insistently multigeneric orientations of Red Doc> to the 

spineless and emphatically-reproduced expanse of Nox, Carson’s fictions defy the standard 

structures of narration, print, and codex—and in so doing they interrogate both the linguistic and 

material instantiations of normative literary history and of essentialist corporeal politics.  

This is what makes the claim that “the monstrous deprivations of Stesichoros’s textual 

body [are] replaced by the monstrous excesses” of Carson’s text in Autobiography of Red so 

problematic (Beasley 79). Carson’s texts are not re-filling (or over-filling) textual bodies marked 

by absence so much as they reconfigure the conventions by which we judge a textual body to be 

deprived or excessive in the first place. By foregrounding and manipulating the materiality of the 

printed codex, by linguistically and bibliographically thematizing the alternative communicative 

capacities of characters’ physical bodies, Carson’s fictions themselves rebel against readerly 

expectations or desires to enforce normalizing structures. While her methods and theories of 

narrative embodiment clearly diverge from those of the modernists described earlier, Carson’s 

concern with how the material form of a book can represent a “body’s weighty materiality” 

involves her work in a literary lineage stretching, as her texts themselves assert, back from 

Woolf and Stein through Dickinson’s full dashes to the dactyls and feet of ancient texts.  
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Chapter Five 
Inter-Mural Modifiers: Kate Atkinson, Zadie Smith, and Ali Smith 

 
Contemporary novels engage with their material forms in a variety of ways, with myriad 

implications for those novels’ representations of character. While one trend in contemporary 

fiction is toward multimodality, crafting book objects that foreground the materiality of the 

codex by removing the spine (as in Anne Carson’s Nox) or inserting library cards (as in Doug 

Dorst and J.J. Abrams’ S.) or die-cutting away strips of each page (as in Jonathan Safran Foer’s 

Tree of Codes), many recent novels take a less tangible, but still markedly visual, approach to 

rethinking the representational capacity of the printed page. This chapter considers the medial 

and linguistic interventions of three novels that keep the codex form largely intact: none of these 

novels lacks a spine, and they maintain, for the most part, the standard spacing conventions of 

prose paragraphs, page by page. Still, the bibliographic experimentation of these texts insists on 

confronting and reworking how marginalized forms and experiences of embodiment and 

mobility, gendered otherness and disability, can signify within and beyond conventions of 

printed contemporary realist fiction. 

In her essay “Two Directions for the Novel,” Zadie Smith introduces one interpretive 

framework by which to analyze the effects of bibliographical and linguistic experiment. In the 

essay, Smith contrasts the tradition of lyrical realism, instantiated in the example of Joseph 

O’Neill’s Netherland, with an avant-garde legacy that shapes a work like Tom McCarthy’s 

Remainder. Smith holds both novels accountable for the ways they try “to destroy the myth of 

cultural authenticity”—these attempts at destruction include a general flattening of the narrative 

experience of people of color that leads Smith to remark that “it does seem rather hard to have to 
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give up on subjectivity when you’ve only recently gotten free of objectification” (88).129 At the 

same time, her essay appears to laud the representational potential of the avant-garde to 

acknowledge, as lyrical realism does not, “the messy remainder we can’t understand or 

control”—those things in the world which comprise “the damaged and the partial, the absent and 

the unspeakable” (92).  

Key to distinguishing these two options for the contemporary novel, she suggests, is not 

just their approach to voice—“most avant-garde challenges to realism concentrate on voice, on 

where this “I” is coming from, this mysterious third person” (85)—but also, not unrelatedly, the 

novels’ theorizations of the social implications of time and space. Smith argues that by excising 

characters’ psychology, Remainder’s narrative  

“fills time up with space” by breaking physical movements, for example, into their 
component parts, slowing them down; or by examining the layers and textures of a wet, 
cambered road in Brixton as a series of physical events rather than emotional symbols. It 
forces us to recognize space as a nonneutral thing—unlike realism, which often ignores 
the specificities of space. Realism’s obsession is convincing us that time has passed. It 
fills space with time. (95-6).  

 
This distinction between a generally realist approach to space and time and that of a generalized 

avant-garde is crucial to understanding not only the representational projects Smith undertakes in 

her own fiction—NW in particular—but also the bibliographic innovations and representational 

claims of other contemporary novels. This final chapter places Smith’s novel NW in conversation 

with Kate Atkinson’s debut work, Behind the Scenes at the Museum, and Ali Smith’s recent 

novel How to be Both. These novels’ concerns about voicedness, especially voicing the 

experience of diverse, historically- (and often literally-) marginalized people, are intimately 

                                                
129 She continues, “A flashback-inclined Freudian might conjure up the image of two brilliant young men, straight 
out of college, both eager to write the Novel of the Future, who discover, to their great dismay, that the authenticity 
baton (which is, of course, entirely phony) has been passed on. Passed to women, to those of color, to people of 
different sexualities, to people from far off, war-torn places…. The frustrated sense of having come to the 
authenticity party exactly a century late!” (88)  
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linked to formal and material innovation. While the pages of these works are less radically 

hybridized than Carson’s, they nevertheless build on similar techniques and traditions, 

integrating space and deploying punctuation in ways that both harken back overtly to modernist 

experimentation and also diverge insistently from it. In these texts, the effect of this formal 

experimentation is often to challenge not only conventional novelistic narration but also the set 

of social structures that bracket and marginalize “minority” bodies extradiegetically. In 

emphasizing the limitations of the realist tradition and foregrounding the narrative implications 

of “forc[ing] readers to recognize space as a nonneutral thing—unlike realism, which often 

ignores the specificities of space,” Smith’s analysis affirms an interrelationship between the 

social spaces and contexts that the novel claims to represent and the diegetic physical spaces that 

characters inhabit.130  

The three novels discussed in this chapter manipulate this very interplay of linguistic and 

bibliographic codes to go beyond identifying and representing non-neutrality: they present 

readers with characters and pages that ask to be read in multiple ways at once, or according to 

multiple conventions of reading. In so doing these novels dramatize the non-neutrality of the 

reading experience, too, the role that readers play in comprehending characters’ identities and 

experiences according to certain generic or social expectations. By defying conventions of 

linearity, both in their plotlines and in their paragraphs, these texts enter into a conversation with 

earlier artworks but also carry these questions into the contemporary moment. In Behind the 

Scenes at the Museum, the inclusion of “footnote” chapters as part of Ruby’s first-person 

narration registers the novel’s concern not only with bringing the marginal into the “main” body 

of the text—complicating the traditional hierarchy of reading that is established when footnotes 
                                                
130 The “nameless ‘dead black man’” in Remainder is a problematic figure in Smith’s reading, for example, in part 
because his inanimated appearance reminds us that neither the ground of the novel nor its social, narrative context 
are beyond the purview of racism. 
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are placed at the edges of a page—but also with ways the book form can reflect, in its inclusions 

and omissions, the narrator’s interiority. In thematically similar but visually drastically different 

ways, the varied spacing and font orientations of different sections of NW reflect and complicate 

how Smith’s female characters’ struggle with self-creation amidst stereotypical narratives about 

race, class, and gender. Finally, Ali Smith’s How to be Both uses its printed format to foreground 

the implication in cultural and art-historical narratives of the bodies of Francescho, a renaissance 

Italian fresco artist, and George, a twenty-first-century British teenager. Through both 

protagonists’ explorations of surface and depth, paint and language and body, How to be Both 

produces a model of embodied “both”-ness that formally integrates characters’ experiences of 

reading and being read, of seeing and living, of existing in the present tense and existing in a 

narrative progression.  

These three novels use the printed pages of their bookforms as a key component of their 

representation of bodies and embodied experiences that resist narrative closure. Zadie Smith 

shares with Carson, and with Woolf and the other modernists, an interest in bringing what she 

calls the “many-voiced theater” and its ability to “speak simultaneous truths” into the novel 

(Changing My Mind 143); nevertheless, their methods assert and maintain that heterogeneity 

very differently. Smith’s methods of disrupting conventional reading practices open different 

kinds of spaces within her novel, for example, and within NW’s attitude toward history, than we 

find practiced in Behind the Scenes at the Museum. For characters in Behind the Scenes, NW, and 

How to be Both, though, as for Carson and the modernists considered earlier, literary language 

comprises a structure into which a character or writer’s body might “fit”; as was the case with 

Carson’s texts, the narrators of Atkinson’s, Smith’s, and Smith’s novels go to great linguistic and 

visual lengths to suggest that in the experience of reading a book, the language and the body are 
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simultaneously comprehended and constituted, equally contingent on the narratives at play in the 

reading.  

Daniel Punday, in theorizing of the relation between embodiment and narratology, 

marshals Judith Butler’s observation “about the ways in which materiality, conceived as the 

brute stuff that is outside of culture and meaning, in fact arises from within language and 

discourse, and is every bit as constructed as the social patterns that we seek to distinguish it 

from” (93). Punday then suggests that applying that critique to narration means that “the ability 

to narrate will depend on the ability to imagine a body that resists narrative closure. […] before 

we can have stories that move through a narrative trajectory within some overarching pattern, we 

must be able to think about bodies in a way that allows them to resist that pattern” (93-94). In 

Behind the Scenes, NW, and How to be Both, while the literal body of the book is kept largely 

intact—all three novels’ print editions have spines, for example—the narratives’ approach to 

representing embodiment not only imagines, but presents in print, bodies that resist narrative 

closure. A lot of this resilient openness relates to how the novels’ characters read and write 

themselves into systems of language, whether by producing an autobiography, as in Behind the 

Scenes, or in seeking a syntax of memory and grief, as in How to be Both. Zadie Smith’s own 

critical writing has discussed literary polyphony in the context of “Dream City,” where those 

whose identities and experiences transcend easy dichotomization “have no choice to but to cross 

borders and speak in tongues. That’s how you get from your mother to your father, from talking 

to one set of folks who think you’re not black enough to another who figure you insufficiently 

white” (138). As in Carson’s “The Gender of Sound,” here “readings” of a person’s voice or 

speech govern how other people assign interior and exterior qualities of identity. Learning to 

“speak in tongues,” Smith suggests, to adopt duplicitous voicing, allows a crossing among poles 
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of identity markers that would otherwise render a “you” illegible, or inaudible, in multiple social 

contexts.  

Atkinson, Smith, and Smith use the forms of their fiction to experiment with the 

signifying potential of inclusion as well as exclusion, to explore the why and the how of 

“speaking in tongues” for certain of their characters, to offer constructions that “encode certain 

meanings even while placing others under erasure” (Bornstein 6). Changing how a character or 

narrator’s voice is encountered on the space of a page, to adopt the frame of Smith’s and 

Carson’s arguments, affects how identity and interiority are mapped onto the origin of that voice, 

by readers and by other diegetic figures. Reading these texts in conversation with modernist 

experimentation as well as more recent criticism of experimental fiction reaffirms the necessity 

of attending the works’ material and syntactical specificity.  

 
 

Replacing Footnotes in Behind the Scenes at the Museum 
 

Kate Atkinson’s Behind the Scenes at the Museum introduces its protagonist and narrator, 

Ruby Lennox, with a positively Shandyean exclamation: “I exist! I am conceived to the chimes 

of midnight on the clock on the mantelpiece in the room across the hall. The clock once belonged 

to my great-grandmother (a woman called Alice) and its tired chime counts me into the world” 

(11). In these first sentences, Atkinson’s narrator establishes the mode she will use throughout 

the novel: the progression of her life, from conception to middle-age, will be narrated in the 

present tense; Ruby will not refrain from peppering her sentences with exclamation marks; she 

will use parenthetical statements most frequently to provide information or side-commentary 

about the scene at hand to her implied audience. These first sentences, too, reveal Ruby’s 

concern with excavating the history of objects around her and bringing to the fore otherwise-
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forgotten or unknown information about those objects’ owners. She notes and works through the 

fact that this information might seem irrelevant to her own life-story—might seem, as it were, 

parenthetical.  

Ruby’s introduction and her tone do not seem unusual for a postmodernist narrator. As 

Fiona Tolan argues, the narrative concerns of Behind the Scenes are clearly “[i]nfluenced by both 

feminist expositions of fairy-tale politics and postmodernist deconstructions of unified historical 

authority” (“Storyteller-Historian” 276): again and again, Ruby’s narrative seeks to subvert 

established hierarchies of social power. Less discussed, however, is how the formal layout of 

Ruby’s narration itself enters into her construction of self as an artist and historian. In particular, 

the footnote, another particular structural element Atkinson introduces from the first chapter, 

contributes to and articulates the stakes of the narrative’s feminist and postmodernist valences.  

The narrative trajectory of Behind the Scenes is studded with chapters labelled 

“Footnotes,” each of which refers to and expands upon the history of a specific object or event 

mentioned in the previous chapter. In this fashion, many additional generations of Ruby’s family, 

a group she has already introduced as diverse and diffuse, are elaborated on. The dominant 

critical reading of these “footnotes” focuses on their implications for the novel’s feminist 

recuperative project. Sinead McDermott, for example, contextualizes the footnoted stories in her 

argument that the novel’s primary project is of “attempting to rewrite and revision the family”; 

she argues that the footnote chapters “function in the narrative as a means of tracing ‘family 

resemblances’ in the lives of women across different generations. These have the effect of 

putting Ruby’s family story into perspective […]. At the same time, the ways in which 

experiences and emotions repeat themselves across the generations leaves the reader with an 

uncomfortable sense of the maternal family legacy as an oppressive one” (71). While this 
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explanation accounts for the linguistic content of the interstitial chapters, McDermott does not 

specify what kind of “perspective” the footnotes put Ruby’s family story into—and given that 

the contents of a footnote refer upward to pieces of a “main” text printed above them, spatial 

orientation is not irrelevant to understanding the novel’s apparent integration of footnote into 

main text-block.  

Unlike Tristram Shandy, Ruby does narrate (in the first person) the particulars of her own 

experience of growing up; like Sterne, however, Atkinson uses the form of the book—and 

Ruby’s manipulation of that form—to draw readers’ attention to the physical structures of 

conventional narrative that might, for example, obscure Alice completely. In this context, the 

“Footnote” chapters allow Behind the Scenes to do more than merely revisit marginalized stories, 

grant broader historical perspective, or register uncanny resemblance. The recourse to and 

revision of footnoting practice contributes to the narration of Ruby’s individual development 

while also contextualizing Ruby’s historiographical interventions. By the end of the novel, Ruby 

reintroduces herself as a writer, underscoring the possibility that we can read the organization of 

Atkinson’s novel not just as attributable to the “rhetorical design” of an implied extradiegetic 

author, to borrow Katherine Saunders Nash’s term, but potentially also to Ruby herself.131 

Behind the Scenes won the prestigious Whitbread Prize (now the Costa Book Award) for 

Book of the Year when it was published in 1995, beating out Salman Rushdie’s The Moor’s Last 

Sigh; many reviews and media responses to the novel focused on the circumstances of the win, 

and on the fact that Behind the Scenes was Atkinson’s first novel. “It was a great upset,” explains 

a New York Times review of a more recent novel; “And since Atkinson had mentioned to her 

publisher that she worked as a chambermaid during college, the London papers went for the 

‘unknown chambermaid wins prize’ angle. Even those who praised her seemed to do it 
                                                
131 This, too, puts Ruby in conversation with Tristram Shandy.  
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backhandedly. ‘I don’t know if Kate Atkinson knows she was being very postmodern,’ Richard 

Hoggart, chairman of the judges, declared” (Lyall). Atkinson spent four years pursuing a 

doctorate in postmodernist American literature. I mention this context because there has not been 

a great deal of critical writing done about Atkinson’s fiction, especially her earlier work, and the 

reviews around the novel’s release tend not to engage incisively with the implications of its form.  

One contemporary review that attempts to engage with the novel on its own terms is 

Hilary Mantel’s, published in the LRB as a partial response to the dominant angles of critical 

attention Behind the Scenes had received. Of the novel’s structure, Mantel writes, the stories in 

the book “are linked together by a system of ‘footnotes’ which direct the reader backwards and 

forwards in time. […] This technique is much more ingenious and hard to manage than 

straightforward flashback—which Atkinson also employs—and her dexterity is considerable.” 

She continues, “On a second, anatomist’s reading, the book’s articulation shows clearly, its 

bones and joints almost perfectly aligned; Atkinson cares for structure, and here is a delicate but 

robust skeleton on which hangs the muscle of narrative force and the tissue of loss and sadness 

and indecent merriment” (LRB). Mantel’s response to Atkinson’s narrative construction is to 

view it as a body, not necessarily a dead one, echoing in the metaphor the corporeal connotations 

of “footnotes” themselves. The body Mantel is describing here would seem to be, on one level, 

the body of the novel; on another level, the articulated body of linked and aligned pieces is that 

of Ruby’s family.  

Insofar as Ruby’s narrative presents itself as autobiography, however, the formal 

structure we encounter constitutes our understanding of Ruby herself, too—the body is also 

Ruby’s own, comprised of and constructed through her own language. Tracy Hargreaves has 

argued that the nonlinearity effected by the footnote chapters “means that Behind the Scenes is 
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always simultaneously about the living and the dead—crucially, about the dynamic between two 

bodies” (37). In comprising a complicated study of the implication of past into present, then, 

Ruby’s narration is not only interposing her relatives into a historical record but developing as 

well the structure of her own individual experience and story. “Like the ghosts haunting York,” 

Hargreaves observes, “Ruby’s family emerge like a palimpsest as traces of their narrative 

function like a persistent script that enable the telling of Ruby’s life and matrilineal legacy” (37). 

That they emerge specifically through a reworking of the conventions of footnotes makes 

modern and industrialized the image of the palimpsestic document.  

This reliance on footnotes means Behind the Scenes is engaging, at least metaphorically, 

with one of the most obvious terms of book-body connection; at the same time, it is not 

immediately obvious that this novel is concerned with the representation of embodied experience 

per se. Compared to Carson’s work, for example, the layout of the pages and the linguistic 

refrains of Ruby’s narration are less directly engaged with questions about how the structure and 

space of the novel accommodate Ruby, or her relatives, in their embodiment or narrative 

perspectives. In its persistent questioning of the forms by which history is recorded, however, 

Atkinson’s novel pushes against the marginalizing conventions of historiography—especially 

historiography of the British Empire, as many of the formative experiences of Ruby’s childhood 

happen against the backdrop of Queen Elizabeth’s coronation or wedding, and of the English 

literary canon, many of whose works Ruby reads. This pushing back challenges the 

determination of which bodies are allowed into the record, and what those bodies experience—

whose stories comprise the mainstream narrative of empire or of literary history, whose bodies 

Ruby can distinguish from the long line of women in her genealogy, and what metaphors or 

descriptions Ruby can muster for those bodies and stories that have been marginalized.  
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Behind the Scenes is entirely autodiegetic in its narration—the conceit of the novel is that 

Ruby is responsible for narrating her own story. Even as Ruby is describing her own lived 

experiences and reflections, at the same time she is herself attempting to recuperate the stories of 

her relatives within the sphere of the novel’s diegesis. For this reason, the footnotes and dashes 

that characterize Ruby’s attempts to narrate herself and her family history serve a doubled 

purpose: they allow Ruby to acknowledge the interpolation of disparate characters’ biographies 

into her own, but they also register her own struggles to form a coherent autobiographical 

narrative in the face of a familial tradition of so many silences and deaths. Hargreaves argues 

that “[t]he use of photographs in Behind the Scenes both reanimate[s] the life of culturally 

marginalised, historically under-represented working class women in the Lennox family, but 

they also function as a means of addressing repression and burial, in particular through the 

photograph of Ruby’s dead twin, Pearl” (46). Ruby’s encounters with and descriptions of 

photographs—her integration of their contents into her own account by describing their images 

in language—resonate with her use of footnotes. By drawing the reader’s attention not to Ruby’s 

integration of extratextual documents but instead to Ruby’s revision of conventional 

historiographic documentation, however, the footnotes and dashes that underscore Ruby’s 

narration reanimate the potential of the novel’s page, itself, to repress or bury cultural or familial 

memory.  

In the novel’s first chapter, Ruby proceeds to narrate her mother Bunty’s daily routine, 

commenting from time to time on her (Ruby’s) own experience in utero of her mother’s 

frustrations and disappointments. On a visit to Bunty’s mother, Nell, Ruby provides a description 

of the collective discontent in the room: Nell is restless and “wondering when we’re going to go 

so she can listen to the wireless in peace,” while “Bunty is experiencing a wave of nausea due to 
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my unexpected arrival and Gillian has drunk up her Kia-ora and is taking her revenge on the 

world. She’s playing with her grandmother’s button box and chooses a button, a pink-glass, 

flower-shaped one (see Footnote (i)) and, carefully and deliberately, swallows it” (23) (see 

Figure 5.1). The chapter comes to its apparent close; on a new page, an italicized heading about 

halfway down the printed page announces “Footnote (i)—Country Idyll” (27) (see Figure 5.2).132 

The “footnote” begins with a description, still in present tense, of a photograph “in a silver 

frame, padded with red-velvet with an oval of glass in the middle from behind which my great-

grandmother regards the world with an ambiguous expression. […] She seems to be on the point 

of saying something, although what it could be I can’t possibly imagine” (27).  

 

 
Figure 5.1: "Footnote (i)" appears three lines above the space break (in the 1995 Picador edition of Behind 

the Scenes at the Museum). 

                                                
132 The British and American editions of the novel differ slightly in the amount of white space preceding the title of 
the “Footnote” chapters, but in each case it is slightly more white space than is allotted before the title of the 
numbered “main” chapters, and the difference seems largely attributable to differences in page and font sizes. 
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Figure 5.2: The first page of the first "Footnote" chapter. 

 
Ruby describes learning who Alice was through conversation with Bunty; the photograph Ruby 

remembers of “my great-grandmother with her whole family gathered around her” turns out to be 

a photograph not of Alice, but of Rachel, “their stepmother, not their real mother” (28). Neither 

family stories nor family photographs tell the whole truth.133 Bunty examines the photograph of 

Alice again (see Figure 5.3): “‘She looks just like you,’ she said, her tone accusing, as if the lost 

Alice and I were fellow members of a conspiracy, intent on stirring up trouble” (29). In response, 

Ruby delves into a construction of Alice’s history: 

I want to rescue this lost woman from what’s going to happen to her (time). Dive into the 
picture, pluck her out— 
 
 Picture the scene— 

                                                
133 Hargreaves observes that “Arguably the family saga, a narrative equivalent of the photo album, rehearses a 
longing which might repudiate or desire an ‘imaginary cohesion’, but which always reveals the difficulties attendant 
on sustaining the ideal as it has been mediated through television and photography” (41).  
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 A hundred years ago. The door of a country cottage stands open on a very hot day 
in summer. […] This woman is Alice. This woman is my great-grandmother. This 
woman is lost in time. This woman has beautiful fair hair that is scraped and pinned into 
a sweaty bun. This woman has had enough. This woman is about to slip out of her life. 
One of those curious genetic whispers across time dictates that in moments of stress we 
will all (Nell, Bunty, my sisters, me) brush our hands across our foreheads in exactly the 
same way that Alice has just done. (29-30) 
 

Ruby’s desire is registered as the reader’s action here, “dive” and “pluck” simultaneously 

continuing the infinitives of what Ruby wants to do and registering imperatives. To follow the 

dash, to follow Ruby’s desire to pluck Alice out across the white space, the reader then dives two 

lines down to the next imperative, another ambiguous verb that compels both Ruby and the 

reader; the remainder of the “footnote” proceeds from this alternative “picturing” of the scene.  

 
Figure 5.3: Ruby’s exhortation to “Picture the scene—” 

 
Ruby’s statement of her desire to distinguish Alice is positioned on the page to visually 

distinguish Ruby’s elaboration on her story from the preceding paragraph. While the image of 
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the cottage and Alice begins in the present tense, as if describing an image, Ruby’s narration of 

the events of Alice’s life subsequently moves into the past tense. This is a moment where, 

according to Tolan’s framework, Ruby’s feminist revisionism and postmodernist historiography 

appear to intersect: Ruby reimagines and reintroduces Alice’s life into the historical record that is 

(in several ways) her self-narrative. John Frow has observed that “character is, in certain 

respects, also the analogue of ‘real’ persons, conforming more or less closely and more or less 

fully to the schemata that govern, in any particular society, what it means to be a person and to 

have a physical body, a moral character, a sense of self, and a capacity for action”; he specifies 

that this is so “‘in certain respects’ because fictional character happens in accordance with the 

modes of being specified by particular genres; it is of the order of representation rather than of 

the order of the real” (24-25). Introducing the stories of her female ancestors, making them 

“characters” in the story of Ruby’s own life and its many layers of engagement with history, also 

allows those women personhood and embodiment in the historical record which, as the 

“footnotes” suggest, have previously literally overlooked them. 

Only at the end of the “footnote” does Ruby’s narration mention the buttons, one of 

which precipitated the reference to the footnote in the first place: a travelling photographer 

arrives at the cottage, and as Alice organizes her children to be photographed, the buttons are 

detached by “the howling child under the table who, when Alice picks him up to try and comfort 

him, tangles his fingers in her hair and pulls three pink glass buttons from her blouse” (35). 

Subsequently Ruby details the fate of the three buttons: it is specifically the third which Gillian 

has eaten in the first chapter, the button “found by Rachel, during a vigorous cleaning session not 

long after she moved into the cottage. She prised it out from between the two flagstones where it 

had lodged and placed it in her button box, from where, many years later, it was transferred to 
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my grandmother’s button box, a presentation tin of Rowntree’s chocolates—and from there to 

Gillian’s stomach of course, and from there—who knows?” (36-37). When the footnote ends, the 

narration returns to the events of Ruby’s life—Chapter Two details Ruby’s birth.  

Anthony Grafton’s work on the two major functions of the footnote, while focused on its 

use in historical writing, illuminates some of the narratorial implications of Ruby’s non-

marginalized footnote chapters.  Of footnotes, Grafton writes: “First, they persuade: they 

convince the reader that the historian has done an acceptable amount of work, enough to lie 

within the tolerances of the field. […] Second, they indicate the chief sources that the historian 

has actually used. Though footnotes usually do not explain the precise course that the historian’s 

interpretation of these texts has taken, they often give the reader who is both critical and open-

minded enough hints to make it possible to work this out” (22-23). The inherent fictionality of 

Ruby’s narrative complicates any clear sense of what constitutes, for example, “an acceptable 

amount of work,” or how narratorial reliability factors into “the historian’s interpretations of 

these texts”—concerns that the novel itself foregrounds.  

Indeed, Ruby’s deployment of footnotes, her claim as a scholar of her own history, itself 

foregrounds the inherent connections and slippages among the critical personae presumed to 

organize or perform a piece of academic historiography, implied or inferred authors theorized as 

controlling the structure of fictional literary work, and autodiegetic narrators who claim 

themselves to be producing the text we read. As Shari Benstock articulates, “[f]ootnotes in a 

literary work” serve a different purpose than footnotes in apparently non-literary texts: they 

“highlight the interplay between author and subject, text and reader, that is always at work in 

fiction, giving us occasion to speculate on self-reflective narration as an aspect of textual 

authority” (“At the Margin of Discourse” 205). These connections and slippages resonate with 
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the generic revisions at work in, for example, the opening sections of Autobiography of Red, but 

in Behind the Scenes, sustaining the alternation of footnotes and “regular” numbered chapters 

throughout the novel allows the reader’s “occasion to speculate on self-reflective narration” to 

extend, and its results to evolve, as Ruby herself becomes a different kind of storyteller in 

adulthood, for instance, than she could be as a child.  

Footnotes, Grafton writes, “seek to show that the work they support claims authority and 

solidity from the historical conditions of its creation: that its author excavated its foundations and 

discovered its components in the right places, and used the right crafts to mortise them together. 

To do so they locate the production of the work in time and space, emphasizing the limited 

horizons and opportunities of its author, rather than those of its reader. Footnotes buttress and 

undermine, at one and the same time” (32). The architectural imagery here is particularly apt for 

Ruby’s narrative, grounded as its early chapters are in her family’s home at “The Shop,” rooted 

as the novel’s images remain in the structures of the titular “Museum” or the “Lost Property 

Cupboard.” Ruby is the reader’s guide to the contours and features of these structures; the 

inclusion of “Footnotes” connotes the thoroughness, the interest in apparent marginalia or trivia, 

that characterizes Ruby’s narration generally.  

Throughout the novel, every chapter is paired with an extended footnote, that footnote 

elucidating the familial backstory underlying an object (a saying, a smile) Ruby or her relatives 

encounter in the events of the main chapter. The visual structure of the chapters echoes how the 

narration of events vacillates among generations: the past interpenetrates the present, here, both 

because we’re made aware from the first footnote that even these heterodiegetic narrations are 

constructed through Ruby’s perspective and because, in Ruby’s life, objects simply carry their 

pasts concretized within them. Even their house has ghosts: “There has been a building on this 
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spot since the Romans were here,” Ruby reports, “and needless to say it has its due portion of 

light-as-air occupants who wreathe themselves around the fixtures and fittings and linger 

mournfully at our backs” (12). At the same time, footnoting material does, as Grafton suggests, 

emphasize the specific temporality of Ruby’s own narration. Organizing these histories as 

footnotes places readers in the position of considering how these women’s stories are 

conventionally understood, when they are told at all, but at the same time the footnotes’ 

inclusion emphasizes the possibility of further relevant backstories that Ruby might not include.  

Ruby’s footnotes thus acknowledge, even as they seem to resist, the various structures of 

hierarchization and historical streamlining that Ruby, her parents, and her readers might use to 

place these stories and plot-points in relation to one another. Upon reading the exhortation to 

“(see Footnote (i)),” if a reader were to flip through the book searching for the relevant note, 

read the footnote’s narrative, and then return to the “main” chapter afterward, that reader’s 

practice would only enforce Ruby’s formal and narratorial suggestion that the past gets ingested 

into the present, that there is no real break in the progression of her story. “To change the 

physical form of the artifact is not merely to change the act of reading,” N. Katherine Hayles 

writes, “but profoundly to transform the metaphoric network structuring the relation of word to 

world” (22); Ruby’s integration of the footnoted material into her overall autobiographical 

narrative transforms not only our sense of her recuperation of women’s stories that history would 

have forgotten but also our sense of how print conventions themselves have the potential to serve 

as similarly marginalizing structures for women’s stories. One might, then, read the footnotes is 

as just another haunted “fixture and fitting”—of Ruby’s family life, of the printed book, and, 

ultimately, of her own self-narrating. Benstock’s consideration of the complexly vocal footnotes 

in Tristram Shandy concludes that “By letting Tristram tell the story his own way”—with 
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footnotes and other proliferating digressions—“we eventually learn that the frustrating and 

evasive digressions actually advance the storytelling: much of Tristram’s story belongs to others, 

to those who affected his biography—and thus the storytelling—long before he was born” (210). 

A similar dynamic is at work here. In Sterne’s novel, however, narrative voicing in the 

marginalized notes shifts away from Tristram’s perspective in an “overt wrenching of the 

storytelling from the narrator,” a dynamic Benstock describes as “part of the attempt to invert our 

notions of what to expect from a narrative” (210). By contrast, in Behind the Scenes, the 

footnotes are both incorporated visually into the “main” body of the page and maintained 

throughout in Ruby’s narrative perspective.  

Atkinson’s inclusion of the footnotes as such highlights a component of Ruby’s own self-

construction amidst the narratives of her family history. As Mantel notes, “There are gaps in 

children’s memories, because adults—sometimes from the best of motives—conspire to create 

them. Instinct makes things fit, gives endings to stories; any fabulous nonsense is wheeled in to 

fill the gaps. […] Again, the power of the half-word, or the unspoken word, governs a child’s 

construction of the universe it inhabits” (LRB). Atkinson’s novel draws our attention to this 

conundrum not only in Ruby’s attentive demarking of what is considered “main” or “footnote,” 

what is considered context and what is the diegetic focus, but also in the moments of confusion 

and uncertainty that Ruby reports but does not ruminate upon—gaps, often punctuated by 

dashes, that she cannot make cohere. Even as the footnote chapters allow Ruby to position 

otherwise “forgotten” or unpictured family history back within the context of the family’s 

current dysfunction, that is, to force readerly confrontation with what would otherwise appear 

physically marginal, there are yet significant gaps in what Ruby is willing or able to report.  
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As the novel progresses, Ruby’s prebirth feeling “as if my shadow’s attached to my back, 

almost as if there’s someone else in here with me,” her concern that she might be “haunted by 

my own embryonic ghost” (16-17), develops into a moment of identificatory confusion: “I don’t 

know how I move so fast—one moment I’m standing by the television set, the next I’m hurtling 

through the passage to the kitchen. If you blinked you’d almost think there was two of me” (73); 

throughout the novel, Bunty’s speech is cut off mid-word when that word begins “P—” (134, 

143). Ruby’s ability and willingness to narrate the lives and premature deaths of so many of her 

family members, to allot them textual space in her personal history, only underscores her 

inability to access the memory of her own twin sister’s death—the death of Pearl134—until the 

structure of the “footnote” finds its thematic echo in the image of the “bottom drawer” Ruby 

imagines filling to “save things for the future” (278). The footnotes contribute to the novel’s 

overall treatment of bildung, characterizing Ruby’s status as a narrator interested in 

documentation and inclusion but also, in her individual specificity, limited. The very familial 

tradition she describes limits the stories she is able to tell or remember.  

So, too, are Ruby’s storytelling options curtailed by the Western literary canon as she 

encounters it. From the Shandyean opening lines onward, Behind the Scenes evokes the stylistic 

resources of English novel history (and the trajectory of preparation for curricular exams) to 

describe Ruby’s life at home and at school. This progression culminates in Ruby’s taking her 

school exams, when, at the moment when the texts’ historical context is not immediately clear—

when Ruby begins to take her “Latin Unseen” exam—Ruby’s narration, too, begins to diverge 

even more dramatically from a linear historiographic progression. Her description drifts from the 

                                                
134 Pearl’s name has weighty significance in a novel that is so invested in the narration of dead English women’s 
stories and that begins with an overt allusion to literary history in Tristram Shandy. Not only does the name evoke 
the lost pearl and the ghostly Pearl-maiden of the Middle English poem Pearl, but when Ruby reads that Pearl’s 
cause of death was drowning, she herself explains, “It made me think of The Tempest and those were pearls that 
were his eyes […] it certainly didn’t make me remember a twin sister” (287).  
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exam questions to outlining her “Lost Property Cupboard theory of the afterlife—when we die 

we are taken to a great Lost Property Cupboard where all the things we have ever lost have been 

kept for us” (281-2). Ruby lists the tangible and intangible items one might find in such a 

cupboard, then elaborates that “right down at the bottom of the cupboard […] that’s where you 

find the lost memories. Deinde ipsa, virum suum complexa, in mare se deiecit. And perhaps we 

can sign our names and take them home with us” (282).135 The next paragraph shifts to Ruby’s 

beginning to describe a “terrible scene with Mr Belling,” Bunty’s new boyfriend, and from there 

the progression of Ruby’s narration begins to dismantle: 

[…] I screamed at him, ‘You don’t know anything!’ and then he put his face just two 
inches from mine and shouted at me— 

‘Ruby! Ruby Lennox! Where are you going?’ Miss Raven’s voice screeches from 
the invigilating desk. There’s a spatter of applause from the cricket match. ‘Ruby,’ 
Kathleen whispers as I stride past her, ‘Ruby, what’s wrong?’ (283) 

 
As Ruby walks, her mind wanders, and another dash-marked narrative disjuncture apprises us of 

the fact that she’s almost been hit by a car while walking home (283). The scene culminates in a 

suicide attempt: only after she’s swallowed the pills, as she “hurtle[s] down through space and 

time and darkness,” can Ruby reveal what Mr. Belling shouted: “‘You killed your own sister, 

Ruby! You killed your own sister!’” (285). A single-line space break separates this revelation—

Ruby’s memory of the shouting—from her retrospective narration of what happened next. She 

found Pearl’s birth and death certificates in a shoe box on the “top shelf of [Bunty’s] fitted 

wardrobe,” the box “that she kept crammed with the bits of paper that made our lives official and 

random objects that couldn’t find a home anywhere else but somehow couldn’t be thrown away” 

(286) (see Figure 5.4).  

                                                
135 The source here seems to be Livy’s History of Rome, Book 40.4, which includes the line “ipsa deinde virum 
comitem mortis complexa in mare sese deiecit.” The episode describes a Medea-like story of Poris and his second 
wife Theoxena: when they are caught on a ship and face imminent capture by guards of an unfriendly king, 
Theoxena urges her children to kill themselves, then (in the line quoted) throws herself, embracing her husband, into 
the sea.  
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Figure 5.4: The fragmenting function of space in the "main" chapters. 

 
The “true” story of Pearl’s traumatic death—which psychoanalysis helps Ruby retrieve from her 

memory after she has emerged from “the bottom of the Cupboard” to the hospital (289-94)—

culminates in Ruby’s recognizing, “now I know what I would put in my bottom drawer. I would 

put my sisters” (295). The positioning of the footnotes, secondary to Ruby’s story but never 

physically submerged, contextualizes in the visual organization of the novel—not just in its 

verbal narration—the significance of Ruby’s psychological submersion of the loss of her sister. 

Ruby’s struggle, in coming to terms with Pearl’s memory, is to integrate this footnoted—

shoeboxed—information about her sister’s death into her own main self-narrative: to do the kind 

of suturing work she has done across generational lines within the confines of her own lived 

experience.  

 After this revelation of an explosive footnote to Ruby’s own backstory, the narration 

jumps ahead, progressing through the major plot-points of twenty-two years over the course of 
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just two chapters. At the novel’s conclusion, after Bunty’s death and Ruby’s divorce, Ruby fills 

in for the reader “what became of me.” She has become a translator of “English technical books 

into Italian,” but “I can lay claim to be called a poet too,” she says;  

I have had good reviews for my first volume of poems—published by a small press in 
Edinburgh, and any day now I intend to begin work on a grand project—a cycle of poems 
based on the family tree. There will be room for everyone—Ada and Albert, Alice and 
Rachel, Tina Donner and Tessa Blake, even the contingent lives of Monsieur Jean-Paul 
Armand and Ena Tetley, Minnie Havis and Mrs Sievewright, for they all have a place 
amongst our branches and who is to say which of these is real and which a fiction? (332) 

 
This final shift of genre—Ruby’s revelation of her poet’s status at the end of the novel—

recontextualizes again the status of space (and its relationship to narrative time) in Behind the 

Scenes. The novel’s visible adjustments of conventional printed relationships between space, 

time, and narrative voice become yet more immediate when we imagine that Ruby, like many 

autodiegetic narrators, has literally written the language we encounter printed in the novel. 

Imagining as much requires readers to reconsider their expectations regarding how space, timing, 

and voice operate differently in a novel and a cycle of poems. The footnotes have, throughout the 

novel, further positioned Ruby as a novel-narrator in the tradition of Tristram Shandy, echoing 

Sterne’s use of footnotes as an avenue for integrating multiple voices into a form that appears to 

homogenize, a way of inserting multiple versions of history onto a page that otherwise presents 

one text-block of information for linear consumption. For Ruby to then frame herself as a poet 

places further pressure on the stability of her narrative’s pages’ status as “prose” in a 

conventional sense, recalling Brian McHale’s observation that “the functional invisibility of 

space in prose fiction is what distinguishes prose from verse, with its conventions of the 

unjustified right margin and stanza breaks” (181).  

As a bildungsroman, Behind the Scenes represents Ruby’s life and opinions from 

conception into adulthood; as Hargreaves argues, placing the novel’s trajectory in conversation 
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with Virginia Woolf’s observation that women writers think back through their mothers, “Ruby 

Lennox becomes a writer only when she has assimilated the cyclical history of marital 

disappointment and the lives half-lived of her mother, grandmother, great-grandmother. Ruby’s 

own story, notably, is a clear and linear trajectory told through cycles of disappointment that she 

must not repeat: when her own marriage has failed, when her mother has died, when she leaves 

England, then she becomes a writer on terms that she inscribes” (45). The footnote chapters, 

then, are a consistent sign throughout the novel that Ruby is, as both narrator and character, 

recognizing and plumbing the “cycles of disappointment that she must not repeat” without 

stripping them of their original contexts or incorporating them fully into her own lived (and 

narrated) story. The footnotes implicate Ruby and readers in acknowledging and resisting the 

impulse to trivialize the conventionally-marginal material by placing that material in the main 

text block of each page. 

This, ultimately, is the difference between the narratological effects of Behind the Scenes’ 

footnotes and the notation practices of other post-war writers. Tolan writes, “[p]lacing 

retrospective narratives in ‘footnotes’ in the text, Ruby calls attention to the marginal position of 

women such as Alice in the so-called footnotes of history, even as she supplies these stories with 

a misleading veneer of academic authenticity” (281); to be sure, similar subversions (if less 

overtly feminist ones) of “historical” and narrative conventions come to mind in Vladimir 

Nabokov’s Pale Fire—though those are endnotes—or in the fiction of David Foster Wallace. 

Indeed, Benstock’s work on fictional footnotes traces this particular thread of formal 

experimentation back through James Joyce to Laurence Sterne and Henry Fielding, to the very 

inception-days of the English novel. In both visual form and narratological implication, however, 

Atkinson’s foot-notation works differently than these experiments. For one thing, of course, the 
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footnote chapters are not marginal on the page: they appear subsequent to the “main” chapter, 

insofar as “binding pages sequentially […] indicate[s] an order of reading” (Hayles 22), and the 

events they narrate appear prior to the events of Ruby’s life, but otherwise the formatting of the 

text itself on the printed page does not distinguish the footnotes from Ruby’s main narration.136  

In Wallace’s footnoted stories, like “Octet” or “The Depressed Person,” to take one 

contemporary example, the footnotes lie clustered in one physical location, markedly distinct 

from but also directly juxtaposed with the narrative of what is apparently the “main” text—

leaving the reader several options to consider regarding how to read the notes and also visibly 

calling into question that main text’s representational authority. In Behind the Scenes, on the 

other hand, the content of the footnotes augments and puts pressure on Ruby’s narration, insofar 

as the stories she tells there help contextualize her family’s present level of dysfunction, but the 

footnotes follow immediately upon the chapters that “incite” their elaboration—the “footnoted” 

content appears “after,” rather than “below,” the main text. The continuation of Ruby’s present-

tense narration into the “scene,” into the narrative situation of the first footnote, affirms that 

these chapters’ contents are secondary or less important in their labeling only—in the reference 

to a print convention that would, in a standard printed book, literally marginalize them. In the 

second pair of chapters, this situation is made emphatically clear, as the length of the footnote 

(26 pages) dwarfs the “main” chapter about Ruby’s birth (5 pages)—but unlike in Wallace’s 

“Octet,” where an extended footnote overtakes page space and squeezes out the main text, the 

form of Behind the Scenes allows each narrative to unfold without physically encroaching on the 

other.  

                                                
136 This differentiates Atkinson’s use of footnotes, too, from Jenny Boully’s use of the form in The Body, where the 
“main” space of the page is blank and the only printed text on the page appears in the footnotes that annotate its 
apparently empty space. 
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Ruby's footnote chapters call attention to her position in a lineage of literary as well as 

genealogical inheritance; that chapters called "footnotes" are not in fact relegated to the visual 

status of footnotes on the page upends the conventional print logic of a book page, at the same 

time that Ruby's narrating those moments in the first place upends (while referencing) the 

hierarchy that places her story "over," or "above," the story of her ancestors. The footnotes and 

dashes make legible Ruby’s active grappling with what it means to produce a (more) complete 

narrative of her family history, a history riddled with silencing and loss.  

 
 

Revising Realism in NW 
 

The printed novel’s implication in the representation of individual characters’ embodied 

selves is also and again on full visual display in Zadie Smith’s NW. Throughout the novel, Leah 

and Natalie, Smith's two main female characters, grapple with their identities both in their 

interactions with the world around them and in the visual representation of those interactions. 

While Leah’s stasis and striation are indicated and informed by the page’s various line spacings, 

which echo her struggle to engage with those around her, Natalie’s project of self-construction is 

an active agenda compared with Leah's inertia, and it proceeds in a numbered series of vignettes. 

Both women’s struggles, Smith’s narration makes clear, center around their relationship—a 

socially-mediated relationship—with their bodies, their bodies as defined within social 

constructions of race, sexuality, gender, and maternity.  

As the plot of the novel unfolds, both women face the divergence of their lived 

experiences from normative landmarks and plotlines of femininity. The narrator explains that, for 

Leah and Natalie, “Their own materiality was the scandal. The fact of flesh” (313). This idea is 

crucial to the novel’s project, as it foregrounds the materiality of the pages on which these 
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women’s stories appear: the form of the page reflects materially their experience of living in 

bodies that others read—and that they themselves read—according to culturally specific 

narratives of identity. Like Atkinson, Smith keeps the basic structure of the codex intact—and 

she stays within the basic conventions of the novel genre. Still, NW’s narration again and again 

draws linguistic and visual attention to the ways these structures and conventions thwart its 

characters’ attempts at expression or its own project of representation.  

Smith’s work also operates within a critical tradition that often overdetermines the 

politics of her fiction. In responding to White Teeth, Smith’s first novel, James Wood identified it 

as meeting the criteria to be considered “hysterical realism,” a term he coined to refer to a set of 

conventions in what he calls the “perpetual-motion machine” of the “big contemporary novel” 

(178). Wood’s review mourns that “some of the more impressive novelistic minds of our age do 

not think that language and the representation of consciousness are the novelist’s quarries 

anymore. Information has become the new character” (185). Instead of constructing “alive” 

characters, these novelists populate their work with information about vast numbers of people 

and places. Wood suggests that these “[s]tories and substories sprout on every page” because the 

hysterical realist novel “seems to want to abolish stillness, as if ashamed of silence” (178): in this 

mode, prioritizing the proliferation of information over the development of “living” characters 

leads to novels designed and constructed not to admit silence, let alone stasis. “[S]ince the 

characters in these novels are not really alive, not fully human,” Wood continues, “their 

connectedness can only be insisted on […]. The forms of these novels tell us that we are 

connected […] but it is a formal lesson rather than an actual enactment” (182). Again and again 

in his critique of the mode, Wood’s concern about the thematic and plot-based superficiality of 

these works’ versions of “realism” anchors in their structural form: “hysterical realist” novels 
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insist on connection through form, but without developing characters whose connections appear 

“fully human” to the reader. Since Wood’s early critique framed White Teeth as an exemplar of 

“hysterical realism,” each of Smith’s subsequent novels has been compared, in its style and 

content, to its exuberance and volume. 

As Elaine Showalter observes, “while the protean symptoms of classic hysteria are now 

rarely diagnosed in the consulting room, hysterical narrative has become the waste-basket term 

of literary criticism, applied to a wide and diffuse range of textual techniques, and, most 

alarmingly, taken as a synonym for women’s writing and the woman’s novel” (24). Yet Wood’s 

essay does not attend to the gendered history of the term “hysterical” in its theorization of the 

stylistic effects of “hysterical realism.” Published eleven years later, however, NW uses both its 

structure and its content to engage actively with the terms of Wood’s criticism. NW is in many 

ways not hysterical realism as Wood defined it—instead, the material hysteria of its realism 

makes a compelling demonstration of how the form of the novel can be adjusted to acknowledge 

its limits within its globalizing, racist, misogynist, ableist, and classist contemporary social 

climate.  

Herself an incisive critic of modernist and contemporary fiction, Smith has argued that 

contemporary inheritors of avant-garde traditions have the ability to, in their narrations, “force[] 

us to recognize space as a nonneutral thing”; both the language and the bibliographic presence of 

NW engage with the stated structural elements and the underdeveloped gender politics latent in 

Wood’s criticism of “hysterical realism.” In doing so, the novel’s narration suggests that 

representing these (female) characters’ experiences of their particular social context requires 

acknowledging that there is no room, either the novel itself or the eponymous contemporary 

neighborhood, for silence or for stably-defined interior selves. NW uses spacing and punctuation 
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to assert a model of narration representing bodies and perspectives that, according to the 

strictures of realism, would be marginalized as “hysterical.” In doing so, NW foregrounds that 

the social institution of the novel is a nonneutral place; so, too, is the printed page a nonneutral 

place.  

Even as contemporary reviews noted NW’s formal and thematic differences from White 

Teeth, many of the novel’s initial reviews criticized it for the kinds of structural and 

narratological moves Wood uses to define “hysterical realism.” Joyce Carol Oates, for example, 

reads NW as “a darker and more nuanced portrait [than White Teeth] of a multiracial culture in 

the throes of a collective nervous breakdown. Its perimeters are forever changing, like its accents 

and the tenor of its neighborhoods. […] Bonded as individuals in NW might be, the ‘fixed 

coordinates’ of their lives are finally suffocating and lethal” (NYRB). Despite the changing 

perimeter of the culture and its infrastructure, the characters remain “fixed”; the narrator is not 

forcing connections between characters, Oates suggests, but rather simply placing those 

characters in positions where coordinates are “fixed” and they cannot survive. At the same time, 

she suggests that developing Leah’s character through her “meandering stream-of-consciousness 

thoughts” means that “she remains indistinct and improbable, and not sharp-edged; the reader is 

constrained by her claustrophobic life for many pages, like a viewer standing too close to one of 

Chuck Close’s gigantic portraits comprised of pixels, and so unable to recognize a human face” 

(NYRB). Although Oates identifies NW’s setting, rather than its characterization per se, as 

suffocating the characters—as “fixing” them—it is the motion, the lack of Wood’s “stillness,” in 

Leah’s “meandering” thoughts that leave her an improbable character, that render her human 

body, her “human face,” unrecognizable.  
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Other reviewers similarly emphasize that despite NW’s formal and thematic differences 

from White Teeth, the novel’s stylistic innovations yet render its characters “lifeless” in ways 

reminiscent of criticism about the “hysterical realist” novel. While Oates’ critique appeared to 

hinge on the stifling proximity of the narratorial eye, keeping the reader “constrained by [Leah’s] 

claustrophobic life” until Leah herself becomes unrecognizable, Alexandra Schwartz suggests 

that Natalie is characterized in a similarly dehumanizing, if stylistically different, manner: “We 

see Natalie as an agglomeration of attributes, actions and thoughts, the majority highly rational, 

some not. Together, these things indicate a character who certainly resembles a person in every 

particular, and yet the person herself fails to emerge” (The Nation). The collection of information 

about Natalie, that is, “resembles a person” but fails to cohere into a “person herself,” rather like 

the pixels of Leah’s “portrait” that obscure her human features. For Kathryn Schulz, the novel’s 

style has consequences not for the characters’ emergence as coherent people but, instead, for the 

characters’ imbrication in their specific geographical and cultural context. She writes, “The 

book’s main characters, Leah Hanwell and her best friend, Natalie Blake, feel engineered rather 

than imagined, remote-controlled into position on the complicated grid of race and class” (New 

York Magazine), again echoing Wood’s sense of mechanized characters that emerge from an 

emphasis on “information.”137 Despite the resonance between the terms of Schulz’s concerns and 

those of Wood’s criticisms, however, she rejects the idea that NW is a hysterical realist novel: 

Anti-realist as it is, NW can hardly be accused of hysterical realism. Instead, Smith 
swings in the other direction, succumbing to a kind of hysterical formalism. Short of a 
PowerPoint presentation, which was already spoken for, there’s almost no stylistic tactic 
she doesn’t try here: lists, Gchats, menus, Mapquest-style directions, stream of 

                                                
137 Much of this language regarding characters’ vivacity or the novel’s vitality as manifest in its methods of 
description recalls the critiques leveled at modernist novels’ approaches to characterization. See Chapters 1-3. 
Another striking example is Ruth Franklin’s argument that, “for all its stylistic range, it is a peculiarly limited book: 
curiously soulless, finally more thought-provoking than moving” (The New Republic), suggesting that not only do 
the collections of information fail to cohere into characters but the diversity of stylistic techniques also limits the 
novel’s emotional resonance.  
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consciousness. Wary of giving her characters a coherent inner life, she instead assigns 
them each a style. (New York Magazine) 
 

While Wood suggests that in White Teeth and other similar texts, “[t]he conventions of realism 

are not being abolished but, on the contrary, exhausted, overworked” (179), however, Schulz 

here goes one step further, claiming that in replacing characters’ interiorities with idiosyncratic 

narrative styles, NW dispenses with realism altogether.  

In the text of the novel itself, however, the stakes of Smith’s formalism as well as her 

realism are intimately connected to the specifically racialized and gendered—indeed, overtly 

“hysterical”—experiences and perspectives of her protagonists. Leah’s insistent stasis and 

Natalie’s compulsive dynamism register not only in the women’s narrated concerns about their 

constructed selves but also in the form of the narration that presents them to the reader. These 

women and their embodied relationships to time and space, and to each other, guide the novel’s 

formal innovations from section to section. In Reading Women, Mary Jacobus asks, “what if the 

features of hysterical narrative—narratives both by and about ‘hysterical’ women, reenacting the 

hysterical disorders they present—turn out to embody the repressed (because disruptive, 

unassimilable, and contradictory) aspects of all narrative?” (202). NW uses the diegetic and 

bibliographic spaces of its pages to explore just this concept. Smith’s deployment of 

idiosyncratic formal and narrative devices allows the novel to ask broader questions about how 

cultural narration and socially-constructed definitions of gender, race, sexuality, class, and ability 

affect the characters implicated within them. By calling visual attention to the social construction 

of these women’s identities, and to the reflection of that social construction in the form of the 

novel, NW also implicates the reader in conventions of reading that “remote-control” other 

people into specific positions on “grids” of identity categories.  
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NW opens with “Visitation,” a section whose narration centers around Leah. Leah is a 

woman who values—and is in many ways defined by—physical and temporal stasis. At home 

one afternoon, she answers the door to a distraught young woman named Shar who went to 

Brayton school with Leah and Natalie and is now asking for help reaching her mother in the 

hospital (7, 10). Shar’s very appearance reveals Leah’s deep uncertainty about her own maturity: 

when Shar enters the house, Leah wonders, “Girl or woman?” even though “[t]hey’re the same 

age: thirties, mid-way, or thereabouts” (6). For Leah, the terms “girl” and “woman” seem to 

describe more than objective age, here. Shar and Leah have experienced a similar number of 

years, but their position relative to those years is unsettled. Leah struggles again to situate herself 

in even the local narrative Shar devises. Shar describes Leah’s physical appearance in school and 

says “‘You’re better now innit’”, but we learn that “Leah is still all of these things. The change 

must be in other people, or in the times themselves” (13). 

 This sense of arrested development affects not only Leah’s interaction with Shar—after 

Shar leaves, thirty pounds the wealthier, Leah’s family and friends deride her for not having 

recognized the encounter as a scam—but also Leah’s relationship with her husband. Leah’s 

interactions with her husband suggest that her behavior leads to her feeling further distanced 

from and disempowered about her own body. Leah’s complicated relationship with time 

becomes inextricably tied to her gender. She observes of her husband that “Once they were the 

same age. Now Leah is aging in dog years. Her thirty-five is seven times his, and seven times 

more important, so important he has to keep reminding her of the numbers, in case she forgets” 

(23-4). While Leah insists that she remains mentally eighteen, while Leah honors her fear-driven 

impulse to “do nothing” and “stand still” (27), Michel asserts authority over her relationship with 

time, “reminding her of the numbers” from such a perspective that, far from staying eighteen 
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forever, her aging is accelerated. These claims about Leah’s aging, then, translate to claims not 

only of the rate of time’s linear passage but also of authority over her body itself and its physical 

relationship with time. When a question arises about Leah’s future maternity, “Michel takes that 

one. His topic, his realm. A conversation now begins about the inside of Leah’s body and how, if 

Michel had been listened to, it would have been far busier these past few years” (73). The 

narrative distances the reader from the content of the conversation, just as the conversation 

distances Leah herself from the “realm” of her physical form: Michel claims authority not only 

over the rate at which her body ages, privately, but also publicly, over her body itself, its interior 

and its actions. 

This interpersonal narrative distancing, echoing Leah’s sense of estrangement from the 

development and aging of her body, appears in various forms throughout the novel’s first 

section. In the novel’s opening sequence, the phrase “On the radio: I am the sole author of the 

dictionary that defines me” enters Leah’s consciousness; no punctuation separates the language 

Leah has apparently just heard on the radio either from the narrator’s preceding description of 

Leah’s physical appearance (“Redheaded.”) or from her thoughts about the phrase (“A good 

line—write it out on the back a magazine”) (3). In its very opening sentences, then, the novel 

characterizes Leah’s relationship with language, and the people speaking that language, through 

a series of unclear divisions. This happens throughout the section: as Leah walks through her 

neighborhood, or as she listens to music on the radio, the language she encounters is integrated 

into the paragraphs that describe her thoughts and movements without quotation marks or 

lineation to distinguish them from the narrator’s third-person descriptions. When Leah is 

involved in a conversation, however, each new spoken utterance is introduced with dashes. That 

these dashes mark, in fact, an increased directness of Leah’s personal involvement with the 
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characters’ language becomes clear when, in some cases, the dashes indicate the narrator is not 

transcribing the entirety of the sentence. Leah “submits to Ned’s long, excited description,” for 

example, but the description’s content is then belatedly introduced to the reader via direct 

discourse as “—is really about integrity of like a, like a, like an idea? Blew me away” (55-6): the 

language that makes it onto the printed page reflects the paucity of Leah’s engagement with the 

content of Ned’s “long, excited description.” This technique then differentiates the presentation 

of spoken dialogue from the heterodiegetic narration of characters’ actions and of Leah’s 

perceptions and memories, materializing a distinction between language vocalized in the diegetic 

setting of the novel and language deployed by a narrator describing events from without. At the 

same time, it suggests a continuity between the narration’s focalization through Leah’s 

perspective and the representation of the quoted voices on the page. 

The narratological implications of this formatting choice become starker in the context of 

the novel’s broader visual representation of Leah’s social interactions. In fact, the complexity of 

Leah’s dialogic engagement with other people is reflected in the fact that NW’s two first editions 

differ dramatically in how the lineation and spacing of this section visually distinguish dialogue 

from the heterodiegetic narration of Leah’s experience (see Figures 5.5a and b). In the Penguin 

edition of the novel printed in the United States, lines of dialogue are presented in a more 

densely-spaced format than are lines of description. While the phrase from the radio was 

seamlessly integrated into her thoughts, for example, Leah’s conversation with Shar is separated 

from the main narrative with lines that appear relatively closer together (see Figure 5.5a). 

Compared to the formatting of the heterodiegetic narration, which incorporates additional blank 

space between its lines of print, the denser presentation of the lines of dialogue—Leah’s talk, as 

well as Shar’s—takes longer to read, and requires a material adjustment as a reader or onlooker 
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transitions between one mode of narration and the other. Indeed, given the present-tense verbs in 

this section, the page spacing asks the reader to experience the transition from more-spacious 

third-person description to denser dialogue as a visual literalization of Leah’s talk filling in the 

blank page. The Hamish Hamilton edition of the novel, printed in Britain, instead uses 

homogenous spacing throughout the section, and it also conforms to standard conventions of line 

indentation that the U.S. edition flouts.138  

 
Figure 5.5: (a) (Left) A page from the first U.S. edition of NW, where the spacing of the dialogue is 

significantly different from the spacing of the heterodiegetic narration. (b) (Right) The same scene as it 
appears in the first U.K. edition of NW; the spacing is homogenized throughout. 

 
In both iterations, the linguistic contents of the brief descriptions provided by the 

heterodiegetic narrator resonate with the characters’ summative statements about sexual assault, 

                                                
138 I am still working on tracing the specific history of this disparity. 
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about identity construction, about maternity. Just as the different spacing on the printed pages of 

editions of Jacob’s Room affects how readers experience the representational effects of the 

novel’s narrative innovations, so, here, the bibliographic difference between these editions serve 

as “spatial adjunct[s] to the rhetorical shaping of the scenes” (Holograph Draft xxiii), to borrow 

Edward Bishop’s phrase. Even when Smith’s narration otherwise seems to conform to 

conventional linguistic linearity, a reader of the American edition of the novel marks, throughout 

the section, both the perspectival and the material differences between characters’ “direct” 

speech and the narrator-mediated description of their movements and context. The transition 

becomes itself normalized as a reader continues through the section—a pattern emerges—and 

since that transition reflects a distance with social implications for Leah, the reader recognizing 

that pattern thus becomes implicated in defining the structures of social interaction that Leah is 

caught within.  

A reader of the British first edition of the novel is presented with fewer regular 

opportunities to consider this resonance between the formatting of the novel’s pages and the 

construction of Leah’s social world, this parallel between Leah’s story as she tells it to herself 

and her existence as it is hailed through her direct conversations with others. That said, even a 

reader of the British edition of NW is presented with myriad opportunities to consider how the 

printed pages of “Visitation” have been structured to reflect specifically Leah’s vantage point—

and thus the effect of even conventional print formats on a reader’s engagement with a specific 

character’s experience. The novel’s opening section repeatedly honors Leah’s stationary 

consciousness as its focal point, allowing other characters’ language to continue even when Leah 

is not listening, providing their language to the reader only as Leah is aware of it. In similarly 

faithful representations of Leah’s temporal experience of language, her listening to her husband 
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Michel drone on is spatialized not as regular lines of dialogue but as a collection of phrases 

shaped like an apple tree (32-3) (see Figure 5.6); when her coworkers “get going, a traditional 

round in which no voice is separated from the other and Leah lays her head on the desk and 

closes her eyes” (38), the content of the women’s speech is presented in bold untagged lines 

scattered with no clear structure across the next page (39). Schulz argues that Smith “assigns” 

her characters a style because she is “wary of giving her characters a coherent inner life, but in 

this case we find that the structure of “Visitation,” with its scattered and densely-packed 

dialogue, actually echoes Leah’s interiority, her sense of being distant from the discourses and 

conversations around her.  

While the tree seems in striking, direct conversation with traditions of shape poems and 

other, more experimental narrative images—Tristram Shandy comes again to mind—in this 

context it also marks a divergence from the more subtle and extended technique of varying of 

space between individual lines of prose. Compared to the continuous block of prose that 

constitutes Michel’s speech on the facing page, where he opines that “I’m always moving 

forward, thinking of the next thing,” the tree shape reflects Leah’s own questions about “Which 

way is forward?” by introducing the idea that the narration of forwardness could (and, in this 

case, does) proceed on a vertical plane as well as a horizontal one. In contrast to Michel’s 

emphasis on the linearity of his thoughts and the unidirectional progression of time, the language 

on this page destabilizes conventional assumptions about how printed English prose proceeds 

“forward” on the page: while these lines of text can be read to progress from top to bottom, from 

left to right, they can also be read in a circle. Leah’s approach to time and space are registered as 

both linguistically and formally different from Michel’s, and the reader is invited, both 
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linguistically and bibliographically, to experience language as Leah does. “Same girl? Next 

step,” she thinks.  

 
Figure 5.6: Leah’s quasi-arboreal experience of others' language (UK edition). 

 
Like the “footnote” chapters in Behind the Scenes, together these techniques not only deploy 

bibliographical coding as part of the narrative’s representation of Leah’s interior experience of 

detachment, registering visually the distinction between the cramped-ness of Leah’s experience 

and the larger space/readier mobility of the heterodiegetic narrator’s language, but they also 

encourage readers to recognize the representational capacities of an often underexamined 

component of conventional prose printing. The spacing of “Visitation” flags the layout of the 

novel’s printed pages as a resource for developing focalization through a particular character’s 

perspective. 
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At the same time, the novel insists on including the reader in moving through the space of 

both the material page and the setting of the diegesis. The narrative equates navigation of the 

page-space of this surrounding language with the navigation of the neighborhood: what Schulz 

describes as “Mapquest-style directions,” complete with the warning that the directions “are for 

planning purposes only. […] You must obey all signs or notices regarding your route” (41, see 

Figure 5.7), are immediately followed by directions labeled “From A to B redux,” which appear 

as one long paragraph of images and voices. The reworked directions are hardly directions at all, 

and their addressee appears not to be an extradiegetic reader: “Unlock your (stolen) phone, buy a 

battery pack, a lighter pack, a perfume pack, sunglasses, three for a fiver, a life-size porcelain 

tiger, gold taps. Casino! Everybody believes in destiny. Everybody” (42). While the cacophony 

of details and assertions here recall Wood’s concern that “Information has become the new 

character” in hysterical realist novels, here the conglomeration of language serves to position the 

reader in Leah’s shoes, or at least in her neighborhood (see Figures 5.7 and 5.8): the individual 

body traversing NW’s streets becomes lost in the sea of words in these maps,139 just as the 

narrator describes Leah’s distance from the discourse of her body when it is characterized as 

Michel’s “topic, his realm.” The novel’s form insists that to move as a body through NW, and 

through NW, means facing an ongoing immersion in an environment of language, an 

environment through which navigation is not so readily streamlined, an environment where 

external stimuli threaten to overwhelm the boundaries of an individual’s self-conception.  

In response to Michel’s appropriation of the conversation about “the inside” of her body, 

speaking of her reproductive function and ignoring her psychological “interiority,” “Leah 

concentrates on Natalie. She is here in her body, but where is her mind?” (73). The distinction 

                                                
139 This technique also clearly positions NW in conversation with earlier experimental works, like Ulysses or The 
Crying of Lot 49, that integrate popular commercial language into “high” literary situations.  
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that emerged between body-age and mind-age, in Leah’s interactions with Shar and Michel, 

becomes a mind-body separation that, Leah imagines, allows Natalie too to distance herself 

psychically from the conversation while remaining physically present. Unlike Leah’s own 

distance from surrounding discourse, Natalie’s mind-body fragmentation, Leah intuits, has left 

Natalie’s mind mobile, rather than static—she moves, rather than simply “submit[ting]” to the 

barrage of language. 

 
Figure 5.7: The technologized, omniscient (heterodiegetic) directions: for planning purposes only.  
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Figure 5.8: The streets of NW as experienced while traversing them. 

 
Indeed, in “Host,” the section of NW focalized through Natalie’s perspective, it becomes clear 

that Leah’s projected distinction between Natalie’s mind and body takes a dramatically different 

form from the divergence in mental and physical age that Leah experiences as a result of her 

stasis. The women have developed vastly different approaches to the “[m]any things that had 

seemed, to their own mothers, self-evident elements of a common-sense world […]. Physical 

pain. The existence of disease. The difference in procreative age between men and women. Age 

itself. Death” (313).  

Faced with the passage of time and implication in a complex social context, Leah’s 

stance—her commitment to stasis in hopes of staving off mental aging, even if consequently her 

physical aging falls under the discursive authority of her husband—leaves her feeling trapped in 

a body beyond her control, and the narrative form of Leah’s section reflects her feelings of 

disorientation and stillness. Natalie, on the other hand, turns to continuous systematic action in 

response to inhabiting her flesh: as the narrator explains, “Natalie Blake, being strong, decided to 
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fight. To go to war against these matters, like a soldier” (313). One clear front of this battle is 

linguistic: the narrator clarifies early on that Natalie has changed her name from Keisha. 

Natalie’s asserted strength, however, is undercut both by the description of her complicated 

relationship with career and maternity and by the form of that description, the structure within 

which we learn of her battle against the circumstances of her flesh. In Natalie’s struggles, 

presented in a format that appears focused on linear progression, NW points to the risks of 

acquiescing wholly to an external, social construction of one’s identity.  

From childhood, the narrator reveals, “It was clear that Keisha Blake could not start 

something without finishing it. If she climbed the boundary wall of Caldwell she was compelled 

to walk the entire wall, no matter the obstructions in her path (beer cans, branches)” (207). Just 

as Leah’s imagined solution to aging—doing nothing and standing—depends on a sense of 

physical stasis to maintain her adolescence (27), Natalie is preoccupied by a progress that is 

described as physical rather than mental: climbing a wall requires walking its length, just as an 

unfamiliar word in a book requires outside reference “in search of something like ‘completion’” 

(207). Natalie’s relationship to time and space, here, seems diametrically opposite to Leah’s. As 

Leah herself realizes, she and Natalie approach their shared past in radically different ways: 

“Leah passes the old estate every day on the walk to the corner shop. She can see it from her 

back yard. Nat lives just far enough to avoid it” (70). The desire for completion, we understand, 

requires some degree of not looking back: “To live like this,” Leah thinks of Natalie’s home, 

“you would have to forget everything that came before” (70). While Leah longs to stop time, 

Natalie appears to insist on its movement, and she registers her sense of progress spatially in her 

choice of residence and indeed of career (288, 303). It soon becomes clear, however, that 
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Natalie’s inclination toward perpetual motion leads her to a sense of personal dissonance in 

childhood not unlike that which Leah experiences in adulthood. 

While Leah’s sense of stasis means she feels like she’s the same self she’s always been, 

Natalie’s sense of trajectory and her need for completion leave her feeling selfless. Looking to 

external sources to explain that which she doesn’t understand, as “[e]very unknown word sent 

her to a dictionary” (207), Natalie adopts a critically distant perspective on herself, as well. As 

she looks to external landmarks and feedback to explain her own position, “[i]n the child’s 

mind,” the narrator explains, “a breach now appeared: between what she believed she knew of 

herself, essentially, and her essence as others seemed to understand it. She began to exist for 

other people” (208). In her quest for completion, Natalie’s self-knowledge becomes provisional, 

becomes what she “believed she knew of herself.” Leah’s objective perspective is described as 

something she “believes in […] in the bedroom” (25), associating her psychic distance with her 

unhappy and uncommunicative marriage, but Natalie feels distant from herself all the time. In 

fact, her accumulation of information becomes her personality. When Leah and Natalie grow 

distant in high school, “Keisha Blake, whose celebrated will and focus did not leave her much 

room for angst […] had a mauvais quart d’heure wondering whether she herself had any 

personality at all or was in truth only the accumulation and reflection of all the things she had 

read in books and seen on television” (217). Keisha comes to no conclusion about whether she 

has a unique personality; the narrator emphasizes the possibility that she appears legible to 

herself (or to a reader, or to the diegetic society around her) only through “accumulation and 

reflection” through its incorporation of a French phrase into the description of her thoughts.  

Natalie’s question, in high school, then becomes a kind of self-knowledge in adulthood: a 

knowledge that she has no interior self, that her self-understanding is contingent on external cues 
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and narratives into which Natalie reads (herself) and is read. Leah tells her, “‘You’re the only 

person I can be all of myself with.’ Which comment made Natalie begin to cry, not really at the 

sentiment but rather out of a fearful knowledge that if reversed the statement would be rendered 

practically meaningless, Ms. Blake having no self to be, not with Leah, or anyone” (246). Leah’s 

self-knowledge takes the form of a first-person admission that “I am eighteen and if I do nothing 

if I stand still nothing will change I will be eighteen always” (27), but in Natalie’s case the first-

person pronoun cannot reflect her conviction of multiplicity and selflessness. The narrator 

suggests that Natalie cannot herself speak to Leah or the reader because in the context of such a 

social interaction, she has no unified self whose voice she can adopt.  

Just as the form of Leah’s “Visitation” section echoed Leah’s feeling of isolation from 

much of the language around her, we find in “Host” that the kind of “noise” and proliferating 

detail Wood criticizes in “hysterical realist” fiction is crucial to representing an experience of 

Natalie’s fragmented personality. In hysterical realist novels, Wood explains, “different stories 

all intertwine, and double and triple on themselves. Characters are forever seeing connections 

and links and hidden plots, and paranoid parallels. […] There is an obsession in these novels 

with connecting characters with each other, as information is connected in the World Wide Web” 

(181). In “Host,” which is split up into 184 titled sections, this emphasis on connection and 

intertwining, and even on paranoid parallels, is not only demonstrated but also dramatized. 

Section titles allow the reader to make connections across disparate moments in Natalie’s 

development—we read “The invention of love: part one,” a single sentence about Frank’s 

absence from a bar (245), in conversation with “The invention of love: part two,” which 

describes Frank’s late entrance to a lawyers’ dinner at which Natalie is “enthralled” with the idea 

of her connection to a legal tradition (256-7)—even as the reference to “The sole author” (263) 
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overtly connects Natalie’s project of self-construction to the phrase Leah heard and ruminated 

over at the novel’s very beginning. These connections even spill into the Internet as a section like 

“Bye noe” (285-7) presents an untagged transcript of an instant message conversation, and the 

multiple “Listing” sections describe the internet facilitation of Natalie’s extramarital sexual 

encounters. Wood attributes hysterically realist proliferation of stories and subplots to an 

apparent desire to “abolish stillness, as if ashamed of silence”; in Natalie, Smith has created a 

character who does seek completion, who does seek to abolish stasis, and the form of “Host” 

enacts a similar insistence on progress and connection in the structure of its sections.  

Natalie’s dynamism here is portrayed formally through the fragmented narrative, the 

numbers that echo her ongoing quest for completion even as the allusive and repetitive titles, 

even as the narrator’s frequent recourse to parentheticals and ellipses and metafictional 

commentary demonstrate the extent to which Natalie is not in control of her own self-image. A 

section entitled “Personality Parenthesis,” for example, explains that “([…] Natalie feared that in 

her own—Natalie’s—absence, her own—Natalie’s—personality was also being encapsulated by 

Pol, although she could not bring herself to truly fear this possibility because at base she could 

not believe that she—Natalie—could ever be spoken about in the way she—Natalie—spoke 

about others and heard others spoken about” (273). The dashes and parentheses echo the gaps 

and repetitions propelling Natalie’s narrated uncertainty (see Figure 5.9). The narrative here 

insists on specificity, on asserting Natalie’s experience as “her own,” even as the concerns 

narrated in this parenthesis make clear that Natalie is unsure whether that experience actually is 

autonomously hers. The dashes facilitating clarification also interrupt the syntax of the sentence 

itself: Natalie’s fear, too, disrupts her sense of coherence, of a unified self-narrative. 
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Figure 5.9: Natalie’s personality considered in, and through, parenthesis. 

 
Alexandra Schwartz’s review describes Natalie as “an agglomeration of attributes, actions and 

thoughts” which together “indicate a character who certainly resembles a person in every 

particular, and yet the person herself fails to emerge” (The Nation). In “Host,” however, the 

proliferation of anecdotes about and names for Natalie—not only proper names but also personal 

pronouns, in “Personality Parenthesis”—doesn’t impede her identity’s emergence so much as it 

demonstrates narratively Natalie’s fear and conviction that, beyond her interactions with other 

people and her context within social institutions, she lacks a coherent identity at all. In the 

novel’s final pages, the narrator concedes: 

If candor were a thing in the world that a person could hold and retain, if it were an 
object, maybe Natalie Blake would have seen that the perfect gift at this moment was an 
honest account of her own difficulties and ambivalences, clearly stated, without disguise, 
embellishment or prettification. But Natalie Blake’s instinct for self-defense, for self-
preservation, was simply too strong. (399) 
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In this final extradiegetic consideration of Natalie’s alternative futures, the narrator concedes that 

an “honest account of her own difficulties and ambivalences,” a straightforward narrative 

“without disguise, embellishment or prettification,” is rendered impossible by her impulse to 

protect and preserve the complicated self she worries she might not even possess. Natalie Blake 

is not a character who can narrate herself, or, indeed, be narrated by someone else, like she’s in a 

realist novel. The narrator’s suggestion that “candor [is not] a thing in the world that a person 

could hold and retain” suggests, in fact, that reliable realist description of this character would be 

false to her and to her universe, to Natalie’s experience of social narratives about gender, class, 

and race that overlap to produce various “difficulties and ambivalences” about her embodied 

experience. The noise of Smith’s sentences is not at the expense of representing some integral, 

integrated “Natalie” character that exists beyond the screen of the novel’s language; rather, the 

narrative’s staticky quality in this section, its insistence on both visual and linguistic 

disjunctures, reflects Natalie’s complex construction through social and linguistic institutions—it 

reflects how Natalie herself experiences her character. 

While Leah’s sense of stasis leaves her body and its temporal presence vulnerable to 

appropriation and explanation by Shar and Michel, Natalie’s sense of selflessness provides her 

more mobility, if not more solace. Her body’s relative temporal dynamism, and her concomitant 

self-sufficiency, the fact that Frank does not speak for her or for her body, does not ultimately 

leave Natalie feeling physically integrated or empowered. When she visits her brother Jayden’s 

home, Natalie characterizes this physical conflict as specifically temporal: “Women come 

bearing time. Natalie had brought time into this house. She couldn’t help mentioning the time, 

and worrying about it. If only she could free herself from her body and join them all at the 

Vauxhall Tavern […]. In reality, she had ten texts from Frank and it was time to go home. The 
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time had come” (316). Natalie’s bearing time, here, is keyed to her relationship with Frank, just 

as Leah’s sense that she “is aging in dog years” emerges as a result of underlying marital 

tensions. For Natalie to free herself from her body, the narrator suggests, would be for her to free 

herself from the specifically female (and heterosexual) time she otherwise bears. Even when 

Natalie’s sexual encounters allow and require her to “perform an act she later characterized to 

herself as ‘leaving her own body’” (340), however, her movement through time does not liberate 

her body from its position as a site of personal and interpersonal conflict.  

Given the extent to which Natalie’s personal imbrication in social, geographical, and 

material narratives of embodiment, like Leah’s, clearly informs NW’s style of narration—a style 

of narration deeply engaged with critiques of “hysterical realism”—it comes as no surprise that 

the novel’s description of the women’s “hysteria” becomes linked to their female bodies, 

especially when they are physically present in male-dominated spaces.140 When one of Natalie’s 

fellow pupils gropes her in the robing room (280), for example, Natalie meets Leah for what the 

narrator calls an “emergency consultation.” They walk to the Hunterian Museum, moving from 

one overtly male-dominated space to another; as they walk through the “private collection” of 

Hunter’s anatomical specimens, in a section of the narrative titled “Cocks,” they proceed “[p]ast 

hipbones and toes, hands and lungs, brains and vaginas, mice and dogs and a monkey with a 

grotesque tumor on its jaw. By the time they reached the late-stage fetuses they were a little 

hysterical” (281). In response to the fetuses, whose forms themselves recall the etymological root 

of “hysteria,” the women lose words, instead enacting their hysterical condition by making “the 
                                                
140 Hysteria first appears in NW not as a gender-specific affliction, but instead to describe a particular balance of 
logic and emotion that psychologically unites Leah and Michel after their dog Olive’s death. At the sight of Olive’s 
corpse, Michel “is no less hysterical than Leah” (100), uniting the couple in their lack of restraint despite Leah’s 
sense—and Michel’s discursive affirmation—that the spouses inhabit physical and temporal realms differently 
based on their gender. Indeed, the narrator emphasizes the limits of their shared hysteria: “Leah wants to cry and 
only to cry. Michel wants to go over and over the order of events. He wants to establish a timeline, as if this would 
change anything” (100-1). Even in his “hysterical” mindset, Michel maintains an apparently stable relationship with 
time: he is compelled to “establish a timeline,” to produce a linear narrative of the events leading to Olive’s death. 
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Munch face at each other, at them” (282). The women’s bodies adopt the posture of a scream, 

but no sound emerges. In this masculine space, the women appear to retreat into their bodies, 

miming horror but unable to vocalize it. Natalie and Leah’s reaction when faced with the fetuses, 

physical reminders of what women’s bodies can bear, parallel physically their emotional 

response to the “time” that women’s bodies also “bear,” according to Natalie’s revelation.  

This hysterical reaction further positions the women’s bodies as threatening to and 

threatened within the male spaces they occupy. While Leah’s work environment is characterized 

at the novel’s beginning as specifically feminine—the narrator cites Leah’s supervisor’s 

assertion that the work “requires empathy and so attracts women, for women are the empathic 

sex” (34)—the groping in the robing room is just the first of the threats facing Natalie’s female 

body in her legal career. As Theodora explains,  

[…] Whaley’s passion, or mine, or yours, reads as ‘aggression.’ To the judge. This is his 
house and you are an interloper within it. And let me tell you, with a woman it’s worse: 
‘Aggressive hysteria.’ The first lesson is: turn yourself down. One notch. Two. Because 
this is not neutral.’ She passed a hand over her neat frame from her head to her lap, like a 
scanner. ‘This is never neutral.’ (285) 
 

Theodora reminds Natalie here that the entire legal structure is “his house,” just as the museum 

and its specimens represent the collections and structures of a particular male anatomist. To 

avoid the charge of hysteria, which Theodora suggests would strip Natalie of her professional 

authority just as the women’s hysterical reaction to the fetuses in the museum kept their 

responses from taking coherent verbal form, she must recognize her physical status as an 

“interloper” and conduct herself accordingly. Natalie’s body “is never neutral” in her male-

dominated professional context: any “passion,” any physical expression or vocalization of 

emotional response or investment, reads as aggression.  
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Theodora’s advice, however, also underscores the extent to which Natalie has already lost 

any sense of self to “turn down.” Enforcing such a distance between psychological and physical 

responses is a project that Natalie—and Leah, as well—have already mastered, with troubling 

consequences for their sense of integrity and personality. While hysteria is a charge that can be 

leveled against Natalie in her chauvinist professional setting, her also-gendered relationship to 

time outside the sphere of the legal profession has already enacted the diminution of her sense of 

coherent self. If Natalie’s body is never neutral in the courtroom because it runs the risk of being 

read by the judge as hysterical, so Natalie and Leah, we understand, already also inhabit a 

world—both diegetic, as manifest in the responses of Michel and Frank, and indeed 

extradiegetic, as manifest in the narrator’s own language—that is tempted to read them that way. 

The non-neutrality of their bodies follows them outside overtly masculine professional and 

public spaces and into their personal lives.  

Leah’s stasis and Natalie’s dynamism, then, appear in the narration of NW as two ways 

that social and personal narratives of selfhood can thwart or divert characters’ movements 

through childhood and early adulthood—with the result that “hysteria” is a condition that they 

share. Smith’s narrator suggests overtly and structurally, in both cases, that these female 

characters struggle with their physical forms because of differently complicated, but also 

specifically gendered, relationships with time and space. In contrast, the men in this novel are 

seamless time-travellers, and consequently appear to have stable senses of selves, even when (as 

is the case with Felix) those selves are in flux or in physical danger—even when the difficulties 

and ambivalences they face appear below the surface of their printed sentences. Leah observes of 

her neighbor Ned, for example, that “time congeals around him. Simple things take on a 

stretched-out significance. It seems to Leah that he has been twenty-eight since they met, ten 
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years ago” (21). While Leah feels that time changes and she stays static, framing her stillness as 

passivity in the face of others’ relentless progress, she ascribes control over time to Ned himself. 

When Felix encounters Phil Barnes, too, he finds that “From the back it was a sort of time travel 

to look at him, no fatter or thinner, no change in the clothes, no sign of the twenty-year distance 

between then and now” (129): while Phil’s face and words may register the passage of time, the 

contours of his physical form deny the space occupied by a “twenty-year distance.” Even Nathan 

Bogle, who requires “A jolting form of time travel, moving in two directions” when Leah 

encounters him at the novel’s beginning, and whose face time has affected more than it ought to 

have, appears as both “the child” and “the man […]. One familiar, one unknown” (49-50). Leah 

sees that for him, just as for Ned and for Phil Barnes, despite any physical or psychological 

ravages of time passing, “the line of beauty has not been entirely broken” (50). Unlike Leah, who 

feels unchanged, and unlike Natalie, who feels nonexistent, these men appear both present and 

flexible, temporally and physically.  

Again, as these examples suggest, the success or failure of a character’s passage through 

and engagement with time is writ, for that character and for others, on and through the 

character’s physical form—which, in NW, includes the material form of the narration through 

which that character’s embodiment is made legible to a reader. The difference between the 

women’s embodied relationship to time and the men’s can be understood based on an 

observation Natalie makes about her future husband at a dinner in law school: Frank “didn’t even 

know how to be the thing he was” (258). Frank may not know how to be “the thing he was,” 

Natalie’s language suggests, but Frank does not face the terror of not being anything, as Natalie 

experiences, or the sense that the thing he is is wrong, as Leah experiences. Seen from without, 

the men in NW develop as characters and as humans without the sense of gendered psychological 
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fragmentation that both Leah and Natalie admit. The men of NW are able to remain 

psychologically stagnant, as Ned does, without reproductive pressures forcing a rupture between 

mind and body, as occurs for Leah; Michel is presented as “always moving toward my destiny, 

thinking of the next achievement, the next thing, taking it higher” (33) without that attempt at 

upward mobility tearing him psychically asunder. These men are not immune to the effects of 

socially-constructed identities that narrate their bodies in certain relation to the broader world, 

but the structures of narration in place to describe their struggles constitute less of a threat to the 

representation of their perspectives.  

The novel makes this point formally in “Guest,” a section that follows Felix through the 

final day of his life. In the narration of Felix’s perspective, dialogue is consistently and 

completely represented within quotation marks; the section’s three divisions proceed 

chronologically and are labeled according to the geographical location where they take place; 

unlike Leah and Natalie, who appear to be living lives of quiet desperation, Felix has gotten 

clean (146), is ending his relationship with Annie (188-9), and looks forward to the future with 

Grace. Ruth Franklin writes that in “Guest,” NW “comes closest to a conventional narrative […]. 

The language is smooth, the chronology is linear, the perspective is Felix’s: no funny stuff” (The 

New Republic). The form of “Guest,” that is, mirrors Felix’s apparent (if precarious) stability just 

as “Visitation” and “Host” formally reflect Leah and Natalie’s senses of temporal and physical 

disorientation. The section’s brevity, then—as well as a reader’s already having learned that by 

the time Felix’s day ends, he will be murdered—suggests that this “conventional narrative” style 

fails to cohere in the world of NW. The man whose perspective is described in linear fashion dies 

for reasons that seem almost entirely random—though are linked to his asking young men on the 

train to give up a seat for a pregnant women, bringing the reproductive female body once again 
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to the fore of the novel’s plotlines. Adam Mars-Jones writes in his review that “[t]he section 

about Felix's day is certainly the most successful in the book, though it connects weakly with the 

rest, as if this were a separate project, imperfectly incorporated” (The Guardian); the section’s 

“weak” connections and faulty “incorporation,” however, seem to be part of the narrative point. 

We read the “conventional” realism of Felix’s interiority knowing all along that it will not last, 

that he is a marked man, even as Leah and Natalie’s interiorities require techniques that, in 

comparison to Felix’s calmness, appear “hysterical.”  

Not only do the “hysterical” formal qualities of “Visitation” and “Host” come into relief 

in contrast with “Guest,” then, but the “conventional” legibility of Felix’s experience, even as the 

narration follows him through the end of his corporeal embodiment, also reminds us of the 

narrator’s suggestion that for Natalie and Leah, “[t]heir own materiality was the scandal. The fact 

of flesh” (313). The conventional and the stereotypically masculine appear contrasted, in NW, 

with the “hysterical” and the stereotypically feminine. “Hysteria,” then, not only describes the 

“realist” techniques of Smith’s characterization but also emerges as a keyword for understanding 

how these women’s bodies move through diegetic time and space, and how their experiences of 

their bodies are constituted through narrations of those movements.  

In her essayistic description of the shifting contemporary relationship between voice and 

identity, Smith considers the “concept of a unified black voice”: “There was a popular school of 

thought that maintained the voice was at the very heart of the thing; fail to keep it real there and 

you’d never see your Blackness again,” she writes. “How absurd that all seems now. And not 

because we live in a postracial world—we don’t—but because the reality of race has diversified. 

Black reality has diversified. It’s black people who talk like me, and black people who talk like 

Lil Wayne” (142). Nevertheless, for the characters in NW, this breadth of experience possible 
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within specific socially-constructed identity categories seems not enough to extricate them from 

the physical and psychological tolls of that social construction process. That there are many 

possible, socially-legible ways for Leah to embody her femininity, for example, does not 

preclude her feeling trapped in her relationship to her body, and in her body’s relationship to 

other people. “Two Directions for the Novel” claims that the avant-garde tradition attempts to fill 

time up with space; by emphasizing the mediating role of material space in the chronological 

unfolding of NW’s narrative plot, Smith, too, encourages her readers’ reconsideration of what the 

structure of the novel purports to do, whose stories it purports to tell—and how fragments and 

uncertainties might (or should) be given space to be partially illegible in a grander narrative arc. 

 
 
 
 

Opening Up Walls in How to be Both 
 
The largest-scale material idiosyncrasy of Ali Smith’s How to be Both makes an 

undeniable difference in one’s reading of the novel, but it is also easily overlooked if you don’t 

know to watch for it: the novel appears in print in two different versions. In one iteration, the 

first section is narrated by an apparently-resurrected Italian renaissance painter named 

Francescho, while the second section follows a twenty-first-century student, George, in London. 

In the other iteration, these sections appear in the opposite order. In both editions, both sections 

are labelled “One,” emphasizing from the novel’s very outset the arbitrariness of its ordering.141 

For both Francescho and George, chronology is a term requiring persistent negotiation and 

reconsideration—as are gender and art and the genres of history and myth. Francescho is 

                                                
141 In encountering the ebook version of the novel, a reader is prompted to choose one configuration or the other. At 
the beginning of the publisher’s audio recording of the novel, listeners are also specifically informed that “The 
narratives are exactly the same in both versions—just in a different order” and told, “For this audio version, feel free 
to start with whichever narrative you wish.” 
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understood to be Francescho del Cossa, a “real life” fresco painter about whom little 

biographical information has survived; in Smith’s telling, Francescho is a woman who performs 

masculinity in order to pursue her art.142 In Francescho’s section, the painter’s consciousness 

(but not, it seems, her body) has been resurrected and follows a young woman through 

contemporary London; as Francescho’s memories slowly return to her, she contextualizes what 

she sees of contemporary life with the story of her artistic career, which entailed representing 

stories on flat surfaces of plaster or canvas. In the novel’s other section, George—whose full 

name is Georgia—is grappling with making emotional and grammatical sense of her mother’s 

recent death; growing up in Cambridge, George lives in a city that buzzes with history, but she is 

also preoccupied by the work of Francescho del Cossa, whom her mother admired and whose 

work George herself revisits repeatedly.  

Both women use walls of images to work through their experiences of loss and 

uncertainty—Francescho through frescoes, George through photographs affixed to her bedroom 

walls—and for both women, these walls of images bear specific and complicated relationships to 

memory, as well as to others’ physical bodies. In each section and as a unit, How to be Both 

becomes, itself, a wall of images, a wall whose power and representational capabilities are at 

issue in the linguistic narration of the individual characters’ stories (George and Francescho’s 

own preoccupations) and in the construction of the novel as a unit. In George’s section, the 

efficacy of syntax to make sense of death and suffering drive George’s search for a language that 

will incorporate formally the memories and experiences she holds together in her movement 

through the world. In Francescho’s section, spacing and punctuation—specifically the colon—

                                                
142 Del Cossa is best known for his frescoes in Ferrara, and for a letter in which he asks his patron for more money 
than he is currently being paid. The distinctions between history and fiction, then, are put under pressure for the 
novel’s extradiegetic readers as well as for its primary characters: a reader can go to the National Gallery and stand 
before the del Cossa painting George visits so frequently, for example, but any other art-historical account of del 
Cossa’s career will describe him as a man. 
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not only represent the chaos of Francescho’s transitions into and out of narrative agency but also 

connect her narrating voice to a further lineage, both painterly and personal. Smith thus uses the 

surface of the printed page to insist, grammatically and visually, on the “both”-ness that each 

woman embodies and grapples with throughout the novel. 

At the same time, in How to be Both, we see the importance of acknowledging the 

specifically bodily politics driving and complicating the “bookishness” of contemporary novels. 

In perhaps the only academic discussion yet published of the novel, Rebecca L. Walkowitz 

frames How to be Both as one of several contemporary works that “utilize the resources of paper 

to reflect on the history and future of world literature”; she reads the novel’s “bookishness,” its 

reliance “on the codex and on the reader’s visual experience of letters and shapes on the page,” 

as a direct product of and response to digitality (27). Bookishness, Walkowitz argues, appears “a 

way to make the reader’s body participate in the text, to be sure. But it is also a way to make the 

reader a kind of instigator or operator of the text” (28). The emphasis in Walkowitz’s reading is 

on the fact that How to be Both relies on technology for its printed effects—which, Jessica 

Pressman concedes, has been true since the development of the printing press—and that the 

formal components of this response invite the reader to engage with the book in a propulsive sort 

of capacity; in this case, we find, for the reader to be an operator or instigator of this text is for 

the reader’s experience of constructing narrative meaning to align ever more closely with both 

Francescho and George’s explorations of temporality and perspective. And, as these characters’ 

explorations make explicitly clear, their bodies are not incidental to these operations. Just as 

NW’s response to the formulation of hysterical realism marshals the material characteristics of 

the page to represent “hysterically” its characters’ embodied experiences, and those characters’ 

experiences of socially-marginalized embodiment, How to be Both uses the visual components of 
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its pages to emphasize that experiences of time and perspective are undeniably material and 

embodied. In this novel, often it is specifically the skin of the body of reader, painter, or subject 

that is particularly meaningful and whose legibility is most directly in question.  

While in Anne Carson’s work, absent page numbers and idiosyncratic punctuation 

muddle conventions of citation when one tries to write critically about Red Doc> or Nox—

calling into question the critical commonplaces that lead to misreadings of Lazarus’ sister or G—

the difficulty of citation in How to be Both is tied up in the very material conundrum the novel 

presents to its readers: just as I must choose to cite page numbers from one edition or the other, I 

can only have encountered the book for the first time in one of its two versions. In one reading, 

for example, you read the entirety of Francescho’s section and then realize, several pages into 

George’s section, that George must be the young woman Francescho follows out of the National 

Gallery—and that Francescho’s first encounter with George likely occurs, chronologically 

speaking, after the events recounted in George’s section. For a reader who encounters the 

sections in this order, Francescho’s descriptions of the methods and implications of her artwork 

then resonate throughout George’s attempts to understand the frescoes, her mother’s work as a 

Subvert-maker, and the relevance of Renaissance history to her own experience. In the other 

edition, the chronology of George’s experience emerges as a key unifying framework, and 

Francescho’s narration appears to be, potentially, a fabrication of George’s own: in George’s 

section, she and her friend H consider, then seem to reject, the possibility of telling a story from 

del Cossa’s perspective for a school assignment about empathy.143 These ambiguities further 

                                                
143 The girls seem to reject the idea because they don’t know enough to adopt del Cossa’s voice—see p. 120—but 
several characteristics of Francescho’s voice in her section resemble the language George and H imagined del Cossa 
might use. Another possible interpretation of the connection between the novel’s two sections arises from George’s 
musing on “how typical it’d be” to narrate del Cossa as if he had been resurrected. “You’d need your own dead 
person to come back from the dead. You’d be waiting and waiting for that person to come back. But instead of the 
person you needed you’d get some dead renaissance painter going on and on about himself and his work and it’d be 
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highlight the importance of the novel’s printed surfaces for placing these characters in 

conversation with and comparison to one another.  

The analysis that follows uses page numbers from an edition of the novel which begins 

with Francescho’s narration, but it also attempts to account for how stylistic characteristics 

operate differently in different reading situations. Writing about How to be Both thus 

foregrounds the necessity, inherent to any criticism, of having to choose a path through its 

sections—a linear order according to which analysis of one section precedes analysis of the 

other. Just as the novel’s formal duality defies any attempt to talk about start and finish, here, or 

even first and second, so too the novel’s structure reveals the artifice behind any attempt to 

separate a discussion of “story” from a discussion of “form of story on the page.”144  

Throughout George’s section, she recalls moments during the trip she took with her 

mother (Carol) and brother (Henry) to Ferrara, where many of Francescho del Cossa’s frescoes 

are preserved on the walls of the Palazzo Schifanoia. This trip, remembered and historical by the 

present moment of the novel’s diegesis, itself introduces several complicated questions of how 

the form of artistic representation grapples with temporality, and how viewers (or readers) of 

those representations engage with the art’s own history. Smith herself has claimed in an 

interview that the novel is to some extent “about fresco form. You have the very first version of 

the fresco underneath the skin, as it were, of the real fresco. There’s a fresco on the wall: there it 

is, you and I look at it, we see it right in front of us; underneath that there’s another version of 

the story and it may or may not be connected to the surface. And they’re both in front of our 

                                                                                                                                                       
someone you knew nothing about and that’d be meant to teach you empathy, would it? It’s exactly the kind of stunt 
her mother would pull” (325). 
144 While this analysis begins with an apparent focus on the contents of George’s section, the subsequent 
consideration of Francescho’s narration is what contextualizes and clarifies the stakes of the formal innovations in 
George’s section. However a critic chooses to designate these two sections, How to be Both proves the necessity of 
the understory to make the surface-story legible. 
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eyes, but you can only see one, or you see one first. So it’s about the understory. I have the 

feeling that all stories travel with an understory” (Guardian). The novel brings these concerns—

Smith’s considerations of how eyes and skin, surface and depth, can register on the level of 

artistic form—to the level of dialogue through the provocations of George’s mother. When 

discussing one of the frescoes with George, for example, George’s mother asks her to consider 

the status of the underdrawings art historians have discovered below the paint.  

[…] which came first? her mother says. The chicken or the egg? The picture underneath 
or the picture on the surface? 
 The picture below came first, George says. Because it was done first. 

But the first thing we see, her mother said, and most times the only thing we see, 
is the one on the surface. So does that mean it comes first after all? And does that mean 
the other picture, if we don’t know about it, may as well not exist? (289) 

 
The competing firstnesses, here, have to do with material instantiation and embodiment: what 

happens to George’s sense of the artwork’s form when the art that was produced the earliest is 

not the art whose contours George’s eyes encounter first on the surface of the wall? The 

underdrawing emerges as a key metaphor for “the moral conundrum of art,” as George’s mother 

calls it—for the multiplicity of meaning that belies the present or the surface. Of course, the 

metaphor also has implications for the surface of Smith’s printed text: attempting to establish 

primacy for one picture or the other, George’s mother suggests, enforces a linearity, an 

ordination, that might appear to render the underdrawing virtually non-existent. The moral 

conundrum lies in how the multiplicity of stories—those represented in the art, but also those 

told about the art—becomes hierarchized.145  

                                                
145 Atkinson’s Ruby Lennox incorporates footnote-chapters into her narration to complicate the hierarchical logic 
that subverts some printed (or historical) content to other matter; these chapters bring the figuratively under-matter 
of Ruby’s familial past onto the “main” surface of the book’s pages, demonstrating visually the relevance of Ruby’s 
great-grandmother’s biography to Ruby’s own experience. By contrast, in How to be Both, where the entire novel is 
not narrated autodiegetically through George, Smith relies on a different bibliographical intervention to rework the 
hierarchizing mechanisms in conventional prose printing. 
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This interest in disrupting linear trends of association or meaning-making was, we learn, 

part of George’s mother’s professional life as well: Carol was an economist who got involved 

with a political art collective that itself relied on the layering of screens. Contextualizing her 

mother’s work in conversation with a school counselor, George explains how, “by using really 

early pop-up technology pretty much before anyone else was,” the participants in the Subvert 

movement had been “able to make things appear on whatever page someone accessed like 

adverts do now all the time. Except, a Subvert took the form of a random visual or a piece of 

information” (255). Again, the technology of representation becomes a tool to complicate a 

viewer’s (or reader’s) experience of information. George explains that, in particular, her 

mother’s “job [was] to subvert political things with art things, and to subvert art things with 

political things. Like, a box would flash up on a page about Picasso and it would say did you 

know that 13 million people in the UK are living below the poverty line. Or a box would flash up 

on a politics page and it would have a picture in it or some stanzas of a poem, stuff like that” 

(255). The commentary produced by these juxtapositions of art and politics, the human and 

material implications of artistic and literary representation underlying political and economic 

developments, have serious consequences for George’s family, too. Carol’s anonymity is 

eventually compromised, and in the months leading up to her sudden death (she has an allergic 

reaction to a common medication), George’s mother worries that she is being monitored by the 

government.  

The novel’s meditation on artistic forms, again and again, emphasizes the implications of 

these forms for the bodies of the characters producing, presented in, and encountering the 

representations. This striated structure is crucial to George’s interest in Francescho’s fresco 
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compositions, as well: when she and her mother and brother visit the frescoes in the Palazzo 

Schifanoia, what strikes George is that 

It is like everything is in layers. Things happen right at the front of the pictures and at the 
same time they continue happening, both separately and connectedly, behind, and behind 
that, and again behind that, like you can see, in perspective, for miles. Then there are the 
separate details, like that man with the duck. They’re all also happening on their own 
terms. The picture makes you look at both—the close-up happenings and the bigger 
picture. Looking at the man with the duck is like seeing how everyday and how almost 
comic cruelty is. The cruelty happens in among everything else happening. It is an 
amazing way to show how ordinary cruelty is. (238-9) 

 
George’s interpretation of the painting connects the fresco’s perspectival innovations to the 

layering the Subverts effected with superimposed windows, and to the layering the form of the 

fresco itself effects when paint is applied atop an underdrawing. This multiplicity is both 

temporal and spatial: on the very surface of the fresco, George notes, “[t]hings happen right at 

the front of the pictures and at the same time they continue happening, both separately and 

connectedly, behind, and behind that […] in perspective, for miles.” This representation, George 

emphasizes, confronts the reader with its juxtaposition: “the picture makes you look at both.” 

George, so caught in a struggle with the temporality of language, identifies a bothness in the 

image that thwarts simultaneous analysis: the picture forces its viewer to think about the 

individual events and their larger contexts at once, George suggests, to observe single 

experiences but also the implication of those experiences in broader narrative relationships.  

After her mother’s sudden death, George continues to work through the radical 

consequences of this dynamic of hierarchization and juxtaposition. Their conversations about the 

frescoes and about historiography generally frame the conundrum as constructive of additional 

meanings—why do we need a linear chronology? Carol asks—but the broader implications of 

understanding representation as a layering under which unspoken stories linger also affects 

George’s consumption of other forms of media. When she inadvertently watches an exploitative 
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pornographic film, for example, she finds that the cruelty represented in the video lingers. The 

perspective practiced in del Cossa’s fresco has already emphasized that “cruelty happens in 

among everything else happening,” but George’s response to the video traces how cruelty can 

underlie other stories even when the narrative forms in question are iPad screens. 

[T]he uncomplaining smallness of the girl alongside her evident discomfort and the way 
she looked both there and absent, as if she’d been drugged, given something to make her 
feel things in slower motion than they were actually happening to her, had changed 
something in the structures of George’s brain and heart and certainly her eyes, so that 
afterwards when George tried to watch any more of this kind of sexual film that girl was 
there waiting under them all. 
 More. George found that the girl was there too, pale and pained with her shut eyes 
and her open o of a mouth, under the surface of the next TV show she watched on catch-
up. (221) 

 
George’s memory of the girl’s physicality in this situation affects the structures of her own body 

and, subsequently, becomes an underdrawing (or an undercinema) that complicates the contents 

of even apparently unrelated films. When George recognizes the presence of the young woman 

“under” even a local news story, she resolves to watch at least a portion of the original video 

every day. Her father questions this choice, but George justifies the re-viewing as a challenge to 

the temporality of the representation: “This really happened […]. To this girl. And anyone can 

just watch it just, like, happening, any time he or she likes. And it happens for the first time, over 

and over again, every time someone who hasn’t seen it before clicks on it and watches it. So I 

want to watch it for a completely different reason. Because my completely different watching of 

it goes some way to acknowledging all of that to this girl” (224). The relentless surface, framed 

as a conundrum in George’s discussion with her mother about Del Cossa’s work, becomes a site 

of repeated cruelty and subjugation. While George’s father is horrified by her obsessive 

rewatching of the film, George understands her project to be, as her mother encouraged, one of 

informed witnessing, an attempt to acknowledge and reconsider, if not subvert, the kind of 
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chronology that perpetuates the girl’s pain. George recognizes that to encounter a representation 

of an event, even an event that occurred and was ostensibly completed in the past, is to 

experience that represented event in a kind of complex present tense.146 Indeed, her sense that 

she must testify to the girl’s experience through a new kind of watching—a watching that divides 

the singularity of the girl’s lived experience from the narrative within which that experience 

exists in the video—testifies to George’s own painful dislocation from the linear language 

systems according to which she encountered the world prior to her mother’s death. 

How we consume art, she argues to her father, is what makes it political; her attempt to 

reorient her practice of imposing a narrative onto the girl’s experience thus underscores her own 

evolving sense of the definition and function of art in her contemporary moment. Uncomfortable 

though it makes her, George struggles to “read” the video as a piece of art, to enter its scene with 

empathy, and to carry that practice of multivalent reading into her engagement with artistic 

representation elsewhere. The girl’s “open o of a mouth” emphasizes that the video, like the 

page, makes the girl’s body a legible surface: while Walkowitz asserts that the novel’s 

bookishness frames a reader’s body as the instigator of the book’s text, George’s interaction with 

the video complicates any easy distinction between talking about a reader’s embodiment and 

talking about the dynamics of the text, emphasizing her privileged agency in instigating, 

whenever she clicks to the video, (a representation of) trauma that makes the young girl’s pain 

present. In interrogating her position as a viewer of the video, George reconsiders her own 

agency, the implications of her ability to focus on the girl’s experience as lived rather than in the 

temporal unfolding of the video’s narrative (or the narrative that follows from her initial 

                                                
146 George’s Latin studies—she and H exchange song lyrics they’ve translated into Latin—suggest that the tense 
she’s searching for as imperfect, originating in the past but with no set end-point (no guaranteed completion).   
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encounter with the video). The printed sentence, here, becomes a surface like so many others—

wall, screen—on which narrative dynamics privilege and obscure specific voices and stories.  

This dynamic connection between the surface and the story represented thereon (or 

therebelow) not only fuels George’s concern with temporality and representation but also propels 

her repeated struggles to make linguistic sense of her mother’s sudden death. Smith’s narration 

registers in its verb tenses George’s own attempts to find a syntax that fits her experience: from 

the opening scenes of George’s section, the narration tends to describe George’s memories of her 

mother in the present tense, until such moments as she seems to remember that her mother’s 

death makes every interaction with her decidedly past-tense. George’s attempts to find linguistic 

structures that will accommodate both-ness and simultaneity are overtly linked to concerns of 

book-ish representation. One jarring moment of verb adjustment, for example, connects George’s 

negotiation of her remembered past to a readerly encounter. 

Her mother doesn’t say. 
 Her mother said. 
 Because if things really did happen simultaneously it’d be like reading a book but 
one in which all the lines of text have been overprinted, like each page is actually two 
pages but with one superimposed on the other to make it unreadable. (196) 

 
In considering what kind of language would account for the emphatic presence of her memories 

as well as the past-ness of the events George is recalling, her comparisons turn from paintings to 

books, to another imprintable surface responsible for representation of characters. Mark Currie 

has argued about one of Smith’s earlier novels that “graphic encodings of the philosophical 

problems of futurity, the graphic and grammatical forms of completion and incompletion, make 

the physical marks of writing into a philosophical enquiry. Its topic, stated in grammatical terms, 

is the tension at the heart of time between the perfective and the imperfective, or time seen from 

the outside and time lived from the inside, an enquiry that can only be conducted in a world in 
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which time is made visible by the form of writing” (60). In this moment, the narration of 

George’s perspective crystallizes this relationship between temporality as represented in the 

tenses of verbs and the lived experience of reading a book with printed lines enforcing a 

temporality of their own. To represent simultaneity adequately, George thinks, to represent 

accurately in print the co-presence of events and experiences, would be to render a narrative 

visually incomprehensible. 

 Narrative comprehension, of course, is already muddled in this novel, as is any linear 

chronological trajectory. Just as George thinks that the pages of a book can model the 

impossibility of narrating simultaneity, the impossibility of narrating her mother as both alive 

and dead, for instance, so she continues to process her mother’s death as a particularly textual 

event, particularly bibliographic. Throughout the section, George’s memories of interactions 

with her mother are introduced in present tense narration, echoing George’s sense of her 

mother’s ongoing presence, her wondering “how can someone just vanish?” (252). The 

relationship between body and legible surface is complicated here, as we move from the screen 

that mediates individuals’ physical experiences to an individual body whose surface resists 

George’s expectations of reading practices. In attempting to comprehend her last interaction with 

her mother, George remembers that  

Her skin had changed colour and was covered in weals. She could hardly speak. What 
she did say, in the last part of whatever was happening to her and before they put George 
outside the door to wait in the corridor, was that she was a book, I’m an open book, she 
said. Though it was also equally possible that what she’d said was that she was an unopen 
book. 
 I a  a  u opn ook. (252-3) 

 
Her mother’s assertion of a bibliographic nature does not, as George’s uncertainty makes clear, 

guarantee intelligibility (or even necessarily suggest it). The final sentence of this passage uses 

space not only to reflect the sonic quality of the language George heard her mother speak—
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sounds with few clear consonants—but also to emphasize the conflation of George’s mother’s 

body with textuality, in her final words to George and in the novel’s representation of her 

existence. Presenting her words this way invites the reader to grapple with the sounds as George 

has done, to try to make linguistic sense of the ambiguous quality of her mother’s language.  

Indeed, Carol’s words are presented on a separate line (see Figure 5.10). Some exchanges 

(especially with Mrs. Rock, George’s counselor) are framed as dramatic interactions, with a 

character’s name stated prior to a colon and then the representation of the character’s speech, but 

most dialogue in this section relies on lineation, not quotation mark, to distinguish voices from 

one another, and to distinguish characters’ speech from narrator’s description. The narration does 

not distinguish between these characters’ words and the description of their physical actions by 

standard punctuation.147 One effect of the absent quotation marks is that the novel imposes no 

printed boundary between George’s recollections of her mother’s behavior and the “real” words 

Carol spoke on a given occasion. When George’s memories shift, as from one tense to another, 

so does the reader’s sense of her mother’s presence: descriptions of Carol’s speech appear 

reported by the same heterodiegetic narrator that reports on George’s behavior and also, 

simultaneously, filtered through and mediated by George’s memory. “I a  a  u opn ook,” then, 

occupies a complicated discursive position. The qualities of the printed surface defy easy 

hierarchizing delineation. The surfaces of the book of George’s mother’s body are in flux, legible 

and illegible both. “I subscribe to the belief,” George’s mother has asserted previously, “that 

language is a living growing changing organism” (195); George has rejected this argument in 

                                                
147 Of course, this is a punctuational experiment that earlier novelists have exploited as well. Parkes’ Pause and 
Effect outlines the development of the quotation mark into a signal of direct discourse in fiction (57-9) and notes that 
“[t]he convention that spoken discourse should be indicated by inverted commas had become so firmly established 
by the twentieth century that an experimental novelist like Dorothy Richardson could draw not only on her readers’ 
experience of life and literary conventions but also on their experience of graphic conventions. […] [B]y omitting 
inverted commas and paragraphs, Dorothy Richardson signals that she is attempting something new” (94). 
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favor of defining grammar as “a finite set of rules,” but her mother’s final words, and the 

narrative’s representation of them, foreclose any single meaning they might hold. George herself 

ultimately accepts the necessity of this kind of linguistic and narrative openness: “I’m so, so tired 

of what stories are supposed to mean,” she confesses to her school counselor near the end of the 

section (365). The ambiguity about her mother’s last words appears as a final example of her 

mother’s refusal to “commit, ever” (193), but also reflects George’s own gradual reckoning with 

how the ambivalences latent in language are nevertheless potentially productive of meaning 

rather than repressive or fissive. The body produces and appears in language but it also, in these 

cases, refuses to present a single clear syntactical message. 

 
Figure 5.10: I a a u opn ook, in the 2014 Pantheon edition of How to be Both. 

 
In contextualizing his concept of narrative disembodiment, Daniel Punday asserts that  

“[n]arrative is corporeal not simply because it needs to use character bodies as a natural part of 
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the stories that it tells, but also because the very ways in which we think about narrative reflect 

the paradoxes of the body—its ability to give rise to and resist pattern, its position in the world 

and outside of it, and so on. Narrative, then, always first and foremost depends upon a corporeal 

hermeneutics—a theory of how the text can be meaningfully articulated through the body—even 

if narratology has frequently treated it, or seemed to treat it, as something quite different” (15). 

How to be Both engages with this idea both formally and in its characters’ articulated 

considerations of artistic form and language: the articulation of narrative through corporeal form 

appears repeatedly in these concerns with the legibility of the body, or the body’s figuration as a 

legible surface. In this novel, there is life to be found in language—and that insistence on the 

living of language makes space for multiplicity of meaning. George’s relationship with H has the 

potential to produce a kind of interpersonal language that heals her cynicism about linguistic 

communication, and this language is powerful precisely because it allows George to bring 

together otherwise disparate-seeming components of her experience and language-use. George’s 

sense of her correspondence with H, which continues via text message after H moves away, is 

that it  

is like having a conversation without needing to say anything. It is also like H is trying to 
find a language that will make personal sense to George’s ears. No one has ever done this 
before for George. She has spent her whole life speaking other people’s languages. It is 
new to her. The newness of it has a sort of power that can make the old things—as old as 
those old songs, even as ancient as Latin itself—a kind of new, but a kind that doesn’t 
dismiss their, what would you call it? 
 George sits in the new wing of the National Gallery in front of an old painting and 
tries to think of the words for it. 
 Their classic status? 
 She nods. That’s it. Whatever is happening makes them new and lets them still be 
old both at once. (355-6) 
 

H’s language helps George bring history and contemporaneity together. George’s preoccupation 

with the exploitative porn film has to do with registering, through her “completely different” 
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kind of watching, an encounter with the girl’s pain that isn’t novel, that anticipates what is going 

to happen, that introduces a history into the viewing of what seems, through her concept of filmic 

recording, to be happening in the present moment. H, and the language play she encourages with 

George, gives George a way to incorporate that complicated approach to time and art into her 

everyday conversations. The story can have multiple meanings at one time, can draw on old 

things and make them new “both at once.”  

This possibility of productive multiplicity extends to plastic artworks as well as spoken or 

written informal language. When George visits the sculpture on the DNA cycle path that 

proceeds out from Cambridge, for example, a material instantiation of the city’s history of 

exploring the various codes by which a body is read, she thinks that the sculpture 

resembled a joyful bedspring or a bespoke ladder. It was like a kind of shout, if a shout to 
the sky could be said to look like something. It looked like the opposite of history, though 
they were always going on at school about how DNA history had been made here in this 
city. 
 What if history, instead, was that shout, that upward spring, that staircase-ladder 
thing, and everybody was just used to calling something quite different the word history? 
What if received notions of history were deceptive? 
 Deceived notions. Ha. 
 Maybe anything that forced or pushed such a spring back down or blocked the 
upward shout of it was opposed to the making of what history really was. (358-9) 

 
History as a shout is a markedly different model than George’s earlier version of history. 

Previously, when visiting Ferrara with her mother, George considered history to be “a mound of 

bodies pressing down into the ground below cities and towns in the unending wars and the 

famines and the diseases, and all the people starved or done away with or rounded up and shot or 

tortured and left to die or put up against the walls near castles or stood in front of ditches and 

shot into them” (289-90). In this literally cumulative understanding, “George is appalled by 

history, its only redeeming feature being that it tends to be well and truly over” (290); by the 

section’s conclusion, however, not only has George’s thinking about history become inflected by 
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humor, not simply by horror, but in her understanding history has also become an indefinite and 

dynamic force, a shout or a spring that defies forcing or pushing down, that defies being “well 

and truly over.” This has implications for George’s sense of story-telling more generally, even as 

it clearly reflects on the structure of How to be Both itself, a novel for which the seeming past-

ness of history is no obstacle, a novel whose narrative structure on both the sentence- and the 

codex-level stages eras and voices in active conversation.  

 
* 

In George’s section, the book/body connection opens up an understanding of history and 

narrative. While George’s concerns are all about surface and representation of bodies, 

however—experienced in text messages and on the internet and in the Palazzo Schifanoia and in 

the National Gallery—it is in the homodiegetic narration of the painter, in Francescho’s section, 

that Smith’s novel calls more openly upon the surface of its pages to raise questions about 

embodiment and the representation thereof.148 As Kate Webb observes in her review of How to 

be Both, each of the book’s two sections  

begins as if in argument about the nature of the novel: Francesco’s in a cascade of 
acrobatic, poetic language; George’s with questions about the “moral conundrum” of art. 
When her mother asks George to imagine she is an artist trying to evaluate the worth of 
her work, the two stories come together and the relationships between them become a 
proliferating mystery for the reader to puzzle over. At least, this is how it will seem to 
half of Smith’s readers. (TLS 9/19/14) 

 
Webb’s astute analysis of the precarious connections a reader might attempt to draw between the 

novel’s two sections focuses on the ways Smith’s imagery connects Francescho’s story to 

George’s. At stake, she notes, is not just the development of these individual characters, but also 

a particular model of the novel, a model that can hold multiple moving parts between its covers. 

                                                
148 To date, no reviews I’ve seen have compared How to be Both to To the Lighthouse, focusing instead on Orlando, 
likely because of the overt play with cultural and literary constructions of gender. This comparison remains ripe for 
further analysis, especially given how TTL’s form brings together narrative experiment with Lily Briscoe’s attempts 
to render in paint what she knows of Mrs. Ramsay.  
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“How To Be Both is full of images of decomposition,” she writes, “of words and walls breaking 

apart. For Smith, though, decay is not a sign of literary exhaustion but the precondition for 

creation, like the damp surfaces needed to paint a fresco.”  

George thought that simultaneity would be like a book whose text was printed line on top 

of line, in such a way as to render individual letters obscured by one another. Her mother cannot 

be both alive and dead because that book would be unreadable; the multiplicity of 

representations that the fresco embodies, George suggests, with its underdrawing and 

overpainting, cannot be translated to the print context of a book. The opening and closing pages 

of Francescho’s section, however, uses the very dimensionality of the printed page to complicate 

this understanding—lines do stack on top of each other, here, and in ways that challenge 

novelistic conventions of legibility and spacing (see Figure 5.11), but they do so in ways that are 

closer to the perspectival multiplicity George observes at work in del Cossa’s fresco surfaces, 

allowing multiple encounters and experiences to border each other on the horizontal plane of the 

page rather than to overlap vertically. The layout of the pages uses blank space where 

Francescho cannot remember certain information, or ceases to speak altogether. Whereas space 

in heterodiegetic narration often reads as a lapse in the narrator’s ability to represent with 

certainty the character or situation in hand—think of what “I a  a  u opn ook” connotes—in 

Francescho’s homodiegetic narrative, the dynamic of the page appears more mimetic of her 

experience and appears to echo her transition into and out of narrative agency.  
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Figure 5.11: for / all the world like / eyes : 

 
Francescho’s section begins with some tumult, both linguistically and visually: the first 

two and half pages of the section involve lines of text that mostly lack commas and end-

punctuation (with the exception of question marks) and that are spread across the plane of the 

page in ways conventionally associated with (experimental) poetry rather than novels. By the end 

of the section’s third page, Francescho’s perspective is no longer in such flux: she is positioned 

behind a boy in front of a painting (we learn subsequently that this is George, standing in front of 

one of Francescho’s own paintings in the National Gallery in London), and the lines of her 

narration are no longer in transit through time and space as they previously appeared to be. 

McHale observes that “the functional invisibility of space in prose fiction is what distinguishes 

prose from verse, with its conventions of the unjustified right margin and stanza breaks” (181); 

here, the material characteristics of the text on the page, in moving from spacing we associate 

with poetry to paragraph forms that resemble more conventionally printed prose, disrupts the 
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stability of any “functional invisibility of space in prose fiction” in this novel. The diagonal 

movement of the lines across the space of the page, for instance, ultimately emphasizes the fact 

that throughout How to be Both no paragraphs have justified right margins: extra space often 

appears at the ends of lines even in more conventionally-formatted paragraphs.149 Narratively, 

the section’s opening pages represent Francescho’s voice becoming functionally visible to the 

reader—her voice emerging from the seeming blankness of the page—even as her voice and 

body remain functionally invisible (and inaudible) to George.150 

The parentheses signify powerfully here: parenthesis is a visual and syntactical technique 

of delineation that pervades Francescho’s narration, both the lines of quasi-poetry and the chunks 

of seeming-prose. Their use is central in representing the process of imposing structure onto 

Francescho’s experience. In these opening pages, Francescho’s movement through space, 

especially as registered in her verbalized experience of embodiment—“(whew),” “(bash),” 

“(ow)”—are set apart from her address to “dear God old / Fathermother” (5). In these cases, the 

parentheses distinguish between the trajectory of her apostrophe and the seemingly-tangential 

recognition that, as the text of her narration moves down the page, so her body is moving 

through, and encountering obstacles in, space. The parenthetical asides ground the “main” text in 

Francescho’s physically specific experience of motion—unlike footnotes, parentheses don’t 

literally visually subordinate the enclosed material on the page, but they do distinguish that 

material from the syntax of the sentence without.  

                                                
149 Given the moral conundrum with which the George section begins, there seems to be narrative significance in the 
fact that Smith’s prose eschews visually the justification of the pages’ right margins. Throughout the characters’ 
theorizations of systems of representation, the limits of empathy and of observation are foregrounded. The novel’s 
form, too, highlights this punning, this dualistic resonance, by calling into question what it would mean for the 
book’s representation to justify all its margins.  
150 Just as this visual hybridity characterizes the beginning of Francescho’s narration, so it characterizes the 
conclusion: the final two and a half pages of the section similarly move from fairly-standard-looking paragraphs to 
enjambed lines of almost-poetry, before the section concludes with a line containing a single word: “both” (186). 
The line has no end-punctuation. 
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The specifically physical implications of this division become clear as the parentheses 

carry into the later paragraphs of Francescho’s narration. When she addresses “hey : you,” 

ostensibly the boy in front of the painting who seems neither to see nor to hear her, she asserts 

that “once an old man slept for winters tucked in a bed with my Marsyas (early work, gone for 

ever, linen, canvas, rot” (5).151 The parentheses here allow Francescho’s narration to encompass 

both the present address to George and a broader historical perspective—and to do so in the 

context of a claim about how the surface of her painting, literally the image of the skinned satyr, 

serves as “heavy extra skin [which] kept him alive I think” (5). George agonizes, in her section, 

about how syntax can encompass multiple temporalities and perspectives, how the linearity of 

print restricts a book’s ability to represent meanings that are inherently and insistently multiple. 

In the opening pages of Francescho’s section, Smith already begins to practice a narration whose 

syntactical forms and visual shapes respond substantively to George’s fears. 

 The physical resonances and implications at work on the surface of the printed text 

continue to resonate with Francescho’s narrative of her emphatically-embodied artistic history. 

Indeed, inscribed shapes on flat surfaces are crucial to Francescho’s sense of her own privilege 

and responsibility as an artist. She recounts that  

though I was descended from the men who’d made the walls which themselves made the 
municipal palace – the walls on which the great Master Piero in his stay in Ferara had 
painted for the Ests the victorious battle scenes  
 (and from looking at whose works I learned 
 the open mouths of horses,  
 the rise of light in landscape, 
 the serious nature of lightness, 
 and how to tell a story, but tell it more than one way at once, and tell another 
underneath it up-rising through the skin of it) –  
 I would paint my own walls. (50-51) 
 

                                                
151 This is a curious description, suggesting that Francescho was accumulating knowledge even in death. Here and 
elsewhere, the disembodied Francescho has a more refined sense of linear temporal narrative structures than she did 
while embodied.   
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In this telling, Smith uses the surface of the page to register the form of Francescho’s distinction 

from her wall-building ancestors—the narrative tells Francescho’s story more than one way at 

once. The “main” syntax of Francescho’s sentence is a distinction between herself and her 

ancestors, the wall-makers. Inserted into that syntax, however, are elaborations set off with 

dashes and with parentheses—and within the parentheses, individual learned items are lineated 

as a catalogue (see Figure 5.12). The opening pages of this section suggest that How to be Both 

will use the form of Francescho’s narration to foreshadow and complicate concerns George also 

raises about representation, to posit a response to George’s question about how the representation 

of experience might capture simultaneity; here, the form of Francescho’s narration demonstrates 

her own capacity to tell a story “up-rising through the skin” of the story she is ostensibly relating.  

 
Figure 5.12: A story that is up-rising through the skin of it 

 
 A complicated relationship to walls and their representational capacities is something, 

Francescho notes, that she and George share: “But the girl is an artist!” she exclaims (158). 

Francescho watches George remove from the wall in her bedroom “all the many pictures of the 
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house we sit and wait outside so often”—a house occupied by a woman George suspects was 

monitoring her mother—and explains that George has, “on a table in the room, been making a 

new work out of them […]. As if each of the little studies is a brick in this wall, she has lined 

them up with the right irregularity and she has drawn and shaded with lead the mortar lines 

round and between each and cut some pictures short for each alternating brickline at the ends of 

her wall, just like cut or turned bricks look, it does look very like a wall!” (158-9).  

Of course, syntactical “bothness” is not the only multiplicity Francescho performs. Her 

mother encouraged her artistic ambitions; after her mother’s death, Francescho’s father suggests 

that she dress as a boy and work as his apprentice so that she can be trained in the artistic 

practices that women would conventionally never learn (32). The physical “bothness” 

Francescho exemplifies differentiates her from her collaborators and, we learn, places her within 

a clear tradition of painters who eschew performing the gender binary. As Francescho recalls,  

there were others like me, painters I mean, who could do my particular both : we knew 
each other when we saw each other, we exchanged this knowledge by glance and by 
silence, by moving on and going our own ways : and most anyone else who saw through 
the art of what some would call our subterfuge and others our necessity graced us with 
acceptance and an equally unspoken trust in the skill we must surely possess to be so 
beholden to taking such a path. (49-50) 
 

The scope of her art here expands from the represented scenes she produces in her frescoes to the 

art of gender-bending performance, which she concedes “some would call our subterfuge and 

others our necessity.” That Francescho can paint her own walls requires, at least in her father’s 

understanding of their contemporary professional world, that she embrace a “both” in her own 

performance of physicality. To acknowledge this shared situation “by glance and by silence” 

emphasizes both the importance of visibility (and invisibility) in Francescho’s experiences and 

artwork but also the social context within which her both-ness can remain both legible and 
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unspoken. This bothness, she suggests, is something George experiences, too: Francescho 

initially believes she is watching a boy in the National Gallery.  

These passages make clear, too, that while parentheses are an important mark for 

understanding the multiplicity built syntactically into Francescho’s narration, the most unusual 

punctuation at play in this section is the colon. Standard typed English calls for no space between 

a letter and a succeeding colon but for the inclusion of one space after the colon and the start of 

the next word; the visual effect is an unevenness, an understanding that the first clause, in 

appearing first, necessitates the colon because while the clause itself may be syntactically whole, 

the message of the sentence is not yet complete.152 In Francescho’s sentences, however, the 

connection between clauses is made more tenuous and also, visually, more securely balanced. In 

the previous passage, for example, Francescho recalls that “there were others like me, painters I 

mean, who could do my particular both : we knew each other when we saw each other.” The 

linearity imposed through the printed appearance of conventional punctuation is, in these 

instances, undone: the first clause still appears first, but its proximity to the conjunctive mark is 

equal to that of the second clause. In his history of punctuation, Parkes notes that “in fifteenth-

century Italian manuscripts,” around the period when Francescho might conceivably have 

learned to write, the functions of markings we now recognize as the backslash or the colon “are 

sometimes analogous with those of the modern comma, sometimes with those of the modern 

colon, and sometimes with an application which falls somewhere between the two” (48-9). How 

to be Both, however, introduces Francescho’s mother as an alternative source for her unusual 

punctuation.  

                                                
152 The earlier history of the colon Parkes traces to the later Middle Ages, where “the punctus elevatus”—a 
compound mark built from the punctus of a period—“indicates a major medial pause (media distinctio or colon) 
where the sense was complete but the sentence was not” (42). 
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When Francescho ends her apprenticeship period with her father, he returns to her a note 

she gave him as a child (see Figure 5.13). Francescho herself reports that she noticed its 

“immature hand which sloped up in a curve at the ends of the lines : its writer had made no 

preparation for keeping his line of words steady as small children are taught to do” (150). To this 

narrative of chirography as index of maturity, to Francescho’s assertion of her external 

presentation as a masculine creator (“his line of words”), her father adds that the note also “holds 

your mother in it, who will have helped you fashion it, cause you were very young when you 

wrote this and the sentences have her turn of phrase about them, as well as—look, here, here and 

here—her habit of putting these 2 dots between clauses where a breath should come” (151). 

Throughout the novel, How to be Both emphasizes the resonances among page and wall and 

skin—but here, in Francescho’s father’s description of her punctuation, like in George’s attempts 

to understand her mother’s final words, the breath is reintroduced to considerations of bodily 

legibility.  
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Figure 5.13: Francescho’s recognition that so much we forget ourselves in a life. 

 
The visible manifestation of the breathing pattern that Francescho’s narration carries on, 

ostensibly from her mother, underscores the deep structural connection, for her, between her 

status as an artist (a teller of stories that can up-rise through skin) and her physicality, the 

embodied “bothness” that her parents encouraged and facilitated. At the same time, her 

descriptions emphasize the complex but emphatically not-human physicality and biology of the 

materials she uses to construct her images. “For the making of pictures,” she explains, “we need 

plants and stones, stonedust and water, fish bones, sheep and goat bones, the bones of hens or 

other fowls whitened in high heat and ground down fine : we can use the foot of a hare, the tails 

of squirrels : we need breadcrumbs, willow shoots, fig shoots, fig milk : we need bristles from 

pigs and the teeth of clean meat-eating animals, for example dog, cat, wolf, leopard […] above 

all we need eggs, the fresher the better, and from the country not the town mean better colours 
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when dry” (58-9). This litany of fragments and fleshes integrated into the production of a picture 

that will itself represent bodies recontextualizes George’s early conception of history as a   

“mound of bodies pressing down into the ground below cities and towns” (289-90): the very 

material with which these narratives are constructed, Francescho elaborates, builds others’ 

bodies into the construction of a given story.153 Of an assistant, Francescho recalls that “he had 

the understanding that a fresco needs a wall and that at the same time the skin we apply to a wall 

is as sensitive as our own skin and becomes as much a part of that wall as our skin is a part of 

us” (133). The fresco needs the wall and yet becomes a part of it.  

This framing of the fresco in physiological terms recalls one of the myths Francescho’s 

mother repeated to her in youth: that of Marsyas, the musician “who was half-man and half-beast 

and who could play as sweetly as any god on his flute and did so until Apollo the sun-god 

himself heard rumours about how good the earthly musician was, came shooting down straight 

as a ray of light to earth, challenged him to a contest, won the contest and had the musician 

skinned alive as his prize” (63). Francescho describes her mother’s framing of the story as 

potentially liberating, a reconsidering of hierarchization and suffering that recalls George’s 

mother’s emphatic lessons about the relevance and potential multiplicity of history and 

historiography. Francescho notes that Marsyas’ fate 

isn’t necessarily the injustice that it sounds, my mother said. Cause imagine, the skin of 
Marsyas slipped off as easily as a tomato’s will in warm water to allow the red raw 
sweetness out of the fruit below. And the sight of such release moved everyone who saw 
it to a strength of feeling more than any music anywhere played by any musician or god. 

                                                
153 Francescho continues to insist on the implication of material embodiment in both the reading and the inscribing 
of surfaces: “I think of all the sketches and dessins and paintings on panels and linens and crack-covered walls, all 
the colours and the willows and the hares and the goats and the sheep and the hoofs, all the eggs cracked open : ash, 
bones, dust, gone, the hundreds and hundreds, no, thousands. Cause that’s all the life of a painter is, the seen and 
gone disappearing into the air, rain, seasons, years, the ravenous beaks of the ravens. All we are is eyes looking for 
the unbroken or the edges where the broken bits might fit each other” (59). In fact, Francescho’s formulation of 
simultaneity, here and throughout the section, is a form that integrates being and seeing—in contrast to George’s 
linguistic emphasis, which involves the reconciliation of atemporal and temporal experience as registered in syntax. 
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 So always risk your skin, she said, and never fear losing it, cause it always does 
some good one way or another when the powers that be deign to take it off us. (63-4) 

 
The imagery in the Marsyas myth picks up the language Francescho uses to talk about 

painting—about the skin of the fresco itself, but also, in the opening pages of the section, the 

warmth that the painting as a material object can provide to a human body in need of extra 

covering. Peeling away the surface sometimes reveals a new one beneath. At the same time, in 

Francescho’s mother’s explanation, in the shedding of skin there can be a communication that 

prompts emotion that art does not—an unseizable transformation.  

The relationship between the skin of the artist and the skin of her plastic creation—

among the body of a painter and the bodies of her subjects and the bodies whose components 

form the materials from which she crafts her represented scenes—becomes increasingly 

complicated as Francescho describes the trajectory of her career. In the Palazzo Schifanoia, for 

example, she describes incorporating her family members into the scene of the fresco: “I filled 

the Marquis’s months with those who had peopled my own on the earth” (121). The 

consequences, however, are complicated when considered with respect to the various 

represented, representing, and representational skins at play, by now, in Francescho’s description 

of art: “as can happen when you work to capture someone in paint, as soon as I’d painted them 

into the skin of the fresco they stopped being the people I knew : this happened especially in the 

colour blue meant for sky, the place between the gods and the earth” (121). The embodiment of 

these characters in the skin of the painting takes on a different status than the embodiment 

Francescho previously understood them to experience: they become actors whose history is 

distinct from the histories Francescho carried of interacting with them, subject to the narrative 

artwork’s temporality rather than wholly the temporality of their “real world” bodies and cells 
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and skins—perhaps like the “o” of the young woman’s mouth in the video to whose 

representation George bears relentless witness.  

The change these people undergo when Francescho incorporates them into (and within 

the frame of) the fresco is connected, then, to Francescho’s appreciation of artwork that calls 

attention to its material presence in the world outside its diegesis. “I like very much a foot, say, 

or a hand,” she writes,  

coming over the edge and over the frame into the world beyond the picture, cause a 
picture is a real thing in the world and this shift is a marker of this reality : and I like a 
figure to shift into that realm between the picture and the world just like I like a body 
really to be present under painted clothes where something, a breast, a chest, an elbow, a 
knee, presses up from beneath and brings life to a fabric : I like an angel’s knee 
particularly, cause holy things are worldly too and it’s not a blasphemy to think so, just a 
further understanding of the realness of holy things. (121-22) 

 
It is not only in the section’s opening pages that Francescho’s narration reflects back on the 

representational and narrative strategies that How to be Both develops more broadly; here, 

Francescho’s insistence that “a picture is a real thing in the world and this shift [out of the frame] 

is a marker of this reality” resonates not only with the material history of these specific frescoes, 

which George and her mother (and extradiegetic readers of Smith’s novel) can encounter in 

Ferrara, but also with the novel’s formal forays beyond the margins and “frame” of conventional 

print practice.  

This kind of disruption of frame “does 2 opposing things at once,” Francescho asserts: 

“The one is, it lets the world be seen and understood. The other is, it unchains the eyes and lives 

of those who see it and gives them a moment of freedom, from its world and from their world 

both” (122). This provocative potential of an artwork to untether the viewer, to “unchain the eyes 

and lives” of those who see it, to use an unmooring artistic technique that allows freedom “from 

its world and from their world both,” is echoed in the punctuation that works with the lineation 
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and spacing to unhinge Smith’s novel from conventional expectations about the construction of 

prose fiction.  

Throughout the novel, both George and Francescho grapple with the potential liberation 

of this very interruption: what breaks the frame of the story, in this formulation, is a reminder of 

the body, the angel’s knee under the robe, the unseizable being that underlies the surface-level 

representation of a character in action. For George, her grief has cut her off from the syntax and 

linearity she embraces in her linguistic precocity; caught up in the very presentness of her 

embodied experience, George struggles to find a system of representation, a syntax of narrative, 

that can represent her self and her grieving, present-tense body. Francescho, on the other hand, 

creates a story as she paints, a story that she realizes from the outset will be read as history—as 

narrative. What she emphasizes here, then, is her own struggle to maintain the being in the 

representation, the experience as lived rather than as read within a temporal sequence. What 

George observed as a painting’s spatiotemporal insistence on a viewer’s experience of both “the 

close-up happenings and the bigger picture,” individual events and broader narrative arcs, is here 

explained in more specifically visual terms. The disruption Francescho favors resists narrative 

linearity or causality, instead allowing the art to reach outside its frame and interact with its 

viewers, and itself, directly. 

Near the conclusion of Francescho’s section, which is either the conclusion of the novel 

or simply its halfway point, the novel twists one more time the physical implications of the wall 

of images that George has constructed. H, George’s friend, is visiting, and a drink has been 

spilled onto two of the images on the “wall” (which is on a table), leaving a mark on the 

photographs. George removes the photographs and tries to dry them off, at which point H takes 
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the photographs from her and “holds them both up in front of her eyes like they’re eyes. Ha ha!” 

Francescho exclaims. 

The girl looks astonished : her mouth opens : then it breaks into a smile : then laughter 
from them both : then both girls take one end of the long wall of pictures each, like they 
did before but now with its cut-out bricks gone from the middle and they stretch it out 
across the room again : this time rather than treating it with such care the girl, when the 
wall is at full stretch, wraps her end of it round her shoulder and tucks it under her arms 
like a collar or a scarf. 
 When she sees the girl do this the friend does the same : next moment both girls 
are shawling themselves with it : they twist themselves round inside the swath of wall 
until they are both a bristle of pictures like armour over their chests and stomachs and 
arms and up to their necks : then they twist towards each other as if it is the wall that is 
bringing them together : they meet wrapped like caterpillars in the middle of the room : 
but they don’t just meet, they collide : at which the paper wall breaks and as it comes 
apart its brick-shapes fly off like rooftiles and the girls hit the floor together in each 
other’s arms in the mess of the pictures littered round them. 
 I like a good skilful friend. 
 I like a good opened up wall. (179-80) 
 

To open up the wall, here, is to revise the dynamic Francescho described previously, in which 

the bodies of those she knew were incorporated into the skin of the wall and thus, through that 

representation, become not-themselves. A good opened-up wall, here, allows the girls to embrace 

each other, to experience their bodies in the context of these images that operate as clothing 

(shawling, a bristle of pictures like armor) and as architectural edifice (the wall’s brick-shapes 

fly off like rooftiles) but that leave them individually and socially embodied together.  

The erotics and the hope of this passage—wherein embodied engagement with art seems 

to liberate George by allowing the walls and the bodies to signify multiply at once but also 

allowing her body contact with H’s body—signal the novel’s complicated relationship with its 

modernist forebears. In light of both protagonists’ preoccupations with history and with the 

politics of aesthetic form, it is not surprising that early critical accounts of How to be Both have 

focused on the ways Smith’s narrative converses with the experiments of earlier novelists. For 

example, one early review asserts, “One might reasonably argue that Ali Smith is among 
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Virginia Woolf’s most gifted inheritors. Attentive to Woolf’s admonition that ‘one must be 

woman-manly or man-womanly’, Smith’s writing is alive to the power of empathy as much as it 

is conscious of the importance of form” (Flanery). This comparison is striking for a number of 

reasons. First, the reviewer compares Smith’s novel not to Woolf’s own innovative novels 

(Orlando comes to mind154) but to A Room of One’s Own, emphasizing the rigor of Smith’s 

novelistic theorization by juxtaposing it to a book-length piece of creative criticism. The 

review’s quotation of the “admonition” leaves out, however, the context of the assertion, which 

itself comprises one of the essay’s more troublingly essentialist claims about gender and genre 

and is an assertion that Smith’s novel rejects on the level of premise.  

This comparison underscores the powerful implications of reading contemporary works 

in deep conversation with previous writers’ innovations. At issue, here, is a critical interpretation 

of what two things comprise the “both” in Smith’s title. In Flanery’s reading, the primary 

bothness is the man/woman binary with which both Francescho and George engage; given the 

novel’s exploration of how the material and social conditions of embodiment inform artistic 

practice and consumption, the resonance with the terms of Woolf’s essay is easily traceable. As 

Smith’s novel unfurls its concept of bothness, however, the narration develops a more 

complicated relationship to the terms of Woolf’s claims. Within her own cultural context, one of 

Woolf’s critical interventions was to move away from a rhetoric of “feminine prose” and to 

suggest instead that even as the book “should be adapted” to fit the body, that body’s interiority 

should, ideally, experience the world with a perspective that rejects a monologic classification of 

gender. Smith’s prose, even as it thinks back through Woolf in its representation of artists and 

embodying artworks, takes for granted the power of not just blending but rejecting outright the 

                                                
154 Christopher Benfey’s NYT review, for instance, suggests that the Francescho section has “some of the cavalier 
brio of Virginia Woolf’s gender-bending ‘Orlando’.” 
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binary and essentializing gender categorizations that persist in Woolf’s “man-womanly” and 

“woman-manly” concept. It is not, for Smith’s work, that one must be man-womanly or woman-

manly, but that the constructed binaries between masculinity and femininity are not the only 

legible structures of experience available to artists or people in the world. What it is to have a 

skin—to be a body that produces art—is much less definite, in How to be Both, than in Woolf’s 

formulation—not only in the ambiguity built into the linguistic content of the narrative but also 

in the formal components that challenge conventional conceptions of novel-structure, page-

layout, and plot development. 

The materiality of How to be Both—its bibliography and its punctuation—demonstrates 

the capacity of novelistic form to facilitate or complicate certain modes of reading (engaging 

thus with “the power of empathy”); this technique facilitates a model of narratively-mediated 

embodiment that reworks Woolf’s theorizations of interrelated books, bodies, and buildings in A 

Room of One’s Own. By opening up the wall(s), How to be Both allows George—and 

Francescho—to experience in its narration an embodiment that manages a multiple, fundamental 

bothness. And it does so, to quote Francescho’s final statement once more, by allowing the novel 

“to be  / made and / unmade / both” (186). In the various makings and remakings George and 

Francescho effect, their narratives center around a redefinition of the body in relation to artistic 

narrative. Whether in the syntax of George’s sentences or in the framed organization of 

Francescho’s painting, the body appears, ultimately, as both the container of a character’s 

experience (which defies narrative chronology) and also the vehicle by which that character is 

positioned within individual moments of narrative time. In Smith’s text, then, the coeval 

definition of textual body and narrative unspooling becomes grounded not in images of 

destruction—tearing apart Catullus’ poetry in Nox, splintering Natalie’s sense of self across 
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numbered narrative sections in NW—but rather in models of artistic making. If the book, like the 

fresco, is synonymous with skin, serving as both the recorded story and the surface that story 

depends on, that skin is defined, constituted, by the body.  

 
* 

 
The three novels discussed in this chapter operate within the standard codex form, within 

the basic generic conventions of the novel; nevertheless, their formal and linguistic innovations 

foreground the political implications of literary works’ material instantiations, not only in the 

context of textual history but also in conversations about the works’ rhetorical dynamics. In so 

doing, they converse with the intense visual hybridity of Anne Carson’s fictions and the 

monstrous, marginalized bodies those fictional forms make legible; they think back through the 

theories and practices of their modernist forebears from Joyce to Stein to Woolf, bringing the 

storied tradition of punctuational experiment and spatial innovation into the rapidly evolving 

media landscape of the twenty-first century.  

Like every novel I have discussed in this project, How to be Both resists a definitive 

conclusion—indeed, Smith’s novel queries finality so vehemently that its form literally lacks a 

fixed ending. Placing How to be Both at the conclusion of the dissertation should not imply, 

however, that the construction of a narrative bothness in Smith’s novel has solved all the 

problems of representation and obfuscation, voicing and embodiment, description and disruption 

that have been engaging novelists since the genre itself came into being. Rather, How to be Both 

concludes the dissertation because its very form insists that we keep engaging with these 

questions, and its content emphasizes the relevance of material analysis to that critical 

engagement.  
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In How to be Both, as in every other novel discussed in this project, the foregrounding of 

formal and linguistic disruption is what makes readers aware of the representative bothness—the 

balance between reading and being read, between experiencing presence and fitting into a 

historical progression—that the narrative reaches for. While Flanery’s review suggests that, “[i]n 

the best modernist tradition,” How to be Both “shifts, often seamlessly, between present and past, 

as a way of foregrounding the artfulness in our artificial perceptions of time,” both Smith’s novel 

and the modernist predecessors it converses with insist instead on the requirement of seam-ed-

ness to effect simultaneity. In the colons and spaces of How to be Both, as in the unpunctuated 

sentences of The Making of Americans or the bracketed plot points of To the Lighthouse, it is the 

novel’s very material and syntactical seams that foreground the artifice surrounding culturally 

specific experiences of time, embodiment, and language.  

How to be Both asks, as every one of these novels asks, that critics continue engaging 

with these questions. As reading cultures and media continue to develop, as digital platforms 

introduce new resources for reconsidering the representative potential of the printed page, 

contemporary fiction both looks back along its history and calls ahead for a narrative theory that 

can account for works’ multimodal seams, from the punctuation that claims to register the 

experience of reading papyrus to the typography and layout that require the resources of digital 

design. Contemporary fiction calls out, too, for a textual history that articulates how 

punctuational practice and spatial experiment themselves inhabit a position of simultaneous 

bothness on the page, constituting both literary lookings-back and syntactical propulsion. 
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Postscript: A Very Important Thing 
April 2017 

 
“…and don’t forget I say wiretapping, those words were in quotes. That really covers—
because wiretapping is pretty old-fashioned stuff—but that really covers surveillance and 
many other things. And nobody ever talks about the fact that it was in quotes, but that’s a 
very important thing.”       

 –Donald Trump 
 
This part of the transcript gave me chills.  
 
The fact that it was in quotes. A very important thing. 
 
In these early months since the election, I’ve been worrying anew about the limited utility of the 
work I’ve been doing. People’s bodies and rights and futures are on the line. The fate of the 
planet we live on hangs in the balance. Some days, the founding documents of the United States, 
let alone the basic principles of scientific inquiry or humanistic study or journalistic practice, 
have seemed on the verge of outright dismissal. I’ve been struggling with the sense that I should 
be acting more directly on behalf of the causes and values I believe in. At the same time, I am 
also increasingly certain that in a sociopolitical context where invective and lies and bluster are 
just a click away from widespread public distribution, it is increasingly important to nurture a 
critical reading practice that accounts for both the verbal and the non-verbal elements of written 
language. Conscientious analysis of other people’s writing remains a way to think about what 
their forms and narratives suggest about the priorities and experiences and assumptions 
underlying those others’ perspectives. I have finished drafting my dissertation. 
 
I had not anticipated that the President himself would affirm the relevance of my work. I had not 
expected the extra-Twitter call for a careful reading practice.  
 
From Ulysses to Between the Acts, from How to be Both to Autobiography of Red, the novels I 
study clamor to be read for their formal, bibliographic innovations as well as the thematic 
preoccupations and theorizations of their verbal language. These fictions explore, in the contours 
of their very sentences, the limitations of narratorial certainty and the boundaries of the diegetic 
body. As How to be Both ultimately underscores, the surface of a printed page, like the surface of 
a body, can function as the place where lived experience and narrative logics collide—where the 
boundaries of characters and of narration overlap. These are novels, too, that understand the 
political stakes of the representational interventions they develop. In Jacob’s Room, for example, 
the exemplar of an embodied but novelistically-“unseizable” interior force is a policeman who 
stands with his hand raised. Warplanes fly overhead at the pageant in Between the Acts. Ruby 
Lennox’s attempts to incorporate strategically footnoted family history into the “main” page-
space of her autobiographical narrative bring her to the verge of suicide in Behind the Scenes at 
the Museum.  
 
Whether they are drawing on high-resolution copy technology, like Nox, or, like The Making of 
Americans, unfurling such a densely repetitive and minimally punctuated text that deploying 
digital analytical tools seems a compelling critical alternative to reading sentence-by-sentence, 
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these novels ask to be read in conversation with contemporary developments in print and other 
media technologies. They ask to be read in light of current events.  
 
Some other words the President’s Tweets have enclosed in quotation marks since Inauguration 
Day: “carnage”; “evil”; “rigged”; “playing”; “witch hunt!”; “bad” and “dudes”; “sources”; and 
“intelligence.”155 
 
With social media platforms like Twitter, we are at an even greater remove from the point in 
print history when typed punctuation could easily reflect the choice of the author, or the copy-
editor, or the compositor in the printshop. Often, now, the grounds on which we encounter typed 
language are no longer tangible: the glass surface of the screen on which I read an email from a 
student one moment can display a text from my sister a moment later. Contemporary readers 
assume that the contents of most of the Tweets they read are reflective of a single writer’s 
utterance—standard typos and autocorrect blunders notwithstanding. Contemporary readers 
assume that most of the Tweets they read are produced by a single writer who composes the 
statement and “posts” it publically without another human’s direct intervention in the text’s 
grammatical form. At the same time, the processes of digital composition and publication both 
facilitate and frustrate that sense of individual autonomy and independence of expression: a 
writer can instantaneously post a Tweet, of course, and can just as instantaneously delete it, but 
that Tweet can also be just as instantaneously recorded on a reader’s own screen, can be 
referenced or written back to without ready means of tracking its proliferation.  
 
Alongside this division of language from its material moorings on tangible pages, digital media 
and communication are also facilitating an increasing uncertainty about the “real” identities of 
the people from whom utterances emanate—even about the “reality” of the events or revelations 
those utterances assert. Fake Twitter accounts, for example, are so prevalent that many 
recognizable figures create handles that assert the “reality” of the account. The Cornell Library 
has recently deployed an admirable array of resources to encourage students and faculty and staff 
to look closer at their news sources, to analyze the sites and examine the paratexts and spend a 
little more time trying to identify which news events have actually happened and which are, 
simply, fiction. Still, contemporary critics are often no better at accounting for the rhetorical 
implications of these medial contexts than are critics who assume that the standardization of 
punctuation and prose printing practices forecloses the possibility of a Victorian novelist’s 
experimentation with the representative capacities of ellipses. 
 
What happens when we consider the implications of the presence or absence of quotation marks? 
Not just because of plagiarism, though citation and convention and revision matter immensely 
here. The rules of punctuation and formatting are evolving to account for text messaging and 
other digital forms of communication—ending a text with a period, for example, is often read as 
tonally angry—but quotation marks remain one visible way written voices are distinguished from 
one another.  
 
“Scare quotes” is a phrase that originated in the twentieth century. The OED defines such marks 
as “quotation marks used to foreground a particular word or phrase, esp. with the intention of 
                                                
155 These scare-quoted words appeared in Tweets posted on January 24, February 3, February 26, March 17, March 
2, January 30, February 16, and February 15, 2017, respectively. 
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disassociating the user from the expression or from some implied connotation it carries,” and 
first records a usage from 1956. Historians of Western punctuation like M.B. Parkes have traced 
the development of quotation marks from the diple, which in antiquity was “inserted in the 
margins by readers in order to draw attention to something noteworthy” but gradually became a 
mark inserted to indicate quotations, to the symbol that would allow a reader encountering a new 
text to “identify quickly the full extent of a passage in direct speech” (57-9). 
 
A recent Atlantic article by Megan Garber described the centrality of the scare quotes to the 2016 
election cycle: as a mark, she argues, “They signal irony, and uncertainty. They suggest words 
that don’t quite mean what they claim to. […] They signal—really, they celebrate—epistemic 
uncertainty.” This celebrated uncertainty adheres both to the terms isolated within the scare 
quotes (what does “alt right” actually mean?) and to the producers and consumers of the 
language (to whom does “alt right” mean its various potential meanings?). The consequent 
unsettling of a written text’s intelligibility has been discussed in several other popular 
journalistic articles. “[W]hen they’re not being used by the president hedging his bets against 
being found out in future,” an article in the Guardian quips, scare quotes “are being used to 
signify a writer’s irony or snarkiness. They allow you to say things you’re not really sure about 
or refuse to convey legitimacy to.” They allow communication with built-in deniability.  
 
Indeed, the rules of punctuation and formatting are changing in ways that reflect and inflect the 
evolving media landscape within which we are all implicated, and in ways that signal a shifting 
understanding of the relationship between language and identity, representation and reality. 
Again and again studies suggest that, on average, people are reading and writing significantly 
more, now, than has previously been true. We are all readers, and we are all writers. The 
President has called for a more rigorous critical reading of his idiosyncratic Tweets while at the 
same time advocating the elimination of the NEA and the NEH, and the paradox here is itself 
telling. The President is not the first rhetorician—broadly understood—to be intentional in the 
placement of quotation marks. 
 
The President’s interview suggests that “nobody ever talks about” the implications of putting 
language in quotation marks. If this dissertation is about anything, it is about the intense scrutiny 
to which literary artists have been subjecting the linguistic and material forms of their work for 
centuries. It is about how people have been talking about punctuation, and experimenting with 
the effects of manipulating it, for centuries. It is about how art comments on political realities 
just as much in its visible form as in the stories it chooses to tell through those forms. Virginia 
Woolf was talking about the difference a parenthesis could make. Zadie Smith’s claims about the 
non-neutrality of realist space apply just as readily to a Twitter feed as to the plant-based 
signatures of a codex.  
 
Garber clarifies that in recent usage, “[s]care quotes aren’t just about distance; they’re also about 
disruption. They are a little bit belligerent, and a little bit anarchic. They want to destabilize, to 
make us question the things we thought we shared—indeed, to question who the ‘we’ really is in 
the first place.”  
 
And it is with this insight—that scare quotes make us question who the “we” really is in the first 
place—that my preoccupations come full circle. That scare quotes alone have been analyzed for 
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their disruptive potential limits our ability to account for the multivalent claims punctuation 
makes about the status of our sentences. It has proven not to be the case that “Nobody ever talks 
about the fact” that “wires tapped” was in quotation marks; indeed, the phenomenon of 
Trumpian scare quotes has become routine. Or perhaps, rather, the political climate within which 
Trump can deploy his scare quotes in such hyperbolic contexts, without fear of repercussions or 
the necessity of clarifying his meaning, has become next to unremarkable. We think we know 
what the scare quotes are doing. If this very contemporary punctuational tactic is the only one 
our critical reading acknowledges as legible, however, we are still depriving our rhetorical 
analyses. We still leave ourselves open to readings that ignore important cues in the surface-level 
dynamics of a sentence’s syntax. 
 
(For example: what about the proliferating parentheses in the President’s Tweets?)  
 
(How do we parse the declarative force of exclamation points, the force of whose apparent 
outrage and authoritativeness is put forward itself as proof that the sentence is true?) 
 
Too, Garber’s point underscores what we still risk overlooking if we fail to consider how literary 
history can inform our responses to and our engagement with the ways we read and write today. 
In this political context where reality edges closer and closer to artifice, it is simultaneously more 
precarious and more critical to consider, as Dickinson was exploring nearly a century and a half 
ago, the implications of written forms for the government or containment of literal bodies. 
Artistic practice always responds to the political conditions of its making, even as artists—like 
the writers whose work I have studied here—also conscientiously craft their artistic makings to 
push back against the strictures of those very politics.  
 
Rarely do I feel comfortable claiming that anything I do is a very important thing. That said, 
clearly the stakes of developing a more broadly attentive reading practice stretch beyond the 
boundaries of academic literary criticism or even popular journalism and extend to a cultural 
awareness that attends to all the valences of all the ways we write now. A model of literary 
analysis that accounts for the effects of punctuation and spacing as well as of diction and prosody 
ultimately opens up new understandings not only of how the physical form of a book affects the 
embodiment of literary characters, but also of the political dynamics of written rhetoric across 
genres and media.  
 
It has always mattered and still does matter that we think about how we talk to each other. It has 
always mattered and still does matter that we think about how art and artifice claim—
linguistically and materially claim—to represent reality. 
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